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Introduction

This book contains a collection of papers which present concepts central to the
research performed during the first year of the Project funded by the Polish Min-
istry of Science and Higher Education and supported by th European Union in the
scope of the European Regional Development Fund program no. POIG.01.03.01-
00-008/08.

The Project Consortium consists of five academic institutions: Institute of
Computer Science of the Polish Academy of Sciences, Poznań University of Eco-
nomics, Poznań University of Technology, Wrocław University of Technology and
AGH University of Science and Technology (coordinator).

The strategic goal of the Project is to facilitate scientific research into inno-
vative methods and tools for practical application of the Service Oriented Archi-
tecture (SOA) paradigm in the development of modern IT solutions. The project
aims to promote the competitiveness of Polish businesses, enhance the national
e-Economy and assist in further development of the information society.

The Project consists of two phases, each divided into four tasks. Work reported
upon in this book concerns Task 1 (Conceptual studies of technologies, methods
and tools), and Task 2 (Experimental implementation of methods and tool proto-
types). Thus, the book focuses on the initial status of the proposed methods and
tools, all of which will be further elaborated during the course of the Project.

The 17 chapters of this book can be characterized as follows:

Chapter 1 describes the Enterprise Service Bus (ESB), an extension of the Ser-
vice Oriented Architecture (SOA) providing faster and cheaper integration of ex-
isting IT systems. ESB vendors do not adopt a single specification, which creates
problems with enterprise-wide harmonization of governance processes. This is the
primary reason behind extending the ESB model to cover modern SOA infrastruc-
tures. The study introduces the extended ESB model, encompassing such aspects
as the concept of adaptive ESB, monitoring patterns for distributed ESB environ-
ments, adaptive services, BPEL engine monitoring and governance. This model
positions ESB as an intermediary technology, simplifying the provision of core and
extended functions.

Chapter 2 reports on virtualized infrastructures, an innovative execution envi-
ronment for SOA applications that consists of a set of infrastructural services
supporting the application lifecycle. These services are essential for provision-
ing, discovery, monitoring, management and operation of virtualized execution
resources deployed over physical infrastructures. This chapter describes the con-
cept of service-oriented infrastructures (SOI) and explains its role in the context
of SOA application deployment and execution. The architectural elements and
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their fundamental functionality which needs to be implemented to support the
managed, predictive and adaptive behavior of SOI, are specified.

Chapter 3 — SOA management introduces new challenges and problems, hereto-
fore unknown in legacy distributed systems. A vast amount of effort is being invsted
in all aspects of SOA management, mainly in areas related to Web Service stan-
dards and technologies. Nevertheless, the REST architecture still lacks methods,
tools and standards when it comes to management. In this chapter, we discuss
selected aspects of management: performance, reliability and security.

Chapter 4 — This chapter reports on ongoing work on transaction support for
SOA within three separate subprojects. The chapter starts with a discussion of
common goals. Subsequently, the discussion is streamlined into three main parts:
extended business transactions, rollback-recovery service and distributed software
transactional memory for SOA.

Chapter 5 — This chapter describes the concept of replication tools for SOA-
based systems. Replication is expected to ensure availability, atomic consistency,
and partition tolerance; however, at most two of these features can be guaranteed.
The proposed mechanisms cover various combinations of these features: the repli-
cated state machine approach guarantees strict consistency and availability under
the assumption that messages are successfully delivered, while the SAS system for
mobile ad-hoc networks aims at ensuring availability at the expense of consistency.

Chapter 6 — The chapter proposes a conversion of the problem of automated
Web Service composition to the problem of building a graph of worlds consisting
of formally defined objects. Basic rules for defining ontologies for service execution
environments are presented, where automatic reasoning about sequences of service
calls can result in fulfilling user requirements. Such requirements can be specified in
a fully declarative language, without any prior knowledge about services. In turn,
the services are treated as independent “black boxes”, performing their activities
regardless of the flows in which they participate. The requirements and descriptions
of services are the only source of knowledge used to generate abstract plans. The
above planning process is the first phase of automated composition. The chapter
also presents a tool implementing the proposed composition algorithm, along with
some experimental results.

Chapter 7 — As business applications are progressing towards an “Internet of
Things”, more flexible and adaptive concepts for the integration of enterprise ser-
vices with smart embedded devices are necessary. This chapter addresses two re-
lated aspects: (i) exposing embedded devices as Device Services, and (ii) imple-
mentation of embedded devices as hardware components without any software el-
ements. We begin with an outline of the SODA (Service Oriented Device Architec-
ture) approach, supporting integration of Service Devices with ESB. Subsequently,
an FPGA-based implementation of Device Services is presented. An extension of
the SCA programming model to sensor networks is also shown. Finally, technical
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problems related to exposing mobile phone functionality in terms of services and
accessing services on mobile devices are described.

Chapter 8 — This chapter introduces the concept of dynamic, searchable con-
glomerates of Internet of Things (IoT) devices to be accessed by SOA services.
The main goal is to provide a single, consistent solution for the following prob-
lems: (1) efficient searching for IoT devices to be used “at the place”, (2) dynamic
(re)configuration of device groups to fulfill extended needs by providing complex
functionality, (3) dynamic programming of device behavior, and (4) efficient sup-
port for IoT devices with handicapped access and/or functionality. The solution is
based on a dedicated ontology covering a classification of IoT devices and their ca-
pabilities, and also on system functionality requirements, seen from the viewpoint
of SOA services. The ontology is to be interpreted at runtime, enabling contex-
tual selection of optimal devices according to dynamically changing circumstances,
interaction loci, user/SOA service grants and restrictions, etc.

Chapter 9 — Recent evolution of software architectures has resulted in rising
prominence of the Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) concept. This architec-
ture paradigm facilitates construction of flexible service systems. Services can be
deployed in distributed environments, executed on various hardware and software
platforms, reused and composed into complex services. This chapter proposes an
efficient computational and communication resource allocation model for complex
service requests. The requests are examined in accordance with the SOA request
description model. Their functional and non-functional requirements are analyzed
in conjunction with monitoring of communication links and performance data, in
order to properly distribute requests and allocate both services and resources.

Chapter 10 — In this chapter a method for the QoS-aware complex service com-
position in SOA-based systems is presented. The proposed service composition
process consists of three stages: complex service structure, scenario and plan com-
position. Complex service structure involves a set of required functionality aspects
and precedence relations, and is derived directly from a service level agreement.
Each service scenario is derived from the service structure by choosing an optimal
(with regard to a certain quality criterion) order of execution. Finally, the service
plan emerges from the scenario by selecting the best versions of atomic services for
delivery of the required functionality. Methods for complex service scenario and
execution plan optimization are proposed.

Chapter 11 — In this chapter a method for assessment and optimization of the
security level of composed Web Services (assuming a layered security architecture
and multiagent approach) is presented. As security evaluation requires a precise
definition of the set of evaluation criteria, the key criteria for each functional layer
of SOA have been proposed. An information fusion scheme based on the Subjective
Logic formalism is used to integrate information derived from different layers and
agents. The framework also assumes that opinions about the credibility of agents
may be used in conjunction with security assessment results.
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Chapter 12 — Modern IT infrastructures provide technological means for sup-
porting collaborations between various organizations through several virtualiza-
tion solutions. These can include simple communication software, collaboration by
means of shared data access or advanced teleconferencing. Given the high level
of heterogeneity of IT infrastructures used by various organizations, the problem
of setting up distributed collaborations, ensuring proper privacy and security as
well as enforcing adherence to a set of rules, remains a key issue. This is where
the concept of Virtual Organizations comes in. This chapter presents the Frame-
work for Intelligent Virtual Organizations (FiVO) which provides several features
supporting the process of creating and managing Virtual Organizations.

Chapter 13 — The Virtual Organization Breeding Environment (VOBE) is an
accepted concept in the research area of collaborative networks. Existing VOBEs
are based on an infrastructure providing only limited support for efficient integra-
tion of VOBE members and virtual organization partners on both technical and
business levels. Thus, the Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) is proposed as an
approach to implementing VOBE. A SOA-compliant VOBE is called a Service-
Oriented Virtual Organization Breeding Environment (SOVOBE). A SOVOBE
is systematically organized around the concept of services, which are not limited
to Web Services, but include services performed by humans (organizations). In
this chapter a set of core services is specified, provided by SOVOBE to support
SOVOBE members and virtual organization throughout their lifecycle. The core
services include the Competence Management Service, the Social Network Service,
the VO Collaboration Service, the VO Creation Service, and the VO Monitoring
Service.

Chapter 14 — e-Economy calls for public authorities to apply IT solutions in
servicing their clients - businesses and citizens. To achieve this goal, authorities
must base their work on an architecture that enables collaboration and integration
of heterogeneous IT systems which are the norm when considering public agen-
cies as a whole. An approach to organizing public authorities around the Service
Oriented Architecture concept is presented in this chapter.

Chapter 15 — The classic version of the SOA paradigm has its origins in software
engineering. From the point of view of e-business processes, the concept of a service
is not necessarily related to RPC (as in SOA) where a service is passive and waits
for a client to invoke it. In other words, a service may be active and in search
for client tasks that can be accomplished. This corresponds to reverse auctions
in business practice. A business service has a well-founded structure where its
operations are related to one another. These relations cannot be expressed in
WSDL. Hence, the concept of an SOA service should be discussed. Generally, from
the e-business perspective, the problems of service architecture and communication
protocols seem to be important in the scope of business processes. These problems
must be solved by providing standards necessary for creating open, heterogeneous
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and scalable systems for complex e-business processes. A revision of the SOA
paradigm related to the above issues is presented in this chapter.

Chapter 16 — The problem of integrating heterogeneous back-end platforms us-
ing the SOA paradigm has been widely addressed in a number of research and
development projects. However, in some application domains (such as the con-
struction industry) there is an additional requirement: integration of heterogeneous
front-end platforms — from desktop PCs to mobile PDA. In this chapter, a new
method of building adaptable user interfaces for SOA applications is described.
In the adaptation process the displayed content is adjusted, the best way of pre-
senting content is selected and interaction methods are adapted to the capabilities
of particular front-end devices, as well as preferences and privileges of the end
users. In this way, the adaptable user interfaces proposed in this chapter make
SOA services easily accessible on any device.

Chapter 17 — In this chapter we present the idea of agent-based SOA systems
which apply various solutions and mechanisms from the multi-agent domain to
ensure flexible construction and execution of business processes. We focus on the
problem of composition and execution of complex processes consisting of Web Ser-
vices. These may be based on the notion of negotiations, inspired by multi-agent
domains, or rule-based agents selecting the most appropriate business process from
those described using BPEL. We use the management and coordination activities
performed in the scope of an integrated rescue action system for our first demon-
stration of the presented algorithms and prototype pilot tools.

Kraków, April, 2010 Krzysztof Zieliński
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Abstract. The traditional Enterprise Service Bus (ESB) concept supports
Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) in providing faster and cheaper inte-
gration of existing IT systems. The ESB technology has arisen from prin-
ciples like Enterprise Application Integration (EAI), but it is still not suf-
ficient to satisfy SOA requirements with respect to governance. Vendors
of ESB have not adopted a single specification and this creates problems
with enterprise-wide harmonization of governance processes. This is a mo-
tivation for an extended ESB model being a Modern SOA Infrastructure.
The study introduces an extended ESB model, which encompasses among
others aspects like the concept of adaptive ESB, monitoring patterns for
distributed ESB environment, adaptive services, and BPEL engine moni-
toring and governance. This model positions on ESB as an intermediary
technology for providing core and extended functions, making it easier to
use in world-wide IT environments.

Keywords: Enterprise Service Bus, services monitoring, QoS manage-
ment, services adaptability

1 Introduction

The Enterprise Service Bus (ESB) is a natural evolution and convergence of En-
terprise Application Integration (EAI) and Message Oriented Middleware (MON)
implementing the Java Message Service (JMS). It is also inspired by the Web
Service technology, leading to the following traditional definition [1]: ESB is an
intermediary that makes a set of reusable business services widely available.

http://www.soa.edu.pl
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The traditional ESB leverages technology advancements in the scope of these
platforms, establishing a distinct form of middleware that can: (i) support Service
Oriented Architecture (SOA) integration requirements, (ii) avoid vendor lock-in
by using industry standards, and (iii) standardize integration by utilizing broker
functions and cross-application communication based on open standards. Some of
the early implementations of ESB were constructed around these principles.

As a whole, traditional ESB implementations are divergent from the typical
deployment descriptor/packaging standard. This is due to the fact that ESB ven-
dors have not adopted a single specification, such as e.g. Java Business Integration
(JBI) proposed for Java-based ESB implementation, leading to situations where
multiple ESBs are deployed within enterprise boundaries. Some implementations
are specific to a business unit or application while others are tasked with external
communications. This creates problems with enterprise-wide harmonization when
attempting to distribute operations and configuration responsibilities for enabling
collective governance. A good example is the increasing role of OSGi [5], which
applies the service orientation principles within the boundary of a single Java Vir-
tual Machine (JVM), or the Service Component Architecture (SCA) accepted as
a common framework for wiring components together.

In this context the traditional ESB does satisfy SOA requirements with respect
to governance, regardless of the middleware or technologies used to implement
and host services. Expectations in this area are growing as large enterprises have
recently begun to exploit the ESB Federation concept. This leads to an extended
ESB model, defined as follows [2]: ESB is an intermediary that provides core
functions, making a set of reusable services widely available along with extended
functions that simplify the use of the ESB in real-world IT environments.

The goal of this chapter is to present the most important aspects of extended
ESB as a modern SOA infrastructure and to summarize the work performed in
this area by the DCS team at AGH UST. Extended ESB is investigated in ref-
erence to the SOA Solution Stack proposed by IBM. This clarifies the role of
integration technologies in SOA-based system construction and deployment. We
introduce extended ESB technologies as elements of the ESB compound pattern
[3]. The functionality of each element of this pattern is briefly specified, defining a
basis for the more detailed analysis presented in subsequent sections. The concept
of adaptive ESB is introduced first as a key aspect of the presented study. Then, a
detailed analysis of the adaptive ESB requirements leads to the specification of its
architectural and functional models. The models facilitate the definition of mech-
anisms necessary for implementing an adaptive ESB. As these mechanisms cover
the most important aspects of ESB governance, they are very much in line with
the functionality of extended ESB. The monitoring ESB activity is also described
as it plays a fundamental role in making governance decisions. The proposed moni-
toring system is very generic and refers not only to JBI-compliant ESB monitoring
but also to OSGi service tracing. The mechanisms required by the different adapt-
ability strategies are described in Section 6. A related concept is the construction
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of adaptive services. Such services, based on the Service Component Architecture,
are proposed in Section 7. Suitable extensions of the SCA execution infrastructure
are implemented for this purpose. As orchestration processes play a crucial role in
the development and deployment of SOA applications, Business Process Execution
Language (BPEL) engine monitoring and governance is also investigated (Section
8). Finally, since ESB is an integration technology originating from MOM, the
problem of message brokering is analysed.

2 SOA Solution Stack Reference Model

SOA application development and deployment should be considered in the con-
text of the SOA Solution Stack (S3) proposed by IBM, which provides a detailed
architectural definition of SOA split into nine layers. This model is depicted in
Figure 1. Each layer has a logical and physical aspect. The logical aspect includes
all the architectural building blocks, design decisions, options, key performance
indicators, and so on. The physical aspect covers the applicability of each logical
aspect in reference to specific technologies and products and is out of scope of our
analysis.

The S3 model is based on two general assumptions:

— The existence of a set of service requirements which are both functional and
non-functional, which collectively establish the SOA objective. Non-functional
service aspects include security, availability, reliability, manageability, scala-
bility, latency, and the like.

— A single layer or some combination of layers can fulfill specific service require-
ments and for each layer the service requirements are satisfied by a specific
mechanism.

The nine layers of the S3 stack are as follows: Operating Systems, Service
Components, Services, Business Process, Consumer, Integration, QoS, Informa-
tion Architecture, and Governance and Policies. There is no separate layer for
business rules. Rather, business rules cut across all layers. The business process
and governance layers intersect in defining the rules and policies for a given busi-
ness process.

A brief characteristic of each layer is presented below as a background for
further discussions contained in this chapter.

Operating systems — This layer includes all application and hardware assets
running in an IT operating environment that supports business activities (whether
customized, semi-customized, or off-the-shelf). Because the layer consists of exist-
ing application software systems, implementing the SOA solution leverages existing
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Fig. 1. SOA Solution Stack Model

IT assets. Nowadays this layer includes a virtualized IT infrastructure that results
in improved resource manageability and utilization.

Service components — This layer contains software components, each of
which is the incarnation of a service or operation on a service. Service components
reflect both the functionality and QoS for each service they represent. Each service
component:

— provides an enforcement point for ensuring QoS and service-level agreements;
— flexibly supports the composition and layering of IT services;
— hides low-level implementation details from consumers.

In effect, the service component layer ensures proper alignment of IT imple-
mentations with service descriptions.

Services — The service layer consists of all the services defined within SOA.
In the broadest sense, services are what providers are offering and what consumers
or service requesters use. In IBM model [18] S3, however, a service is defined as
an abstract specification of one or more business-aligned IT functions. The speci-
fication provides consumers with sufficient detail to invoke the business functions
exposed by a service provider — ideally in a way that is platform independent.
Each service specification must include:

— an interface specification — a collection of operation signatures;
— service endpoint information — the network location to which invocation mes-

sages are sent;
— invocation protocol details;
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— service semantics, such as measurement units and business context.

It is necessary to point out that services are implemented by assembling com-
ponents exposed by the Service Component layer. The Service Component Archi-
tecture plays an important role within this layer as a promising concept.

Business process — In this layer, the organization assembles the services
exposed in the Services layer into composite services that are analogous to key
business processes. In the non-SOA world, these business processes are similar to
custom applications. On the other hand, SOA supports application construction
by introducing a composite service that orchestrates the information flow among
a set of services and human actors.

Consumer — The consumer layer handles interaction with the user or with
other programs in the SOA ecosystem.

Integration — This layer integrates layers 2 through 4. Its integration ca-
pabilities enable mediation, routing and transporting service requests from the
service requester to the correct service provider. These capabilities include, but
are not limited to, those found in ESB and will be further explained in the follow-
ing sections.

Quality of service — Certain characteristics inherent to SOA exacerbate
well-known IT QoS concerns: increased virtualization, loose coupling, composi-
tion of federated services, heterogeneous computing infrastructures, decentralized
service-level agreements, the need to aggregate IT QoS metrics to produce busi-
ness metrics, and so on. As a result, SOA clearly requires suitable QoS governance
mechanisms.

Information architecture — This layer encompasses key considerations af-
fecting data and information architectures required to develop business intelligence
through data marts and warehouses. The layer includes stored metadata content
required for data interpretation.

Governance and policies — The governance and policies layer covers all
aspects of managing the business operations’ lifecycle. This layer includes all poli-
cies, from manual governance to autonomous policy enforcement. It provides guid-
ance and policies for managing service-level agreements, including capacity, per-
formance, security, and monitoring. As such, the governance and policies layer can
be superimposed onto all other S3 layers. From a QoS and performance metric per-
spective, it is tightly connected to the QoS layer. The layer’s governance framework
includes service-level agreements based on QoS and key process indicators, a set of
capacity planning and performance management policies to design and tune SOA
solutions as well as specific security-enabling guidelines for composite applications.
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3 Extended ESB Functionality

The presented S3 model provides a general landscape for the extended ESB func-
tionality specification.

This functionality emerges even more clearly in the context of ESB Federations
used by large enterprises. An ESB Federation consists of many ESB instances,
which are organized into several groups:

— working with service units — focus on loose coupling;
— working with networks — focus on resource virtualization;
— linking services together — focus on agile composition;
— doing 1–3 economically — focus on scalability across several dimensions;
— enabling new offerings based on the new technology — focus on the future.

As enterprises deploy multiple ESB instances, they need to provide an infras-
tructure to manage, secure, mediate, and govern these instances. The capabilities
inherent in an ESB Federation solution are delivered through a standard-based
SOA infrastructure. These capabilities include:

— Security — ensuring the privacy, authenticity, authorization, non-repudiation
and auditing of all messages moving within and between ESB instances and
other service-oriented applications. This also includes decoupling the security
management model from the application programming model;

— Mediation — many applications and ESB instances will use and support dif-
ferent standard protocols and technologies along with different invocation,
synchronicity, reliability, and security models. An ESB Federation solution
provides policy-based mediation between the various synchronicity, reliability,
programming and security models, technologies, messaging styles and stan-
dards, ensuring seamless interoperability.

— Management — as ESB instances proliferate, enterprises will require a holistic
view of the transactions that traverse their platforms and applications. An
ESB Federation solution provides monitoring, management, SLA and alert
reporting capabilities for all managed platforms including ESB instances.

— Governance — the ESB Federation solution provides a consistent policy def-
inition, implementation, administration, management and enforcement mech-
anism for all SOA-enabled platforms and ESB instances within the enterprise.
It verifies that all services implement and enforce the same set of policies, and
can comply with the policies that will be enforced downstream.

The ESB Federation solution is an infrastructure solution. It is not an ESB for
multiple ESB instances — rather, it simply provides core policy-based infrastruc-
ture services fir heterogeneous ESB instances. A successful deployment of the ESB
Federation requires the presence of suitable capabilities in each ESB instance.
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Fig. 2. Core and extended ESB functions

The list of core functions, which provide the basic operational capabilities of
the ESB is rather long:

1. Support for multiple protocols.
2. Protocol conversion.
3. Data transformation and data-based routing.
4. Support for multiple connectivity options.
5. Support for composite services through lightweight orchestration.
6. Support for multiple standard business file formats.
7. Integrated security features.
8. Comprehensive error handling mechanisms.
9. Support for both synchronous and asynchronous operations.

10. Highly available and scalable infrastructure.
11. Support for many options in each of the above categories.
12. Extensibility.

Extended functions are those ESB capabilities that lie beyond the operational
machinery listed above. They make services widely available to consumers and
offer broad support for SOA application development, provisioning and running.
The development of these extended functions is currently the focus of attention
by ESB vendors. Figure 2 summarizes the most important extended functions.
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Table 1. Extended ESB functions

Graphical editing tools Graphical editors for ESB flows such as itineraries or
lightweight orchestration.

Service Level Agreement
(SLA) monitoring and
management

Reporting and registration of Quality of Service
(QoS) and Quality of Experience (QoE). Load
balancing to meet SLA. Endpoint security and
management.

BPEL and other business
process support

Design, simulation, and execution of business
processes using BPEL.

BPEL engine activity
monitoring

Business Activity Monitoring (BAM) definition of
business-centric metrics (Key Performance
Indicators) [6] and their presentation in near-real
time. Generating alerts when KPIs cross specified
thresholds.

Service lifecycle
management

Service definition, implementation and installation.

Dynamic service
provisioning

Dynamical provisioning of new ESB operations.
Modification of flows without restarting ESB
components. Dynamic control over the number of
running service instances in accordance with SLA
targets.

Complex event processing
(CEP)

Ability to define and recognize complex events during
business process execution.

Business rule engine (BRE) Ability to specify and impose policies related to
business or system activity. Easy integration with
CEP and EDA.

A more detailed specification of these functions is presented in Table 1. It is
necessary to point out that many related requirements are still not fully satisfied
and require further research. The following sections elaborate on this issue in more
detail.

From the software engineering point of view ESB can be treated as a Com-
pound Design Pattern, which in turn represents collection-related patterns. The
relationship between these patterns is immaterial as compound patterns focus on
results of their combined applications. A compound pattern represents a set of
patterns that are applied together to a particular application in order to establish
a set of design characteristics.

Figure 3 shows the ESB compound design pattern. It is fairly complex as it
comprises other patterns (such as the Service Broker) which are also compound
patterns. Moreover, the ESB pattern can be considered as an element of the Canon-
ical Schema Bus. Patterns connected by solid lines represent the core functionality
of ESB, while remaining patterns address extended ESB capabilities. The func-
tions of extended ESB, as shown in Table 1, cover the orchestration process. This
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Fig. 3. ESB compound design pattern

leads to the conclusion that the extended ESB compound pattern should be fur-
ther enhanced with Orchestration compound patterns, which play a crucial role in
SOA.

4 Model of Adaptive ESB

The detailed analysis of SOA infrastructures presented in the previous sections
shows that its elements should offer some level of adaptability. In fact, adaptabil-
ity looms as a dominant aspect, cutting across all extended ESB functions. An
S3 Layer is defined as a set of components, such as architectural building blocks,
architectural decisions and interactions among components and layers. This defi-
nition emphasizes the existence of many options that can be subjected to archi-
tectural decisions taken during the SOA application design phase or postponed
until runtime. A generic structure of an adaptive ESB functional element is shown
in Figure 4. The policy engine perceives the system as an abstraction exposed by
the exposition layer and is able to perform a set of actions on this abstraction.
The abstraction can be defined as a complex service execution model, or a simple
set of services involved in execution. In both cases an adaptation policy has to be
defined. This policy is used to represent a set of considerations guiding decisions.
Each adaptation policy may express different goals of system adaptation, such as
minimizing system maintenance costs or ensuring particular QoS parameters.
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Fig. 4. Adaptive ESB functional elements

Design-time decisions cannot, however, take into account every context of ser-
vice execution and lower-layer architectural configuration. Hence, runtime archi-
tectural decision processing is particularly important for the S3 stack. Each layer
must therefore be equipped with suitable adaptability mechanisms enabling the
enforcement of these decisions.

4.1 System Elements

The Adaptive ESB functional element is constructed around the well-known closed
loop control schema. A fundamental part of this element is the adaptability loop
which consists of the following blocks:

— Instrumentation — the Enterprise Service Bus is enriched with additional
elements that gather monitoring data from the ESB and perform adaptability
operations.

— Monitoring — determines system state and traces monitoring service invo-
cations. The stream of monitoring data is processed by the Complex Event
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Processor and listeners are notified of complex monitoring events. The moni-
toring layer exposes sensors for the Exposition layer.

— Management — components used to manage the execution of services de-
ployed in the ESB and for lifecycle management of interceptors. The manage-
ment layer exposes effectors for the Exposition layer.

— Exposition — components that expose the state and events occurring in the
ESB as facts for the Policy Engine Layer. This layer also contains components
used to model system behavior in the model domain.

— Policy Engine — rule engines responsible for service adaptation in order to
meet high-level goals defined as policy rules.

A number of distributed adaptive elements can be managed by a global Pol-
icy Engine in accordance with a high-level strategy. The instrumentation layer
enriches the ESB with additional elements. These elements provide adaptability
transformations necessary to achieve adaptive ESB and are described in the fol-
lowing sections. The monitoring layer is responsible for supplying notifications of
events occurring in the execution environment. As the volume of monitoring infor-
mation gathered from the ESB could overwhelm the Exposition layer, events are
correlated with one another and notifications are sent only about complex events.
Complex Event Processing can be compared to an inverted database containing
stored statements: as data arrives in real time, these statements are executed and
notifications are sent to registered listeners. The policy engine layer analyses facts
and infers decisions which are then implemented in the execution environment.
Facts representing the state of the system or events occurring in the system are
supplied by the exposition layer.

The approach presented in this section is a model-driven adaptation policy for
the SOA. The system analyzes composite services deployed in the execution envi-
ronment and adapts to QoS and QoE changes. The user composes the application
in a chosen technology and provides an adaptation policy along with a service
execution model. The architecture-specific service composition layer continuously
modifies the deployed service in order to enforce the adaptation policy. The ab-
stract composition, providing input for architecture-specific service composition,
can be hidden and used only by IT specialists during application development.
The system behavior is represented by the service execution model.

The composite service execution model is an abstraction of the execution en-
vironment. It covers low-level events and relations between services and exposes
them as facts in a model domain for the Policy Engine. Decisions taken in the
model domain are translated to the execution environment domain and then ex-
ecuted. The Model Analyzer System gathers monitoring data from the execution
environment via monitoring and management agents.

This process can be described as architecture-specific service composition adap-
tation that is performed in order to achieve the required value of QoS or QoE
guided by the adaptation policy. The adaptation loop addresses service selection,
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binding protocol and interaction policy choices. Thus, the adaptability process
mainly concerns integration mechanisms.

5 ESB Monitoring

The service orientation paradigm enables IT architects to identify independent
parts of business logic and expose them as services. Additional service design
methodologies [4] classify services into types and hierarchies, stressing the most
important service attribute: composability. The composability of services signifi-
cantly increases the potential size to which a fully operational service-based en-
terprise system can be extended. In order to provide sufficient adaptability to
constant changes in business requirements occurring in such large and complex
infrastructures, proper monitoring mechanisms have to be introduced. The Enter-
prise Service Bus is the most frequently used design pattern for enterprise service
backbones. Therefore, ESB monitoring is a vital element of service-oriented IT
systems and is essential for the Adaptive ESB Model (cf. Figure 4). This section
defines the goal of ESB monitoring and presents the problems, which have to be
solved in its context.

5.1 ESB Monitoring Background

Our study focuses on the SOA paradigm realized using Java-centric technologies;
therefore we will focus on OSGi [5] and Java Business Integration (JBI) [6]. JBI is a
Java-centric standardization of the ESB pattern while OSGi introduces a dynamic
service-oriented modularization model in the context of a single JVM process.
OSGi adds significant flexibility by transforming the flat dependency space into a
well-structured hierarchical one and by introducing dynamic single-process service
repositories. OSGi is often referred to as single-process SOA [7]. The JBI specifi-
cation has not been widely adopted [8] and currently provides a point of reference
rather than an actual ESB implementation standard. Modern ESB infrastructures
tend to take OSGi as the basis for single-process SOA and extend it, by means
of federations [9], to a distributed service backbone. Therefore our study begins
with a definition of OSGi monitoring and assumes JBI as a point of reference in
the construction of monitoring mechanisms for ESB Federations. Figure 5 depicts
the monitoring structure in a service-oriented environment. Monitoring is divided
into domains and perspectives. The infrastructure domain refers to monitoring of
the system environment with focus on attributes of the operating system and any
virtualization layer between the OS and actual hardware. The platform domain
relates to the platform on which the container of a higher domain is executed.
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JVM monitoring is the subject of the JVM platform domain on which this study
focuses. The container domain is the actual element where the system part of OSGi
and ESB monitoring is located. The monitoring of application-related service at-
tributes takes place in the application domain and further evolves into monitoring
of important Key Performance Indicators [10] in the business domain.

Fig. 5. Monitoring layers
in a service-oriented environment

Thus ESB-based SOA monitoring spans the following domains: container (sys-
tem monitoring), application (application monitoring) and business (business ac-
tivity monitoring (BAM) [11]). In all domains monitoring can be performed either
from the consumer’s or provider’s perspective. For ESB monitoring, both per-
spectives are important. The presented monitoring structure can be mapped onto
layers of the S3 model (cf. Fig. 1). The container domain corresponds to the S3
Service Components and Integration, while application and business domains are
counterparts of the S3 Services and Business Processes.

The goal of the presented ESB monitoring is to provide a complete solution
for monitoring of both perspectives in the three ESB domains. The functional
requirements of ESB monitoring can be summarized as follows:

— Gathering complete information on the OSGi and ESB level: monitoring ser-
vice deployment – current service topology as well as service invocation pa-
rameters.

— Applying a design which enables transformation of system-level monitoring
information with no semantics into enriched information providing business
value.
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— Ensuring flexible, declarative monitoring target specification, which can be
changed at any time.

— Monitoring should adapt to changes in the distributed ESB environment in
order to ensure fulfillment of the defined goals.

In addition to functional requirements there is also a set of nonfunctional de-
sign assumptions which influence the architecture to a significant degree. These
assumptions are tightly related to the monitoring scenario concept, which specifies
the desired monitoring outcome from the user’s point of view (the following section
provides more details about monitoring scenarios). The nonfunctional assumptions
are as follows:

— Monitoring has to be selective: only information required to implement moni-
toring scenarios at a given should be gathered.

— Monitoring mechanisms should not influence the performance of elements,
which are not currently monitored and any performance deterioration of mon-
itored elements should be minimal.

— Monitoring data should be propagated only to locations which are needed to
realize a given monitoring scenario.

— System reconfiguration in response to changes in monitoring scenario defini-
tions should not take longer than several seconds.

These requirements outline a large problem space, which has to be explored.
The most challenging aspects are selectivity and business activity monitoring.
In order to satisfy selectivity requirements, the described approach introduces a
methodology for mapping the monitoring scenario to a proper configuration of
interceptors (cf. next section) which collect monitoring data. The first attempt at
implementing BAM focuses on enriching the monitoring scenario with a business
context and introduces interceptors capable of providing information with business
value.

5.2 Monitoring Model

The general outline of ESB and OSGi monitoring, described in the previous sec-
tion, introduces the need for monitoring scenarios. To describe such scenarios in
compliance with all stated requirements the following aspects of ESB and OSGi
monitoring have to be considered:

— topology monitoring — refers to monitoring of services, modules and containers
interconnection in the SOA environment;

— parameter monitoring — gathering the values of predefined metrics such as
performance, reliability, composability etc. Each metric installed in any of the
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containers introduces a set of attributes which have to be defined in order to
gather monitoring data;

— content monitoring — refers to monitoring particular service invocation pa-
rameters or business application errors.

In order to specify a monitoring scenario two steps have to be performed. First,
the topology of the monitored container must be acquired. It is impossible to spec-
ify a monitoring scenario without proper information about its current topology
state. In accordance with these assumptions, a scenario definition encompasses
topology elements for which the scenario will be applied. Such a specification may
be represented by a set of patterns, matching particular topology elements to their
names. The second step of scenario specification is to define a metric, which will
be applied to the predetermined topology elements. Each metric has an individ-
ual set of parameters. Information about the values of selected parameters has to
be included in the monitoring scenario definition. One monitoring scenario can
contain many metrics and topology elements — each pair is called a monitoring
subscription.

Having defined a monitoring scenario, we need to specify a mechanism capable
of flexibly plugging into the monitoring logic of OSGi and ESB. The proposed
model introduces a non-invasive mechanism called the interceptor socket. In both
cases, such a component must provide functionality for plugging interceptors and
providing them with monitoring data. The interceptor socket is an element, which
enables the monitoring system to be dynamically connected to the monitored en-
vironment. It seems reasonable to state that in the ESB environment interceptor
socket mechanisms have to be capable of processing messages passed to services
installed in a container. In the latter case we need to ensure that service invoca-
tions are intercepted along with their context (i.e. invocation parameters). Such a
unified approach for both OSGi and ESB containers enables dynamic management
and installation of interceptors. As can be seen in Figure 6, interceptors installed
in sockets feed monitoring data to higher-level monitoring logic through the moni-
toring backbone. This backbone is one of the core components in every distributed
monitoring system and can be the subject to extensive analysis.

In order to describe the possible methods of creating interceptor chains it is
first necessary to describe what an interceptor is. The presented study introduces
the concept of Interceptor as a Service (IaaS). The OSGi-based IaaS realization
facilitates reconfiguration and management of interceptors while fulfilling one of
the most important non-functional assumptions, i.e. selectivity of the monitoring
model. Service-oriented interceptors can be divided into two groups: agnostic and
business interceptors. The former category defines interceptors which do not need
to analyze invocation parameters (content), but instead focus on information gath-
ered from the invocation context (e.g. the processing time of a particular service).
The latter category defines business interceptors, which analyze content (service
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Fig. 6. Connection between the monitored
environment and the monitoring

backbone

parameters in OSGi or message content in ESB) and process such data in accor-
dance with the implemented business logic. These two categories are organized
into separate chains. Each chain is an ordered list of interceptors with a defined
sorting strategy. It determines the order in which interceptors process data and
pass monitoring results to the backbone.

The presented interceptors need to be created and configured in accordance
with monitoring scenario details. Monitoring subscriptions of the current scenario
are installed in the monitoring environment and serve as a basis for the creation and
configuration of interceptor chains. Special interceptor configurations can cover
services, which do not exist at subscription time. If a new service is activated and
matches a given topological pattern, there is no need for reconfiguration. Such
a service can be automatically monitored in accordance with specified metrics.
Monitoring scenarios allow flexible transformation of business domain monitoring
goals into low-level system monitoring configurations. The business analyst has to
specify a set of monitoring scenarios, which have to be implemented in order to
extract business domain data from system events. Those scenarios, along with sets
of monitoring subscriptions, are propagated throughout the distributed ESB.

The most important (and most problematic) aspect is the distribution of spe-
cific monitoring scenarios in the distributed ESB environment. They not only
have to be periodically propagated (in order to publish changes), but also syn-
chronized to maintain the consistency of monitoring scenario definitions. On the
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other hand, as described in the previous section, the solution must ensure selec-
tiveness of monitoring capabilities. Fulfilling those goals is not an easy task and
must be approached with care. Those aspects, along with the monitoring backbone
design architecture (described earlier), will be the main direction of future work
originating from the presented study and aiming at implementation of BAM in a
Federated ESB environment.

6 ESB Adaptation Mechanisms

Monitoring ESB allows management actions to be performed. The presented con-
cepts cover selected issues related to improving communication over ESB by sep-
arating traffic into several flows, which can then be independently handled. This
leads to increased scalability and is required by many aspects of infrastructural
functionality, including monitoring, data collection, management information dis-
tribution and security considerations.

The proposed mechanisms are compliant with existing integration technologies.
Interceptor mechanisms enable dynamic control of service or component invoca-
tion, along with sensors and effectors necessary to close the adaptation loop.

As mentioned earlier, the Enterprise Service Bus is an integration technology
that allows architects to compose applications with services using various commu-
nication protocols. ESB provides mechanisms for message normalization and rout-
ing between selected components. The proposed adaptation mechanism provides
elements necessary to close the control loop for ESB. It is used for compositional
adaptation in systems which modify service composition while retaining their over-
all functionality. ESB is suitable for implementation of such an adaptation, since
one can modify message flows between components in accordance with high-level
goals.

6.1 Sensors

An adaptive system should adapt itself in accordance to various goals, requir-
ing several types of information from ESB. In most cases, this information will
be disjunctive, so one would expect to deploy specialized types of sensors rather
than generic ones. Interceptor design patterns fulfil these requirements, allowing
interceptors to be deployed or undeployed at runtime.

A message is created in a service, passes through the specialized Service Engine
and is sent to the Normalized Message Router (NMR), which reroutes it to a par-
ticular destination through the same components. Common usage of this concept
includes:
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— QoS Measuring — the functionality of monitoring interceptors is not limited
to creating copies of messages sent through them, but may include more com-
plex tasks, providing quantitative information related to service invocation. In
the QoS interceptor, a message sent to a service is stored in the internal mem-
ory of the interceptor. When a response is generated, the previous message is
correlated and response time is evaluated.

— Tagging/Filtering — interceptors are commonly used for message tagging
and filtering.

— VESB — it is possible to implement the Virtual ESB (VESB) pattern, which
can be compared to solutions currently used in computer network traffic man-
agement, such as VLAN [12].

6.2 Effectors

Adaptive software has to adapt itself to changes in the execution environment. This
adaptation requires performing actions (via effectors) that modify the execution
characteristics of a system. For any sort of system, a set of operations has to be
defined, along with places where these modifications should be introduced. It has
been found that modifying message routes can affect the adaptation of complex
services deployed in the ESB.

Rerouting messages to other instances is justified only when these instances
share the same interface and provide identical functionalities. Current implemen-
tations of ESB that are compliant with the JBI specification share some common
attributes used in the course of message processing. Each invocation of a complex
service is described by its CID (Correlation ID) and is constant for one invocation,
even when passed among services. A particular message sent between services
is described by an EID (Exchange ID). Generally speaking, the invocation of a
complex service is described by a CID and consists of several message exchanges
described by an EID. Extending the Normalized Message Router with a routing
algorithm able to modify message routing would yield an adaptive ESB.

Routing Algorithm. Once the message reaches the NMR, the routing algorithm
relies on matching the message with routing rules in the routing table. If the
message matches a routing rule, that rule is fired and the Service Name from the
routing rule substitutes the intended destination Service Name. Routing rules are
split into groups with different priorities, analyzed in a particular order. In every
message, parameters such as VESB tag, Correlation ID, intended Service Name
and Exchange ID are matched to routing rules. If the message matches several
rules, one of them is selected on a round-robin basis to provide load balancing.

Rule priorities are assigned in accordance with the abstraction levels depicted
in Figure 7. Rules are analysed in the order of increasing priority values.
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Fig. 7. Abstraction level of message flow

Fig. 8. NMR routing table

Depending on the priority value, different parameters are matched. The pre-
sented matching criteria are summarized in Figure 8. The lower the priority value
the more important the routing rule. Some attributes are omitted when processing
rules, although each routing rule returns a Service Name as a result. The decision
element which closes the adaptation loop presented in chapter 2 gathers infor-
mation about VESB from sensors and uses effectors to dynamically modify the
routing table at runtime.

7 Adaptive Components

Adaptive Components are used in the extended ESB model to provide adaptability
for the Service Component layer, as described in the SOA Solution Stack model.
The main goal of Adaptive Components is to provide a background for creating
atomic services used by upper layers.

In SOA systems, atomic services are mainly comprised of components. The
need to ensure implementation and communication protocol independence forces
the selection of an independent integration environment. The Service Component
Architecture (SCA) specification [13] provides such a solution. It supports several
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component implementations (such as Java, C++, BPEL and Spring) as well as
various communication protocols (Web Services, RMI and JMS). Moreover, it
is highly extensible, as evidenced by different SCA implementations [14], which
introduce additional technologies not covered by the original blueprint.

It should be noted, however, that the SCA specification lacks adaptability
mechanisms, which play a crucial role in ensuring conformance between the pro-
vided services and changing user requirements (i.e. Quality of Service). The fol-
lowing section describes adaptability mechanisms introduced into the SCA speci-
fication.

7.1 SCA Adaptability Requirements

The SCA specification involves the concept of a composite, which consists of a
set of components connected by wires. A wire consists of a service representing
the functionality exposed by one component, a reference representing the func-
tionality required by another component (delegate object) and a binding protocol,
which represents the communication protocol between the reference and the ser-
vice. Several components in an SCA composite may expose services for external
communication. Such services are further exposed e.g. via ESB.

Services created using SCA composites should be able to adapt to changing cus-
tomer requirements and service provider capabilities (such as different CPU speeds
resulting from infrastructure changes etc.) Non-functional customer requirements
are recognized as QoS metrics and may be provided by the QoS layer of the S3
model. On the other hand, the measured service parameters are called Quality of
Experience (QoE), and represent actual capabilities of a service. In an ideal case,
QoE metrics should be as close to QoS requirements as possible.

The presented discussion leads to augmenting component descriptions with
additional information about the provided QoS and monitoring of actual QoE
values during runtime.

7.2 Service Model

An SCA composite may be perceived as a directed graph with nodes represented by
components and edges represented by wires (directed from references to services),
further called a Composition Instance (CI). A CI is connected to a specific QoE de-
scription derived from a composite. A set of Composition Instances, which meet the
same functional requirements and differ only with respect to non-functional ones
(QoS) is called a Composition. Compositions may also be represented as directed
graphs, created by joining all CIs which provide a given element of functionality.
The rules for joining CIs are as follows: if CI1 and CI2 use the same component as
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Fig. 9. Sample Composition with a selected Composition Instance

a specific node, they can be joined; otherwise both need to be added to the graph.
Such a solution reduces the amount of resources required by all CIs (by exploiting
shared nodes) and enables more efficient CI processing. A sample Composition
with a selected Composition Instance is depicted in Figure 9.

7.3 Adaptation Mechanisms for SCA

Adaptation of services consisting of components may be perceived as selection of a
proper Composition Instance from those available, in accordance with the stated
QoS requirements and observed QoE values. This leads to a classic adaptation loop
which includes monitoring, planning and selecting proper Composition Instances
at runtime.

The SCA specification and its existing implementations do not provide adapt-
ability mechanisms. Likewise, dynamic wire changes are not allowed. To provide
support for changing wires at runtime an interceptor pattern may be used. Once
intercepted, invocations between components may be sent via wires, as determined
by given adaptability policies. Such interceptors may also be used for monitoring
purposes, exposing data flows to other layers in the S3 model. The SCA monitoring
and management functionality is exposed via a specialized Monitoring and Man-
agement Interface, further used by the inferring components, as described below.
A sample Adaptive Component built using enhanced SCA is depicted in Figure 10.

Selecting a Composition Instance which best fits the stated non-functional re-
quirements may be a very complex task, due to the large amount of existing com-
ponents (the number of possible Composition Instances rises exponentially along
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Fig. 10. Adaptive SCA Component

with the number of existing components in a Composition) and the large set of
rules. Thus, advanced rule engines (RE), such as Drools [15] or JESS [16], can
be used. Applying REs for selecting CIs provides a policy enforcement point and
simplifies the S3 Policies layer.

7.4 Further Work

Adaptive Components are a basis for further work with the aim of enhancing ex-
isting component descriptions to automatically generate Compositions based on
semantic descriptions. Such descriptions should contain information about func-
tional component capabilities, similar to the OWL-S [17] standard used in the
Web Services environment. Starting with a custom-defined goal, a service should
be built from components and further adapted using the mechanisms described
above.

8 BPEL Monitoring

The IBM S3 model [18] places business processes near the top of the stack, in
direct support of customer needs. Such processes hide the complexity of lower-
level services and components. According to the Workflow Management Coalition
[19] a business process is a set of one or more procedures realizing common business
aims or policies, usually in the context of an organizational role and dependency
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structure. BPM (Business Process Management) [20] systems usually exploit the
declarative system functionality construction model. They determine aims but
do not state how to achieve them. Some notations, such as BPMN v1.0 (Business
Process Management Notation), are used to describe the entire process in abstract
terms, while others, like BPEL (Business Process Execution Language), BPELj
(Business Process Execution Language for Java), XPDL (XML Process Definition
Language) or jPDL (Java Process Definition Language), can be automatically run
in execution environments called business process engines [19][20][21]. Currently,
the most widely supported business process definition language seems to be BPEL,
with more than ten commercial and open-source process engine implementation.
As SOA orchestration processes are gaining importance, the existing monitoring
and governance tools for vendor-specific BPEL engines lag behind. Therefore, an
experimental prototype of a common multi-vendor distributed monitoring tool has
been designed, implemented and validated.

8.1 Existing BPEL Design, Monitoring and Management Tools

Existing BPEL execution environments are augmented with sets of tools simplify-
ing the creation, deployment and management of BPEL processes. Most such envi-
ronments are based on Eclipse or NetBeans IDEs, with some commercial products
claiming to enable process definition over web interfaces. (Results generally cor-
respond to product prices.) Even though each process definition tool is dedicated
to a particular process execution engine, they generate BPEL-conformant process
definitions, which may be run on almost any engine. In the area of BPEL process
monitoring and management the situation is somewhat more complex. Almost
each engine provides basic business process monitoring and managements capa-
bilities, sometimes exposed via standardized application GUIs (e.g. BPELMaestro
by Parasoft, WebSphere by IBM) and sometimes exploiting vendor-specific APIs
(Oracle, ApacheODE, Glassfish). The provided monitoring consoles are not only
vendor-specific but also very inconvenient and unwieldy. They only expose basic
information about the running process instances and steps (activities), which the
processes actually perform. They rarely support filtering, data aggregation and
bottleneck analysis, even on a basic level. The following implementations have
been investigated in the context of process monitoring and management: BPEL
Process Manager by Oracle, WebSphere by IBM, ActiveVOS by Active Endpoints,
LiquidBPM by Cardiff, BPELMaestro by Parasoft, bizZyme by Creative Science
Systems, Biztalk by Microsoft, ApacheODE by Apache nad jBPM by jBoss. The
usability of custom monitoring GUIs is, at best, disputable. All are limited to pars-
ing data provided by their own engines; moreover, they do not enable correlations
of subprocesses with base processes and expose only simple query mechanisms
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based on pull interfaces (if an API is available at all). Often there is no direct sup-
port for selection of monitoring data (only an on/off monitoring switch is exposed,
with all the efficiency drawbacks resulting from collection and storage of unneeded
monitoring data).

8.2 Motivation

Current BPEL monitoring tools do not fully meet the stated expectations: the in-
formation they provide means nothing for business users and is insufficient for IT
specialists. They have to be rethought and redesigned to address the needs of par-
ticular user groups. A BPEL process definition is more than a simple blueprint for
orchestrating process components — it contains process variables and structured
activities that have business names and meanings. Such a metainformation, com-
bined with process monitoring data, can be presented to non-technical business
users able to validate process correctness from the business/customer perspective.
This goal cannot be achieved with ESB and OSGi monitoring, operating at a lower
level and presenting complex data in a manner understandable for IT specialists.
In order to efficiently monitor a BPEL process, specific monitoring data has to
be collected during the entire (usually very long) process execution cycle. This
data should include information about individual actions (steps) executed by the
process (e.g. execution of a Web Service method, sequence of operation invoca-
tions, conditional instructions, exception handling, etc.) together with execution
time, additional parameters (e.g. Web Service address), status (e.g. correctly com-
pleted, faulty or having generated an uncaught exception) or even the values of
BPEL process variables in the context of a particular activity. All this information
needs to be collected, filtered, stored, aggregated and presented in a clear and
user-friendly way, preferably not specific to any BPEL engine. As none of the ex-
isting tools support such functionality, a new, extended, multi-vendor, distributed
BPEL monitoring tool is needed.

8.3 System Architecture

The architecture of the proposed BPEL monitoring system is presented in Figure
11. Data acquisition is realized by two cooperating modules instantiated for each
monitored engine: Monitoring Event Manager and Monitoring Event Emitter. To-
gether, they are responsible for subscription management and data propagation.
Monitoring data is obtained from BPEL engines by the instrumentation module or
via the engine API, depending on its availability and functionality [22]. The BPEL
Management Agent is the main system component, exposing an interface for man-
agement of multiple engines, enabling monitoring data filtering, exposing process
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metadata and ensuring historical data access and registration for monitoring event
notifications generated by the BPEL Monitoring Agent. The responsibility of the
BPEL Monitoring Persistence Agent is to store and query monitoring data and
metadata along with the current tool configuration.

Fig. 11. AS3 — BPEL monitoring architecture

The proposed BPEL monitoring concept fills, in a natural way, the gap between
current BPEL monitoring tools and cutting-edge, extremely expensive commercial
BAM (Business Activity Monitoring) solutions. BPEL process monitoring must
not ignore business users as it does today. It has to shift from measuring low-level,
process-specific metrics of BPEL engines (execution time, number of executed pro-
cess or faults) to more business-oriented goals (number of processes with specified
business constraints such as the number of orders with a total amount greater then
100 $). The monitoring tools need to enable business users to trace BPEL process
execution, basing not only on the status of a process but also on its variables and
parameters. This is the challenge we intend to overcome.

9 Messaging

The Enterprise Service Bus, currently recognized as the foremost SOA infrastruc-
ture implementation, builds upon the concept of message-oriented communication,
i.e. JMS. Asynchronous communication inherent in MOM solutions is a key en-
abler for loose coupling and autonomous operation — basic tenets of service ori-
entation. In the early implementations of ESB only basic mechanisms provided by
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the messaging infrastructure were used. Newer approaches extend the set of basic
capabilities, taking advantage of QoS assurances provided by messaging solutions.

9.1 Communication Models and Routing

The most frequently used communication model assumes a single recipient. In such
a case, asynchronous message queuing is used, where each participating side reads
incoming messages from a local queue and processes the received data. Message
Exchange Patterns extend this basic approach by defining interaction schemes
in which correlations between groups of messages are introduced. As a result,
even though there is no direct support for synchronous communication, it can be
applied when necessary. Single-receiver delivery is one of two commonly available
possibilities, the other one being the publish-subscribe model. In this latter case,
each message sent by a single publisher is received by a group of clients which
share common interest in the data being produced. The notion of a topic and
optional peristent data delivery discussed in the following paragraphs provides a
high degree of decoupling both in space and time domains.

In addition to basic addressing schemes, more complex mechanisms are avail-
able. JMS extends basic message routing with the notion of message selectors.
In such a case messages are routed on the basis of message header properties.
Furthermore, some currently available platforms provide mechanisms for content-
based routing, heavily used in EIA. All of the above mentioned mechanisms can
be used in conjunction with one another. Multipoint data delivery is very crucial
from the EDA perspective, where events produced at a source have to be delivered
to all interested parties. Different types of information used for routing purposes
are presented in Figure 12.

Apart from the basic functionality, message-oriented middleware provides more
advanced capabilities in the form of QoS assurances, summarized in Table 2.

9.2 Message Oriented Middleware

Message oriented middleware as a core part of the SOA infrastructure, plays a
key role in the scope of nonfunctional system properties. In order to enable ad-
vanced functionalities, the communication infrastructure should be appropriately
constructed. From the system’s point of view, MOM can be seen as a network of
interconnected brokering nodes. The properties of such a network and the routing
algorithms used for message distribution directly affect the overall system effi-
ciency, scalability and robustness.

In typical scenarios, message-oriented middleware is used for sending mes-
sages which represent asynchronous service requests or generated events. However,
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Fig. 12. Information used for message routing

Table 2. Message-oriented middleware QoS summary

Capability Description
Transactions Defined per communication session (in single-receiver

or many-receivers model). Ensures that messages are
sent and received in an all-or-nothing manner.

Message ordering Specifies message ordering requirements. Some
commonly available options include preserving the
order of messages sent by a single user and delivered
to every receiving site. Other possibilities include
total ordering of messages or less restrictive casual
order.

Persistency Transport-level message persistency which enable
communication even when some receivers are not
currently available. Depending on infrastructure
configuration, in-memory or data storage persistency
can be used.

Flow control Ensures that the rate of the message stream produced
by the sender doesn’t exceed the processing
capabilities of the receivers.

Delivery and dispatch
policies

Policies which specify what measures should be taken
in case of delivery or dispatch failures.
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rapid evolution of the SOA paradigm has resulted in additional demands placed
on MOM, including efficient batch data transfer in the many-receivers model.
Publish-subscribe delivery can be seen as application-level implementation of mul-
ticast communication. Apart from local network settings administered by a single
authority, such services are unavailable in the network layer. Currently supported
QoS assurances, such as message ordering and flow control mechanisms, already
enable MOM for batch data delivery. However, in order to achieve a high level
of effectiveness and scalability, the infrastructure has to be extended with addi-
tional mechanisms. One of them is multipathing, where data is transferred not
only along a distribution tree constructed by the messaging middleware but also
via additional paths. Extending the basic set of routes results in accelerated data
transfer.

Another MOM enhancement from which data delivery solutions would benefit
is caching. Assuming that a certain amount of disk storage is available at each
brokering node, specific data access patterns can be identified. In such a case data
can be cached in nodes close to the clients which most often request it. In cur-
rently available middleware solutions delivery buffers at each brokering node can
be considered as basic caching mechanism. However, in order to provide suitable
QoS, this approach is not satisfactory.

Finally, certain applications demand data transformation services. Prior to data
consumption, clients have to preprocess data that is being sent. Assuming that
not all clients are able to perform appropriate transformations due to insufficient
hardware resources or available software services, it appears appropriate to embed
such capabilities in the data delivery infrastructure.

10 Summary

SOA application deployment and execution should take into account end-user re-
quirements expressed as nonfunctional properties. Most of these requirements refer
to QoS, reliability or security aspects which must be enforced during runtime. As
many SOA applications are deployed as collections of communicating services,
their governance should be QoS-aware and mindful of integration aspects. This
explains the increasing significance of various extensions of the ESB technology,
seen as a cornerstone of modern SOA execution infrastructures. The place and role
of this technology is very well defined by the S3 model. Adaptive ESB addresses
many governance aspects related to nonfunctional requirements. The proposed
mechanisms and their building blocks create a consistent framework which can be
further refined according to specific system needs.

The elements of the adaptive ESB framework, such as the monitoring system,
exposition layer and policy engine are generic and can be applied to different layers
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of the S3 model. This is evidenced by the SCA extension supporting adaptive ac-
tivity and the proposed BEPL monitoring system. The presented study underline
the fundamental role of the SOA execution environment and application monitor-
ing as a starting point for SOA governance in general. Adaptive systems enable
mature management of dynamic software execution environments.

Another key trend in the emergence of dynamic software systems. A dynamic
system can be modified at runtime, without having to be restarted. This crucial
feature is supported by the OSGi technology as far as Java-based systems are
concerned. The OSGi model, often described as SOA for JVM, matches the concept
of adaptive ESB or SCA. Dynamic software behavior can be further extended
by AOP programming. This technology is very useful for instrumenting complex
software systems such as ESB.

The presented overview can be summarized by stating that the proposed adap-
tive system concepts are well supported by modern software tools, opening a wide
area for deployment and uptake by the software industry.
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Abstract. Business applications are progressing towards an “Internet of
Things”. It is why more flexible and adaptive concepts for the integration of
enterprise services with smart embedded devices are necessary. This chap-
ter addresses two related aspects: (i) exposing embedded devices as Device
Services, and (ii) implementation of embedded devices as hardware com-
ponents without any software elements. In first context the SODA (Service
Oriented Device Architecture) is outlined. This approach supports inte-
gration of Service Devices with ESB. Next FPGA-based implementation
of Device Services is presented. Extension of SCA programming model to
sensor networks is also shown. Finally technical problems of exposing mo-
bile phone functionality as services and accessing services on mobile devices
are described.

Keywords: FPGA, Mobile SOA, mobile device, SCA, sensor network,
SODA

1 Introduction

Enterprises are moving towards service-oriented infrastructures where applications
and business processes are modeled on top of cross-organization service landscapes.
Currently, shop-floor intelligent manufacturing systems and businesses incorporate
system intelligence in a limited amount of monolithic computing resources, accom-
panied by large numbers of embedded devices with constrained resources.

Business applications are progressing towards an “Internet of Things”, where
millions of devices are interconnected, providing and consuming data about the
real world and making it available for business processes that run in the digital

http://www.soa.edu.pl
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world. Thus, more flexible and adaptive concepts for the integration of enterprise
services with smart embedded devices are necessary. Recent years have witnessed
the emergence of Service Oriented Architectures (SOA) that use loosely-coupled
services to effectively support business processes and user requirements. In this
context, implementing services as embedded devices or exposing them on small
mobile platforms becomes very important.

Exposing an embedded device as a Device Service means that its design should
follow service orientation principles [1]. These include: (i) Standard Service Con-
tract, (ii) Service Loose Coupling, (iii) Service Abstraction, (iv) Service Reusabil-
ity, (v) Service Statelessness, (vi) Service Autonomy, (vii) Service Discoverability,
and (viii) Service Composability. Their aim is to guarantee cooperation of Device
Services as distributed, autonomous, and reusable entities, which leverages a new
dynamic infrastructure, able to provide better insight into shop-floor activities for
higher-level business processes and adapt to changing business needs.

An even more challenging problem is implementation of embedded devices as
hardware components without any software elements. In many cases the FPGA
(Field Programmable Gate Array) technology could be used for this purpose.
FPGA-based Device Services offer many advantages in comparison to the stan-
dard microprocessor-based implementation: increased efficiency, low energy con-
sumption, reliability, specialization, etc. Services implemented in this way create
a foundation for a new step of SOA called H-SOA (Hardware SOA).

This chapter addresses both aspects of the Device Services implementation.
First, in Section 2, the SODA (Service Oriented Device Architecture) is outlined,
basing on the integration of Service Devices with ESB (Enterprise Service Bus).
Next, in Section 3, an FPGA-based implementation of Device Services is presented.
This technology is used for constructing intelligent components such as a camera
for license plate verification, sensors with embedded processing capabilities, and a
mobile robot. The advantages of FPGA vs. standard processors are analyzed in de-
tail. Section 5 presents MSOA (Mobile SOA), in light of the importance of mobile
devices and sensor networks acting as Service Devices. In Section 6 the problem of
exposing sensors as services with SCA (Service Component Architecture) is dis-
cussed. Since SCA composites can be integrated with ESB, the proposed solution
can also be used for ESB-sensor integration. Finally, in Section 7, the technical
problems of exposing mobile phone functionality as services and accessing services
on mobile devices are described. The chapter ends with a summary.

2 Service Oriented Device Architecture

The Service Oriented Device Architecture (SODA) is an adaptation of the Service
Oriented Architecture (SOA) which integrates business systems through a set of
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Fig. 1. Device is accessible as any other enterprise service

services that can be reused and combined to address changing business require-
ments. The SODA approach to designing and building distributed software is to
integrate a wide range of physical devices into distributed IT enterprise systems.
These systems are typically integrated with the Enterprise Service Bus (ESB).
Hence, services offered by hardware devices should also be accessible in this way,
as shown in Figure 1.

SODA focuses on the boundary layer between the physical and digital realms.
In other words, a sensor such as a digital thermometer or an RFID (Radio Fre-
quency Identification) tag reader can translate a physical phenomenon into corre-
sponding digital data. Alternatively, an actuator such as a heater relay or alarm
beacon can translate a digital signal into a physical phenomenon. Sensors and ac-
tuators are combined either physically or conceptually to create complex devices
and services such as a climate control module or a geofencing system that monitors
a vehicle’s position within a restricted area.

SODA aims to:

— provide higher-level abstractions of the physical realm,
— insulate enterprise system developers from the ever-expanding number of stan-

dard device interfaces, and
— bridge the physical and digital realms with a known service or set of services.

SODA implementations can use existing and emerging device and SOA standards.
SODA should be straightforward to implement, unlocking the potential to enable
a new level of Internet-based enterprise systems.
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Fig. 2. A Service-Oriented Device Architecture solution stack

Conventional approaches to device integration often center on custom software
communicating with enterprise applications through a variety of IT middleware
and API technologies. This approach has served enterprises well, but SOA stan-
dards and open software initiatives are now moving beyond such middleware archi-
tectures. Although IT applications are being adapted to SOA, standards for defin-
ing low-level device interfaces are still emerging. Even so, technology exists today
to leverage SOA across the entire spectrum of critical events and data originating
from devices. Mechanisms for building and sharing service interfaces, capabilities
for remote software maintenance and loosely-coupled messaging models present
highly effective technologies for the implementation of SODA.

SODA requirements include [2]:

— using a device adapter model to encapsulate device-specific programming in-
terfaces;

— employing loosely-coupled messaging on the service side, capable of supporting
multiple streaming services commonly used in SOA enterprise systems, such
as the Enterprise Service Bus;

— using open standards, where available, at the device and service interface level;
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— providing a means to present standard or open service interfaces to devices
that have proprietary protocols or where it might not be practical to embed
standards into the low-level device interface;

— supporting the implementation of a spectrum of device adapters — from sim-
ple, low-cost sensor data to complex device protocols;

— supporting the upload of remotely configurable logic components into device
adapters for maintenance, upgrades, and functionality extensions;

— adapting security mechanisms as required for the domain.

A SODA implementation comprises three main components, shown in Figure
2. Device adapters talk to device interfaces, protocols, and connections on the one
side and present an abstract device-specific service model on the other. The bus
adapter moves device data over network protocols by mapping a device service’s
abstract model to a specific SOA binding mechanism used by the enterprise. The
device service registry enables the discovery and access to SODA services.

Wherever device interface standards do not exist, interface and protocol adap-
ters within SODA implementations provide a common model for the software
used to create service interfaces. Widespread adoption of standards at the device-
interface level will reduce the development and maintenance costs of device adap-
ters and their corresponding SODA services. The proposed SODA device interface
model is shown in Figure 3. The device layer accepts commands and exposes mea-
surements and signals. This layer provides an interface to the hardware device and
understands the meaning of messages and any parameters within a message. The
transport layer understands the format of a message and parses input bytes into
valid messages. The connection layer supports reading and writing byte streams
to the hardware device. Device I/O represents physical interconnections, e.g. an
IP network or a serial interface.

Referring to Figure 2, there are two possible ways of integrating Device Services
with ESB:

— as an external service, available via a binding component;
— as an internal service, implemented with a service engine component.

It is difficult to say in general which approach is better. Solutions should be
adapted to specific situations in the context of the characteristics of the Device Ser-
vice. Implementation effort and access overhead are the key factors which should
be taken into account. It is necessary to point out that services exposed as Web
Services can be easily combined with ESB using the standard WS binding com-
ponent provided by any ESB implementation. In such a case the former approach
would be preferable. If a highly specialized access or communication protocol has
to be used, the latter solution could more appropriate. From the point of view of
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other services deployed in the ESB, both solutions are equivalent as they man-
age access in a similar way. This topic will be further discussed in the following
sections.

Fig. 3. SODA device interface model

3 Field-Programmable Gate Array (FPGA)

In a modern fast-paced environment the traditional computing paradigms often
do not match our expectations in terms of the quality of service and/or response
time. This inadequacy is apparent whenever algorithmically complex and resource-
intensive processing is required on non-standard input data such as sensor readouts
or live video streams. The traditional approach to solving this type of computation
problem is by using an existing stationary infrastructure composed of PCs or
dedicated servers where input data is fed in and responses are delivered to the
remote consumer via available network channels, e.g. Ethernet. In such a scenario
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the role of hardware system components is limited to data acquisition while the
entire computational burden falls onto the applied software. Major drawbacks of
such systems include:

— Unnecessary network traffic generated as possibly large amounts of input data,
e.g. video frames, need to be transferred from sensors to processing units;

— Significant latency arising from the necessity to delegate computing to a remote
location;

— Lack of hardware acceleration of performance-critical computing processes;
— High cost, including e.g. high power consumption and costly infrastructure

maintenance;
— Poor scalability and adaptability as the traditional server-based systems can-

not be easily reconfigured to deal with new tasks.

Following the natural tendency to miniaturize the computational environment,
growing demand has emerged for intelligent devices which could take over the most
computationally intensive tasks and thus help overcome the aforementioned dele-
gation problem. Field-Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) is a leading technology
offering reconfigurable devices where any desired functionality can be implemented
on chip with massive hardware acceleration enabled. FPGAs are integrated cir-
cuits designed to be configured by the customer after manufacturing, where the
configuration is generally specified using one of the available Hardware Descrip-
tion Languages (HDLs). This feature makes them very flexible compared to the
Application-Specific Integrated Circuits (ASICs) which are custom-made for a par-
ticular use, e.g. in a cell phone.

FPGAs contain programmable logic components called logic blocks, and a hier-
archy of reconfigurable interconnects that allow these blocks to be wired together.
Logic blocks can be configured to perform combinational functions, from simple
gates, such as AND or XOR, to very complex ones. Typically, logic blocks also
contain other structures, such as lookup tables (LUTs) or memory elements. Ar-
chitecturally, FPGAs are not too far from the popular Complex Programmable
Logic Devices (CPLDs), but come with a much higher ratio of interconnections
to logic elements. This property extends the range of designs that are suitable for
implementation using FPGAs. In practice, FPGA devices are particularly useful
for the implementation of algorithms that are in some way decomposable and can
make use of the massive parallelism offered by the FPGA architecture.

We believe that FPGA devices can be effectively used as part of the HSOA
infrastructure to handle various performance-critical operations, such as complex
real-time image processing. We would like to deploy such hardware-accelerated
processing units as Device Services conforming to the SOA standards, i.e. expos-
ing a well-defined interface (operation signatures), service endpoint information
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(network location), invocation protocol details and service semantics. A proof-of-
concept application on which we are currently focusing is the license plate verifi-
cation system outlined in Section 4 — FPGA-based Pattern Recognition.

3.1 FPGA Programming

FPGA programming involves several major steps. First, the user must provide a
specification of the desired behavior, either as a program written in one of the
HDLs (usually VHDL or Verilog [3, 4]) or a schematic design. Subsequently, us-
ing an Electronic Design Automation (EDA) tool, a technology-mapped netlist is
synthesized which describes the physical resources used in the design and their
connectivity. This netlist is then fitted to the actual FPGA architecture in the
so-called place-and-route process. It is typically performed using a dedicated soft-
ware suite provided by the vendor of the target FPGA and involves transferring
the netlist to the chip via a serial interface (JTAG) or to an external memory, e.g.
EEPROM.

Describing complex functionality in a Hardware Description Language is bur-
densome and requires, apart from HDL programming skills, substantial hardware
design experience and intuition from the system developers. To simplify FPGA
programming, many libraries of predefined, highly optimized functions and cir-
cuits exist, among others various memory and peripheral device controllers. These
libraries are called Intellectual Property Cores (IP Cores) and are usually released
under proprietary vendor licenses. Before any design is tested on real hardware,
it is typically simulated at multiple stages throughout the design process. For
the initial, functional verification of the design, the HDL description is simulated
within a software test bench. Once a netlist has been generated, it is translated
to a gate-level description where simulation is repeated to confirm that the syn-
thesis proceeded without errors. Finally, the design is laid out in the FPGA which
enables observed propagation delays to be added and the simulation to be rerun
with these values back-annotated onto the netlist.

3.2 Programming Using High-Level Languages

Even extensive use of IP Cores brings little improvement as far as an algorithm
design is concerned, especially when a custom-made functionality has to be imple-
mented: substantial knowledge of hardware is still required. Moreover, transition
to HDL requires a fundamental mental shift from the software-oriented develop-
ers. They must adopt a completely different programming philosophy, where the
issues transparent to them when using a conventional instruction-based processor,
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such as parallel execution, process synchronization or elementary operation tim-
ing, begin to matter. The most popular approach adopted to bring FPGAs closer
to C/C++ or Java programmers is introducing high-level synthesis tools. They
enable designing and expressing the desired behavior of the system in a famil-
iar programming environment, and then automatically translating the code to a
selected HDL. C is traditionally used for such high-level synthesis.

In general, constructing a HDL description involving a collection of parallel
hardware processes from an essentially sequential block of C code is a very complex
task. Very few vendors currently offer true C-to-HDL translation tools. The C
language is often supported only for functional verification purposes, i.e. to build
software test suites for simulations. Examples of commercial products where HDL
code generation is possible include Catapult C Synthesis by Mentor Graphics and
Impulse C CoDeveloper by Impulse Accelerated Technologies. We focus on the
latter solution as this particular programming environment has been chosen for
the implementation of our hardware-accelerated image processing algorithms.

3.3 Benefits of Algorithm Implementation on FPGA

Implementation of many computational algorithms on a reconfigurable FPGA chip
offers apparent benefits when compared to the traditional approach involving code
execution using a sequential processor, be it CISC or RISC. These benefits are
mostly related to the extensive optimization possibilities that arise from the par-
allel nature of the FPGA architecture. In Section 4, FPGA-based Pattern Recogni-

tion, we will show these advantages using an example of simple image filters. Ta-
ble 1 summarizes the available mechanisms of algorithm parallelization and their
realizations, including programming conventions and constructs in the Impulse C

environment. A more detailed discussion of programming FPGAs with Impulse C

can be found in [5].
It should be noted that combining both approaches, i.e. using a processor and

FPGA chip simultaneously, is not only possible but also very popular.
In such a scenario an embedded soft-core CPU, such as NIOS II for Altera FP-
GAs or Microblaze for Xilinx family of FPGAs, is implemented entirely in the
programmable logic and memory blocks of the target device. It is used to control
the execution of the computationally-intensive, performance-critical operations of-
floaded to a separate FPGA logic circuit which itself acts as a hardware accelerator.
This approach is particularly useful when a complex system involving a number of
peripheral devices, such as a VGA or an Ethernet controller, is built. In this case
all the control tasks and I/O management are typically handled using a high-level
programming language, such as C/C++, which is easier and much more intuitive
for system developers.
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Table 1. Major types of algorithm optimization that admit parallel execution of the
program’s code on FPGA

Optimization Description Programmer’s perspective
Algorithm
decomposi-
tion

This is the first and primary step to
be taken when implementing a
parallelized algorithm on FPGA.
Certain algorithms can be
decomposed into logically disjoint
units which can be processed
independently. For instance, if
certain image processing functions
involve only pixel-level operations
without any operation affecting
other pixels, the image can be
decomposed geometrically and each
part can be processed
simultaneously.

In Impulse C, algorithm
decomposition is realized by
partitioning the code into
functions, each defining the
behavior of an independent
computational process. Functions
co process create and
co process config are available
for associating a new process
with an appropriate function and
for mapping the process
definition to hardware resources.
Logically, Impulse C processes
correspond to Verilog processes
or VHDL entities.

Parallel
memory
access

For fundamental reasons related to
the way addressing mechanisms
work, accessing a single bank of
memory in parallel is not possible.
Pseudo-parallelism is, however,
achievable as multiple memory
read/write operations can be
performed in a single clock cycle
when using a multi-port memory
controller. True parallelism is
achieved when multiple RAM chips
are available in a circuit and
memory access operations are
appropriately split between them.
For operations on small arrays a
scalarization mechanism is also
available (see below).

An Impulse C programmer can
define two types of memory: local
and shared. The co array config

function can be used to specify
the type of physical memory
(synchronous/asynchronous,
single-/dual-port) used to
implement the array. Mapping
shared memory to hardware is
configured in vendor-specific
Platform Support Package files.
In general, it is the programmer’s
responsibility to schedule memory
access operations appropriately,
taking into account the number
of physical chips available.

Array
scalarization

Small-size arrays may be converted
to registers which, if no data
dependencies are involved, can be
accessed simultaneously within a
single clock cycle.

Array scalarization is attempted
for each array satisfying several
conditions, including constant
and integer indexing and whether
a “Scalarize array variables”
option is enabled in the Impulse
C project configuration.
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Table 1. (continued)

Optimization Description Programmer’s perspective
Loop
unrolling

A loop with a pre-determined
number of iterations, n, can be
unrolled, i.e. its body can be
duplicated into n copies, each
executed in parallel. The iterations
of the loop must not include
interdependent calculations and/or
assignments that would prevent the
loop from being implemented as a
parallel structure in hardware.

The CO UNROLL pragma specified
at the top of the loop instructs
the Impulse C compiler to
attempt unrolling it. Only loops
with a small number of iterations
should be unrolled to avoid
involving excessive amounts of
hardware.

Loop
pipelining

Statements within the innermost
loop can be pipelined with the goal
of reducing the number of
instruction cycles required to
process the entire iteration. The
idea of pipelining is to allow the
operations of one iteration to
execute in parallel with operations
of one or more subsequent
iterations.

The CO PIPELINE pragma placed
at the top of the loop instructs
the Impulse C compiler to
attempt pipelining it. The
programmer is responsible for
scheduling access to the variables
used within a pipeline in a way
that prevents conflicts when the
pipelining is applied.

Control logic
flattening

Control logic flattening causes
conditional expressions to be
implemented in combinational logic
instead of using a state machine.

The CO FLATTEN pragma
instructs the compiler to
explicitly flatten the logic for a
block of code.

4 FPGA Application in SOA System

FPGA is rapidly gaining popularity as in many situations it allows complex data
processing to be performed in an efficient, flexible and inexpensive way. In light
of Section 3 — Benefits of Algorithm Implementation on FPGA, hardware imple-
mentations of computing algorithms offer numerous advantages over the traditional
approach involving stationary computing infrastructure and existing software de-
velopment paradigms. Therefore, we recommend employing reconfigurable FPGA
chips to implement a number of specialized H-SOA-compliant services. In subse-
quent sections three types of such services are outlined and the progress of work
in each area is reported.

In Section FPGA-based Pattern Recognition we discuss an FPGA-based ma-
chine vision component integrated with a digital camera. The implementation of
this component is based on an example of the popular image filter – an edge de-
tector. Future work on the project, involving implementation of a license plate
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verification functionality and other complex image/video processing hardware ser-
vices, is also discussed. In Section Mobile Robots we present a six-legged spider
robot exposed as an H-SOA Service. The robot features a dedicated FPGA cir-
cuit used to simultaneously control eighteen servomotors that are responsible for
putting the robot in motion. Possible applications of the spider robot include in-
spection, exploration, or rescue tasks in low-accessibility areas. Finally, in Section
Reconfigurable Hardware Data Processing Board for Sun™ SPOT, an FPGA-based
extension board for the SPOT (Small Programmable Object Technology) device
is introduced. The proposed use of this board involves extending the number of
sensors connected to SPOTs, specialized processing of sensor data and other op-
erations intended to reduce the volume of data sent through a sensor network to
the final processing node.

4.1 FPGA-based Pattern Recognition

Figure 4 depicts a schematic diagram of a simple image processing operation con-
sisting of two concatenated filters: a smoothing filter and a Sobel edge detector [6].
The stream of input gray-scale pixels (coming, for instance, from a frame grabber)
is sent on a row-by-row basis to the first process which simply splits it into five
streams. Local buffers are used to enable sending the output as a marching column
of five pixels from five consecutive rows. Each column is received by the smoothing
process and stored internally in five separate registers (out of a total of 25). Pixel
values are shifted column-wise between the registers before each new column is
read, in order to simulate the smoothing kernel sliding through the image. The
smoothing process calculates a weighted sum of the pixel values stored in the reg-
isters and sends the result for each pixel to the output stream. It is then again
split, but only into three streams. Finally, yet another process applies two 3 × 3
Sobel filter masks to extract directional image gradients for each input pixel and
calculates the sum of their squares. Applying a predefined threshold to the result-
ing squared gradient magnitude produces an output stream of true/false values,
where a true value is indicative of the pixel lying on an edge. This output stream
can be plugged into a VGA controller to send the filtered image to an external
device, or into another processing module.

Fig. 4. A simple concatenation of two hardware-accelerated image filters jointly acting
as an edge detector
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The sample image filter introduced above is a convenient illustration of the
benefits brought by programmable logic. Referring to Tab. 1, the following paral-
lelization mechanisms are used to make this filter work much faster compared to
its implementation on a standard PC:

— The algorithm is decomposed into four parallel and pipelined processes. They
can be designed in such a way that each process produces an output value in a
single clock cycle. This implies a non-blocking operation of the entire pipeline,
i.e. that no process needs to wait for the input stream of the subsequent process
to accept data.

— The stream splitting processes buffer the consecutive pixel rows in individual
arrays. If the target FPGA supports dual-port RAM and loop pipelining is
enabled, read/write operations on all arrays can execute in parallel in a single
clock cycle.

— The filter processes store the kernel mask coefficients and the input pixel values
in registers instead of arrays, which guarantees single-cycle calculation of the
filtered pixel values.

— The critical loops in all four processes are pipelined, which enables single-cycle
generation of the output value by each process.

We have extended the above filter by implementing a more advanced Canny
edge detector [7] shown in Figure 5. The hardware module can be used at the
pre-processing stage of many real-world image processing applications including
optical object detection or image segmentation. The design depicted in Figure 5
includes multiple parallel processes. Since in most cases only fragments of the
image need to be analyzed to achieve the desired result, our module first loads the
image into separate banks of the SDRAM memory and then crops a predefined
region of interest (ROI). The edge extraction pipeline is composed of the parallel
processes used in the previous example, augmented with several extra processes,
used to refine the output of the Sobel edge detector by making the resulting ridges
pixel-wide and hence eliminating redundant edge information. The added processes
require direct access to non-contiguous locations in the shared memory where the
input image region is stored. Therefore, they can no longer operate in a pixel-
by-pixel manner using streams. These particular processes are connected with
dashed-line arrows in Figure 5. It is important to note that externally the entire
module is still seen as a black box with stream-based input and output.

The hardware implementations of the image manipulation routines presented
above are themselves of little practical use. However, they can be used as build-
ing blocks when assembling more complex applications. Our short-term goal is
to build, for demonstration purposes, a self-contained camera-equipped hardware
component performing license plate verification (LPV) on the basis of input im-
ages or video feeds depicting road traffic. In the long run we would like to develop
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Fig. 5. A more complex design involving a region of interest (ROI) extracted from an
input image and a Canny edge detection algorithm [7] applied to the specified ROI

other machine vision algorithms, such as object tracking or automatic scene cate-
gorization.

We have already developed a set of suitable yet sequential C++ algorithms for
the LPV task and simulated them on a conventional PC, with promising results.
At the moment we are developing parallel versions of these algorithms using the
Impulse C CoDeveloper software suite. HDL code is generated via high-level syn-
thesis and subsequently integrated with existing hardware interfaces available for
the Altera DE2 FPGA development board that we use. The Canny edge detector
presented above is part of the design and is already running in real time on our
hardware where input images are acquired from the Terasic’s TRDB-D5M digital
camera module, and the output is sent to a VGA display. The main part of the
LPV system, a parallelized edge-based shape detector implementing a Generalized
Hough Transform [8, 9], is currently under development. This detector will be used
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Fig. 6. Operation of an FPGA-based license plate verification system deployed as an
H-SOA service

both for license plate localization and for checking the license number against an
input list of “wanted” numbers.

As the next step, we plan to integrate our image processing algorithms with
the H-SOA board which will expose the hardware component as a Web Service
using the Ethernet controller. A conceptual diagram illustrating the usage of the
target license plate verification service is shown in Figure 6. Thin solid arrows
symbolize the runtime data flow between the hardware components of the system.
Internal and external interfaces are marked with wider arrows. This service will
expose two operations: 1) retrieving a report of license plate matches over a given
time period, and 2) updating the list of “wanted” license numbers.

4.2 Mobile Robots

In many aspects of our life, stationary and purely software-based services may not
be sufficient for achieving business, scientific and technological goals. Concurrent
tasks spread out over certain areas may benefit from the use of mobile robots
based on the FPGA technology. SOA hardware opens new possibilities while also
presenting new challenges for designers and programmers.
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Fig. 7. Hexapod leg construction
scheme

Possible Applications. Mobile robots armed with sets of tools and sensors are
a powerful instrument for scanning open areas and performing certain tasks, such
as:

— ploting up temperature and humidity charts;
— creating three-dimensional terrain maps;
— examinining hard-to-access places;
— inspecting dangerous areas.

Mobile robots might prove very useful in the course of scientific research, as
well as during times of war, natural disasters or terrorist attacks [10]. They could
search for people trapped inside destroyed buildings and help transport important
equipment, e.g. medicine, water containers, food or even mobile phones.

Construction Aspects. There are many different ways to build mobile robots
[11], including, in particular, wheeled and hexapod designs. The first one introduces
serious mobility problems whenever the path of the robot is blocked by obstacles.
Hexapod robots, equipped with six legs, each of which contains three servomotors,
seem to be a better solution. See Figure 7.

Thanks to the use of its legs, a hexapod enjoys an extra degree of freedom and
can operate in rough terrain, but in comparison to wheeled robots, such devices
require more complicated movement algorithms. As mentioned above, a hexapod
robot requires three servomotors for each of its six legs, which means that a total
of eighteen servomotors are required. To achieve smooth, synchronized movement,
many of the servomotors should be activated simultaneously. A typical servomotor
controller is based on a microprocessor, which results in pseudo-parallel operation
and movement. Our proposed servomotor controller, based on an FPGA circuit,
solves this problem. This chapter presents a H-SOA solution, a hexapod spider
robot built as a service-oriented hardware tool. See Figure 8.
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Fig. 8. H-SOA robot visualization

Fig. 9. Simple H-SOA robot model
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The robot is supposed to be controlled through an H-SOA module based on an
FPGA circuit. A simple model of the robot is shown in Figure 9. Each servomotor
receives its own independent controller. The robot has six legs. Each of the legs
occupies three servomotors and has its own seperate Leg Control Module.

Fig. 10. Digi
Connect Wi-Me

Apart from legs, the robot can also be equipped with a set of sensors, a cam-
era, a GPS module, a WiFi adapter and a photovoltaic battery. The camera gives
the robot a local orientation and the ability to avoid obstacles while the GPS

module provides it with global orientation and the ability
to reach the desired coordinates. The WiFi adapter allows
the robot to expose its services to clients. The small DIGI
Connect Wi-Me module shown in Figure 10 is suggested
for use with our robot [12].

The module supports a 802.11b WLAN, TCP/IP and
data transfer of up to 230 kbps. While relatively slow, this
transfer rate seems to be fast enough for sending com-
mands to the robot and receiving useful data. To ensure
wireless freedom for the robot, it should be backed by a
Lithium-Ion (Li-Ion) battery and a photovoltaic solar bat-
tery.

H-SOA mobile robots, implemented as hardware-based
SOA devices are potentially powerful tools for modern
challenges. In accordance with the SOA paradigm, they

can be easily used by any SOA client. In this way, H-SOA mobile robots become
remote sensors and remote actuators, offering their services to any local or sta-
tionary SOA application.

4.3 Reconfigurable Hardware Data Processing Board for Sun™ SPOT

Sun™ SPOT [13] is a small electronic device developed by Sun Microsystems and
used as a sensor node in sensor networks [14]. The device is based on the Squawk
Java Virtual Machine. The detailed description of SPOT device can be found
in section 6 or in [15]. To extend hardware capabilities of the SPOT device we
have developed and built an FPGA-equipped extension board. A schematic block
diagram of the extension board is shown in Figure 11.

The prototype board uses the ALTERA Cyclone III EP3C25 device. It is also
equipped with an FPGA configuration memory (EPCS16) and a serial flash mem-
ory (Atmel AT25F512) used to store board properties (as required in the SPOT
extension board specification).

SPOT can exchange data with a FPGA using one of its standard interfaces:
I2C, SPI, USART, or a user-defined 8-bit unidirectional or bidirectional data bus.
The usage of these interfaces depends on the user and application-specific needs.
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Fig. 11. Block diagram of the SPOT hardware data processing
board

The design of the board gives the SPOT device the ability to reconfigure thr FPGA
at any point in time. Moreover, the default configuration of the FPGA, stored in
EPCS16, can also be freely changed.

The most important feature of the board is flexibility. In the simplest scenario,
the FPGA can be configured to provide the user with a large number of additional
digital I/O lines (to connect a large number of simple sensors or actuators). By
using the same hardware it is also possible to connect one or more different sensors
to SPOT (through the hardware data processing board). Each of these sensors (for
example, a small digital camera) can produce a large amount of rapidly-changing
data. In this case, FPGA can be configured to process such data, reduce its size,
and extract useful information. In both cases a properly-configured FPGA device
reduces the amount of data that should be sent through a sensor network to a final
processing (gateway) node.

Unfortunately, the FPGA configuration cannot be changed freely. Whenever
a new configuration is needed, the user has to describe the new functionality of
the device in one of its Hardware Definition Languages (Verilog, VHDL, etc) and
prepare an appropriate configuration using dedicated software (for Cyclone III
devices, ALTERA provides a free version of Quartus II software). Once a new
configuration is prepared it can be uploaded to the FPGA device at any time.
One of the features of this board is the ability to reconfigure FPGA without direct
access to the SPOT device. Wireless access to the host device through a sensor
network is sufficient.
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The hardware part of our board is at an early prototype stage. The current
prototype is too large to fit inside a SPOT case. The final version of the board
should be of an appropriate size.

5 Mobile SOA

An important issue with systems based on the SOA paradigm is that the character-
istics of mobile environments should be considered during the design process. This
type of environment is characterized by wireless communication (such as WLAN,
HSPA, Bluetooth etc.) and the use of mobile devices (smartphones, palmtops etc.)
or sensors (medical, industrial). Extending SOA applications to lightweight mo-
bile devices (the MSOA concept, i.e. Mobile SOA [16]) allows business processes
to operate “everywhere” and services to be provided using wireless technologies.
Unfortunately, adapting existing services to mobile applications is not easy and
requires changes in application code.

Many kinds of services can be used in MSOA:

— Information services (stock exchange/business services, news);
— Messaging (Skype, Google Talk);
— Multimedia (Youtube, MobiTV);
— Social networking (Facebook, Twitter);
— Gaming (mobile gambling achieved through wireless communication);
— Medical services (diagnostic services);
— Billing and payment services;
— Localization services;
— Company-specific services.

Below are some of the requirements for Mobile SOA [17]:

— End-to-end software infrastructure that enables quick and dynamic deploy-
ment of user-focused, network-based services;

— Client-side applications/services (on the mobile device) that provide access to
key network-based services for compelling user experience;

— Set of core network-based services and the ability for operators to add and
manage these services across all enabled (mobile and stationary) devices on
their network;

— Tools for developers to create new services that the operator can easily deploy
to enabled devices.

The Mobile SOA (Fig. 12) consists of three layers: the Application Layer, the
Service Framework Layer, and the Services Layer. The highest (Application) layer
allows consumers to run applications (and services) on mobile or desktop devices.
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Fig. 12. Mobile SOA

Running applications use the Telco/Wireless/Wireline operator’s platform (the
Service Framework Layer) which delivers and manages the services. The lowest
(Services) layer contains a set of available services.

In the Mobile SOA concept, mobile devices can enter three roles: that of a client,
a server or a client/server (Fig. 13). In the first case, the user of the application
can find and execute services that are located on other computers (servers). In the
second case, the mobile device is itself a server of services, although this mode is
rarely encountered because mobile devices possess limited capabilities and typically
aren’t able to act as servers. Having said that, the area of mobile environments
(such as wireless or cellular networks) is rapidly expanding and there are some
devices (e.g. complex smartphones, PDAs etc.) that are suitable for fulfilling the
role of a server. In the third case, the performance of the device should be sufficient
(in terms of processor speed, memory etc.) to play the client/server role.

The benefits of Mobile SOA include:

— The ability to install and uninstall services on mobile devices;
— Their availability on many device platforms (limited dependency on device

features);
— Availability “everywhere” and “anytime”;
— The ability to support service delivery to multiple screens (mobile, TV, PC).
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Fig. 13. Device roles in the Mobile SOA concept

The above-mentioned benefits are attainable because MSOA is a distributed
architecture with a number of potential applications (wireless, enterprise, etc.) and
mobile characteristics provided by the service framework (telco and wireless oper-
ators). This architecture can be implemented in a variety of ways (Web Service,
OSGi, etc.), providing many kinds of services (such as voice, location, medical or
messaging platforms).

6 Sensor Networks

A sensor network [14, 18] is an infrastructure comprised of sensing, computing,
and communication elements providing the ability to instrument, observe, and re-
act to events and phenomena in a specified environment. Wireless sensor networks
emerged from military applications such as battlefield surveillance; however, they
are now used in many industrial and civilian areas of application, including indus-
trial process monitoring and control, machine health monitoring, environment, and
habitat monitoring, healthcare applications, home automation, and traffic control.
There are four basic components in sensor networks (Fig. 14):
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Fig. 14. Sensor network

— a number of distributed or localized sensor nodes;
— the interconnecting network (usually wireless-based);
— the clustering node (may be integrated with one of the sensor nodes);
— the final processing and sharing data node.

Sensor nodes are small electronic components capable of sensing many types
of information from the environment, including temperature, light, humidity, ra-
diation, the presence or nature of biological organisms, geological features, seismic
vibrations, specific types of computer data, and more. A typical sensor node can be
visualized as a small computer. It consists of a processing unit with limited com-
putational power and limited memory, sensors equipped with specific conditioning
circuitry, a wireless or wired communication device, and a power source. It can
optionally be equipped with dependent modules such as an energy harvesting mod-
ule, additional communication interfaces, and a hardware data processing module.
Essential features of sensor networks are: limited power, the ability to withstand
harsh environment conditions, mobility of nodes, dynamic network topology, ro-
bustness against communication errors and node failures, heterogeneity, large-scale
deployment, and unattended operation.

In specific conditions some types of sensors may acquire large amounts of data.
Due to the limitations of the interconnecting network, the sensor node should be
able to reduce the size of the collected data. The limited computational power
of the sensor node can make this task very difficult. In such a situation we have
to consider equipping the sensor node with additional hardware which can not
only extend its computational abilities but also help to process the excess data.
Collecting and processing data through a single sensor node or network can be
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considered as a service. We can therefore try to integrate all sensor nodes or the
sensor network itself into a SOA system.

To describe the idea of integration of sensor networks with SOA systems we
have to present the technologies chosen for our research, discussing their benefits
and restrictions.

Sun SPOT. The small mobile device domain is represented by Sun SPOTs. A Sun
SPOT device (Fig. 15) is a small, wireless, battery-powered experimental platform.
The device is programmed almost entirely in Java to allow regular programmers
to create projects which used to require specialized embedded system development
skills. The Sun SPOT includes a range of built-in sensors as well as the ability to
easily interface with external devices [15]. Sun SPOT devices are programmed in
Java Mobile. A SPOT device is built by stacking a Sun SPOT processor board with
a sensor board and battery. There is also a smaller version called base station which
does not include sensors nor battery, and whose main responsibility is maintaining
a connection between free-range devices and a PC. A Sun SPOT has a 180MHz
32-bit ARM920T core processor with 512KB RAM and 4MB Flash. Each device
has a 2.4GHz IEEE 802.15.4 compliant radio with an integrated antenna and a
USB interface (used to connect to a PC). The basic Sensor Board includes the
following:

— a 3-axis accelerometer (with two range settings: 2G or 6G);

Fig. 15. Sun SPOT device
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— a temperature sensor;
— a light sensor;
— 8 tri-color LEDs;
— 6 analog inputs readable by an ADC (Analog to Digital Converter) ;
— 2 momentary switches;
— 5 general-purpose I/O pins and 4 high-current output pins.

The architecture of SPOT devices is designed to use a dedicated sensor or
custom board which can replace the standard sensor board. Sun SPOTs run the
Squawk Java Virtual Machine (JVM). Squawk is an open-source virtual machine
for the Java language whose goal is to examine new ways of building virtual ma-
chines. The aim of the Squawk project is to develop as much as possible in Java
for portability, ease of debugging, and maintainability. Squawk is Java-compliant
and CLDC 1.1-compatible, with a limited memory footprint. It is designed for use
in small, resource-constrained devices. To reduce memory use on mobile devices
many tasks are performed on the host machine: verification, optimization, and
transformation of client classes into Squawk’s internal object representation. An
important feature of the Squawk VM is its isolation mechanism whereby an ap-
plication is represented as an object. One or more applications can run in a single
JVM and each application is completely isolated from all other applications. In
addition to the standard semantics of isolates, Squawk implements isolate migra-
tion. An isolate running on one Squawk VM instance can be paused, serialized to
a file or over a network connection, and restarted in another Squawk VM instance
[19]. CLDC also imposes some restrictions, such as:

— Java Reflection API is not available;
— Package java.io.Serializable cannot be used;
— Remote Method Invocation (RMI) is not supported;
— User-defined class loaders have to be used.

These restrictions complicate operating Sun SPOT devices in enterprise frame-
works which sometimes rely extensively on the aforementioned capabilities. For
instance, Tuscany uses the Reflection API to wrap managed components.

Service Component Architecture. To integrate mobile devices with enterprise
systems a middleware layer is required. In order to avoid creating everything from
scratch we have chosen an existing platform: Service Component Architecture
(SCA). SCA is a promising emerging standard for enterprise software development.
Its specification contains a model for composing applications and systems from
services. In this sense it is very much in line with the Service Oriented Architecture
(SOA) principles [20]. SCA augments prior approaches for implementing services
and is based on open standards such as Web Services [21]. The SCA programming
model for building applications and systems is based on the idea that a business
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Fig. 16. SCA application

functionality can be provided as a series of services, assembled together to create
a solution that serve a particular business need [22]. Applications are constructed
as composites which may contain new, custom services and business functions
derived from existing systems and applications. This programming model aims
at encompassing a wide range of technologies for the implementation of service
components, and providing support for communication and cross-invocation of
operations [22]. Components can be created in different programming languages
with the use of frameworks and development environments commonly applied to
these languages. SCA also provides a wide range of communication and service
access technologies that are in common use – including Web Services, messaging
systems, and Remote Procedure Call (RPC) interfaces. A sample SCA application
illustrating the presented concepts is shown in Figure 16. Some details of the SCA
framework depend on its implementation. Tuscany is the most widely-used Java-
based SCA platform, enjoying the support of the Apache Software Foundation
[23]. Being an open-source project, it provides open access to the code developed
in Java v. 5 by a large and active group of programmers.

FPGA. To build a flexible and multi-purpose hardware extension for a sensor node
we need a solution which gives us the ability to adapt or change its functionality
with a minimum of hardware alterations. It should also be able to process a large
amount of data effectively and with relatively low power requirements. In our
opinion, FPGA-based solutions can meet these conditions. A description of this
technology is presented in Section 3.
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6.1 Middleware for the Integration of Small Mobile Devices in the
SOA

To ensure the integration of the mobile device domain with enterprise SOA sys-
tems two architectural approaches can be considered. It is possible to set up a ser-
vice container and expose services on mobile devices allowing direct access from
enterprise applications. This requires the implementation of advanced commu-
nication protocols on the mobile devices. On the other hand, we want to keep
devices as small as possible and reduce power requirements. Reconciling all these
requirements can be very difficult. We can, however, benefit from communication
protocols designed for sensor networks and develop middleware which integrates
mobile devices and standard computers. Thus, it is possible to expose services
while reducing communication complexity.

Requirements. As is clear from the presented discussion, one of the principal
requirements of our solution is allowing the interaction of SCA components with
mobile devices. While mobile devices remain responsible for integration with the
environment, SCA components provide a way to implement business logic and to
communicate with other enterprise systems. Together, they form a new type of
distributed enterprise applications. Such interactions should satisfy the following
functional requirements:

— Synchronous and asynchronous communication and remote operation invoca-
tions should be provided;

— Exposing services for other SOA applications should be possible.

These functional requirements may be extended with the following non-functi-
onal needs:

— Ease of use — the provided interaction mechanisms should be easy to use and
efficient in spite of the complexity of interaction performed between compo-
nents located in different domains;

— Genericity — the solution should not impose limits on the set of supported
applications;

— Conformance with SCA design principles — integration should follow, the
SOA and SCA paradigms and should not violate any principle inherent in
these concepts.

— Scalability — the integration pattern needs to be usable not only with single,
separate mobile devices but also with large sets of devices.

— Performance — the solution should not introduce a substantial overhead in
terms of communication with small devices.
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Fig. 17. SPOT binding pattern

Architectural Patterns. In this section the proposed architectural patterns for
the integration of components running in the SCA Domain with Sun SPOTs are
described. They are discussed in the context of the functional and non-functional
requirements defined in the previous section.

The SCA specification introduces an element called binding. As already ex-
plained in the previous section, bindings are used by services and references to
describe the protocol used to call or provide a service. This protocol is required to
manage the communication between components in a given domain, but should
also support the access to external services. We present our solution in Figure 17.
Three aspect of communication are considered:

— a low-level communication API, handling send and receive operations over
suitable data links;

— data marshaling and unmarshaling;
— an addressing schema for communicating entities or localization protocols.

All these aspects are supported by the SCA domain and are hidden from pro-
grammers whenever a suitable binding is used. For communication with external
software components residing on mobile devices these low-level communication is-
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Fig. 18. Spot proxy pattern

sues have to be addressed directly while developing a new binding. The benefits
of using the binding pattern are as follows:

— the SPOT binding implements low-level communication aspects with the spot
device;

— SCA components are used and constructed in a standard way;
— a full bidirectional control over an application working on the SPOT device is

provided.

On the other hand, there are also certain disadvantages:

— all problems related to remote communications have to be resolved by the
programmer;

— it is necessary to implement separately a program for a SPOT device to handle
all issues related to its deployment;

— Application code has to be altered in many places whenever changes are re-
quired.

Based on our experience with the previous version, we decided to create a so-
lution which would be much easier to use and better integrated with the SCA
environment. A component was developed which provides access to device func-
tions while hiding the complexity of the communication with mobile devices. We
call this component the SPOT Proxy. It is a special SCA Component which exposes
the functionality of a physical device and forwards requests to the real devices seen
in Figure 18. From the developer’s point of view, communication with the mobile
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device is greatly simplified. Our code marshals parameters and issues requests to
the SPOT device. The device unpacks these parameters and method descriptions,
calling the specified actions. Results are retrieved and sent back to the server.
Finally, the component method returns the output values. There is also support
for communication issues (e.g. request timeouts). The benefits are as follows:

— we do not have to worry about communication with the SPOT device;
— we do not need to provide code for the mobile device;
— all functions can be used in an easy way;
— the component matches SCA requirements very well.

There are only two problems which might potentially prove important:

— we cannot deploy our own code to the device;
— communication performance problems may emerge in programs which fre-

quently call mobile device functions.

Proxy components facilitate the rapid development of distributed applications. We
can also benefit from the use of different SCA components and binding implemen-
tations, and their automatic cooperation. On the other hand, we have to bear in
mind that in some cases communication overhead and bandwidth requirements
may become prohibitive.

6.2 Extension Modules for the Sun SPOT Device

To extend the hardware abilities of the Sun SPOT device we propose equipping it
with two types of extensions. The first, a reconfigurable hardware data processing
board, is described in section 4. The second gives the SPOT device the ability to
safely control high-voltage electric devices. The PM1 power module is a simple
standalone semiconductor relay. It uses the SHARP S202S12 optocoupled solid
state relay, equipped with a zero-crossing circuit. It can be connected to the SPOT
device through one of its H0-H3 signals located at the P1 header on the SPOT
sensor board. The module can control high-voltage circuitry (powered from the
electrical grid). For example, by using this module the SPOT device can control
light switches in one or more rooms. Another example is operating the SPOT
device as a thermostat. Users can issue a temperature adjustment request remotely
(over the network), and the SPOT device can compare this request against its own
temperature sensor, subsequently deciding to power a heater on or off without any
additional activity in the sensor network.

New, extended abilities of the SPOT device can be exposed as services for other
SOA applications with the use of the SCA-based solutions described above.
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7 Mobile Devices

The development of mobile technologies such as new wireless standards (HSPA,
802.11n), operating systems (Android, Symbian, Windows Mobile), and devices
(HTC, Samsung, Android) allows the use of mobile devices in support of the
Mobile SOA concept.

Two main technologies are important for the implementation of MSOA on small
mobile devices:

— Web Service (WS);
— OSGi.

7.1 Using Web Services

The WS technology is available for the Java Micro Edition (JavaME) environment
(J2ME Web Services APIs — JSR172 optional package [24]), the Android system
and the Windows Mobile (Phone) system (.Net Compact Framework). Of these,
the most popular and most widely used is the JME environment, as all modern
mobile phones running SymbianOS, Mobile Windows (Phones), and specialized
corporate operating systems for cellular phones implement the WS solution.

The JSR172 specification describes how a JavaME client can use WS on a
mobile device. This specification defines:

— an API for using SOAP and WSDL;
— a JavaME XML parser;
— mappings between WSDL (Web Services Description Language) and JavaME

data types.

The J2ME Web Services APIs is a subset of the JAX-RPC 1.1 specification,
which introduces some limitations, namely:

— support only for the WS-I Basic Profile;
— support only for version 1.1 of SOAP;
— no ability to define methods of communication with a service registry (such as

UDDI).

It is possible to use other Web Service implementations (for example Apache
Mirae) on older devices which support JavaME but do not implement JSR 172.
The next generation of the WebService JavaME solution on mobile devices will
follow the specification of the Service Connection API for JavaME (JSR 279). The
main features of this solution are:
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Fig. 19. Blood pressure monitoring application

— mechanisms for locating services;
— authentication;
— support for the Liberty Identity Web Services Framework (ID-WSF);
— support for services implemented in various technologies (for example UPnP).

The Web Service technology (JSR172 package) can be used to develop many
types of services on mobile devices. A promising area of application is the med-
ical domain. Figure 19 describes a possible scenario where a medical application
(using JSR172 and Bluetooth communication) helps measure blood pressure. The
patient uses a cellular phone with Java ME and Bluetooth module to connect to
the network and upload personal blood pressure data. The application acquires
this data and registers the medical service in the repository (Web Service Registry
and LDAP Server). The patient’s physician can then select a blood pressure moni-
toring service from the repository (containing the network address of the patient’s
device) and, by invoking a specific method, acquire further information on the
patient’s health. This scenario was implemented at the Department of Computer
Science of the AGH University of Science and Technology in Krakow. The pre-
sented medical application is merely an example of a solution designed according
to service principles. Similar methods and concepts can be used in other scenarios
and programs that provide services on mobile devices.
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7.2 OSGi — The Dynamic Module System for Java

The OSGi framework is a Java-based service platform that allows remote man-
agement and configuration of components (bundles). Some examples where this
framework has been implemented include Eclipse Equinox, Apache Felix, Knopler-
fish and Concierge on mobile devices. The OSGi framework implements a com-
ponent model for installing (and deinstalling), activating, and stopping bundles
without restarting the application. Every bundle can also export services for use
by other components. OSGi allows dynamic management (as well as uploading)
of resources such as program code. This feature is very important for lightweight
mobile devices which have limited memory and CPU, as it enables optimal us-
age of such devices. The presented solution can thus be applied in scenarios (and
applications) that provide services on mobile devices (the Mobile SOA concept is
described in section 5). In previous versions of the OSGi specification (prior to 4.2),
communication between bundles (services) was only possible on-device. Implemen-
tations of the OSGi framework on mobile devices include Concierge, Sprint Titan
(Windows Mobile), and ProSyst (Windows Mobile and Android). The newest ver-
sion of OSGi (4.2) includes Distributed OSGi (DOSGi), providing remote access
to services (bundles). Similar solutions are introduced by R-OSGi [25] and the
Distributed OSGi With Web Service Project.

8 Summary

Integration of SOA enterprise software systems with services deployed on mobile
devices or intelligent sensor networks is recognized as a very important require-
ment leading to better exploitation of IT potential in numerous domains, inluding
security, medical systems, transportation, logistics, and others.

The development of such systems introduces certain technical challenges. The
first refers to the limited hardware resources which can be used for implementation
of services. This problem can be solved by the FPGA technology, ensuring efficient
implementation of well-defined software services. FPGA chips can be added to ex-
isting devices such as cameras, sensors, servomechanisms, etc. creating specialized
services implemented as hardware modules. Programming FPGA devices involves
technical obstacles which are related to the extensive data processing parallelism
supported by such devices. Development of high-performance FPGA code calls
for new algorithms and low-level (VHDL) programming. The upside is that once
implemented, the functionality performed by low-level code can be exposed as a
service and reused in many devices.

Another issue is related to the process of developing software for mobile or em-
bedded systems, based on conventional processors but limited in terms of resources
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(i.e. computing power and memory). This precludes the use of software platforms
developed for standard computers. Programming such systems is therefore quite
complicated and leads to integration problems related to changes in programming
models and limitations of JVMs. The diversity of the programming model makes
combining standard computers with mobile and embedded devices difficult. Sup-
port for a uniform software development platform spanning traditional computer
systems and small mobile devices is therefore very important.

In spite of the diversity of small device programming paradigms, the services
offered by such devices should be integrated with enterprise systems in a uniform
way via binding components available for commonly-used ESB platforms. This is
an essential feature of Embedded SOA.
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Abstract. SOA is a strongly business oriented paradigm for building het-
erogeneous distributed systems composed of loosely coupled services. Due
to these characteristics, management in SOA introduces new challenges
and problems, that were not so crucial in legacy distributed systems. As a
consequence, vast amount of work is being done in the field of SOA manage-
ment, mainly in those constructed according to the Web Services standards
and technology. On the other hand, the REST architecture style still lacks
methods, tools and standards when it comes to management. In the fol-
lowing chapter, we discuss selected aspects of management: performance,
reliability and security. Regarding the performance aspect, we consider the
means of adapting SOA systems for optimizing or meeting SLA and QoS
requirements with respect to selected efficiency metrics. The proposed so-
lution comprises monitoring and management execution at the level of run-
ning environments, operating systems and services. The reliability aspect
deals with fault tolerance and with a special insight in distributed failure
detection in SOA systems. Finally we consider security policy languages
for SOA taking into consideration the system, as a whole.

Keywords: SOA, management, monitoring, failure detection, security po-
licies, security language, SLA, QoS

1 Introduction

Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) is a strongly business focused paradigm for
developing heterogeneous distributed systems. Such an environment is composed of
loosely-coupled services that provide some business logic through clearly defined
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interfaces. Due to this fact, the services can easily cooperate with each other,
forming business processes.

SOA systems can also be characterized as being autonomous, under the author-
ity of different management domains and service providers. There are two major
technologies for building SOA systems: SOAP-based Web services (also referred
to as Big Web services, Web services or WS-* [1]) and REST-based Web services
[2, 3]. The first technology is based on the SOAP protocol (Simple Object Access
Protocol) and the ESB (Enterprise Service Bus) paradigm, where functionalities
offered by services are described by WSDL (Web Services Description Language)
documents. A lot of WS-* standards have been developed within the W3C, the
OASIS consortium or by vendors themselves. The composition of web services
into business processes is driven by definitions provided by XML based languages
like BPEL (Business Process Execution Language), which is the most widely used
nowadays [4]. While SOAP-based Web services originated mainly from vendors
and enterprises, REST-based Web services (REST is an acronym for Representa-
tional State Transfer [2]) originated directly from the community. The RESTful
Web services technology is built around resources, that are accessed with HTTP
methods (GET, POST, PUT, DELETE), with the use of the well known URI
(Unified Resource Identifier) addressing scheme.

The motivation for management in SOA systems is rather straightforward and
similar to that in legacy distributed systems. The constant monitoring and control
of the system is used to provide availability and reliability, which together result
in retaining SLA (Service Level Agreement) and QoS (Quality of Service) at the
requested levels. However in SOA, due to the strong business orientation, these
levels are crucial not only for a client, but also for a vendor. In order for a service to
be chosen by a client, vendors have to assure the highest quality of their products,
so as they can effectively compete within the electronic market.

Due to the above features, the task of management in SOA systems is challeng-
ing. As far as SOAP-based Web services are concerned, there are several standards
that focus on management [5, 6, 7, 8], major amount of work having been done
by vendors within software platforms and running environments. However these
specifications are rather complicated and not always fully implemented in software
solutions. Therefore, in some cases the RESTful Web services can be an interesting
alternative to WS-*. It is because they are lightweight and can be easily integrated
into the existing Web infrastructure, due to the HTTP protocol they are based on.
Therefore, management tasks in SOA can be redefined to match the infrastruc-
ture already used in the Web, but with the emphasis on providing QoS and SLA
to satisfy business client’s needs. In order to meet these needs, mechanisms for
provisioning high availability and reliability are deployed. However, SOA systems
are very dynamic and these mechanisms need to be continuously adapted to the
constantly evolving environment and the management itself has to be dynamic in
order to be successful.
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SOA paradigm is also heavily used in cloud computing [10, 9, 11], as a mean
for supporting common interfaces for cloud infrastructures, on which software ser-
vices and application stacks are deployed by the vendors. However, SOA acts only
as an higher level access layer, it is not a core feature of the cloud computing.
Therefore, this chapter does not deal with the management in cloud computing,
such as virtual machines management, resource reservation and load distribution
[12]. Nevertheless, we clearly state that aspects of management presented in this
chapter can be easily applied to cloud computing paradigm.

In this chapter, we focus on three main aspects of management: performance,
reliability and security.

The performance aspect concerns the means for adapting the system and its
components in order to optimize or meet SLA and QoS requirements with respect
to selected efficiency metrics of the processing of services. It comprises monitor-
ing and management of execution on the level of running environments, operating
systems and services. The reliability aspect deals with the fault tolerance with a
special insight in distributed failure detection in the RESTful Web services sys-
tems. Finally, the security aspect concerns security policy languages for SOA that
take into consideration the system as a whole.

The chapter is organized accordingly to the aspects described above. First,
we focus on performance aspects of SOA systems management in Section 2. In
Section 3 we describe a failure detector service, as a mean for providing fault tol-
erance. Section 4 concerns the security policy languages for SOA. Finally, Section
5 contains concluding remarks for the whole chapter.

2 Proactive Management in SOA

2.1 Basic Definitions and Problem Formulation

SOA systems can be generally characterized as multi-layered, as shown in Figure
1. Taking a top down approach, we can distinguish the following layers: virtual
organizations, business processes, atomic services, running environment, operating
system, and hardware. Monitoring and management concepts exist at every layer,
but differently at each layer. In SOAP-based Web services, the emphasis is put on
management at business processes and ESB levels, which provide routing support
between web service providers and consumers. A vast amount of work in man-
agement and adaptation is done in orchestration engines. There BPM (Business
Process Management) patterns are utilized along with BPEL (Business Process
Execution Language) which provides extensions for ensuring QoS in distributed
executions of business processes.
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Fig. 1. A multi-layered view of SOA systems

RESTful Web services are lightweight and hide the complexity of WS. They
ideally integrate into existing Web infrastructures, instead of adding unneeded
burden of standards on software components. Unfortunately, existing Web infras-
tructures are not ready for adapting RESTful Web services without obstacles. This
also concerns the management and monitoring tasks.

2.2 Related Concepts and Contributions

This section deals with concepts and contributions related to the management task
in SOA: WS-Management and Web Services Distributed Management (WSDM),
Autonomic Computing, intelligent events processing and proactive management
(prediction, forecasting and diagnostics).

The WS-Management [13] is a SOAP based protocol for managing different
components (e.g. servers, devices, applications). To be complete, the WS-Manage-
ment utilizes different standards from WS-* for addressing (WS-Addressing), event
publishing (WS-Eventing) and security (WS-Security). What is interesting, WS-
Management, despite being a pure WS-* standard, shows some REST properties
by using the WS-Transfer standard, which adds (GET, PUT, DELETE and CRE-
ATE commands to its namespace. Unfortunately the similarity ends on this level,
as the communication is still SOAP based. Another standard family to mention
is the WSDM (Web Services Distributed Management), maintained by the OA-
SIS organization [14, 5]. It is strongly based on WS-RF (Web Services Resource
Framework), hence every resource in WSDM has its WS-RF representation. Each
resource is described by an XML document defining its properties and capabilities
that can be monitored and managed. In fact, WSDM consists of two separate sub-
standards: MUWS (Monitoring Using Web Services) and MOWS (Monitoring Of
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Web Services). MUWS is responsible for monitoring with the usage of WS-* and
the SOAP protocol [15, 16]. Every managed resource is represented by a web ser-
vice endpoint that can be reached by any capable client — so called, manageability
consumer. The properties that can be managed by the client, are published as so
called manageability capabilities that list the operations which can be executed on
the given resource. MOWS on the other hand is used for monitoring and manag-
ing resources constructed with SOAP-based Web services standards [6]. It defines
a list of common metrics that can be used to monitor a web service (e.g. Num-
berOfRequests, LastRequestSize, OperationalState). The WSDM standard family is
very mature and supported by many vendors, yet it is only usable in the SOA
systems created according to the WS-* technology, protocols and standards. On
the other hand, [17] proposes an approach to distributed management of REST-
ful Web services based on the Atom publishing protocol. However, the authors
focus only on the configuration aspect of management, not taking adaptation and
control into consideration.

Another concept that can be applied to SOA systems is Autonomic Computing
(AC), proposed by IBM in 2001 [18]. The main idea of AC is to develop self-
managing systems as an answer to the rapidly growing complexity of computing
systems. The goal of these systems is to minimize the need for human interventions
in the management process. The AC systems are characterized by the following
properties:

— self-configuration — an automatic configuration of the components, integration
into the system, discovery of the topology and registration in a distributed
environment;

— self-healing — an ability to find, diagnose and correct faults and failures;
— self-optimization — automatic monitoring, capacity planning and parameters

tuning, in order to achieve the highest QoS and SLA;
— self-protection — an ability to protect itself from external threats, attacks and

adversarial noise, as well as cascading failures in the system.

The AC concept introduces the idea of an autonomic element (Fig. 2), an
entity composed of a managed resource (e.g. device, application, system) and
an autonomic manager that continuously monitors the resource and undertakes
appropriate actions, according to the situation. The idea strongly resembles the
control loop concept from control theory, and is often referred to as the MAPE
loop. This acronym represents the main functions of an autonomic manager: mon-
itor, analyze, plan, execute. The idea proposed by IBM nicely integrates with SOA
systems, but unfortunately not many full implementations exist. In fact, some of
authors claim that autonomic computing will introduce further complexity, due to
the fact that the programming languages and software components responsible for
acting as autonomic managers will become more complex than the system they
manage [19].
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Fig. 2. Autonomic element

The Intelligent Event Processing (IEP) concept is used for continuous mon-
itoring of the managed system’s components for any appearances of anomalies,
resource exhaustion and failures. Legacy monitoring solutions, in most cases em-
ploy polling the probes distributed within the a distributed system. This technique
is widely used but treats every source separately and does not take any relation-
ships under consideration. An additional computation has to be performed in a
monitoring station, e.g. to correlate or average the acquired data. A solution to
this problem can be treating data from the monitoring system as a big stream
of events that can be further processed by specialized intelligent event process-
ing (IEP) components. IEPs are event oriented software components that utilize
stream processing algorithms. They provide:

— an easy correlation of events of different types and originating from different
sources;

— on-line stream processing in time shifting windows;
— pre-processing streams with mathematical functions e.g. average, sum, etc.;
— great efficiency, small memory footprint.

Thanks to the above features IEP can be used as a pre-processing component,
which facilitates initial inquiry of a data stream for causality and anomalies, before
passing it to the monitoring system, where further analysis can be carried out.

The proactive management concept is aimed at meeting the needs of high
availability and reliability, where reacting after a failure took place (reactive man-
agement), is not sufficient; proactive mechanisms able to anticipate failures and
resource exhaustion need to be deployed in an online and efficient way. One of
such mechanisms is the prediction of failures in time series. To achieve it, many
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authors use stochastic modeling and statistical methods [20, 21, 22, 23, 24]. How-
ever, they mainly focus on offline methods or static analysis of previously gathered
data. Also, the models used in these works often assume stationarity of time series,
whereas in real life applications such models hardly match. Another problem that
is not fully considered is the correlation of different time series and parameters, in
order to achieve more accurate failure prediction.

The failure diagnostic mechanism analyzes the failure after its occurrence, finds
its root cause and tries to fix it permanently, to avoid it in the future. In systems
of the SOA complexity, where plenty of loosely coupled components take part in
business process executions, this task becomes rather difficult, yet very important.
Several authors employ Bayesian inference and Bayesian networks for the task [25,
26, 27]. After identification of tests, components and dependencies among them, a
network is constructed. Upon failure, the evaluation takes place. The result is a set
of components that with some probability could be the origin of the failure. The
apparent problem of such an approach is that a model has to be constructed by an
expert, who has to provide knowledge about the dependencies between components
and assign a priori probability distributions to Bayesian network. In the case of
the topology change, this would have to be done again. The obvious challenge
in this field would be to find a way to dynamically detect causality of failures
among components and construct such networks automatically. Another problem
with this approach emerges directly from the latter challenge. A bayesian network
needs to have initially assigned prior probability distributions. Analogically, the
challenge is to find a way to automatically assign them without an expert input.

We focus on the monitoring and management of operating systems, running
environment (virtualization clusters) and atomic service levels to achieve high
QoS and SLA levels. To fulfill that task, we employ proactive mechanisms, such
as prediction, diagnostics and anomaly detection, to adapt the system to the ever-
changing environment. In our work, we employ simple prediction methods in order
to predict future events and act accordingly before they happen. Additionally, we
assume that long term, exact prediction is not necessary. Instead, we focus on fast
and short term probabilistic methods to compute hints for the decision system, so
that it can adapt the system to the needs of distributed processing. Our research
concerns mainly the possibilities of using moving average, exponential smoothing
and regressive methods, for forecasting in time series.

2.3 Proactive Management System for SOA

As a part of our work, we develop methods and tools for the monitoring and
management of SOA systems, as well as research on metrics for the evaluation of
such environments. The results comprise prototypes of software modules, as well as
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methods and ideas. These modules together form a system that is able to monitor
the SOA infrastructure and manage it in order to achieve SLA and QoS goals.

Functional Requirements. We denote functional requirements that should be
met by the system. The first requirement is interoperability with external mon-
itoring systems, such as SNMP and Nagios. In order to achieve that, adapters
provided for different sources of monitoring data should be able to transform it
into a unified format. The unification of data is the second functional requirement
we state. Next, we assume the requirement for flexibility in defining the metrics
and sources of data by a unified language. This feature would be helpful in the
unification of configurations throughout the system. From the performance point
of view, we denote the requirement for the system to be able to calculate metrics
on the fly, in parallel to data gathering. This will ensure that less processing will
have to be done after data acquisition. The ability to change parameters of vir-
tual machines and migrate them automatically is the next requirement. It states,
that the virtualization cluster needs to be equipped with mechanisms that enable
management system to control the virtual machines hosted within it. Addition-
ally, we consider that modularity, reliability, and scalability are non functional
requirements for the considered system.

System Architecture. Figure 3 presents a proposed architecture for the man-
agement system for SOA. The monitoring module is fused with the metrics module.
Together they are responsible for the acquisition and transformation of data com-
ing from proprietary agents, external monitoring systems (SNMP, Nagios) and the
virtualization environment. The transformation of data is understood by its nor-
malization to the unified format and its processing by the metrics module, respon-
sible for metrics calculations. The prediction module is responsible for the analysis
of the metrics in order to make short term predictions and anomaly detection.

The architecture does not depict it explicitly, but almost every component
within the system possesses RESTful Web services API, in order to communicate
with other parts of the system. The API also makes it possible to distribute the
components of the system in order to achieve the reliability of the management
system. The REST-based API was chosen for the prototype implementation, but
the system is designed to manage all types of SOA systems and the SOAP API
can be easily added in further implementations.

Metrics for SOA systems. In order to manage the system, the knowledge of its
state has to be acquired. This process is called monitoring. The key question which
arises is: what needs to be monitored to obtain the most valuable knowledge. Thus,
definition of metrics is the first step in the process of management of the system.
In our work we focus on reliability, replication and performance metrics. However,
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Fig. 3. Management system architecture

we maintain an open list of metrics, in order to be able to add new ones, when
there is such a need. The list is as follows:

— Performance metrics (from a system and a process point of view, where appli-
cable):

system related metrics (average load, CPU usage, memory usage, number
of I/O operations, storage device usage, network interface traffic);
utilization of service/node;
requests per second to a service;
average request processing time for a service.

— Reliability metrics:
mean time to failure (MTTF);
mean time between failures (MTBF);
mean time to recovery (MTTR);
errors in a time period;
availability.

— Replication metrics:
number of replicas of a service;
number of requests to a replica in a time period;
service replicas consistency level.
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Fig. 4. Metrics module

We additionally enable using metrics which can be composed as an aggregation
and normalization of several performance metrics. The function used to determine
the value of this metric can be an average, a weighted average or e.g. a logistic
function. Such a calculated metric can be used as an input for a decision system
or traffic load balancers, such as the QoS Proxy module, described later.

In order to describe metrics and relations between them, we created a XML
based language for defining metrics with features of metric abstraction (templat-
ing), inheritance, mathematical transformations and aggregations. The first at-
tempt to define that language, as well as examples of usage, can be found in [28].

Figure 4 shows the concept of a data flow within the metrics module. Having
been acquired by adapters from the monitoring module, the data is normalized to
one unified internal format. The stream is then passed to the metrics module which
calculates metrics values according to definitions passed by the metrics manager.
The prediction module is connected to the database source (relational database or
plain files) and both the metrics module and the monitoring module. The values of
the calculated parameters can be passed further to metrics consumers, e.g. modules
responsible for rules execution or graphics modules.

The metrics module (Fig. 4) is implemented with the Intelligent Event Pro-
cessing component — Esper [29].

Monitoring and metrics modules. Being strictly connected with the metrics module,
the monitoring module is responsible for data collection from different sources, that
are accessed by the adapters, e.g. Nagios, SNMP or a failure detector. Thanks to
the modular construction, additional adapters can be easily developed if a need for
new data sources appears. Additionally, we develop proprietary agents, which are
also based on IEP components. Moreover, the agents have an ability to calculate
metrics on their own and in the case of the lack of connectivity with the central
module, they can retake its role.
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Along with the monitoring module, a module responsible for prediction and
anomaly detection is developed. It provides a convenient API, which can be used
to easily implement different methods. Currently it supports a statistical anomaly
detection method, based on comparing the empirical distribution of historical data
with the current values. Figure 5 shows an architectural concept of this module.

Fig. 5. Monitoring and metrics modules architecture

The data is acquired from adapters, either SNMP, Nagios or failure detector. An
adapter manager is responsible for the creation and control of adapters. The stream
of data is passed to the monitoring module, based on the IEP component. The
metrics are defined in the metrics module, which is managed by a metrics manager.
The prediction module works in close cooperation with the storage module, in order
to be able to use the historical data kept in the database or plain files.

Management module. In order to achieve a high level of QoS in a SOA system, one
has to manage and adapt the environment to meet this need. The analysis of the
data acquired from the monitoring module acts as the trigger for the management
module. We focus on the running environment, operating system and service lay-
ers. We use a virtualization cluster composed of six physical nodes that are able
to run virtualized operating systems. The cluster is based on the KVM (Kernel
Virtual Machine) solution for Linux. The effectors we can act on, are the resource
configurations of virtual machines (VM), such as: number of processors assigned
to the VM, the allocated memory, number of storage devices (virtual hard drives).
We are also able to control the effective creation of virtual systems, which is a con-
venient in terms of capacity planning and security separation. Our environment
also supports so called live migrations of VMs between cluster nodes. That means
that the management module can dynamically transfer the running virtual system
from one physical node to another, without any visible downtime. That can be
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Fig. 6. Architecture of management system

Fig. 7. QoS proxy idea

achieved by using a common storage device for virtual disks, shared by all cluster
nodes. In our case we use iSCSI network attached storage. Through continuous
analysis of the monitoring data from the whole cluster, every physical node sepa-
rately and the virtual machines, we are able to guarantee QoS, by a fair balancing
of the VMs among physical hosts.

On the service layer, we developed a proxy server component which is respon-
sible for adaptive load balancing of HTTP requests to active replicas of a service.
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The balancing is done on the basis of quality factor, a parameter that can be
loosely described as a metric or a group of metrics aggregated by a mathematical
function. An administrator of the system can define which metrics should be part
of the quality factor for the whole set of replicas of the service.

Figure 6 presents an architecture of the management system for the virtual-
ization cluster, whereas Figure 7 shows the idea of the QoS proxy. In the latter, a
simple scenario of adaptive load balancing of three services can be seen. Upon re-
ceiving a HTTP request, QoS Proxy asks the management system where it should
be directed. The management system constantly monitors the quality factors of
the services. The highest value of a quality factor is currently available for the
service replica A, hence the decision to direct the request.

2.4 Future Works

From a technological point of view, our future work will be focused on refining
the software components we have presented. We plan to fully implement the met-
ric description language module to support sophisticated metrics relationships,
especially inheritance. The monitoring agents, which cooperate with monitoring
module, will be supported with the ability of dynamic extension by remote code
transfer. To achieve that, we incorporate the OSGi framework.

The virtualization cluster is planned to be fully equipped with a RESTful Web
services API. Finally, a prediction library will be created, supporting more complex
methods like Holt-Winters exponential smoothing and various regressive methods.

On the other hand, from a research point of view, we will focus on exploring
methods of prediction in time series. We plan to put an impact on simple statistical
and probabilistic mechanisms and try to adjust them, so they could work in an
online way. We plan to take a deeper insight in methods that provide capabilities of
inference about causality and could work as diagnostics mechanisms upon failure
detection.

3 Failure Detection for SOA Systems

3.1 Basic Definitions and Problem Formulation

A service failure occurs when a service does not perform its work in a specified
way. SOA-based systems composed of dozens or even hundreds of services, hosts
and links, a failure occurrence becomes highly probable and its detection is a fun-
damental starting point to improve the fault-tolerance of the system. A widely
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used method to perform failure detection is the heartbeat technique. This method
is based on periodical sending messages to other processes. These messages carry
information about a process’s status, determining whether the process is still alive
or crashed. This popular technique assumes that the message maximum delivery
time is known, and it uses timeouts to decide which service should be suspected
to be the crashed one. A Failure detector can be characterized by different prop-
erties like speed of detection, i.e. the latency between a failure occurrence and
its detection, or accuracy which describes the capability of not suspecting correct
processes.

A traditional binary model of a failure detector’s response has serious limi-
tations when considering failure detection as a generic service. These restrictions
come from the fact that there are different expectations of detection time and
accuracy. Some user applications require aggressive detection even at the cost of
accuracy, while others are interested in a more conservative detection with a low
level of false suspicions instead of fast but inaccurate decisions. By using a bi-
nary response generated by a failure detection service, it is in general impossible
to fulfill these requirements. It is because the timeout threshold that marks the
line between correct and crashed services should be different, for different failure
detection service clients. Therefore, in [30], the authors propose a new type of a
failure detector, called accrual failure detector. Their proposal assumes transfer-
ring the decision about the service’s crash to the end user application. The failure
detection module only provides some non-negative real value that is further inter-
preted by the application. This value represents the current suspicion level of the
monitored service, in opposite to the traditional one, which interprets the state of
the service by itself and returns a binary response. The failure detector ϕ [31], is
an implementation of this idea. It can estimate the state of the monitored service
on the basis of the query response time.

Analyzing the existing failure detection mechanism, we found that the existing
solutions have different restrictions when considering network topology, scalabil-
ity or client requirements. Moreover, these solutions are often created for other
architectures of distributed systems and their adaptation to SOA is not trivial.

3.2 Related Concepts and Contributions

The first frameworks that are worth mentioning are FT-SOAP [32] and FAWS
[33], based on the FT-CORBA standard. With regards to the failure mode, they
are examples of crash fault tolerant frameworks. They consist of a group of replica
services that are managed by external components. FT-SOAP follows the ser-
vice approach in fault tolerant CORBA and provides transparent fault tolerance
by upgrading SOAP with additional components to support fault detection and
replication management. It also extends WSDL to inform the clients of the replica
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information. On the other hand, FTWeb [34] follows the interception approach
from FT-CORBA and proposes an infrastructure, where a dispatcher acts as a
proxy for the client requests. In both solutions failure detection is performed by
external components (detector and notifier) that interact with the component re-
sponsible for replication management. Unfortunately, all these frameworks consist
of dedicated components that represent single points of failure within the system.

FTWeb is another attempt to apply fault tolerance techniques from FT-COR-
BA concept to WS-* domain. This infrastructure has components that are re-
sponsible for calling concurrently all the replicas of the service and analyzing the
responses before returning them to the client. The main objective of this proposal
is to tolerate stop, omission and value faults. To make this possible, it uses an
active replication technique. Thema [35] is an example of a framework that can
tolerate certain Byzantine faults. It is a demonstration of an application of Castro-
Liskov’s Byzantine fault tolerant (CLBFT) [36] algorithms in the SOA domain.
It uses dedicated libraries on clients, services and some supplementary services
to convert normal service requests into Byzantine fault tolerant (BFT) requests.
Because of many complex interactions involved in the algorithms mentioned, the
performance of this proposal is rather poor, thus it can be problematic. Lightweight
Fault Tolerance Framework for Web Services [37] is based on a similar approach. It
does not use any specialized components responsible for fault management. Fault
tolerance is achieved through a consensus-based replication algorithm. Finally,
WS-FTA [38] is an infrastructure that adapts the existing WS-* standards and
by providing specialized components allows to tolerate failures. It is responsible
for increasing service availability and maintenance of group of service replicas in a
consistent state. It proposes a new model of failure detection on group and single
replica levels.

All presented frameworks are applied to WS-* domain. Most of them try to
adopt certain concepts from the CORBA middleware approach and till now there
has been no single proposal that has been applied to RESTful Web services. There-
fore, the design and implementation of a flexible failure detection service is well
motivated, especially when taking into account the increasing popularity of the
RESTful Web services concept.

3.3 Failure Detection Service

The general concept of the proposed failure detection service is presented in Figure
8. As it is shown, the distributed service consists of loosely coupled failure detectors
(FDS components) which can be combined into local groups, in order to increase
performance and reliability of the service. A client of the service can send a request
to any of the known detectors, to detect the failure of some service. Moreover,
there is a possibility to setup a callback action. In such a case, the client sends all
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the required data and registers its request. When the components of the service
continuously monitor the requested services and when the failure occurs, the client
is informed about it by the service.

Functional Requirements. The analysis of the existing solutions lead us to
formulate requirements that should be fulfilled by the proposed failure detection
service. First, the service should be able to monitor any RESTful Web services,
HTTP servers, SOAP-based Web services. The list of the monitored services can be
changed any time by clients of the service. Moreover, to reduce the client’s involve-
ment in the monitoring process, a callback mechanism should be implemented. It
allows a client to request a callback in the case when specified conditions are
fulfilled. Due to the distributed character of the failure detection service, the con-
figuration of the service should be performed dynamically through Web interfaces
or by using XML static files, which makes it more convenient. Modular and open
design will ensure that new functionality as well as modification of existing will
be easily adopted. Such an open architecture makes the proposed service usable
in many practical scenarios.

Failure Detector Architecture. The failure detection service (FDS) is a dis-
tributed service composed of detectors that can be located on different nodes. The
architecture of such a detector (an FDS component) is presented in Figure 9. The
design and implementation of a single FDS component is highly modular. It is
composed of several specialized modules that perform dedicated tasks. Such an

Fig. 8. General concept of failure detection service
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architecture allows simple modification of existing elements and future extension
and upgrades.

A general overview of FDS components is presented below.

Resources Manager. The Resource Manager is the main module responsible for the
management of resources. Its another important role is integrating and exchanging
the information between other modules, and interacting with clients. Addressing
all the resources is possible through a unique URI. Certain actions are realized
using simple HTTP operations, which makes the solution RESTful Web services
compliant.

Monitor. The Monitor is a module directly responsible for monitoring requested
services. Internally, it implements an accrual failure detector ϕ, that was mentioned
earlier. It calculates the value of the suspicion level of each monitored service by
taking into account the query response time. Further, the client can interpret this
value according to its preferences and decide about the service state. This module
consists of a sub-module called the Callback Manager, which is responsible for
the management of client’s callback requests and for the activation of callback
procedures.

Broker. The Broker module is responsible for the communication between the fail-
ure detection service components. The communication that occurs between the
detectors can be divided into local and inter-group respectively. The module im-
plements mechanisms for both levels. At the local level, the logical topology has

Fig. 9. The architecture of failure detector (FDS component)
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a mesh structure. A probabilistic approach used during communication makes the
local group more fault tolerant and flexible to network failures. This is the result of
using a gossiping (epidemic) protocol which offers more robust spread of informa-
tion and some form of randomness in peer selection. When the information about
the state of a service is locally not available, an inter-group message exchange oc-
curs. The communication scenarios take into account the performance and network
bandwidth consumption in order to try to reduce the inter-group communication
to the necessary minimum. The sub-module called the Neighbor Agent takes care
for continuous connection between groups.

Configuration manager. The Configuration Manager module takes care of service
configuration. It can read configuration parameters from static XML files, as well
as dynamically with a Web interface. Both ways give an access to all configuration
parameters. It is possible to configure the way the service operates in many aspects.
This makes the service very flexible and customizable.

Registry manager. The Registry Manager is responsible for the management of
an internal registry of information about the monitored services and the detectors
responsible for their monitoring. This registry is used in the case when the informa-
tion about a monitored service is unknown and should be located on other service
nodes. Instead of starting a costly process of other detector querying, one can try
finding required information in the local repository. This repository is updated
automatically at the local level, by all group participants.

3.4 Future Works

The construction of an universal failure detection service is not an easy task in a
distributed environment, due to the limitation resulting from the system character-
istics as well as final users’ requirements. Properties like: scalability, adaptability
and flexibility seem to be some of the most important ones in the context of build-
ing a common service. In order to fulfill these requirements the proposed service
has a modular architecture. Such a design allows an easy application of further
improvements. Our prototype service currently achieves basic functionality. In the
next step, we plan to evaluate its performance and reliability. We believe that
there is still place for optimizations in the module responsible for communica-
tion. The work to support monitoring of SOAP-based Web services is ongoing. We
also expect that the evaluation results will allow better tuning of the monitoring
module.
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4 Security Policy Languages for SOA

4.1 Basic Definitions and Problem Formulation

A security policy represents security-related constraints or conditions imposed on
interactions or the interaction participants. Each of these constraints or condi-
tions is expressed in the form of a policy assertion, which may be evaluated and
is ensured by policy enforcement mechanisms. We consider the following funda-
mental entities related to security policy: a target that is to be protected (e.g.
resource or service); a policy subject performing actions on targets (e.g. principal
or client issuing access requests); and mechanisms, by means of which the target
is protected.

First, let us briefly review the key features for an appropriate SOA-compliant
security policy language. In fact, a considerable number of separate issues must
be taken into account. Although a remarkable effort has been made to find a
comprehensive solution, there is still no language able to express all the security
requirements.

In order for such a language to be complete, easy to use and manage, and to
fully support the SOA-based systems, the following features should be provided.

The first feature is to fully support a distributed loosely coupled service-orien-
ted system with an automatic composition. A SOA policy is required to express not
only authorization (access) restrictions (authorizing policy subjects to access policy
targets), which is typical today, but also security obligations (by which a policy
target expresses requirements that any interaction subject is expected to fulfill),
and capabilities (by which a subject specifies mechanisms it can provide to fulfill
target-side requirements) that must be satisfied by all participants in a service
interaction (e.g. the communication protection will be set up most likely with
negotiation of obligations and capabilities). The ability to express obligations and
capabilities is imperative for true SOA environments, where interactions (possibly
nested) can be established automatically and dynamically without any human
intervention or coordination.

The second feature concerns a distributed decision support. Large scale sys-
tems, especially SOA-based, can be composed into a federation. In this context we
need an ability to acquire policy rules from other federated systems, define dis-
tributed trust relationships and rights delegation from one principal to another.

Moreover, modularity and extensibility are important features. It is hard to
design a security policy language suitable for any kind of system and any security
requirements. There are many security policy languages which are well suited for
specific needs. An ideal security policy language should be modular in order to
allow easy extensions for custom needs.
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Another feature concerns the multilayer design of policies. Security policies are
specified by humans but policy definitions must be easily processed by computers.
Therefore, a security policy language should have a hierarchical design, in which
the bottom layer provides a connection to platform specific security components
and security functionalities for the next higher level, and each higher level allows
to aggregate policy items in more abstract concepts. At the top, we should have a
general human readable policy.

There is also a strong need for simplicity. A policy language should minimize
the amount of necessary policy statements in order to keep policies simple and
interoperable at a large-scale.

The final feature is a well defined syntax for expressing security relevant issues
and allowing formal verification. Policies for large scale distributed systems can
be very complex with hardly observable dependencies, incomplete or leading to
conflicting decisions. Without an automated evaluation of policies it will be hard
to decide about policy correctness.

4.2 Related Concepts and Contributions

Many policy languages for distributed environments have been already proposed
in literature. Some of them have reached maturity and received real-world imple-
mentations. Here, we review three most representative examples of such security
policy languages: XACML, Ponder and SecPAL.

XACML/SAML. XACML (eXtensible Access Control Markup Language [39]) is
a declarative language based on XML created for managing an access to resources.
It describes both, the access control policy and the format of request/response used
in access control queries. The current version 2.0 of XACML is an OASIS standard
recommended by the W3C consortium.

The XACML’s XML Schema definition describes in details its grammar and
semantics. The main elements of the language are rules, policies and policy sets.
The rule element is the basic component of each policy. It consists of: a target, an
effect and a condition. The target defines a set of resources, subjects, actions and
environment to which the rule applies. The policy element is described by: a target,
a rule-combining algorithm, and a set of rules and obligations. The rule-combining
algorithm defines a procedure for combining the results of the evaluated rules. The
policy decision is a value returned by the rule-combining algorithm. Obligations
describe actions that must be fulfilled in the access control procedure (as logging,
for instance). The policy also defines a policy-combining algorithm which defines
a procedure of combining the results of the evaluated policies. In the following
example of policy, a subject (Administrator) is permitted to get a full access to
a file /etc/passwd.
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<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>

<Policy RuleCombiningAlgId="urn::first-applicable">

<Target>

<Subjects><Subject>

<SubjectMatch MatchId="urn::function:string-equal">

<AttributeValue> Administrator </AttributeValue>

</SubjectMatch>

</Subject></Subjects>

<Actions><Action>

<ActionMatch MatchId="urn::function:string-equal">

<AttributeValue> full-access </AttributeValue>

</ActionMatch>

</Action></Actions>

<Resources><Resource>

<ResourceMatch MatchId="urn::function:string-equal">

<AttributeValue> file://etc/passwd </AttributeValue>

</ResourceMatch>

</Resource></Resources>

</Target>

<Rule Effect="Permit" RuleId="Permit" />

</Policy>

In addition to XACML which specifies access control policies, the Security
Assertion Markup Language (SAML [40]) is often used to transport security as-
sertions on service interactions (such as authentication information adjunct to
access requests). The SAML assertions can be signed and encrypted. SAML spec-
ifies a general syntax and semantics of assertions and describes some facilities to
operate on them through bindings and profiles. A binding determines how the
SAML requests and responses map onto communication protocols. Profiles [41] il-
lustrate sample use cases with particular combinations of assertions, protocols and
bindings. SAML assertions represent statements about a subject of the request,
typically a principal (e.g. user or application) requesting the assertion. In general,
the assertions contain information that service providers use to make access control
decisions. The following types of statements are provided by SAML: authentication
assertions, attribute assertions and authorization decision assertions.

Authentication assertions — affirm that the subject was authenticated by a
particular authority (using AuthorityBinding assertion element) with particular
means (AuthenticationMethod) at a particular time (AuthenticationInstant).

Attribute assertions declare a sequence of attributes associated with the asser-
tion subject (described with AttributeName and AttributeNamespace).

Authorization decision assertions state whether a requested access has been
granted or not. Three Decision element values are allowed: Permit, Deny and
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Indeterminate. These days, the authorization service is likely to be a local service
of the service provider, although any external authorization service can be used.

A subject can optionally confirm its identity including a subject confirmation
evidence manifestation in a SAML request. For example, a subject may identify
itself as the owner of a private key associated with a X.509 certificate attached to
the request.

Ponder. Ponder [42] is a language for specifying security and management policies
developed at Imperial College. In contrast to XACML, Ponder is a declarative,
object-oriented and platform-independent language, which maps its records to low
level functions in the existing underlying platform.

The basic constructs of the Ponder language are: basic policies, composite
policies and meta-policies.

Composite policies are used to group a set of related policy specifications into
roles, relationships and management structures. Thanks to that, policies can share
definitions and declarations in one scope. Meta-policies describe the coexistence
of several policies. They can be used to specify the correctness of the policy and
conflict detection. Basic policies are security policies related to access control. They
include: authorization policies, obligation policies, refrain policies and delegation
policies.

Authorization policies specify what actions a subject is permitted to perform to
a set of target objects. Domains can be used to partition the objects and groups of
objects to which the policies apply. Policy subjects and targets are specified using
domain scope expressions. Moreover, a when-constraint element can be specified
optionally to limit the applicability of the policy. Tasks and responsibilities cor-
responding to the position in the organization are grouped into roles associated
with the position. A role is a set of authorization policies describing the rights and
obligations for that position.

The body of a basic policy consists of common elements: a subject, a target
and a when-constraint. An example of a Ponder’s positive authorization policy is
shown below:

type auth+ serviceManT(subject s, target t) {

action resetSchedule, enable, disable; } // serviceManT

inst auth+ brService = serviceManT (brManager/, brServices/);

The example specifies an authorization policy named serviceManT defining
actions that a subject of this policy is permitted to perform on a policy target.
The last line declares an instance of this policy named brService with a concrete
subject and a target of the policy.

type auth+ serviceManT(subject s, target t) {

action resetSchedule, enable, disable; } // serviceManT

inst auth+ brService = serviceManT (brManager/, brServices/);
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Another type of a basic policy is an obligation policy. It specifies the actions
that a subject must perform on a set of target objects when an event occurs.
Obligation policies are always triggered by events and, unlike authorization poli-
cies, they are interpreted by subjects. They usually relate to logging the security
events concerning the authorization process (which is not what we have defined as
interaction obligations when specifying policy features).

Refrain policies define actions that a subject must refrain from performing on
a target object. The refrain policies can be used when a subject is permitted to
perform an action but is asked to refrain from doing so when particular constraints
apply.

In Ponder, a subject of a policy has the possibility to delegate actions to another
subject. Delegation policies are aimed at subjects delegating rights to third-parties
to perform action on their behalf. A negative delegation policy identifies which
delegations are forbidden.

SecPAL. Security Policy Assertion Language (SecPAL) [43] is a logic-based au-
thorization language from Microsoft. It is a research project intended to balance
syntactic simplicity with policy expressiveness. SecPAL allows to define delegation
of rights, separation of duties and expiration constrains, among others. Its clear,
readable syntax emerges from a very simple structure and statements which are
very close to a natural language. Effective decision procedures are formally con-
firmed by translation into Datalog with Constraints [44]. Finally, extensibility is
supported with a possibility to add new constraints to the language. Below, we
give a simple example of SecPAL assertions:

(1) STS says jbond is a staff

(2) labsrv says jbond can read file://data

(3) jbond says HPC can read file://data/hpc if

currentTime()<1/04/2009

In the example above, the principals are: jbond, labsrv, HPC; and these names
stand for public signature verification. Assertion (1) is an identity token issued
by STS which is trusted by other servers. This assertion says that user jbond is
a member of group (role) staff. Assertion (2) expresses a capability for jbond,
issued by computer labsrv, to read its files (file://data). Assertion (3) delegates
to computer HPC right to access a specific file (file://data/hpc) on that server,
for a limited period of time (currentTime()<1/04/2009).

SecPAL has the advantage of automatic translation into XML syntax, which
can be widely used by almost any application. Every assertion may be XML-
encoded and signed by its issuer.

Comparison. XACML and SAML are widely used standards supported by OA-
SIS and W3C. Their main problem is a very verbose XML notation slowing down
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the processing, requiring software assisted policy authoring and making assertion
analysis difficult. Their limitations include the lack of interaction obligations and
capabilities, no delegation support and no conflict avoidance procedures. Ponder,
in contrast, is a mature language but with no wide acceptance. It has a very com-
pact notation but still is hardly readable because of a highly specialized grammar
and syntax. Its main advantage in SOA-based environments is the support of the
delegation of authority. However, it is deficient in expressing interaction obligations
and capabilities. SecPAL is remarkably the most friendly to read. Moreover, it is
formally verifiable, has an important feature of flexibly expressing delegation of an
authority and offers an automatic transformation to XML. Its ability to express
a large set of domain-specific constrains makes it a very complete but complex
solution. Limitations include mainly the lack of obligations and capabilities.

As we have seen, none of the presented languages fulfill all the requirements
recognized formerly in this section, which limits their applicability for SOA systems
(mainly they do not support interaction obligations and capabilities). In the next
part of this section, we propose a solution to overcome these limitations.

4.3 ORCA Language for SOA-Based Systems

In the following section, we present our first proposal for a policy definition lan-
guage for SOA-based systems, which is the first language with an ability to specify
not only interaction restrictions, but also obligations and capabilities. Then, a brief
overview of the syntax of our ORCA language is also described.

Functional Requirements. Since it is extremely difficult to fulfill multiple re-
quirements that we have recognized, we adopt a layered approach to build a policy
language model. Each layer focuses on a particular subset of the requirements, and
provides fine tuned building blocks for a global policy of a SOA-based system.

Since the SOA environment spreads across multiple administration domains, it
usually requires simple solutions for interoperability reasons. Therefore, we avoid
a large number of layers. Our policy language model is decomposed into only four
most important layers of abstraction (Fig. 10). At the top of our model, the System
Model Layer is intended to specify basic security prerequisites for system model
items (i.e. metapolicy). This layer can benefit from UML-based languages, helpful
for system model designers. As this issue has been addressed in literature (e.g.
[45, 46]) we are not concerned with this layer here. The opposite bottom Physical
Layer is device and service implementation-specific, and provides only a low level
access to different functionalities managed by the higher layers (examples of such
functionalities are file system access control mechanisms or firewall configurations).
This layer is also out of the scope of our interest.
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Fig. 10. Layered policy language architecture of ORCA

The System Layer is the best place for a policy language specifying the SOA
policy. We believe that the most adequate solution for the System Layer is a high-
level human-readable language, well suited for specifying general policy rules easy
to manage by people, who do not necessarily have broad computer engineering
background knowledge. Unlike suggestions in [47], we use for that purpose a con-
strained natural language with a very closed syntax and restricted keywords. Thus,
we omit the heavily complex problem of parsing a natural language. On this layer,
a transformation of policy rules to an abstract logical form is performed for cor-
rectness evaluation. The policy correctness is a large and separate issue, and we
will not address it here.

The Interaction Layer specifies rules related to particular system components
(services) by instantiating general rules inherited from the System Layer into de-
tailed policy assertions for each component. This layer perceives the entire system
as a collection of concrete single services, and gathers knowledge about service in-
teractions. On this layer it is possible to make an automatic translation of System
Layer rules into XACML/SAML assertions, both being broadly supported in most
WS-* implementations.

In the following section, we focus only on the System Layer, for which we have
proposed the ORCA (Obligations-Restrictions-Capabilities-Audit) policy language
[48]. ORCA provides the following four types of policy rules: restriction rules,
obligation rules, capability rules and audit rules.

The Restriction rules define access control policy, authorizing subjects with
specific rights on targets.

The Obligation rules allow a target to express requirements that any subject is
expected to fulfill for its requests to be accepted, and vice versa. This may include
communication confidentiality protection using one of the supported cryptographic
algorithms, or request authentication with an accepted digital signature standard.

The Capability rules allow a subject to define a list of alternative mechanisms
it can provide to fulfill requirements. For instance, a subject informs that it can
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enforce confidentiality protection with only a given subset of cryptographic algo-
rithms or can use only a selected digital signature standard.

The Audit rules are used by the security authority to specify logging require-
ments for interaction events. This corresponds partially to obligations in XACML
or Ponder.

Based on a natural language (similarly to SecPAL, for instance) ORCA is sim-
ple and easy to understand and to manage in a SOA environment. It uses a con-
strained natural-like language, with only a few syntactical constructions allowed.
For example, a generic form of a restriction rule syntax in ORCA is the following:

<Subject> X can access <Target> Y for {<action>},

<condition>.

where <Subject> is a principal (user, role) or a service; <Target> is a resource or a
service; X and Y are constants or variables representing names, aliases or identities
(local or global, including IP address, URL, UDDI, federated IDs, etc.); allowed
actions are related to the target (ORCA defines the following keywords: invoke,
read, modify, append, create, delete, full access or any access). Finally, the
condition restricts the allowed action to a specific time, source, delegation, and
it depends on a self-defined predicate (the latter allows simple policy extensions).
As we may see, the syntax is pretty clear and easy to follow. A simple restriction
rule might be as follows:

Role manager can access https://secret/ for {full access},

from local_network.

Please note that the above example includes a localization (source) restriction
(local network alias). The next example shows a sample prohibition rule:

Role manager cannot access https://secret/statistic for {any

access}.

A sample predicate condition might be the following:

User X can access file://Y for {full_access}, if

owner(file://Y)=X.

As stated earlier, a very important condition for SOA-based systems is delega-
tion. A generic syntax of a delegation definition rule is:

<Subject> X can delegate <Subject> Y for <Target> Z,

<condition>.

The delegation assertion will be included in a request message, e.g. as an SAML
assertion or an instance of new type of WSS security token [49]. Then, the allowed
delegations may be used to express access restriction:

Service http://secret/x-srv can access
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https://secret/x-file for {read, append},

on behalf of user j_bond.

Two generic forms of an obligation rule syntax are:

<Subject> X must <action> with {<attribute>}, <condition>.

<Target> X requires to <action> with {<attribute>},

<condition>.

where <action> is authenticate, sign or encrypt; {<attribute>} is an ordered
set of attribute IDs (e.g. WSS-compliant names of accepted digital signature al-
gorithms).

Generic forms of a capability rule syntax are:

<Subject> X can access <Target> Y for {<action>},

<condition>.

<Subject> X can <action> with {<attribute>}, <condition>.

<Target> X can <action> with {<attribute>}, <condition>.

Finally, a generic form of a distributed trust rule syntax is following:

<Target> X can trust <Subject> Y for {<action>}, <condition>.

where <Subject> is a principal or an authority.

ORCA Framework Architecture. Components of the ORCA framework are
presented in Figure 11 ([48]). It is a fine-grained framework intended to flexibly
manage the security policy of a SOA-based system.

Fig. 11. ORCA framework architecture
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The Policy Administration Point (PAP) is used to define policy rules and per-
form any necessary correctness evaluation. It is also responsible for maintaining
all inter-domain relationships (e.g. trust definition rules). Rules defined with the
use of PAP are stored in policy repository — the Policy Information Base (PIB).

The Policy Decision Point (PDP) is a crucial component of the overall policy
architecture. It makes the decisions about granting requested access to resources,
issued by policy subjects from a local domain.

The Policy Enforcement Point (PEP) is responsible for generating decision re-
quests to the PDP, executing decisions received from the PDP and piggybacking
security assertions required by PDP to service interaction messages. PEP is addi-
tionally in charge of enforcing obligations and capabilities (retrieved from PDP),
obtaining the principal’s credentials, and managing the credentials accordingly to
a delegation, if one is defined.

Typically, each domain has its own local policy, thus it has its own PDP.
However, several PDPs can be provided to efficiently evaluate the policy decisions,
when necessary. Also optimizations, such as decision caching, can significantly
reduce the number of policy evaluations. This motivates the explicit introduction
of a PDP cache component, transparent to the PEPs.

The Policy Information Point (PIP) is used for acquiring additional informa-
tion, unavailable locally for the PDP (in a local PIB), necessary to resolve proper
decisions. Typically, PIP obtains information from other administration domains.
This can be useful in federated systems (or Virtual Organizations) where some part
of knowledge needed to take policy decisions can be distributed across multiple
autonomous systems. PIP may be e.g. an external Identity Provider for Federated
Identity Management (FIdM) or an external Trusted Authority acting as a source
of Federated Access control Management data (FAccM).

The Policy Audit Log (PAL) repository plays an important role in the policy
management, keeping log trails about policy enforcement events.

In fact, the ORCA framework components (PIP, PDP, PDP cache, PIB and
PAL) are SOA-compliant services, since they may provide their functionalities
through well-defined interfaces. Moreover, we allow a hierarchical relationship of
several PDP services, governing fine-grained system sub-domains and composing
a larger SOA environment. Interactions between distinct administration domains
(top-level) are supported with the use of PIP entities.

4.4 Future Works

Some problems concerning the policy definition language, as for instance, the for-
mal verification of policies, information flow control over the whole SOA system
or the definition of reliability requirements, still require further investigation.
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The problem of formal verification of policies has already been well recognized
and addressed by some languages, usually by using directly (or transforming pol-
icy rules into) a logic-based programming language as Prolog or Datalog (e.g. in
SecPAL [43], Cassandra [50], Binder [51]).

Information flow control (e.g. covered by DRM languages as XrML) is ex-
tremely difficult in loosely coupled service-oriented systems, where the external
control over the data is typically limited to communication only, without any pos-
sibility to control the internal operations of services.

Finally, reliability requirements should also be expressed by the policy, extend-
ing its scope from security only to more compound dependability policy. Solutions
for those problems could be interesting extensions to ORCA.

5 Conclusions

The paper has discussed the aspects of performance, reliability and security in
management of SOA systems. We have taken special insight in metrics, monitoring,
failure detection, security policy languages and management problems.

Software prototypes for proactive management and monitoring system, as well
as the set of running environment and service level metrics for SOA systems have
been proposed. They have been calculated by an efficient metrics module that
takes advantage of intelligent event processing concept. The data for metrics is ac-
quired from monitoring module adapters that provide interoperability with SNMP,
Nagios systems. A coherent configuration is supported by the XML language for
the metrics and data sources definition. Additionally, we have developed modules
and methods of failure prediction and diagnosis, whose output can trigger virtu-
alization cluster to take an action for migrating of virtual machines and tuning
their parameters in order to meet SLA and QoS requirements.

A distributed failure detection service has been proposed for web services,
based on the accrual failure detector concept, that determines the suspicion level
of failure for a monitored service. This output can be further analyzed by our
management system, in order to take actions e.g. which aim at failure avoidance.

Finally we have defined requirements for a security policy language for SOA and
proposed a concept of such a language — ORCA. ORCA uses a very simple syntax,
easy to understand and to manage. This facilitates full interoperability across a
large heterogeneous SOA environment, and allows to define policy rules, easily
transformable to other representations. ORCA supports access control restrictions,
delegations, obligations, capabilities and trust definitions, among others. Its multi-
-layered architecture allows to express the policy with different levels of details, as
desired.
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Nevertheless, SOA systems are very complex from many points of view and
therefore many issues and problems remain open. A solution for these open prob-
lems and the implementation of the appropriate tools are the goals of our further
research activities.
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Abstract. In this chapter, we report on ongoing work on transaction sup-
port for Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA) within three disjoint subpro-
jects. We begin with discussing common, general motivations for our work
and our goals. Then, we streamline the discussion into three main parts:
extended business transactions, rollback-recovery service, and distributed
software transactional memory for SOA.
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1 Introduction

The growing importance of Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA) has prompted
demands for novel approaches and programming tools to solve problems that are
seemingly not new. However, changing system/application requirements (e.g. dif-
ferent models of business processes) and increasing technology advances (e.g. ubiq-
uity of multi-core CPUs) cast new light on some of these problems. In this chapter,
we focus on transaction support which is vital to the development of the distributed
service-oriented systems. We will summarize our ongoing work in this area and the
results we have achieved so far; technical details can be found in technical reports
and other publications.
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According to the SOA reference model [1], in the service-oriented systems, each
individual component is an independent service providing a predefined, standard-
ized interface (or a contract). A function, which is required of the whole system,
is obtained by composing functions of independent services. Using this approach
in the development of distributed systems has many advantages. For example, we
can point out three most important benefits of dividing a complex system into
smaller independent components:

— the possibility of implementing each of the compound services independently;
— the possibility of increasing system throughput by distribution of services on

many machines;
— the possibility of reusing services in other systems.

Similarly to almost any distributed environment, in service-oriented systems, it
is often required to synchronize many concurrent events (or requests) originating
from different components. In the case of stateless services, i.e. services that do
not store any state, it is sufficient if synchronization of various requests occurs at
the level of separate services. This type of synchronization can be relatively easily
obtained with the use of programming constructs that are available in the majority
of programming languages. However, in the case of stateful services, when some
services store their state between consecutive requests, the problem of synchro-
nization of different requests is more subtle and complex, since it relates to the
whole system, not a single service.

In order to better illustrate the problem, let us consider an example of a system,
which consists of:

— two stateful services R and S, delivering in its interface two methods, R.m
and S.n (for simplicity, we assume that the methods are executed atomically);

— two concurrent client processes, k and l, each of which calls in turn methods
R.m and S.n of services R and S, possibly executed by other processes on
remote machines.

Below, there are three examples of possible sequences of service executions1:

e1 = R.m
k, S.nk, R.ml, S.nl (1)

e2 = R.m
k, R.ml, S.nk, S.nl (2)

e3 = R.m
k, R.ml, S.nl, S.nk (3)

An answer to the question, which of these executions is correct, is not ex-
plicit, since it depends on the assumed synchronization policy. In most cases, the

1We write, e.g. R.mk to denote that client process k calls method R.m.
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correctness of such kind of computation is defined by fulfilling a condition of seri-
alizability, which can be defined as follows: Concurrent execution of two or more
processes is serializable if the effect of this execution, i.e. the state of a system after
all processes completed execution, is the same as if all processes were executed in
a sequence.

Using the above criteria in our example, correct executions are e1 (consecu-
tive service execution) and e2 (concurrent service execution). Execution e3 is not
correct since:

— process l can see the state of service R changed by process k;
— process k can see the state of service S changed by process l;

which is not possible in any sequential execution, in which such circular dependen-
cies cannot occur. In the sequential execution, either process k can see the state
of the system changed by process l or vice-versa.

To ensure a correct synchronization policy, a sequence of service calls made
by each client could be declared as a transaction. Then, a transaction system of
the SOA framework (e.g. as part of the Enterprise Service Bus (ESB)) will be
responsible for serializable execution of concurrent transactions.

The most known notion of transactions are database transactions. A database
transaction comprises a unit of work performed within a database system against
a database. Execution of database transactions is described using four properties:
atomicity, consistency, isolation and durability, which are referred to using the
acronym ACID. In this chapter, isolation and atomicity are the most relevant
properties. Let us first define the former property, the latter will be defined later
in this section.

The isolation property defines how and when the changes made by one transac-
tion become visible to other concurrent transactions. Serializability, defined above,
is an example of a synchronization policy, which is used in database systems to
ensure isolation of atomic transactions. In practice, many database systems do
not guarantee serializable transactions but relaxed isolation properties, which are
called transaction isolation levels [2].

There are two main classes of concurrency control algorithms that are used
to ensure isolation of database transactions: lock-based and non-lock concurrency
control. When implementing lock-based concurrency control, the highest level of iso-
lation (or serializability) requires that the database system acquires locks on shared
data, which may result in a loss of concurrency. But the majority of database
transactions can be constructed in such a way as not to require a high isolation
level, thus reducing the locking overhead for the system. When using non-lock

concurrency control, no lock is acquired; however, if the database system detects a
concurrent transaction in progress, which would violate the serializability property,
it must force that transaction to roll back and restart its execution. In database
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systems, rollback is also available at the programming interface, as a mechanism
to withdraw uncommitted operations on a database.

In this chapter, we summarize our ongoing work on transaction processing tools
for service-oriented distributed applications. Many of the aforementioned problems
and solutions known from the database transactions are similar in this new context.
However, there are also important differences. For example, a model of business
processes requires long-running transactions which cannot be rolled back easily.
These transactions use compensation to handle failures and compensate changes
that cannot be revoked. This means that such transactions are not atomic, where
atomicity means that either all of the operations of a transaction are performed or
none. In the case of business long-transactions, it is difficult to follow this “all or
nothing” rule, while it is much easier for database modifications. In Section 2, we
present our work on support for transaction compensations, based on SOAP-based
Web services (or Web Services in short) [3]. Web Services are considered to be an
important enabling technology for production SOA applications, offering several
standards for both atomic and long-running transactions.

Regardless of the transactions, the possibility of periodical checkpointing and
rolling back the state of a distributed application can be regarded as a useful
mechanism to handle failures. For example, this mechanism is necessary when
considering the replicated state machine approach to service resiliency, assuming
the crash-recovery model of failure. In this case, both the group communication
system and the application on top, must be able to recover its state after failure.
More on the state machine replication and group communication can be found in
the chapter that describes service replication. In Section 3.3 of this chapter, we
describe our work on turning the rollback-recovery mechanism into a standalone
service for creating SOA applications. The specific features of SOA applications
required specific solutions to rollback-recovery.

Turning back to synchronization, many concurrency control algorithms for
transactions are based on the rollback mechanism. Unfortunately, contrary to
database systems, in networked SOA applications it is not always possible to use
this approach, since not all transaction operations are revocable. For example,
consider Web services in which some operations require a network message to be
sent out. It is not possible to rollback such an input/output (I/O) operation; it
can only be suspended till the whole transaction commits. However, this solu-
tion cannot be used when the I/O communication is bidirectional. An example
of a solution to this problem is the use of concurrency control algorithms that
are not based on inadvertent rollback. In our previous work, we have proposed
novel concurrency control algorithms that belong to this class, called versioning
algorithms [4, 5]. In Section 4, we report on Atomic RMI and Atomic Locks —
two programming tools that we have been developing for transaction processing
in networked, service-oriented applications. They use the versioning algorithms to
guarantee serializability.
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Below, we present the above three themes in three separate sections, each of
which includes basic definitions, related work and goals specific to each theme, a
description of the intermediate results and future work. Finally, we conclude. In
this chapter, we have omitted most of the technical details. They can be found in
the referenced technical reports and papers or other publications to appear.

2 Extended Transactions

2.1 Basic Definitions and Problem Formulation

The introduction of the transaction mechanism for the specification and execution
of complex business processes in the SOA environment would allow users, similarly
as in the case of database systems and distributed information systems, to define
computations with the use of semantic commands that control the transactions. In
systems based on SOA, we deal with asynchronous, complex and lengthy business
processes, where participants (services) are loosely related. Therefore, in these
systems the classic model of flat transactions and nested transactions, for which
the entire transaction is a unit of atomicity, consistency, isolation, and durability
— is inadequate and inappropriate. An important problem is the irreversibility of
the execution of certain operations, which is similar to the irreversibility of the real
actions in the databases. For this reason, compensation mechanisms are needed
for the irreversible effects of the transaction or its fragments.

2.2 Related Concepts and Contributions

The problem of transaction processing in systems based on SOA has already been
noticed a few years ago. As a result, a number of protocols and specifications
have been developed, supporting the implementation of transaction processing.
Among them are those developed by the OASIS WS-TX Technical Committee:
WS-Coordination version 1.2 [6], WS-AtomicTransaction version 1.2 [7] and WS-
BusinessActivity version 1.2 [8]. In addition, the issues related to the processing of
long-term business processes, which take into account the need for compensation,
have been addressed in the Web Services Business Process Execution Language
(WS-BPEL) [9]. Below we briefly characterize these specifications.

Web Services Coordination (WS-Coordination) [6]. In accordance with the
WS-Coordination (WS-Coor) specification, all processes executed in the SOA envi-
ronment can use many components that make up the distributed activities. These
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activities can have complex structures with complex relationships between the
participants – Web services involved in the implementation of the activities. The
duration of the activities may be both short and, taking into account the circum-
stances of business and user interaction, very long – taking even many days or
months.

WS-Coor defines an extensible framework for the coordination of the dis-
tributed activities using a coordinator and a set of coordination protocols. The
framework allows participants to agree on the final results and the outcome of
the distributed activities. The coordination is performed by protocols operating
within the established rules of the framework. Protocol definitions go beyond the
framework of WS-Coor, making it possible to use a wide range of protocols tai-
lored to different types of activities, with various needs, including requirements for
transaction processing.

Web Services Atomic Transaction (WS-AtomicTransaction) [7]. The WS-
AtomicTransaction (WS-AT ) specification enables the coordination of short-lived
transactions, which are distributed activities intended to have the property of
atomicity. It is based on WS-Coor and defines the two coordination protocols
Completion and Two-Phase Commit (2PC ). The Completion protocol is applied
between an application and the coordinator. It is used by an application to inform
a coordinator about the intention to either commit or rollback a transaction. The
Two-Phase Commit protocol is applied between the coordinator and participants
of the activities. Its primary task is to coordinate all the participants to achieve
the same result (commit or rollback) of the distributed transaction [10].

WS-AT is a specification that is intended only for short-lived activities and
is not suitable to coordinate a long-running business activity. This specification
allows the coordination of services, which must comply with many features. For
example, actions taken by these services prior to commit must be tentative, typ-
ically they are neither persistent nor made visible outside the transaction. Only
the commit of a transaction allows participants to finalize the tentative actions.
Then, these actions are made persistent and visible outside the transaction. This
specific way of functioning is a serious limitation that it is not possible to assume
in many cases, significantly limiting the possibility of using this specification.

Web Services BusinessActivity (WS-BusinessActivity) [8]. Unlike WS-
AT, WS-BusinessActivity specification (WS-BA) describes a coordinator service
and protocols designed for long-running distributed activities.

It is assumed that long-running activities, also known as business activities,
have the following characteristics:

— Activities can use many different resources over a long period of time.
— To obtain a result of a business activity, a large number of atomic transactions

can be involved.
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— The results of individual atomic transactions, comprising a business activity,
may be visible before the activity is completed.

— Response time for individual tasks can be very long. This is mainly due to the
features of services needed to perform the tasks of an activity. A business activ-
ity assumes that a response to a particular request may demand long-running
tasks, such as: user interaction, product manufacture, product delivery, etc.

— Due to the features of tasks undertaken within a business activity, a simple
cancellation of a task, resulting from the abort of a business activity, is often
not sufficient to restore the state of the system prior to the start of the task.
Therefore, mechanisms to abort a business activity require more sophisticated
solutions. For example, they may require a compensation of a task to obtain the
task state before its execution. Compensation of tasks must be implemented
by the developers of services that are participants in the business activity.

Coordination protocols, defined in the WS-BA specification, allow a very flexi-
ble definition of activities. For example, the WS-BA specification defines two types
of coordination:

— AtomicOutcome — all participants must complete their processes or compen-
sate their actions. The result of an activity is the same for all participants.

— MixedOutcome — each participant must obtain a specific final result, although
each participant’s result may be different.

In addition, the WS-BA specification defines two types of protocols which dif-
fer in the possibility of terminating tasks related to participant activities. Both
protocols are used for the communication between a coordinator and a partici-
pant. However, the WS-BA specification does not define the protocol between the
initiator of an activity (an application) and a coordinator.

The WS-BA specification defines only the protocols used for communication
between the coordinator and participants of an activity other than their initiator.
This is due to the fact that rules of aborting or committing business transactions
can be very complex and, in accordance with the intention of the WS-BA spec-
ification, they belong to the sphere of business. This makes the implementation
of the WS-BA specification generally very complicated. The creator of a business
process must develop his own protocol of cooperation between the initiator and
the coordinator of an activity, as well as appropriate protocol services for both
sides. An alternative solution is the total integration of the coordinator and the
initiator of the activity. This solution, however, leads to mixing elements from
business (business process definition) and system mechanisms (coordination of the
transaction), which significantly affects the simplicity and clarity of the process
definition.

Another difference between the specification of WS-AT and WS-BA is that the
latter does not impose restrictions on participants functioning — actions performed
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by participants may be immediately persistent and visible outside the transaction,
regardless of how business process ends. As a result, a failure of a business process
requires appropriate compensation. According to the WS-BA, the participants
of an activity are responsible for the compensating operations. The initiation of
a compensating operation is triggered by a message sent to participants. The
compensation rules of WS-BA only allow a full compensation, to be undertaken
by all participants or selected ones. There is no possibility to compensate specific
actions. In addition, it should be noted that in no way WS-BA relates to the
problems associated with a concurrent execution of many business processes from
the same set of participants.

WS-BPEL and Long-Running Transaction [9]. Web Services Business Pro-
cess Execution Language (WS-BPEL) is a declarative markup language, used to
describe, coordinate and implement complex business processes using Web ser-
vices.

Business processes defined using the WS-BPEL language may have a long
duration. They may also be based on Web services, whose actions are immediately
persistent and visible outside the business process. An important issue is to respond
to errors that can take place during the operation of business processes. In such
cases, actions which will rollback the effects of the operation are necessary. For this
purpose, WS-BPEL uses a compensation technique, which was already mentioned
when discussing WS-BA specification. The WS-BPEL language allows to define a
long-term activity, called the Long-Running Transaction (LRT).

Unfortunately, the solutions of WS-BPEL assume that elements, such as excep-
tion handling or invoking compensation actions, must be prepared by the creator
of the business process. Thus, as it was in the case of the WS-BA specifications,
we face a situation in which business components are mixed with system actions.
This impacts the simplicity and readability of the process definition. Moreover, in
contrast to the WS-BA specification, for which compensation is triggered with one
simple message, the creator of a business process expressed in WS-BPEL must in-
voke the appropriate compensation services. As a result, the definition of properly
constructed business processes is a complex task. Moreover, it should be noted that
in no way WS-BPEL relates to the problems of concurrent executions of multiple
business processes.

2.3 Transaction Coordinator

Functional Requirements for Transaction Coordinator. The analysis of
the listed above specifications leads to the conclusion that it is appropriate to
propose solutions that will significantly support the creation of business processes,
separating the business layer from the system actions. This solution should allow a
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proper coordination of business processes at the stage of acceptance (or rejection).
It should provide an opportunity to make a partial compensation, and should take
into account the need for coordination of concurrent execution of processes.

To achieve these goals, a Transaction Coordinator system is being designed
and implemented. It will allow:

— the definition of a transaction operating within SOA environment, based on
SOAP-based and RESTful Web services;

— the application of the control structures within the transaction code associated
with the concept of a transaction (start of the transaction, commit of the
transaction, rollback of the transaction, creation of the savepoints, rollback to
the savepoint);

— the management of a transaction taking into account the types of transactions
and their isolation levels;

— the application of management mechanisms of concurrent access to the same
set of services (resources);

— the management of a transaction’s completion;
— the compliance with the business process properties of a transaction (atomicity,

isolation, consistency).

In addition, the Transaction Coordinator will support non-functional require-
ments, such as:

— transparency — users need not be aware of the mechanisms controlling a busi-
ness process and therefore, changes in the definition of transactions introduced
in order to use the functionality of the Transaction Coordinator, must be lim-
ited as far as possible;

— deployment simplicity — deploying the Transaction Coordinator into a run-
time environment of business processes will be based on the provided mecha-
nisms, it will be clearly defined and documented;

— response to system failures (the Transaction Coordinator will have the abil-
ity to respond to system failures and failures arising from the concurrency
management rules) and to failures arising from concurrent access management
rules respectively.

Architecture of Transaction Coordinator. The Transaction Coordinator has
a modular design presented in Figure 1. It consists of the following modules:

— Transaction Definition Module — a module, which helps the end-user to define
a business process using the control structures of transaction processing.

— Transaction Definition File — the definition of the BPEL process, supple-
mented by transaction processing commands, and other statements related to
the business process definition.
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Fig. 1. The Transaction Coordinator architecture

— Transaction Manager — the task of this module is the execution of the Trans-
action Definition File. In particular, the role of the Transaction Manager can
be played by any BPEL server which allows the interpretation of transaction
processing commands.

— Transaction Builder Module — the module performs the proper interpreta-
tion of the transaction processing commands that are necessary extensions of
the WS-BPEL language. The Transaction Builder Module operates under the
Transaction Manager control.

— Concurrency Control Module — the aim of this module is to manage the
concurrent execution of business processes. To do this, it uses the compatibility
feature defined at the level of services, processes or even individual resources.

— Transaction Commiter — the task of this module is to coordinate actions
associated with the start of transaction, transaction committing, compensation
of transaction, savepoint creation, and compensation to savepoints.

The most important modules of the system are thoroughly described below (see
Fig. 1).

Transaction Commiter. The Transaction Commiter has been implemented ba-
sed on WS-Coor. From the perspective of WS-Coor, the Transaction Commiter
serves as a coordinator and, therefore, provides activation and registration services.
The activation service creates the so called context of coordination which serves
as a transaction ID for all participants used within the particular instance of a
business process. The task of the registration services is to register participant
of the activity on the basis of his context of coordination. Participants of the
activity may play different roles in the process. For the Transaction Commiter the
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Fig. 2. The EnhancedCompletion protocol

active participants are the Transaction Manager, which executes the Transaction
Definition File, and services which are called based on the Transaction Definition
File. In addition, the Transaction Commiter uses protocol services cooperating
with the participants in the transaction based on the protocols described in the
following.

Protocols of the Transaction Commiter. Within the Transaction Coordi-
nator individual modules work together using specific protocols. These protocols
depend on the type of coordination which is set when the context of the coordina-
tion is created by the activation service. In the case of the Transaction Commiter
two protocols are used. The first one, EnhancedCompletion, is used to cooperate
between the Transaction Commiter and the Transaction Manager, which is the
initiator of the activity. The Enhanced2PC, the second protocol, is used to cooper-
ate between the Transaction Commiter and the other participants of the activity
— service components. Figures 2 and 3 show the state-chart diagrams for each of
the protocols.

The structure and the meaning of messages used in both protocols have been
presented in detail in the technical report [11].

Transaction Definition File. The Transaction Definition is based on the defini-
tion of the business process expressed in WS-BPEL. Since the WS-BPEL language
does not contain commands for the processing of transactions, we have proposed
some WS-BPEL language extensions. Each of these extensions is a language con-
struction processed by the Transaction Builder Module, which takes the appropri-
ate actions according to their semantic. These extensions are the following:
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Fig. 3. The Enhanced2PC protocol

<bpel:extensionActivity>

<ext:commit/>

</bpel:extensionActivity>

Fig. 4. The commit extension

— beginTransaction — it initiates a transaction;
— preInvoke — its task is the execution of additional coordination actions by the

Transaction Builder Module, which are necessary when there is an intention
to call a participant service. (It is the only extension which has a system and
not business meaning);

— savepoint — the purpose of this extension is to create a savepoint, which is
reference point within a transaction and allows to make a partial (to this point)
compensation of a business transaction;

— rollback — it implements the compensation of the whole transaction or of only
these actions which took place after the savepoint declaration;

— commit — its task is to perform the commit and final completion of the trans-
action.

The form of a commit extension is illustrated in the Figure 4.

Transaction Manager. The Transaction Manager is the BPEL server performing
the processes defined in the WS-BPEL language. In addition to performing actions
coming directly from the WS-BPEL language instructions, it also cooperates with
other modules that are parts of the Transaction Coordinator like the Transaction
Commiter, for example. The current implementation of the Transaction Manager
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is based on the BPEL server — Apache ODE. The Transaction Manager comprises
the Transaction Builder Module which processes the WS-BPEL language exten-
sions used to control transaction processing. The implementation and the meaning
of each of the extensions have been presented in details in the technical report [11].

2.4 Future Work

The construction of the Transaction Coordinator is not completed. The following
elements will be complemented in the near future:

— Concurrency Control Module — the task of this module will be the coordina-
tion of the activities performed within the Transaction Coordinator environ-
ment by business processes. Its implementation, as well as the implementation
of the Transaction Commiter, will be based on WS-Coor. The essential differ-
ence is that the Transaction Commiter coordinates actions performed within
each individual business process, while the Concurrency Control Module co-
ordinates activities at the Transaction Coordinator level. In addition, the par-
ticipants, in the case of the Concurrency Control Module, will not be Web
services but business processes.

— Protocols for the Concurrency Control Module — these protocols are necessary
because the implementation of the Concurrency Control Module is based on
WS-Coor. They enable the cooperation of the Concurrency Control Module
with individual participants. The number of developed protocols will depend
on the number of different types of participants.

— Protocol services for the Concurrency Control Module — their implementation
also derives naturally from the fact that the Concurrency Control Module is
based on WS-Coor. These protocol services will be responsible for the commu-
nication between the Concurrency Control Module and the participants.

— Transaction Definition Module — the core business of the Transaction Defi-
nition Module is to assist end-users in the creation of the correct Transaction
Definition File. This assistance may include a number of actions, for example:
business process visualizations, extension of the business process of the trans-
action control commands, and the validation of the Transaction Definition
File.

— Extension of the transaction model — at this stage, the Transaction Coor-
dinator can be used to process both flat and nested transactions, as in the
specification of WS-Coor. We are planning to verify the nested transaction
processing capabilities, and extend the Transaction Definition File along with
all the necessary system elements (including the Transaction Commiter and
Transaction Builder Module). The extensions will allow to define a transaction
in accordance with one of the advanced models of nested transactions. It is
assumed that in this model it will be possible to define more sophisticated
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rules of transaction atomicity. These rules will provide the distinction between
the critical (mandatory) sections of the transaction, and its optional sections
that do not have an impact on the success of the transactions.

3 Service Rollback and Recovery

3.1 Basic Definitions and Problem Formulation

Service oriented systems, due to their loose-coupling and a great number of in-
dependent components that are susceptible to failures, are very error-prone. A
failure may result in a permanent loss of resources of a failed component and
may discontinue a business process. Such a situation is highly undesirable from
the viewpoint of SOA clients, who expect that the provided services are reliable
and available, and assume an uninterrupted business processing. To improve avail-
ability and reliability of SOA-based systems and applications, checkpointing and
rollback-recovery techniques may be applied [12, 13]. In general, checkpointing is
based on the idea of periodically saving the current system state into stable stor-
age, able to survive failures [14, 15]. Depending on when checkpoints are taken, the
existing approaches can be broadly classified into: coordinated [16], uncoordinated
[17], and communication-induced checkpointing [18].

When a fault occurs, a system is rolled back to the most recent consistent set of
taken checkpoints, called the recovery line [19], and then proceeds again. Thus, the
amount of lost computation is limited only to the time period from the checkpoint
to the failure. Checkpointing may be combined with message-logging protocols,
which rely on the piecewise deterministic assumption [20]. Such protocols enable
saving non-deterministic events (like receipt of messages) in message logs. Upon a
failure, a process state is rolled back to the checkpoint and then logged messages
are replayed as they were previously executed. Three primary message-logging
mechanisms are considered: pessimistic, optimistic and causal [21]. They differ in
where and how the messages are stored.

Although a wide range of rollback-recovery techniques for general distributed
systems and distributed databases have been explored in the literature, there are
only a few solutions which take into account specific properties of SOA systems.
The problem of checkpointing and rollback-recovery in service oriented environ-
ments is complicated, among other things, due to the autonomy of nodes, the
heterogeneous nature of the environment, and changing workflow of applications.

In general, in SOA systems, services are autonomous components of various
characteristics, like concurrency policies, access rights, etc, which run on hetero-
geneous platforms. Moreover, computation of such services may be distributed
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amongst many independent organizational domains that implement their own re-
covery policies. Therefore, sometimes a service cannot be forced to take a check-
point, or to rollback, as well as it may refuse to inform other services on the check-
points it has taken. Furthermore, services can use various transport protocols.
Interacting with these protocols requires dealing with such limitations as access
latency, timeouts and lost requests. Beside the communication limitations, services
may be also unavailable for an unknown reason, and for an unknown amount of
time.

That is why the existing approaches to service rollback and recovery usually
guarantee fault tolerance only for individual services, instead of providing it for an
aggregate set of services that compose a system or a business process. In the context
of SOA systems, where services may be dynamically and flexibly integrated, such
a situation should not take place. While it is relatively easy to make an individual
rollback-recovery, improving fault tolerance of services collaborating in multiple
application scenarios is still a challenging task.

This section describes a novel Business Process Rollback-Recovery Service, pro-
viding fault tolerance for the SOA systems based on the RESTful Web services
[22]. The proposed service ensures that after a failure occurrence, the state of a
business process is transparently recovered and is consistently perceived by the
business process participants: clients and service providers. The proposed solution
and transactions are complementary to each other.

3.2 Related Concepts and Contributions

A business process is a set of logically related services working together to achieve a
common objective. Thus, the definition of a business process specifies the behavior
of its participants and describes the sequencing and coordination of the calls to
component services. A business process may be specified using, for example, the
Business Process Execution Language [23] or BPEL for short. Providing fault
tolerance to a business process is related to ensuring the reliability of business
process participants: client applications and services performing clients requests.

Different approaches may be used to make business processes reliable. Among
them are: replication, transaction-based forward recovery which requires the user
to explicitly declare compensation actions, and rollback-recovery checkpoint-based
approach.

The existing SOA environments, such as IBM WebSphere, Oracle SOA Web
Logic, Microsoft Windows Communication Foundation (WCF), and the technolo-
gies based on the Java language (JGroups and JBoss Messaging), apply the check-
pointing and rollback recovery concepts. However, a careful analysis of these en-
vironments [24] shows that the proposed logging and checkpointing mechanisms
are applied only to achieve the reliability of single services, within the limits of
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one organizational domain (i.e. one server providing the services). In this way, the
dependencies among various services, created when one service invokes other ser-
vices located on different servers, are ignored. In fact, the distributed dependencies
should be taken into consideration while recovering a compound service.

Clients defining business processes may use BPEL engines (for example Oracle
BPEL Process Manager [25]) to store process-associated state into a database.
The BPEL engines ensure that all database accesses occur within the appropriate
transaction and that system failures will never cause inconsistency in a process’s
internal state. The consistency of distributed business process may be achieved
by using WS-Transactions [26], etc. The disadvantage of using this approach is
that it may force unnecessary and costly withdrawals in the case of temporary
failures. When failures occur, BPEL engines provide automatic recovery removing
a significant burden from Web service developers. However, such an automatic
recovery is limited to such actions as retrying faulty services, picking another
functionally equivalent services (identified by the process designer), etc. [27, 28,
29, 30, 31]. In addition, the utility of an automatic recovery solution is limited
by concentrating on stateless services. In many other situations the developer of
a business process has to deliver self-written compensation procedures in order to
ensure business process reliability, even in the case of failures not related to the
business logic of an application.

3.3 Rollback-Recovery Service

Functional Requirements. The proposed rollback-recovery service is introduced
as a separate component, responsible for keeping the state of both client applica-
tions and invoked services [32]. This service assumes the crash-recovery model of
failures, i.e. system components may crash and recover after crashing a finite num-
ber of times [33]. Moreover, system components can fail at arbitrary moments and
such a failure must be eventually detected, for example by failure detectors [34].

A SOA infrastructure, using such a rollback-recovery service, is shown in Fig-
ure 5.

The primary functional requirement of a rollback-recovery service developed for
service oriented architectures, is to provide fault tolerance for business processes
and their participants. Hence, the aim of the proposed rollback-recovery service
is to guarantee the continuity of a business process despite the failures of one or
more system components.

With this end in view, the business process rollback-recovery service realizes
autonomically and without any client’s interference the following functions:

— during the failure-free execution, enabling a client to store its state as well as
the state of resources of services being part of a business process;
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Fig. 5. An infrastructure of service-oriented systems with
Rollback-Recovery Service

— in the case of a failure of any system component, ensuring the recovery of a
business process state, perceived as consistent by clients and services partici-
pating in the business process;

— respecting the dependencies among distributed services, i.e., when the service
is composed of other services, the rollback and recovery of the service state
should take into account the dependencies among component services, and, if
it is necessary also rollback and recover their states;

— providing the required consistency models, i.e., the recovery of state of service
resources should consider consistency models guaranteed by the service and
required by the clients;

— respecting clients mobility, i.e., it should be possible to recover the state of
mobile clients, even if such clients switch over various system components,
starting business process on one machine and finishing it on another.

The proposed rollback-recovery service does not require business process archi-
tects or service programmers to provide procedures dealing with reliability issues.
Therefore, the business process architect can concentrate on business logic only,
and can rely on the infrastructure to handle the failures. Also, when a client fail-
ure happens, a software defining a specific behavior of the client application is not
necessary.

Hence, the proposed service differs from the existing solutions. The service in-
voked during the business process execution does not need to deliver compensation
functions in advance. Also, the business process architect does not need to antici-
pate or take into consideration the possible failures, which may occur during the
business process realization, and is not responsible for preparing appropriate com-
pensation procedure to handle them. In contrast, the proposed business process
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rollback-recovery service enables the automatic, transparent rollback-recovery of
business process and its participants.

Architecture of Rollback-Recovery Service. The business process rollback-
recovery service architecture is presented in Figure 6. The proposed service has
a modular structure. The main modules of the rollback-recovery service are the
Recovery Management Unit, Client Proxy Unit and Service Proxy Unit. They are
introduced to ensure the maximal transparency of the rollback-recovery service
and to hide the service architecture details from clients and services.

Fig. 6. The Business Process Rollback-Recovery Service architecture

Recovery Management Unit. The Recovery Management Unit ensures the durabil-
ity of the state of all resources important from the business process participants’
point of view. It is also used during the rollback and recovery procedure. Within
this unit the following modules are distinguished:

— Stable Storage — it is able to survive any failure and therefore, it is used to
store resources.

— Management Unit — responsible for providing access to the Stable Storage
by executing operations of writing and reading resources; a write operation is
realized every time a client issues a request invoking a certain service of a busi-
ness process, and when the response is sent back from a service to the client;
a read operation is used during the recovery procedure, when the resources
saved in the stable storage are sent to the client or to the service.

— Garbage Collection Unit — it is used to remove from the Stable Storage the
resources and requests which are not going to be used any longer, neither
during the further processing nor the recovery procedure.
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Generally, the Recovery Management Unit durably records all invocations and
responses sent between clients and services. As a result, the complete history of
communication among clients and services is kept in the Stable Storage, which is
used while rolling back and recovery of business processes.

The communication history is also used to provide the requests idempotency.
If the Recovery Management Unit gets a request which was already performed, it
re-sends the response saved in the Stable Storage directly to the client, without
invoking the service again. Thus, the multiple processing of the same request is
avoided.

The amount of data kept by the Resource Management Unit may grow in-
definitely. To solve this problem, the truncation of the communication history is
necessary. It is done by the Garbage Collection Unit.

In order to ensure a proper load balancing and a high availability, the Recovery

Management Unit is replicated.

Client Proxy Unit. In order to provide transparency of the rollback-recovery ser-
vice, the Client Proxy Unit intercepts all service invocations issued by a client, and
sends them to the Recovery Management Unit, where these invocations are saved
in the Stable Storage and then passed to the invoked services. If it is necessary,
the Client Proxy Unit modifies the client invocation accordingly to the Recovery
Management Unit requirements. To properly identify clients, the Client Proxy Unit

gives a unique identifier to each client. It also enables clients’ migration among
various system nodes, while performing a business process.

Service Proxy Unit. The Service Proxy Unit is located at the service provider
site. Its primary task is monitoring the service state and responding to a service
potential failure. In the case of a failure occurrence (the failures are detected
by Service Oriented Failure Detection Service [35]), the Service Proxy Unit is
responsible for initiating and managing the rollback-recovery process.

The Service Proxy Unit may work in ordinary, rollback and recovery modes.
The Ordinary mode describes actions taken by the Service Proxy Unit, when fail-
ures do not occur. In this mode, the Service Proxy directs invocations obtained
from clients to the provided service, intercepts, and sends responses generated by
the service to the Recovery Management Unit. Each response is equipped with the
unique service identifier generated by the service. The Rollback mode defines the
steps which should be taken when the crashed service is rolled back after a fail-
ure occurrence. In the rollback mode the service state is rolled back to the latest
checkpoint, and the Recovery Management Unit is asked to resend to the Service

Proxy Unit all invocations obtained by the service after the checkpoint was taken.
Finally, in the Recovery mode, the Service Proxy Unit receives from the Recovery
Management Unit all requests demanded in the rollback mode and sends them to
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the service. The requests are appropriately ordered to preserve the same sequence
of invoked requests, as before the failure.

All invocations obtained by the Service Proxy Unit during the rollback or recov-
ery mode are deferred, and resumed after the rollback-recovery process is finished.

In some situations, service providers may have no stable memory at all. Then,
they can use the Stable Storage provided by the Recovery Management Unit for
keeping vulnerable parts of the service state. When such a service fails, the Re-
covery Management Unit may recover the service state by replaying all recorded
requests. This possibility, however, has an associated cost of increasing recovery
time and increasing strain incurred by business process rollback-recovery service.
If a service provider uses its own stable storage, then checkpoints can be made
more often and less time is needed for the system recovery. Since one may reason-
ably expect failures to be rare, this potentially allows service providers to tune the
checkpoint ratio in order to balance the cost of checkpointing and recovery time.

3.4 Future Work

Currently, the business process rollback-recovery service presented in this section,
is verified and experimentally evaluated.

This service is pessimistic, as Recovery Management Unit does not need any
preliminary knowledge about the service structure, always assuming that the ser-
vice invocation may have an impact on other services, and irrevocable conse-
quences. If the Recovery Management Unit could refer to any information, such as
the possible connections between services, the results of invoked service methods,
etc., a more optimistic approach to the construction of the proposed service would
be possible.

It was also noticed that when some service is unavailable permanently or for
an unacceptably long time, the Recovery Management Unit could invoke another,
functionally equivalent service. Therefore, our future work includes the adaptation
of the existing methods for determining which services are functionally equivalent
to appropriately change the architecture of the rollback-recovery service.

The future work on business process rollback-recovery service will also deal with
the improvement of the proposed rollback-recovery service efficiency. Moreover,
a development of the mechanisms increasing the service transparency and the
replication mechanisms of the Recovery Management Unit will be carried out.
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4 Software Transactional Memory

4.1 Basic Definitions and Problem Formulation

Concurrency control is an important aspect of distributed processing. Concurrent,
uncoordinated writes and reads of the shared memory (or shared objects/compo-
nents) are not deterministic (since they depend on the scheduling of concurrent
processes and/or unpredictable network delays), which means that it is not possi-
ble to guarantee repeatable results of such processing. In most cases, this behavior
is not acceptable and some concurrency control is required. Therefore, the ma-
jority of modern programming languages have dedicated language constructs that
make it easier for a programmer to ensure synchronization between concurrent pro-
cesses. The basic mechanisms for synchronization are: monitors, locks, conditional
variables and semaphores.

However, despite the availability of the above mechanisms, the programmer is
still burdened with the most difficult tasks — an identification of code fragments
that require synchronization and an implementation of the synchronization code
(e.g. acquisition/release of locks). This stage of developing an application is error
prone. Moreover, errors of this type are hard to localize, since they can manifest
themselves in a completely different part of an application. For example, forgetting
to release a lock may cause deadlock when another process will try to acquire the
lock. Another problem is such that, in most cases, software components that use
locks cannot be directly reused in other applications. For example, from the fact
that each of the two or more software components can be safely used, it cannot
be stipulated that a compound of the components will also be correct. The lack of
this property is often regarded as not fulfilling the composability condition [36].

The ability to effectively reuse and compose services is a critical requirement
for achieving some of the most fundamental goals of service-oriented computing
[1]. Therefore, for seamless synchronization of different services, we require syn-
chronization constructs to be composable. In Section 1, we have noted that, in
database systems, users have at their disposal a declarative mechanism ensur-
ing synchronization, i.e. atomic transactions. By using atomic transactions, they
only specify (or declare) what is the consistent state regarding the database opera-
tions performed by these transactions. The database system itself is responsible for
guaranteeing fulfillment of the consistency requirement. In particular, the database
users are not obliged to acquire/release blockades on individual tables or tuples.
This feature supports composability. However, database atomic transactions are
used for accessing a database, not service components. Our goal was therefore to
design and implement alternative methods of synchronization in concurrent and
distributed SOA applications, which would be integrated with a programming
language and its data structures.
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4.2 Related Concepts and Contributions

In recent years, there has been a growing interest in adopting atomic transactions
to general-purpose programming languages. These efforts are centered around the
notion of Software Transactional Memory (STM) [37]. For the last few years, many
STMs have been designed and implemented for different programming languages,
though almost all these implementations are non-distributed (see e.g. [38, 36, 39,
40] among others). In [41], we have discussed and compared a few examples of STM
implementations, each of which proposes different semantics of atomic transactions
and a different API.

The STM allows the declaration of atomic transactions of code, whose cor-
rect processing is enforced by the system, thus ensuring synchronization auto-
matically. These light-weigh atomic transactions are similar to transactions known
from database systems but they operate on language data structures which are
stored in volatile memory. Thus, durability of data modifications is not guaran-
teed in those systems. Another line of research is on type systems for specifying
and verifying the atomicity of methods in multithreaded programs (see [42] and
follow-up papers), where the notion of atomicity in these systems is similar to the
serializability property defined in Section 1.

Atomic Locks [43] is analogous to STM but implemented as an extension of
the Java mutex library, with rollback-recovery supported for on-demand requests.
The key idea of this extension is based on the calculus described in [44]. The
implementation of Atomic Locks uses a versioning algorithm, which means that
atomic transactions can have I/O operations. The Atomic Locks library provides
two main constructs: atomic and retry for, respectively, defining a transaction
and executing transaction rollback. The retry construct enables us to restart a
transaction if, for example, some condition is not true. Thus, Atomic Locks offers
the functionality of the Software Transactional Memory but does not exclude using
locks. However, the Atomic Locks mechanism is not distributed, which restricts
its use. More details can be found in [43].

Below, we summarize our ongoing work on extending the concept of STM
to service-oriented systems, in which atomic transactions can span several net-
work nodes and can execute input/output operations. In our work, we state that
transaction serializability is satisfied if the effect of the execution of two or more
concurrent transactions is equivalent to the effect of a sequential execution of
those transactions, where an effect comprises both memory modifications and the
input/output operations.
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4.3 Atomic RMI

Functional Requirements. We have been developing Atomic RMI [45, 46] —
a concurrency control library built on top of Java RMI, which ensures serializ-
able execution of concurrent processes by allowing the developer to define specific
sequences of method calls on remote objects as serializable transactions, called
atomic tasks. We assume that remote objects are implementations of some services.
Currently, the implementation does not support transaction rollback recovery. The
Atomic RMI implementation is based on Java RMI. However, our transaction sup-
port could also be used as an extension of other interfaces to network services, e.g.
using SOAP-based or RESTful Web services; see also the Future Work section.

Java Remote Method Invocation (Java RMI) [47] is an extension to the Java
language that allows programs to access methods of objects that are defined in
other Java Virtual Machines (JVM). The local JVM uses stub objects to interface
with objects which may be implemented and executed on a remote JVM. It must
be noted that Java RMI does not aim to supply any additional means of synchro-
nization, apart from those available in the Java language by default. Specifically,
Java RMI does not ensure that the execution of concurrent processes that access
distributed objects is serializable. Therefore, it is not guaranteed that the effect of
the execution of concurrent processes (or the state of the system) will be equivalent
to the effect of a sequential execution of those processes. In consequence, it is the
developer who needs to ensure serializability by implementing a synchronization
policy.

In our approach, we have extended Java RMI with the support of distributed
transactions whose concurrent execution is serializable. The result of the use of
transactions in Atomic RMI is lifting the chore of manual management of blockades
(e.g. using distributed locks) from the developer, therefore, reducing his efforts to
implementing synchronization policy. However, contrary to non-lock concurrency
control approaches, our transaction mechanism does not depend on inadvertent
rollback. Thus, I/O operations can be used within a transaction. When compared
with the traditional lock concurrency control approaches, our transaction mecha-
nism is more integrated with the programming language. For example, it makes
use of the information that can be derived statically from programs, in order to
effectively acquire and release blockades on shared objects at runtime; see [4] for
details. To facilitate programming, we have developed a precompiler for the au-
tomation of the process of analyzing source code of Atomic RMI programs. The
static analyzer analyses the code, computes the information required by the Atomic
RMI runtime system, and generates the output code for the Java compiler. The
tool has been described in [48].

The listing in Figure 7 presents an example of a source code, for the Atomic
RMI library, with comments pointing out the main elements. The code defines
a distributed transaction that calls two remote services, a and b, atomically. The
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Fig. 7. An example of an Atomic RMI code

references for these two objects (implementing two services) are obtained using the
lookup method, which overwrites the original lookup of Java RMI. Atomic RMI
extends the RMI registry for service register/lookup operations but the implemen-
tation could be modified to support other directory services, too. More details of
the code can be found in [45].

Architecture of Atomic RMI. An architecture of a distributed application
based on Atomic RMI is presented in Figure 8. It consists of the following system
components:

— A-RMI Server: it contains remote objects that can be called by Atomic RMI
clients;

— A-RMI Client: it spawns transactions and calls remote objects;

— A-RMI Registry: a name server (or trader) that is used to register and lookup
remote objects which are associated with unique names;

— HTTP Server: it enables to fetch missing classes, whose instances have been
passed (or returned) in a remote method call.
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Fig. 8. An architecture of a distributed application based on
Atomic RMI

Below, we describe the main classes of the Atomic RMI implementation. A
class diagram illustrating transaction management in the Atomic RMI library is
shown in Figure 9.

An interface AtomicTaskManager delivers methods of atomic tasks manage-
ment. It is used by other classes of the Atomic RMI library. The goal of the Atom-

icTaskManager is to coordinate the beginning and the end of atomic tasks and to
register/unregister remote objects. The only realization of the AtomicTaskManager

interface is the AtomicTaskManagerImpl class which implements the functions de-
fined in the interface. The AtomicTaskManagerService class is a service that must
be spawned in order to use the Atomic RMI library. The service constructor cre-
ates an instance of the task manager class (AtomicTaskManagerImpl) and binds
it to the RMI registry.

Remote objects that are used by transactions must be registered using an
extension of the Java RMI registry. A class diagram that implements this registry
is shown in Figure 10.

An interface VersionedRegistry extends the Registry interface from the java.

rmi.registry package, with additional methods bind and rebind, which, in addi-
tion to a remote object, also allow to specify the upper-bound on the number of
calls to remote objects2. An implementation of this interface and an extension
of the java.rmi.registry.Registry class is the VersionedRegistryImpl class. In the

2This information is derived automatically by the Atomic RMI precompiler, whenever
possible.
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soa.atomicrmi.registry package, there has also been created an auxiliary class Ver-
sionedLocateRegistry, which has methods that can be used to obtain references to
the Atomic RMI registry; the latter can run on any host.

The RmiAtomicTask class shown in Figure 11 defines methods that start and
terminate the execution of transactions (tasks). It guarantees serializable access
to remote objects by a transaction (task).

The execution of a transaction is associated with an object of a TaskProcess-
ingContext type, which contains an up-to-date description of the remote object
versions which are necessary for correct execution of the versioning algorithms.
The upper bounds on the number of accesses to remote objects are given using

Fig. 11. A class diagram defining atomic tasks and dependencies of objects used by
the tasks
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the TaskDescription class, which specifies an access to a single object with the use
of the ObjectAccess class.

An alternative way of describing dependencies between remote objects is with
the use of the composition mechanism. Figure 12 shows the soa.atomicrmi.
composition package which consists of classes that deliver such a functionality. The
ObjectComposition class stores for a given object a list of dependencies on other re-
mote objects; the dependency information is stored in containers of a Dependency
type. References to remote objects are wrapped with the RemoteObjWrapper class.

Fig. 12. Classes that enable the composition of dependencies between remote objects

Figure 13 shows classes that are used by the Atomic RMI library internally. The
abstract class VersionedObjectProxy is the wrapping of remote objects, enriched
with methods that control access to the remote objects being wrapped. A current
version of an object is described in the ObjectVersion class. This version is used
by the versioning algorithm. Depending on whether the wrapped remote object is
on the same node or on a remote node, a proper implementation of the Versione-
dObjectProxy class is used. In the former case, it is VersionedObjectServerProxy,
while in the latter, it is VersionedObjectClientProxy.
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Fig. 13. A diagram of classes that are used by the Atomic RMI library internally

4.4 Future Work

Currently, our implementation of distributed transactions in Atomic RMI does
not tolerate fatal errors. If a process executing a transaction lost connection with
a remote object (service), it continues after a timeout and the transaction com-
pletes partially. Unfortunately, this behavior violates atomicity and may also vi-
olate consistency since data integrity can no longer be guaranteed. Therefore, we
began working towards extending our transaction mechanism with rollback recov-
ery that will solve this problem. A necessary step in this process, was the design
and implementation of Atomic Locks, mentioned in Section 4.2.

In parallel with the development of synchronization tools for SOA, we are also
interested in using atomic transactions as the means for increasing service re-
silience. Service resilience, defined as the continued availability of a service despite
failures and other negative changes in its environment, is vital in the Service-
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Oriented Architecture context. A typical way of increasing service resilience is to
replicate services. We plan to develop a tool for transactional replication of the
SOA services. For more details, see the future work section in the chapter con-
cerned with replication tools.

5 Conclusions

In this chapter, we have presented preliminary results of three disjoint subprojects
on transaction processing tools for service-oriented applications. A full presenta-
tion of these results has appeared in the referenced technical reports and papers or
is waiting for publication. The Transaction Coordinator has proven to be a useful
tool for the definition and management of business transactions in the SOAP-based
and RESTful Web services. The Business Process Rollback-Recovery Service pro-
vides a rich and integrated set of solutions to guarantee seamless rollback-recovery
of faulty processes within the Service-Oriented Architecture. The Atomic RMI li-
brary for Java delivers a useful programming abstraction for ensuring consistent
processing of service requests in a distributed system. In the future, we are plan-
ning to continue the described work.
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Abstract. This chapter describes the concept of replication tools for SOA-
based systems. Replication is expected to ensure availability, atomic con-
sistency, and partition tolerance. However, at most two of these features
can be guaranteed. The proposed mechanisms cover various combinations
of the above features: the replicated state machine approach, implemented
on top of a group communication protocol, guarantees strict consistency
and availability under the assumption that messages are successfully deliv-
ered, and the SAS system for mobile ad hoc networks is aimed at availability
at the expense of consistency.

Keywords: replication, consistency, replicated state machine, group com-
munication, atomic broadcast, mobile ad hoc network

1 Introduction

A service-oriented architecture (SOA) assumes information systems to be decom-
posed into loosely-coupled interoperable services. Loose coupling in the case of
link or host failures may lead to system behavior that seems abnormal or faulty.
However, due to the requirement of interoperability, service resilience — defined
as the continued availability of a service despite failures or other negative changes
in its environment — is vital to SOA-based systems. Therefore, the SOA infras-
tructure mechanisms must ensure that each service is highly available regardless
of unpredictable conditions, such as sudden and significant degradation of network
latency or failure of dependent services.
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Replication is a means to improve the availability of data or other resources, and
thereby the resilience of services. Besides, it can influence efficiency by increasing
the throughput of a service available at multiple points on different hosts working
in parallel. Moreover, a form of replication — caching — can reduce the response
time of a service, because it allows avoiding time-consuming computation to get
the same result. Another benefit of caching is the chance to find the result closer
to the requesting client, which possibly circumvents the issue of network latency.

The main problem of replication is consistency. Assuming the system model in
which a given server handles a number of possibly replicated resources, the problem
is raised when the state of a resource replica changes. This is subsequent to a
modification of the resource, performed on one of its replicas. A straightforward
way of coping with this problem is to prevent accessing each replica of the resource
before the modification starts, and release the replicas after all of them have been
updated. This approach leads to the strongest consistency model — the atomic
one. [1, 2, 3]. One of the simplest implementation of the idea is the invalidation of
all replicas except the one being modified. On the other hand, reduction to only
one replica decreases availability.

The trade-off between consistency and availability in the context of transaction
processing in partitioned networks has been mentioned in [4]. This topic has been
raised by Brewer [5], and then formalized by Gilbert and Lynch [6]. According to
Brewer’s conjecture, only two of the following three properties can be obtained in
an asynchronous distributed system:

— atomic consistency;
— availability;
— partition tolerance.

This means that replication can ensure atomic consistency and availability,
provided that no network partition occurs (no messages are eventually lost). This
“impossibility result” holds even in the case of a partially synchronous network
model [6]. Besides, achieving strict consistency provided by the atomic (or se-
quential) model is costly, because it requires coordination between all replicas.
Consequently, the approach to replication aimed at strict consistency and avail-
ability is hardly scalable, thus in practice, limited to relatively few hosts working
rather in a local area network. In view of the facts and under the assumption of
no partitioning, a replicated state machine approach is developed, as a means of
improving service resilience in case some hosts fail.

Strict consistency is not always necessary for a replicated service to work cor-
rectly. A perfect example of weaker consistency requirements is a directory service
[7, 8]. Generally, the approaches to consistency that allow for temporary divergence
between replicas are termed optimistic, because they are based on the optimistic
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assumption that no conflicts appear during updates, thereby the difference re-
mains invisible or unimportant. A potential benefit of optimistic replication is
higher performance.

Optimistic replication becomes especially significant in systems which allow
for network partitioning. The requirement of strict consistency in such systems
might compromise availability, thereby undermining the sense of replication. While
network partitioning appears transient in a stable (or wireless) local area network,
it cannot be neglected in wider area network. A severe case in this aspect is a
mobile ad hoc network. Besides the consistency problem, the crucial issue in ad hoc

networks is proper replica allocation and relocation that should allow for dynamic
network reconfiguration. This, in turn, complicates the localization of replicas.

The chapter is organized as follows. Section 2 describes a general idea of the
proposed replication mechanism. Section 3 addresses the issue of a replicated state
machine, and atomic broadcast as a means of implementing it. Section 4 focuses
on dynamic replication (replica allocation and relocation) in distributed ad hoc

systems. Some conclusions are presented in Section 5.

2 Basic Concepts

2.1 Replication Technique

In order to preserve resilience of services, special care must be taken over the
number of replicas. To avoid reducing this number, for the sake of consistency
maintenance, update of replicas should be considered rather than invalidation. A
replica can be updated in a twofold manner:

— state transfer — the modified state of one replica is passed to other servers;
— operation transfer — the modifying operation is performed on each replica.

A natural consequence of the difference in these approaches to a replica up-
date is the distinction between passive and active replication [9, 10, 11, 12]. Pas-

sive replication means that there is one distinguished replica server that processes
requests from clients and disseminates a new state to other replicas. In active

replication the requests are processed by each replica server on its own.
Another classification addresses the issue of request distribution. In a primary-

backup (master-slave) approach one replica server is designated to accept the re-
quests (especially modifications) from clients and communicate with other (back-
up) servers in order to process them. In a multi-primary (multi-master) approach
several servers can accept requests.
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Table 1. Replication techniques

Operation transfer State transfer
Primary-backup Semi-active Passive

Multi-master Active Semi-passive

State transfer is more usual in a primary-backup approach, which leads to
passive replication in a strict sense. However, operation transfer is also possible in
this case, and this technique is called semi-active replication [10]. Moreover, semi-
passive replication can be distinguished, in which a given request is addressed
to several servers, but only one of them actually accepts and processes it, then
disseminates a new state to other replicas [13]. These techniques of replication are
summarized in Table 1.

Except for active replication, all the forms require designation of one replica to
accept or process requests from clients. This may limit the potential throughput,
thereby compromising efficiency. Hence, in the presented concept of the replication
mechanism active replication is considered.

2.2 Replication Infrastructure

Replication can be applied to a given application service in two distinct ways:
either as a mechanism tightly integrated with the replicated application service
or as an independent protocol layer (or service) transparent to the application.
The advantage of the former approach, termed semantic [4], is the possibility to
adapt the replication mechanism for the application and, if necessary, to adjust
the application service to the replication. For instance, this approach is used in
the implementation of a naming or directory service [14, 15]. However, it is usually
not general enough, to be effortlessly used in the case of another application with
different characteristic.

The latter approach (syntactic) it is more suitable for the SOA paradigm be-
cause it allows separating the replication mechanism as an autonomous service.
Nonetheless, effective replication requires some service specific information. The
key issue is the distinction between read-only and modifying requests, which re-
sults from the semantics of operations. Besides, the relationships between services
or resources may also be important.

Since it is difficult (or even impossible) to retrieve this kind of information
from the implementation, there must be a supplementary description of the ser-
vices available to the replication mechanism, or an access protocol must provide a
fixed set of operations (methods) with well-defined semantics. This alternative re-
flects the difference between RPC-based approaches (including SOAP-based Web
services, also referred to as Big Web services, Web services or WS-* Web services)
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Fig. 1. Replication architecture

[16, 17] and a resource oriented model (REST-based Web services, RESTful Web
services) [18, 19].

The replication mechanism described here is aimed at a resource oriented
model. Specifically, it is developed for RESTful Web services — Web services de-
signed in a REST style and implemented with the use of the HTTP protocol. One
of the principle assumptions of the REST methodology is a uniform interface.
In the case of RESTful Web services this means that such a service provides some
resources that are accessed by one of the HTTP methods: GET, POST, PUT,
DELETE. According to the semantics of the methods, GETs do not change the
state of the accessed resource, thereby do not raise inconsistency. The problem of
consistency maintenance appears in the case of other methods mentioned above.
Moreover, some HTTP methods, especially PUT and DELETE, are idempotent,
which creates the opportunity for update optimization.

In order to cover replication in a wide area network and also exploit the poten-
tial of a local area network, a hybrid replication mechanism can be constructed.
One component of this mechanism — a replicated state machine — is implemented
on top of a group communication protocol (atomic broadcast). The primary pur-
pose of this component is the resilience to fail-stop crashes of hosts. Although it
is intended for replication in LAN, it is not restricted to LAN — it can also work
in a wide area network. However, due to efficiency and possible communication
failures, optimistic replication (provided by the other component) is applied. This
idea of replication shapes the architecture as illustrated in Figure 1. Clouds de-
note replicated state machines that can be regarded as high-availability clusters.
A cluster is available from outside (to the clients and other clusters) by means
of a proxy. Proxies implement the protocol for optimistic replication and manage
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a buffer cache. To this end, a concept of modular proxy (MProxy) has been de-
veloped. MProxy is organized as a chain of dynamically loadable modules that
process HTTP messages (both requests and responses). The implementation of
MProxy uses HttpComponents [20] for HTTP message handling, and OSGi [21]
for dynamic management of modules.

3 Replication Tools for Service Resiliency

3.1 Basic Definitions and Problem Formulation

Replicated State Machine Approach. Service replication means deployment
of a service on several server machines, each of which may fail independently, and
coordination of client interactions with service replicas. Each service replica, called
a process, starts in the same initial state and executes the same requests in the
same order. Thus, the replicated service executes simultaneously on all machines.
A client can use any single response to its request to the service. A replicated
service is available continuously, tolerating crashes of individual server machines. If
required, these machines can be located in geographically distant places, connected
via a wide-area network.

A general model of such replication is called replicated state machine [9]. In this
model, it is guaranteed to maintain a consistent state of all non-faulty processes
in a group, if only the group counts a sufficient number of processes. Outputs of a
state machine are completely determined by the sequence of requests it processes,
independently of time or any other activity of the system. Two properties are
guaranteed by the replicated state machine: (1) each non-fault replica receives
every request (the agreement property), and (2) each non-fault replica processes
the requests in the same relative order (the order property). These two properties
can be implemented using a group communication system.

Group Communication Systems. Group Communication Systems (GCS) offer
programming abstractions for:

— detection of malfunctioning/crashed processes;
— reliable point-to-point transfer of messages;
— formation of processes into groups, the structure of which can change at run-

time;
— reliable message multicasting with a wide range of guarantees concerning de-

livery of messages to group members (e.g. causally-, fifo- and totally-ordered
message delivery).
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Notably, the overlay protocols for reliable multicasting do not depend on any
central server, so that there is no single point of failure. For this, distributed agree-
ment protocols must be used, such as the Distributed Consensus protocol. An
example of an application of group communication systems is replication of a ser-
vice in order to increase its resilience, with the use of the replicated state machine
approach, described above. Our goal was to design GCS systems for SOA.

3.2 Related Concepts and Contributions

For the past 20+ years, many group communication systems have been imple-
mented (see e.g. [22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31] among others). However,
there are few commercial systems (e.g. JGroups [31] and Spread Toolkit [30]).
Various group communication systems usually have quite different application
programming interfaces, which are non-standard, complex and language/platform
dependent. Moreover, many of such systems are monolithic, i.e. it is not possible to
replace their protocols or add new features. Using these systems to implement SOA
services makes the code of services not easily reusable or manageable (adaptable),
which is a counterexample to the Service-Oriented Architecture.

The contribution in the area of group communication support for SOA, are
CamlGroups and RESTGroups — two group communication programming tools
that can be used for implementing resilient services. CamlGroups [32, 33] is a mod-
ular, easily extendable group communication system that can be used for proto-
typing new protocols for service resilience. RESTGroups [34, 35] is an extension of
the Spread Toolkit for developing resilient production SOA applications, based on
REST [36] over the standard HTTP [37]. To our best knowledge, RESTGroups is
the first RESTful group communication service. Both systems have been described
in detail in other papers. In this section, we summarize this work. Firstly, we de-
scribe the semantics of broadcast primitives provided by these systems. Then, we
sketch an architecture of CamlGroups and RESTGroups. Both systems have been
implemented; the distribution files and documentation are available (CamlGroups
[33] and RESTGroups [35]).

3.3 CamlGroups and RESTGroups

Functional Requirements. Group communication systems provide various pri-
mitives, e.g. for a unicast and broadcast within a group of processes, for main-
taining group membership, for maintaining virtual (or view) synchrony, and for
detecting process failures. Message broadcasting can be described with the use of
two operations: a broadcast operation, which is used by a sender process to send
a message to all processes in a group, and a deliver operation, which is used by a
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recipient process to deliver a broadcast message. Below we define joint functional
requirements of CamlGroups and RESTGroups — two group communication sys-
tems that will be described in the remainder of this section. A more detailed
specification of functional requirements can be found in the Technical Report [34]
and popular textbooks (see e.g. [38]).

Failure Models. The design and implementation of group communication systems
depend on a model of system failures. In the simplest case, we consider a crash-
stop (or crash-no-recovery) model, in which a process that has failed stops its
execution. In this model, a process is said to be correct if it does not crash; the
notion of “correctness” refers to the whole execution time of a process. A process
that crashes is said to be incorrect (or faulty). In this model the processes that
crashed do not recover.

In a crash-recovery model, processes can be recovered after a failure. In this
model, we consider a process to be incorrect if it crashes at least once and even-
tually cannot recover its state (eventually down), or if it crashes and recovers
infinitely often (unstable). Otherwise, a process is correct, i.e. it never crashes
(always up) or crashes at least once but eventually recovers and does not crash
anymore (eventually up).

Broadcast Properties. The simplest broadcast primitive is Unreliable Broadcast,
which allows a message to be sent to all processes in a group, guaranteeing that if a
message sender is correct, then all processes in the group will eventually deliver the
message. However, if the sender crashes during the broadcast, then some processes
in the group may not deliver the message. Obviously, this primitive is not much
useful in systems, in which failures may occur. (Regular) Reliable Broadcast solves
this problem; it guarantees the following properties:

— Validity: if a correct process broadcasts a message, then it eventually delivers
the message.

— Agreement: if a correct process delivers a message, then all correct processes
eventually deliver the message.

— Uniform Integrity: for any message, every process delivers the message at most
once, and only if the message was previously broadcast.

Note that Reliable Broadcast allows executions, in which a faulty process de-
livers a message but no correct process delivers the message. Uniform Reliable
Broadcast is a stronger version of Reliable Broadcast, which satisfies the Validity
and Integrity properties defined above but replaces the Agreement property by
the following:

— Uniform agreement: if a process (correct or not) delivers a message, then all
correct processes will eventually deliver the message.
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The Regular (or Uniform) Reliable Broadcast primitives provide a basis for
stronger broadcast primitives, which have additional properties, e.g.:

— FIFO order: this property guarantees that messages sent by a process are
delivered in the order of sending.

— Causal order: this property means that if some process has sent a message m1
that caused sending of another message m2, then each process in a group will
deliver m1 before m2.

— Total order: this property means that messages sent by any different processes
in a group will be delivered by all processes in the group in the same order
(note that this property does not guarantee FIFO).

— Generic order: given a conflict relation C : M × M → Boolean, where M
is a set of broadcast messages, if two messages are in conflict, they must be
delivered to all processes in the same order. Otherwise, the messages are not
ordered.

The (Uniform) Reliable Broadcast Protocols that support the above properties
are called, correspondingly: FIFO Broadcast, Causal Broadcast, Total-Order (or
Atomic) Broadcast and Generic Broadcast. Note that if the conflict relation C is
empty, Generic Broadcast is reduced to Reliable Broadcast. Whereas, if all pairs of
broadcast messages are in conflict, then Generic Broadcast is equivalent to Atomic
Broadcast.

Below, we briefly describe CamlGroups and RESTGroups. A full presentation
of this work has appeared in referenced technical reports and papers or is waiting
for publication.

Architecture of CamlGroups. In this section, we describe a software architec-
ture of the CamlGroups group communication system [32]. The system consists of
several modular protocols that are composed into a protocol stack. Each protocol
in the stack implements some service. The protocols can only depend on protocols
that are at the lower layer in the stack.

Protocols in the stack communicate using a uniform communication interface,
which jointly with the programming interface defines the CamlGroups protocol
framework. The communication is based on the use of higher-order functions and
a callback mechanism. On a system startup, the protocol framework initiates all
protocols composed into the stack, passing to them the functions that are used for
flow control in the stack. A given protocol can only call services that are “below”
in the stack, where an argument of a service call is usually a message. Responses
to these calls are delivered via callbacks.

No implementation details of the protocols need to be known, in order to
compose and use them. Thus, this architecture facilitates adaptation and reuse of
the protocols, as required by the SOA. Protocols implementing the same service
can be easily replaced in the stack. Modularity also makes it easier to understand
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Fig. 2. The CamlGroups
software architecture

and extend the system since dependencies between protocols are kept clear and
intact both at the design and implementation level.

In Figure 2, we show software modules that are composed into a modular
protocol stack for dynamic groups, with the use of a CamlGroups framework. It
is a simplified version of the modular group communication stack which has been
proposed in [39].

To implement the system, the Objective Caml (OCaml) programming language
has been used. OCaml [40] is a functional, strongly typed programming language,
whose features, such as: abstract types, pattern matching constructs, interfaces,
modules, higher-order functions, and communication of function closures in the
network, significantly simplified and fastened the implementation and testing of
CamlGroups (see also [41]).

Below, we briefly describe in turn all layers of this architecture, beginning from
the lowest communication layer above the transport protocol. Due to lack of space,
we omitted the description of the programming and communication interfaces;
these and other details can be found in [32]. Preliminary work on the implemen-
tation of some protocols, which are used by CamlGroups, has been reported in
[42].

Robust TCP and Failure Detector. Above the standard TCP or UDP protocols,
there must be a protocol layer implementing a reliable link between two processes,
which provides additional guarantees to those provided by TCP and absent in
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UDP. For example, UDP can lose network packets, while TCP does not deliver a
message, when establishing the network connection fails or when the established
connection is broken due to a link failure. The Robust TCP protocol, which is
based on [43], can deal with temporary link failures by introducing an additional
session on the top of TCP, guaranteeing the exactly-once delivery semantics for all
transmitted data.

The Robust TCP protocol and many other group communication protocols
use the Failure Detector protocol, implementing the service for detection of faulty
processes. In CamlGroups, the Failure Detector implements a heart-beat algorithm,
and is embedded in the Robust TCP module.

Best-Effort and Reliable Broadcasts. The Best-Effort Broadcast protocol just sends
messages to all processes using Robust TCP, with no guarantees on broadcast mes-
sage delivery. In particular, it does not guarantee that a message will be delivered
to all processes, if the sender process crashes during broadcast. Thus, Best-Effort
Broadcast satisfies the Unreliable Broadcast semantics.

The Reliable Broadcast protocol implements service for reliable message broad-
casting, using a message diffusion algorithm (that appeared in [44]), based on
the Robust TCP that is forming the lower layer in the protocol stack. Reliable
Broadcast satisfies the Reliable Broadcast semantics, described in Section 3.3. The
protocol does not guarantee any order of message delivery. Therefore, additional
layers of protocols above it are required.

Distributed Consensus. Another layer in the group communication protocol stack is
a service for reaching distributed consensus. The problem of distributed consensus

lies in reaching an agreement by a set of processes on a single value among a set
of values that have been proposed by these processes. In an asynchronous system,
where processes have no common clock and run at arbitrarily varying speeds, the
problem is unsolvable if one process may crash [45]. The impossibility result does
not state that distributed consensus can never be reached, but only that under
the system’s assumptions, no algorithm can always reach consensus in bounded
time. In practice, many distributed consensus algorithms have been proposed (e.g.
Paxos [46]).

To implement the Distributed Consensus protocol in the CamlGroups stack,
Chandra-Toueg’s algorithm has been used [44]. The implementation of this algo-
rithm in CamlGroups depends on external protocol modules, implementing Robust
TCP and Failure Detector. Robust TCP processes each message broadcast by Dis-
tributed Consensus, e.g. a proposed value or decision, and tries to deliver it to its
recipient.
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Atomic and Generic Broadcasts. The Atomic Broadcast protocol implements the
total-order broadcast service, based on the algorithm in [44]. To be able to guar-
antee the same order of message delivery to all correct processes, it uses the Dis-
tributed Consensus to agree on a consistent message order.

The CamlGroups software architecture includes the Generic Broadcast proto-
col, implementing the generic broadcast service. The protocol has been developed
using the non-trivial generic broadcast algorithm in [47]. It enables reliable and effi-
cient delivery of total-order messages in a group of processes, where non-conflicting
messages (e.g. control messages) are not ordered.

Group Membership. The group communication systems support dynamic groups,
i.e. processes can join a group at any time, e.g. to replace processes that have
crashed. The Group Membership protocol implements a membership service, which
is responsible for joining/leaving processes into/from a group and for maintaining a
consistent group view on each server. Processes can leave a group at will or they can
be excluded from a group when they are suspected as failed. The implementation
of this protocol uses the generic broadcast service.

Architecture of RESTGroups. Spread Toolkit (or Spread in short) [30] provides
a messaging service for point-to-point and multicast communication that is resilient
to faults across local and wide area networks. Spread services range from reliable
messaging to fully ordered messages with delivery guarantees. Spread supports
several programming languages, for example C/C++, Java and Python.

RESTGroups [34] has been designed as the platform and language independent
front-end for Spread, i.e. applications that use it can be implemented using a va-
riety of programming languages and can run on different platforms. RESTGroups
represents all Spread services as Web resources, accessible using the REST/HTTP
architectural style. Since the Web is ubiquitous and the HTTP ports are usually
not blocked, we can run the group communication service truly globally.

The distribution of RESTGroups contains the RESTGroups Library, providing
a RESTful programming interface to the Spread system, a daemon server program
implementing the RESTGroups Server for communication with a Spread daemon,
and various demonstration programs. Below we sketch the RESTful programming
interface and the system’s architecture; a complete description appeared in [34].

Programming interface. RESTGroups provides a representation of Spread group
communication services as resources, identified by URLs, and a simple but powerful
Application Programming Interface (API). The API uses the following methods of
the HTTP protocol for invoking the services:
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Fig. 3. The RESTGroups system architecture

— GET is used to retrieve data (for example, a message) or perform a query on a
resource; the data returned from the RESTGroups service is a representation
of the requested resource;

— POST is used to create a new resource (for example, to extend a process group
with a new process or to send a new message); the RESTGroups service may
respond with data or a status indicating success or failure;

— PUT is used to update existing resources or data;
— DELETE is used to remove a resource or data (for example, to remove a

process from a process group); in some cases, the update and delete actions
may be performed with POST operations as well.

The RESTGroups system architecture (Fig. 3) shows that RESTGroups is an
intermediary between a (replicated) Application Service and the Spread group com-
munication system. Instead of communicating with a group communication system
(GCS) directly, using its programming interface, a client of the RESTGroups sys-
tem (i.e. the Application Service in Figure 3), uses exclusively the HTTP methods,
following the REST/HTTP architectural style. The methods are provided by the
programming interface described above, and implemented by the RESTGroups
Library.

A suitable request of the HTTP protocol, possibly containing a XML document,
is sent to a RESTGroups Server, which is a front-end for the GCS. The GCS
services are represented as Web resources, which are identified with the use of
Uniform Resource Identifiers (URI). The server translates client requests on these
resources into concrete calls of the group communication services. In our case,
these services are supplied by the Spread Toolkit Daemon.

System Deployment. In the case of a concrete RESTGroups application, if the
Application Service were replicated on n machines, then, in most cases, we would
have: (1) n Spread Toolkit Daemons running on any n machines, and (2) from 1
to n RESTGroups Servers that are communicating with them, usually deployed
on the same machines as Spread daemons.
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The clients of the replicated Application Service (not shown in Figure 3) can
communicate with any replica of the service. Each service replica (Application
Service) connects to a dedicated RESTGroups server. Each of the RESTGroups
servers can interact with any Spread daemon, using the sockets on TCP. Except
when broadcasting of messages can be optimized at the low level of network pro-
tocols (which is possible in the local-area networks) the Spread Toolkit Daemons
communicate using the IP unicast protocol.

3.4 Future Work

In the future, we plan to develop a tool for transactional replication of SOA ser-
vices. The tool’s design and implementation will be based on RESTGroups or Java
Paxos — a new variant of the popular Paxos protocol [46] that will support both
the crash-stop and crash-recovery model of failure. We are currently developing an
efficient implementation of Java Paxos.

4 Dynamic Replication of Services in Distributed Ad Hoc

Systems

4.1 Basic Definitions and Problem Formulation

Mobile ad hoc networks (abbreviated MANET) [48, 49, 50, 51] are composed of
autonomous and mobile hosts (or communications devices), which communicate
through wireless links. Each pair of such devices, whose distance is less than their
transmission range, can communicate directly with each other — a message sent
by any host may be received by all hosts in its vicinity (Fig. 4). If hosts in MANET
function as both a computing host and a router, they form a multiple hop ad hoc
network. Hosts can come and go or appear in new places, so with an ad hoc network,
the topology may be changing all the time and can get partitioned (partitioning
fragments the network into isolated sub-nets called partitions or components) and
reconnected in a highly unpredictable manner. Mobile hosts in an ad hoc network
can exchange information in areas that do not have preexisting infrastructure in
a decentralized way (the control of a network is distributed among the hosts).

MANET systems are described as having the following characteristic proper-
ties: lack of central points, lack of a stable network infrastructure, frequent dynamic
changes of a connection topology, limited computing resources and transmission se-
curity. They have many applications [52], such as military (e.g. on the battlefield),
marine (e.g. communicating ships at dock), or emergency-related (e.g. establishing
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Fig. 4. An example of an ad hoc network

communication network for the rescue team). They may also be used to provide In-
ternet connectivity in places that lack infrastructure, to create mobile conferences,
to communicate automobiles on streets, or to establish personal wireless networks.
Additionally, the potential of MANET-based solutions grows proportionally to the
popularity of personal digital assistant (PDA) devices, netbooks and laptops, etc.

The so-called peer-to-peer systems (or P2P) have a similar processing model. In
a peer-to-peer model the nodes, running a distributed service, may spontaneously
join or leave the computing environment. Thus, node inaccessibility is considered
a perfectly natural situation, not a failure, in either MANET or P2P model. More-
over, no stable (static) network infrastructure is assumed in both models. These
properties make ad hoc systems (wired or wireless) and P2P systems very similar,
and in consequence, the results of a research in one area are quite often applicable
to the other area.

Ad hoc networks created in traditional, wired Internet, have also become pop-
ular recently. Such networks are termed “ad hoc grids” or “volunteer computing
networks” (sometimes also “overlay networks”). The idea behind them is to es-
tablish a computing environment between many distributed Internet hosts, which
are voluntarily activated by their users to share their processing power. The node
becomes active in an ad hoc grid only during specific time periods, which were
previously accepted by the node user (for example, in a SETI@Home project it is
screen-saver time). Since each node is free to leave the environment at any moment
(e.g. after the computer is turned off or disconnected from network), node unavail-
ability is quite a normal situation. Because of this property and since failure and
repair of nodes and links is unpredictable in both cases, such networks are also
categorized as ad hoc systems.
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Since in ad hoc networks the hosts move freely, disconnections may occur fre-
quently and this may cause frequent network partitioning. Thus, services avail-
ability in MANETs is lower than in fixed networks and distributed systems. One
possible approach to improve this, is to replicate services among nodes in an ad

hoc network, but a replication creates a problem of inconsistency when partition-
ing occurs with nodes containing replicated services. Therefore, when designing a
replication scheme for dynamic systems with partitioning, the competing and not
independent goals of availability, correctness (in terms of consistency) and parti-

tion tolerance must be met. As it is known, it is impossible to achieve all three
simultaneously [6]. Availability indicates web services and data accessibility with
a system’s normal function disrupted as little as possible, and correctness indi-
cates accuracy of replicated nodes (with respect to the coherency protocol). So,
the replication scheme in MANETs requires addressing the following three main
issues: replica allocation/relocation, location management and consistency manage-

ment.
Thus, the goals of the current research include the following: to analyze the

efficiency of the various SOA replica allocation and relocation protocols in dis-
tributed ad hoc systems, to propose new localization protocols for the distributed
ad hoc systems, and to formally and experimentally verify the proposed solutions.
The research will result in creating a software platform for dynamic allocation and
localization of the SOA service replicas in distributed ad hoc systems. The current
work on the system (called: SAS) is summarized in Section 4.3, while the following
Section 4.2 briefly describes the dynamic replication in distributed ad hoc systems.

4.2 Related Concepts and Contributions

Replica Allocation and Relocation. Replica allocation and relocation in the
field of fixed networks and distributed systems has been an extensive research
topic. It determines how many replicas of each web service or data item are cre-
ated and to which nodes and how these replicas are allocated. In fixed networks,
the optimal replication scheme depends only on the read-write pattern for each
service or item and in many works the communication cost and communication

time of replication scheme are used as the cost functions [53]. The communication
cost is the average number of messages required for a read or write of a service or
data. The communication time of an operation is its longest message path, so the
communication time of a replication scheme is the average communication time
of read or write of the service or data item. The problem of finding an optimal
allocation scheme has been proved to be NP-complete (for different cost models)
for both general static distributed systems [54, 55] and ad hoc networks [56]. Un-
like traditional distributed systems, where the cost functions do not concern the
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mobility of nodes, in MANETs the deployment of replicated SOA services should
also reflect changes in a network topology.

Several strategies have been proposed for service or data replication schemes
and replica allocation in MANETs — surveys of dynamic replication techniques for
mobile ad hoc networks can be found in [57, 58]. In [59], three heuristic methods
for replica allocation have been proposed. In all three proposed heuristics, replicas
are relocated in a specific period (called relocation period) and replica allocation
is determined based on the access frequency from each node to each item and
additionally in two methods (DAFN and DCG) on the current network topology.
However, all these protocols focus only on improving the service availability (in
case the network changes) and static access frequencies. Therefore, algorithms,
which can adapt the replica allocation scheme to the topological changes as well
as to access requests distribution changes has been proposed in [60]. The Vienna

Dynamic Web Service Replicator [61], in turn, is aimed at the problem of flexible
replication and synchronization mechanism for stateful Web services in ad hoc

networks.

Replica Location Management. The location management or location track-
ing problem in ad hoc networks is to gather information on the state and loca-
tion of each node, i.e. to track the location of web services and their replicas. As
pointed out above, the location changes in MANETs are caused by replica alloca-
tion/relocation and unpredictable network topology changes. Therefore, dedicated
techniques to manage location of replicas to efficiently forward access requests in
such a dynamic environment have been proposed in the literature, e.g. [62, 63].

Consistency Management. Mobility and arbitrary topological changes in ad hoc

networks create a problem of maintaining consistency if replicas exist in the system,
particularly when partitioning occurs. In such a case, there is a trade-off between
availability and correctness — availability allows all nodes to process computation,
even when partitioning occurs (but this may compromise correctness). On the
other hand, correctness requires suspending operation processing in all but one
partition and forwarding updates at reconnect (but such an approach compromises
availability).

Generally, the strategies that have been proposed for consistency management
in partitioned networks can be classified into four classes [4]: pessimistic strategies,
optimistic strategies, syntactic approaches and semantic approaches. The first two
concern the trade-off between availability and correctness. Pessimistic strategies

preserve consistency by limiting availability, and optimistic strategies do not re-
strict availability. The two other classes concern correctness. Syntactic approaches

use one-copy serializability (one-copy serializability is originally defined as: the con-
current execution of operations on replicated web services is equivalent to some
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serial execution on a non-replicated web service) as a criterion for consistency cor-
rectness. Semantic approaches use the semantics of data items, transactions or web
services in defining correctness criteria.

The highly dynamic network topologies and limited resources are the reasons
why weaker consistency protocols with only probabilistic guarantees have been
mainly proposed for use in MANETs [64, 65, 66]. On the other hand, if it can
be assumed that a group of collaborating nodes in an ad hoc network can be
partitioned and that partitions heal eventually, it is possible to develop reliable
dissemination (broadcast) protocols, which can support a consensus protocol [67].
The assumption that it does not allow any partition to be permanently isolated,
is called MANET Liveness Property [68]. Thus, in the case of an ad hoc network
with a liveness property, it is possible to achieve strong (that are not probabilistic)
consistency guarantees. Verification of the liveness property of wireless ad hoc
networks based on selected mobility models can be found in [69, 70].

4.3 Service-Oriented Ad Hoc System

Functional Requirements. The Service-oriented Ad hoc System (SAS) should
allow creating, publishing and accessing replicated web services in ad hoc networks.
It can use UDP datagrams as a basic communication protocol, can work within
802.11 wireless networks (in ad hoc mode) and within wired Internet networks.
It is assumed that web services should be implemented and are published, in a
RESTful manner, with the use of HTTP as an access protocol and URI to identify
them. Every SAS service must implement a given programming interface, which
defines standard REST methods and two special methods used to initialize a newly
created replica with an up-to-date initial state. All web services are dynamically
replicated and the system allows locating available services and replicas.

SAS Architecture. The architecture of SAS system is presented in Figure 5.
There are two SAS layers, called Network and Replication, and they are placed
just above the ISO/OSI Transport layer, at the very bottom of the ISO/OSI Ap-
plication layer. The Network layer (consisting of two modules, called Network

Communication and Routing) is responsible for transporting messages in the SAS
system. It provides the following three communication primitives: neighbor broad-
cast (the message is broadcast only to the neighbor nodes, and not propagated
further), flood broadcast (the message is propagated to all nodes), and unicast (the
message is sent to only one receiver). Each of them uses the connectionless UDP
protocol for sending messages. Since the unicast operation requires routing, one of
the layer’s modules, the Routingmodule, implements AODV (Ad Hoc On-Demand
Distance-Vector) [71, 72], a popular routing protocol for mobile ad hoc networks.
The task of the Replication layer is to control various aspects of SOA services
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Fig. 5. The SAS system architecture

replication. Replication in the SAS system focuses on the following four problems:
allocating and creating new replicas, activating newly created replicas, localizing
replicas in the system, and controlling consistency among replicas according to a
given consistency model. Each of these four problems is implemented in one of
the four separate modules, called the Replica Allocation module, the Service

Pool module, the Replica Localiser module, and the Replica Consistency

module, respectively.

The Network Layer. The implementation of the Network layer, the bottom system
layer, is based on the use of FIFO (Fist-In-Fist-Out) queues. For each module the
Network layer creates a dedicated FIFO queue, which stores messages addressed
to this module. Upon arrival, a message is inserted into an appropriate queue
by the Network layer, and later it is removed and processed by the module with
the use of this queue. All insertions and removals preserve the First-In-First-Out
order. The queues are identified by integer numbers, assigned to them during
module initialization. When initializing, each module calls the Network layer to
get its queue ID, and then uses it to execute any of the communication primitives
described earlier. The Network layer’s internal structure is shown in Figure 6.
After receiving the message from the UDP subsystem, the receive thread reads the
destination module’s queue ID (one of the message fields) and stores the message
in the right queue. The addressee is then able to consume and process the message.

The structure of messages exchanged in the SAS system is presented in Table
2. Three message types have been defined, and these are: unicast (one-to-one send,
type 0), neighbor-broadcast (only to direct neighbors, type 1) and flood-broadcast
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Fig. 6. The Network layer’s internal structure

Table 2. The network message structure

Start byte Length [bytes] Value
0 1 Protocol version
1 1 Message type
2 1 Receiver port
3 2 Sender sequence number
5 4 Receiver IP address
9 4 Sender IP address

13 0-65480 Data

(network-wide, type 2). The third field, Receiver port, contains an ID of the re-
ceiver module’s FIFO queue. The fourth field, Sender sequence number, indicates
a unique identifier for each sender’s message (used in flood-broadcast messages).
IP addresses of the sender and receiver node are stored in the next two fields. The
last field, Data, encapsulates the original message that was sent by the sending
module.

The Replication Layer. The task of the Replication layer is to control various as-
pects of replication of the SOA services. Replication in the SAS system focuses
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on the following four problems: allocating and creating new replicas, activating
newly created replicas, localizing replicas in the system, and controlling consis-
tency among replicas according to a given consistency model. Each of these four
problems is implemented in one of the four separate modules, called Replica Al-

location, Service Pool, Replica Localiser, and Replica Consistency mod-
ule, respectively.

Replica Allocation Module. This module creates and destroys service replicas at
remote nodes when needed, and controls the number of replicas in the system,
by keeping it between the predefined minimum and maximum thresholds. If the
number of replicas exceeds the maximum, then the Replica Allocation module
of the manager’s node requests other nodes to delete the surplus replicas. Con-
versely, if the number of replicas falls below the minimum threshold, then the
module requests other nodes to create the additional replicas.

Module operation is as follows. The Localiser module periodically provides
the Allocationmodule with the list of all services running in the system, together
with the list of the IP addresses of all the nodes that host a given service. Then,
for each service the Allocation module checks if the local node is the manager
for this service (the node with the smallest IP address becomes the manager). If it
is, it determines the minimum and maximum parameters and then starts creating
(or deleting) service replicas until their number falls into this interval. The whole
process starts again when a new list is received from the Localiser module.

Replica Localiser Module. The Localiser module is responsible for finding service
replicas in the SAS system. The replica lookup process is based on sending periodic
broadcasts that inform about the set of services hosted by the broadcasting node.
The Localiser module constantly collects and analyzes this information, and
therefore it is able to determine to which node requests should be sent.

The module operates as follows. As it has been mentioned, each node peri-
odically broadcasts a message that informs which services (or their replicas) it
currently runs. This message is forwarded to all nodes in the system (flood broad-
cast), so that each node has full information about the replica placement. This
data is retained in a hash table, which has the service name as a key and the IP
address list as a value. The more advanced lookup mode assumes the use of the
WRDL (Web Resource Description Language) language to describe services, and
a rich set of criteria for service lookup (this solution is still being developed). The
results generated by the Localiser module are also useful for two other modules:
HTTP Proxy and Replica Consistency. The former asks the Localiser module
for an IP address of any node that can process a given HTTP request and sub-
sequently forwards the request to such node. The latter is given the IP address
list of all the nodes that host the replicas of a specific service. It uses that list to
execute replica initialization and consistency protocols.
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Replica Consistency Module. This module deals with two problems related to the
consistency of replicas. The first is to maintain consistency among the group of
service replicas, according to a given consistency model. The second problem is
to initialize a newly created replica with an up-to-date initial state, and to do it
without violating consistency.

The module works in the following manner. In order to keep replicas in a
consistent state, the Consistency module intercepts each request before it reaches
the application. Such interception allows checking if the request delivery should
be delayed until the consistency conditions are met. The implementation of the
state initialization procedure is based upon the notion of “getters” and “setters”.
It is assumed that each service replica implements two special methods. One of
them is GetState() and its purpose is to read the state from one of the already
existing replicas. The second method is called SetState(), and it is used to write
the state that was obtained with GetState() to a newly instantiated replica.

HTTP Proxy Module. The HTTP Proxy module serves as the system’s front end,
exposed to external client applications. It communicates clients with the replicated
SOA services offered by the SAS system.

After receiving an HTTP request from a client, the HTTP Proxy module first
extracts the service name from the request’s URL (the URL should have the fol-
lowing form: http://localhost:PORT/service-name/resources/). Then it asks
the Localiser module for an IP address of any node that hosts a replica of such a
service. Depending on the result, the module either forwards the HTTP request to
an appropriate node or responds with the HTTP 404 (“Service Not Found”) error.

Implementation. The SAS system has been implemented in the .NET Compact

Framework, so it can be run on versatile software platforms, including Microsoft

Windows, Windows Mobile and Linux, and on almost every hardware platform (in
particular, on PDA devices). Thus, in order to compile and run the system only
the .Net Compact Framework libraries must be available.

4.4 Future Work

Our prototype system achieved its basic functionality. However, its layered and
modular architecture allows further enhancements to be applied easily. In the
next step, we plan to improve the reliability of communication protocols and the
effectiveness of the localization protocols (particularly in relation to the dynamic
replica allocation schema used). We also plan to implement strong consistency
guarantees for networks with the MANET liveness property (additionally to the
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current optimistic strategies). Finally, the proposed solutions will be formally ver-
ified (consistency protocols) and experimentally evaluated with the use of the SAS
system and an elaborated simulator of ad hoc networks.

5 Conclusions

Since it is impossible to guarantee at the same time all the expected features of
replication — availability, atomic consistency, and partition tolerance — a hybrid
mechanism has been proposed. This mechanism can ensure strict consistency in
a group of tightly integrated hosts — replicated state machine — assuming that
no messages are lost. If this assumption is not valid, optimistic replication can be
used. A severe case is a mobile ad hoc network where partitioning and subsequent
link failures are quite common. In order to alleviate the problem of availability,
a dynamic replication mechanism is considered, which, besides the consistency
protocol, addresses the problem of replica allocation and relocation.

Acknowledgments. This work has been partially supported by the Polish Min-
istry of Science and Higher Education within the European Regional Development
Fund, Grant No. POIG.01.03.01-00-008/08.
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Abstract. The chapter proposes a method for converting the problem
of automated composition of web services into the problem of building a
graph of worlds consisting of formally defined objects. We present basic
rules for defining ontologies for services execution. Automatic reasoning
about sequences of service calls leads to satisfying a user’s intention. The
intention can be specified in a fully declarative language, without knowl-
edge about services. In turn, the services are treated as independent “black
boxes”, realizing their activities regardless of the flow in which they occur.
The intentions and the descriptions of the services are the only source of
knowledge used to generate abstract plans. The above planning process
is the first phase of an automated composition. The chapter presents also
a tool implementing our composition algorithm and some experimental
results.

Keywords: service oriented architecture, web services, composition, inte-
gration, automated reasoning, ontology

1 Introduction

The service oriented architecture (SOA) paradigm has been successfully imple-
mented in web services technology. One can build applications which invoke func-
tionalities having hidden specifications and developed independently by many
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providers. Applications can reach complex goals using web services like proce-
dure/method calls in the classical programming. However, because of a variety
of available services, these complex goals can be satisfied by composing a great
number of invoke flows.

In recent years there is a growing interest in automating the composition of
web services. This can be explained by moving from experimental to real-word
environments, with a significantly bigger numbers of more and more complex ser-
vices. One of the problems hindering the development of automatic composition
approaches is scalability. Since most existing composition methods work with con-
crete instances of web services, even a simple query requires taking all the instances
of all the types of services into account. In our work, strongly influenced by the
idea of Entish [1], we distinguish between an abstract and a concrete phase of
the composition. Moreover, our approach uses no other semantic information than
that contained in the ontology. Therefore, the services are seen as black boxes,
and we do not take their internal structures into account. This is aimed at making
registration of services much easier and feasible from the practical point of view.

1.1 Motivations

There are many Internet services nowadays. Several standards describe how ser-
vices can be invoked (WSDL [2]), how they exchange information (SOAP [3]), how
they synchronise their executions in complex flows (BPEL [4]), and finally how
they can be found (UDDI [5]). However, there is still a lack of automatic methods
for arranging and executing flows of services, which would use reasoning methods
similar to human ones. The main problems are incompatibilities of inputs/outputs
of services, and difficulties in comparing their capabilities and qualities. Two ser-
vices can offer the same functionality, but this cannot be detected automatically
without the unification of their interfaces, done by service providers.

Our automatic composition system is based on the following concepts:

— Web services provide their functionalities using stubs, generated from WSDL
(or other) descriptions for both automatic composition systems and other sys-
tems used so far. We do not require a different interface for each of these forms
of usage. However, we need a uniform semantic description of service types in
order to build adapters (called proxies) translating specific interfaces of con-
crete services to a common one. The services handled this way can be used in
automatic composition systems. Service registration, aimed to be easy to com-
prehend by a provider, involves building an appropriate proxy for the service
which is being registered. In the future we are going to have the registration
process based on interface descriptions both in WSDL and in the languages
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which contain a semantic information, like OWL-S or Entish. This allows us
to adapt a possibly wide class of existing web services.

— A complex client’s goal is expressed in a fully declarative intention language. A
flow of services which should be invoked to reach the goal (i.e., a plan) is built
automatically, using no other information than these of the client’s query and
present in the ontology. The user does not need to know a priori any relations
between services. He describes two worlds: the initial and the final one; the
goal of the system consists in finding a way of transforming the former into
the latter. The user specifies his intention using notions from the ontology, but
the relations between these notions and the services are unknown to him.

— Applicability of systems for automatic composition can be seen in environ-
ments containing many services which offer the same functionalities, but are
of different quality or of other features justifying searching for an optimal so-
lution. To make such a choice, the services should be used in an “offer mode”
(not involving irreversible changes of their internal states), and in an “execution
mode”. This can be reached using the mechanism of proxies.

— Our automating composition consists of three phases. In the first phase, called
abstract planning or planning in types, we create an abstract plan, which shows
sequences of service types whose executions possibly allow to accomplish the
goal (expressed in the query). The second phase makes these scenarios “con-
crete”, which consists in replacing the types of services by their concrete in-
stances. The last phase consists in supervising the execution of the optimal
run, with a possibility of correcting it if necessary (i.e., in the case of a ser-
vice failure). The intermediate results, resulting from the above phases, are
to be presented in formats which enable using them in other tools. The tool
presented in the chapter can export its results to the BPEL format.

Our further plans of developing the approach involve applying the well-known
methods of model checking and theorem proving. We are going to use them mainly
(but not only) for building mechanisms of automatic reasoning. To this aim, we
change the model of services from functional (meeting the remote procedure call
paradigm) to an automata-like, which is more convenient in our research.

The rest of the chapter is organised as follows: Section 2 presents the related
work. In Section 3 we sketch the main ideas of our approach. The notions behind
them are introduced in Section 4 and illustrated by an example in Section 5.
Section 6 shows an algorithm for abstract planning and defines the resulting graph.
Section 7 presents an implementation of the abstract planner, illustrated by the
results for the example of Section 5. Section 8 contains final remarks and sketches
directions for future work.
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2 Related Work

There is a significant number of papers dealing with the topic of web services
composition [6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11]. Some of these works consider static approaches
where flows are given as a part of the input, while others deal with dynami-
cally created flows. One of the most active research areas is a group of methods
referred to as AI Planning [6]. Several approaches use Planning Domain Defini-
tion Language (PDDL [12]). Another group of methods uses rule-based planning.
Composite services are generated from high-level declarative descriptions. Com-
position rules describe the conditions under which two services are composable.
The information obtained is then processed by some designated tools. The compo-
sition is described in the Composite Service Specification Language (CSSL). The
project SWORD [13] uses an entity-relation formalism to specify web services.
The services have pre- and postconditions; a service is represented as a Horn rule
denoting that the postconditions are achived when the preconditions are true. A
rule-based expert system generates a plan. Another methodology is the logic-based
program synthesis [8]. Definitions of web services and user requirements, specified
in DAML-S/OWL-S [14], are translated to formulas of Linear Logic (a proposi-
tional logic; LL in short) so that the descriptions of web services are encoded as
LL axioms, while a requirement is specified as a LL sequent to be proven by the
axioms. Then, a theorem prover determines if such a proof exists. If so, a process
model is extracted from it, and a composite service is described either in DAML-
S/OWL-S Service Model or in BPEL4WS. While the approaches described above
are automatic, there are also semi-automatic methods assuming human assistance
at certain stages [15]. Some approaches are based on specifying a general plan of
composition manually; the plan is then refined and updated in an automatic way.

Although most of the approaches presented above are oriented to practice, the
presented tools have neither become established frameworks nor standards. Most
of them are not even publicly available. Moreover, it seems that after a significant
activity in the beginning of the current decade, the approach currently slows down.
Some works are developed for relatively small and closed domains, and the papers
present a preliminary work without delivering a complete solution.

3 Main Ideas

Most problems with automatic composition occur when trying to compose services
coming from different providers, as there is no unified semantics for the function-
alities which are offered. This problem can be solved by a unified dictionary of
notions/types describing inputs and outputs of services (similarly to the Entish
project [1]). The problem of service composition is then transformed into a problem
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of functions search and composition able to create, from a given set of data (doc-
uments in the Entish approach), the set of data (documents), which is requested
by the user.

In order to deal with more complicated examples from the real world, one can
create a model which allows to describe not only document processing, but also
an arbitrary process causing changes in a uniformly described data space. Such
a data space will be called a world. Worlds can be described by an ontology, i.e.,
a formal representation of the knowledge about them. In order to ensure an easy
integration with other current solutions, the ontologies used in our project are
defined in the OWL language. The concepts used to model individuals define a
hierarchy of types as well as classes and objects.

In our approach, services are understood as transitions between worlds, or
functions which transform these worlds. The aim of a composition process is to
find a path in the graph of all the possible transitions between worlds which leads
from a given initial state to a given final state. The descriptions of the worlds in
the specification of a task do not need to be complete.

As in most cases there are many paths which satisfy user’s request, there is a
need for a technique which allows to evaluate them in an automatic way in order
to choose the most optimal one. The evaluation is based on features of services
which take part in modifying worlds.

The ontologies used in the approach collect the knowledge not only about the
structure of worlds, but also about the ways the worlds can be transformed, i.e.,
about services. Services are organised in a hierarchy of classes, and described both
at the classes level (by a declaration of what all the services of a given class do —
in the project such a pattern of behaviour is referred to as abstract service), and at
the level of objects (a concrete service in the project). The description of services
involves, besides specifying input and output data types, also the declarations of
change effects on a world, i.e., creating, removing and modifying objects.

A user describes its goal in a unified language defined by the ontology. The
knowledge contained in the ontology is sufficient for the automatic composition
of services which can satisfy the user’s request. In Section 7 we show that our
approach enables to model automated composition based on matching input and
output types of services, characteristic of the Entish project [1].

In contrast to existing solutions [8, 12, 13], we do not assume that the descrip-
tion of the world comes from one source language with a limited semantics. The
intention is to enable the planner to cooperate with various service description
languages like WSDL [2], OWL-S [14], or Entish [1], by using an intermediate
language, which maps the elements of the languages’ semantics to the uniform
ontology, easy to understand and to reason on. The elements required in the plan-
ning, which are not expressible in these languages, are embedded in the ontology
during the service registation process.
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Our approach requires the hierarchy of services to be common for all the par-
ticipants of the planning process, i.e., for both the service providers and the con-
sumers interested in composing services into a complex flow. However, our aim is
not to create any new world-wide standard, neither general (like UDDI) nor for a
particular domain. This aim allows for an easy adaptation of services to be used
in the context other than a simple invoking. We hope that this our approach is
more likely to be accepted by the business community.

4 Basic Notions

We start with introducing the basic notions used in the chapter.

4.1 Classes and Inheritance

In order to model all the elements of our approach OWL ontologies are applied.

Definition 1 (OWL ontology). An ontology is a set of definitions of classes
(ordered in an inheritance hierarchy), their instances and relations between them1.

Definition 2 (Class). A class is a named OWL template, which defines names
and types of attributes.

Inheritance. All the classes are ordered in a multiple inheritance hierarchy. The
fact that a class B inherites from a class A means that B contains both all the
attributes of A and the attributes specified in its own definition. The class B is
called subclass, child class or derived class; the class A is called superclass, parent
class or base class. Contrary to object-oriented programming languages, names
of attributes are unique in the whole name space (instead in the class definition
only). Attribute encapsulation and overloading is not supported2.

A class is called abstract if instantiating it (i.e., creating objects following the
class definition) is useless in the sense that the objects obtained in this way do
not correspond to any real-world entity. Abstract classes are used, among others,
for defining formal parameters of services, which allow an actual value of such a
parameter to be any object instantiating an arbitrary non-abstract subclass of the
given class. Moreover, on the top of the inheritance hierarchy there is an abstract
base class Thing with no attributes3.

1OWL ontology definition.
2The last two restrictions follow from assuming OWL as the ontology description language.
3The rules of class inheritance, no formal definition of abstract class, and the common root

of the inheritance tree are also taken from OWL.
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Using Subclasses Instead of Instances of Classes. If using an object of a
certain class is required in the planning process, then an object of an arbitrary
subclass of this class can be used instead. This follows from the fact that the set
of the attributes of this object is not smaller that the one of the class required.

4.2 Worlds

Assume that we have a set of objects O containing instances of classes defined in
an OWL ontology.

Definition 3 (World and objects). The universum is the set of all the objects
having the following features:

— each object is either a concrete object or an abstract object;
— each object contains named attributes whose values can either be other objects

or be:
values of simple types (numbers, strings, boolean values; called simple
attributes) or NULL (empty value) for concrete objects;
values from the set {NULL, SET, ANY} for abstract objects.

If an attribute a of the object O is an object itself, then O is extended by all
the attributes of a (of the names obtained by adding a’s name as a prefix).
Moreover, when an object having an object attribute is created, its subobject
is created as well, with all the attributes set to NULL4.

— each simple attribute has a boolean-valued flag const.

A world is a set of objects chosen from the universum. Each object in a world is
identified by a unique name.

By default each const flag is set to false. If the flag of an attribute is true,
then performing on the object any operation (service) which sets this attribute
(including services initializing it) is not allowed (the value of the attribute is con-
sidered to be final).

Interpretation of the values of the attributes for abstract objects is as follows:

— NULL means that no value of the attribute has been set (i.e., the attribute has
the empty value);

— SET means that the attribute has a nonempty value;
— ANY means that the state of the attribute cannot be determined (i.e., its value

can be either SET or NULL).

The attributes are referred to by ObjectName.AttributeName.

4Such an approach in analogous as in C++, and different than in Java.
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Definition 4 (Object state, world state).

— A state of an object o is a function Vo assigning values to all the attributes
of o (i.e., is the set of pairs (AttributeName, AttributeValue), where At-

tributeName varies over all the attributes of o);
— a state of a world is a set of states of all its objects.

The worlds are modified by services. A formal definition of a service will be
given after describing the reasoning methods about worlds.

There are two ways of adding a new object to the world:

— The object, with some of its attributes set to the values given, is created in
the initial world according to the initial clause (Sec. 4.4).

— Adding the object results from invoking a service (Sec. 4.3).

An object can be removed from a world only by means of invoking a service.
In order to reason about worlds and their states we define the following two-

argument functions (the second default argument of these functions is the world
we are reasoning about):

— Exists — a function whose first parameter is an object, and which says
whether the object exists in the world;

— isSet — a function whose first parameter is an attribute of an object, and
which says whether the attribute is set (has a nonempty value);

— isConst — a function whose first parameter can be either an attribute or
an object. When called for an attribute, the function returns the value of its
const flag; when called for an object it returns the conjunction of the const

flags of all the attributes of this object.

Some aspects of the above functions need to be explained. Exists can be used
in the effect clause (an element of a query, see Definition 11) to express that
an object which appears in the user’s query as an element of the initial world
should not be present in the final world. The function isSet aims at testing the
initialization of attributes.

In the process of abstract planning, i.e., when values of object attributes are
not known but we know whether an attribute or an object was modified by the
services used before, one can only use the above three functions. Therefore, the
abstract planner allows us only to judge whether the object of interest exists, and
what the status of its attibutes (NULL, SET or ANY) is.

4.3 Services

The definition of a service is as follows:
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Definition 5 (Service). A service is an object of a non-abstract subclass of the
abstract class Service. A service contains (initialised) attributes, inherited from
the base class Service. The attributes can be groupped into:

— processing lists (the attributes produces, consumes, requires);
— modification lists (the attributes mustSet, maySet, mustSetConst, maySet-

Const);
— validation formulas (the attributes preCondition and postCondition).

The grammar and usage of these attributes are presented in Definitions 6-8.

A service modifies (transforms) a world, as well as the world’s state. The world
to be transformed by a service is called its pre-world (input world), while the result
of the execution is called a post-world (output world). Modifying a world consists
in modifying a subset of its objects. The objects being transformed by one service
cannot be modified by another one at the same time (i.e., transforming objects is
an atomic activity). A world consisting of a number of objects can be transformed
into a new state in two ways (services which create new objects are not taken into
account):

— by a service which operates on a subset of its elements;
— by many services which operate concurrently on disjoint subsets of its elements.

Definition 6 (Processing lists). We have the following processing lists:

— produces — a list of named objects of classes whose instances are created by
the service in the world resulting from its execution;

— consumes — a list of names of classes whose objects are taken from the world
when a service is invoked, and do not exist in the world resulting from the
service execution (the service removes them from the world);

— requires — a list of names of classes whose instances are required to exist
in the current world to invoke the service and are still present in the world
resulting from its execution.

The elements of each of these lists are of the following form

<formal parameters> ::= <formal parameter>:<parameter class> |

<formal parameter>:<parameter class>;

<formal parameters>

The structure of the lists is similar to the lists of the formal parameters of the
procedures. Names of objects are unique in a description of a class of services/an
object of a service class. The formal parameters from these lists define an alphabet
for modification lists and validation formulas.
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Definition 7 (Modification lists). The modification lists are as follows:

— mustSet — a list of attributes of objects occurring in the lists produces and
requires of a service, which are obligatorily set (assigned a nonempty value)
by this service;

— maySet — a list of attributes of objects occuring in the lists produces and
requires of a service, which may (but not must) be set by this service;

— mustSetConst— a list of attributes of the objects which occur in the lists pro-
duces and requires of a service, which are obligatorily set as being constant
in the worlds after executing this service;

— maySetConst — a list as above, but of the attributes which may be set as
constant.

Each of the above four lists is generated by the following grammar:

<attribute spec> ::= <formal parameter>.<attribute name> |

<formal parameter>.*

<attribute list> ::= <attribute spec> |

<attribute spec>; <attribute list>

In the process of abstract planning, each attribute from the list mustSet is
considered to have the value SET (the function isSet called for this attribute will
return the value true), whereas each attribute from the list maySet is seen as
having either the value SET or the value it had before executing the service.

The expression objectName.* used in the above lists is understood as “all
the attributes of the object objectName”. It is the only way of referring to the
attributes which cannot be listed directly in a given moment, due to the fact that
the processed object can be of a subclass of the class specified in the list (so have
a bigger set of attributes).

The attributes of the objects appearing in processing lists which do not belong
to the union of lists mustSet and maySet, are not changed when the service is
called.

Definition 8 (Validation formulas). The validation formulas are as follows:

— a preCondition is a propositional formula which describes the condition under
which the service can be invoked. It consists of atomic predicates over the
names of objects from the lists consumes and requires of the service and over
their attributes, and is written in the language of the propositional calculus
(atomic predicates with conjunction, disjunction and negation connectives).
The language of atomic predicates contains comparisons of expressions over
attributes with constants, and functions calls with object names and attributes
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as arguments. In particular, it contains functions calls isSet, isConst and
Exists5.

— a postCondition is a propositional formula which specifies the conditions sat-
isfied by the world resulting from invoking the service. The formula consists
of atomic predicates over the names of objects from the lists consumes, pro-
duces and requires of the service and over their attributes. To the objects
and attributes one can apply pseudofunctions pre and post which refer to the
state of an object or an attribute in the input and the output world of this
service, respectively. By default, the attributes of objects listed in consumes

refer to the state of the pre-world, whereas these in produces and requires

— to the state of the post-world.

The validation formulas are built in a way similar to the expressions in high-
level programming languages. However, currently (for abstract planning) we use
their reduced forms which are DNF formulas (i.e., formulas in a disjunctive normal
form), with atomic predicates being (possibly negated) calls of the functions is-

Set, isConst or Exists. We assume that an arbitrary predicate, being a function
over the set of objects and their attributes, can be transformed either trivially,
i.e., by replacing arguments of functions by the conjunction of calls of isSet over
attributes (and not Exists over objects in future versions), or in a more sophis-
ticated way, which allows to reason about additional consequences in the resulting
plan. We are going to deal with the above problems in our future work.

The following grammar builds a proper validation formula for the abstract
planner:

<objectName> ::= <objectName from consumes> |

pre(<objectName from requires>) |

post(objectName from requires>) |

<objectName from produces>

<objectAttribute> ::= <objectName>.<attributeName>

<atomicPredicate> ::= Exists(<objectName>) |

isSet(<objectAttribute>) |

isConst(<objectAttribute>) |

not <atomicPredicate>

<conjunction> ::= <atomicPredicate> |

<atomicPredicate> and <conjunction>

<validationFormula> ::= <conjunction> |

<conjunction> or <validationFormula>

5Using Exists in preCondition is redundant w.r.t. using an appropriate object in the list
consumes or requires. However, the future directions of developing the service description lan-
guage mentioned in the final part of the chapter include moving modification lists to validation
formulas.
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It should be noticed that this grammar allows using post also in preCondition.
However, evaluation of such predicates gives always the value false.

Service Types, Inheritance, Metaservices. Each class of services (service
type) has certain features common for all the instances of this type. They are
specified by the instance of the class called metaservice (i.e., an object of the
service which describes the whole class of services). The (unique) name of a
metaservice is derived from the name of the class of services, i.e., is of the form
class ServiceClass.

A description of a concrete service should be understood as a list of differences
or as narrowing the template introduced as the metaservice. More precisely, a
concrete service can overload the processing lists of its metaservice by using derived
classes of objects it works on. This is done by using, in an appropriate list, a
formal parameter of the same name and of a restricted domain. Considering the
modification lists, a concrete service can extend the lists of its metaservice only
by declaring that it modifies attributes added by a derived class of parameters.
The definition of a concrete service cannot be inconsistent with the definition of
the metaservice.

Comparing with a base class of services, its child class can extend the sets of
objects which are consumed, produced and required, using the appropriate pro-
cessing lists to this aim (so, it is allowed to extend the subset of a world influenced
by a service). It can also narrow the types of parameters in the processing lists,
which is done by using the same names of formal parameters as in the lists of
the base class. By default (when its lists are empty) a child class inherites the
specification of the parent class. As the processing lists define the alphabet for the
modification lists and the validation formulas, one should ensure the uniqueness
of the formal parameters on all the levels of inheritance. The modification lists
can be extended in a similar way (i.e., by extending the sets of attributes which
are modified). The declarations of setting attributes are not restricted only to the
attributes added by the child class in the lists produces and requires — it is also
allowed to modify attributes not changed by the metaservice of the parent class.

Considering the validation formulas, each formula preCondition (postCon-
dition, respectively) of a concrete service is a conjunction of the precondition
(postcondition resp.) of the metaservice and the explicitely given precondition
(resp. postcondition) of the concrete service. The case of inheritance is similar —
in the derived class, a condition is conjuncted with the appropriate condition from
the parent class.

As we mentioned before, the attributes of objects appearing in processing lists
which do not belong to the sum of lists mustSet and maySet are not changed
when the service is called. This, however, does not apply to the attributes added
to modification lists in narrowed types introduced by concrete services. Potential
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inconsistencies, resulting from concatenation of processing and modification lists
in child classes of services, are treated as ontology errors6.

Examples. In order to explain some less intuitive aspects of the definitions, we
provide several examples. As the chapter deals with abstract planning only (not
concrete planning), the (concrete) validation formulas in the examples are specified
using a language which is not introduced in the chapter, but is similar to the
language for formulating expressions in popular programming languages. The only
parts of these formulas seen by the abstract planner are the variables used (e.g., the
fact that an expression contains a variable x, but not the fact that the expression
is x>4).

The first example shows the relation between the processing list of a metaser-
vice and these of a concrete service.

Example 1. If the metaservice of a class SelectWare produces an object of a class
Ware, then a concrete service (e.g. electroMartSelect) of the class SelectWare

can be described as producing an object of the class Ware (which is the default)
or as producing an object of its subclass (which requires an appropriate content of
produces). Both versions, together with metaservice specifications, are presented
below.

_class_SelectWare.produces = { w:Ware }

electroMartSelect.produces = { }

electroMartSelect.produces = { w:HouseholdWare }

The next example illustrates the relation between the modification lists of a
concrete service and its metaservice.

Example 2. If the metaservice of the class SelectWare sets the attribute x.name,
where x is an object of the class Ware produced by the metaservice, then the service
electroMartSelect of this class can narrow the type of the objects produced to
a subclass of Ware called HouseholdWare, and can additionaly set the attribute
x.installed introduced in the class HouseholdWare (and therefore not present
in Ware).

_class_SelectWare.produces = { x:Ware }

_class_SelectWare.mustSet = { x.name }

electroMartSelect.produces = { x:HouseholdWare }

6We do not assume an “expanded” inheritance hierarchy of services, contrary to hierarchy of
types of their “objects”. A suggested model of service inheritance is a three-level one: we find
at the first level the class Service as a “carrier” of basic attributes, at the second level classes
carrying additional quality attributes (see p. 194), and at the third level classes of services with
definitions of their metaservices.
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electroMartSelect.mustSet = { x.installed }

In the above, the service electroMartSelect declares explicitly that it sets the
attribute installed, and implicitly that it sets the attribute name (this follows
from the definition of the metaservice).

Next we show some examples of atomic predicates and validation formulas:

Example 3.

— Atomic predicates: x.number>0, not isSet(x.id)

— preCondition: x.number>0 and isSet(x.id)

— postCondition: not x.number = pre(x).number

The next example illustrates relations between validation formulas.

Example 4. Let postCondition of the metaservice SellingService be of the
form x.id>0, and postCondition of the metaservice of the derived class Wash-

ingMachineSelling be of the form isSet(x.capacity). An instance Racoon-

Shop of WashingMachineSelling (a concrete service) declares explicitely in its
postCondition that x.brand="Racoon". The above means that in the world re-
sulting from invoking this service the conjunction of these two formulas, i.e. is-
Set(x.capacity) and x.id>0 and x.brand="Racoon", will be satisfied.

Finally, we show an example of a validation formula and its transformation by
the abstract planner:

Example 5. The formula preCondition

(isSet(x.id) and x.number>0) or (isSet(x.id) and

x.capacity>0)

will be transformed in the abstract planner into

(isSet(x.id) and isSet(x.number)) or (isSet(x.id) and

isSet(x.capacity))

Additional Attributes of a Service. Service classes can contain additional
quality attributes which are set while a service is executed. These attributes can
be used in user queries (in an execution condition and in a quality function, see
Section 4.4). Such attributes can be introduced, among others7, by base abstract

7The decision whether the additional quality attributes are introduced by separate abstract
“second-level” classes, or are defined at the level of non-abstract classes of services (with concrete
representatives) is left to an ontology designer. The suggestions of the authors are presented in
Footnote 6.
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services which collect certain common features of services, e.g. “chargeable ser-
vices” (assigned with the attribute of price) or “time-taking services” (assigned
with timing interval). The above attributes are not used in the abstract planning
process.

Modifying a World. Separating calls of single services is one of key concepts
in our approach. A service processes a world, irrespectively of how many services
brought it to the current form. The result of executing a service is a (possibly new)
world with a new state.

Definition 9. A service u is enabled (executable) in the current state of a world s

if:

— each object o from the lists consumes and requires of u can be mapped onto
an object in s, of the class of o or of its subclass; the mapping is such that
each object in s corresponds to at most one object from the above lists;

— for the objects in s which according to the above mapping are actual values
of the parameters in consumes and requires the formula preCondition of u

holds;
— the list mustSet of u does not contain attributes for which the objects which

are actual values of the parameters have the flag const set.

Definition 10. A service u executing in a current world s produces a new world
s’ in which:

— there are all the objects from s, besides these which were actual values for the
parameters in consumes of u;

— there is a one-to-one mapping between all the other objects in s’ and the
objects in the list produces of u, such that each object o from the list produces
corresponds to an object in s’ which is of a (sub)class of o;

— for the objects which according to the above mappings are actual values of the
parameters in the processing lists the formula postCondition holds;

— in the objects which are actual values of the appropriate parameters the flags
const of the attributes listed in mustSetConst of u are set, and the attributes
listed in mustSet of u have nonempty values;

— assuming the actual values of the parameters as above, all the attributes of all
the objects existing both in s and in s’ which do not occur neither in mustSet

nor in maySet have the same values as in the world s; the same holds for
the flags const of the attributes which do not occur neither in mustsetConst

nor in maySetConst. Moreover, all the attributes listed in mustSet or maySet
which have nonempty values in s, have nonempty values in s’ as well.
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4.4 Queries

The task of the composition system is to provide sequences of service calls (runs)
which can transform a world specified by a user into a desired world. Services which
can be used for building the above sequences are listed in the repository of classes
and objects. From the obtained sequences, the system can choose those satisfying
the execution conditions specified by the user, and then select those optimal from
the user’s point of view (i.e., considering the criteria he gave).

A user defines a query by describing an initial state of the world and a final
state required.

Definition 11 (Query). A query consists of the following elements:

— an initial domain — a list of named objects which are elements of the initial
world. The form of the list is analogous to the form of the list produces in the
description of a service;

— an initial clause specifying a condition which is to be satisfied by the initial
world. The clause is a propositional formula over the names of objects and
their attributes, taken from the initial domain. The grammar of the clause is
analogous to the grammar of the preCondition;

— an effect domain — a list of named objects which have to be present in the
final world (i.e., a subset the final world must contain);

— an effect clause specifying a condition which has to be satisfied by the final
world. The clause is a propositional formula over the names of objects and
their attributes from the domains defined above; references to the initial state
of an object, if ambiguous, are specified using the notations pre(objectName)
and post(objectName), analogously to the language used in the formulas
postCondition of services. The grammar of the effect clause is analogous to
the grammar of the postCondition;

— an execution condition — a formula built over services (unknown to the user
when specifying the query) in a potential run performing the required trans-
formation from the initial world into a target world. During the construction
of this formula, simple methods of quantification and aggregation are used;

— a quality function — a real-valued function over the initial world, the final
world and services in a run, which specifies a user’s criterion for valuating the
quality of runs. The run with the smallest value of this function is considered
to be the best one.

The last two parts of a query are used after finishing the abstract planning
phase and the first phase of concrete planning, which adjusts types and analyses
pre- and postconditions of concrete services. Due to the fact that in this work we
deal with abstract planning only, the language of quantification and aggregation
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used in execution conditions is in an early stage of development. Its complete
formalization will be a subject of our future work.

On the abstract level, the initial clause and the effect clause are specified as
DNF formulas over the predicates isSet and Exists. This means that (not taking
into account the variants of worlds following from the disjunctive form) the query
can be reduced to enumerating:

— objects in the initial world;
— objects in the final world, carrying an information which was present in the

initial world (which is done by using the same names for formal parameters);
— objects that have to be removed from the initial world;
— attributes which must have nonempty values in the final world;
— attributes which must have empty values (must be null) in the final world.

In other words, a list of objects in the initial domain and the DNF form of the
initial clause generates a number of alternative initial worlds whose states (values
of attributes) are set according to (possibly negated) predicates occuring in the
initial clause.

Examples of queries are presented below.

Example 6. User’s query:

— Initial domain: empty set
initial clause: true,

— Effect domain: w:WashingMachine,
Effect clause: w.id>0 and w.owner="Me" and

(w.name="Raccoon 1" or w.capacity>5),
— Execution condition: sum(s.price, s:ChargeableService) <= 1000,
— Quality function: w.capacity*10 - w.sum(s.price,

s:ChargeableService)/100.

On the abstract level the above query means that we request creating in the final
world an object of the class WashingMachine, of nonempty values of attributes:
either id, owner and name, or id, owner and capacity.

The next example shows an initial world generated from a query, and an “oblig-
atory subset” of a target world.

Example 7. Assume a user’s query is:

— Initial domain: f:Fruits

— Initial clause: f.capacity=100 or

(not isSet(f.capacity) and f.number=100 and f.weight=1)

— Effect domain: j:Juice

— Effect clause: j.capacity>0
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From the above query we create the following “working query” for the abstract
planner:

— Initial domain: f:Fruits

— Initial clause: isSet(f.capacity) or

(not isSet(f.capacity) and isSet(f.number) and isSet(f.weight))

— Effect domain: j:Juice

— Effect clause: isSet(j.capacity)

which generates two alternative initial worlds — both consisting of a single object
of the class Fruit, but of different states: the first one with a nonempty value of
the attribute capacity, the second one with capacity set to null, but of nonempty
values of number and weight. Moreover, the query generates a single “obligatory
subset” of the final world, consisting of an object of the class Juice with nonempty
value of capacity.

Definition 12 (Highlighted objects). An object is called highlighted w.r.t. a
user’s query if its name occurs both in the initial domain and in the effect domain
of this query.

Definition 13 (Equivalent worlds). Two worlds s and s’ are called equivalent
if the sets of their highlighted objects are equal, and their complements are equal
when names of objects are left aside (i.e., for each object o1 from one set there is
exactly one corresponding object o2 from the second set, such that o1 and o2 are
objects of the same class, and the values of all the attributes in both the objects
are the same).

5 A Complete Example

In order to illustrate our approach we first present a simple ontology, in which
abstract planning for our example can be done. For compactness of the description,
the notation of triples (similarly as in the language RDF) is used.

5.1 Model for Services Objects

The classes whose objects are processed by services are defined as follows:

Ware id integer

Ware name string

Ware owner string

Measurable capacity float
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Juice extends Ware, Measurable

Fruits extends Ware, Measurable

the class Ware models a thing which can be sold. The class contains the attributes:

— id, carrying the information “being concrete”; setting it to a nonempty value
means that a concrete instance or “portion” of a given thing has been selected
for further processing;

— name which describes what we are working on (but without referring to any
concrete instance/portion in the real world);

— owner which specifies an owner of the thing;
— Measurable which, using Java terminology, is an interface extending the prop-

erties of a class with the capability to be measured (expressed for simiplicity
by one attribute capacity).

Juice and Fruits are child classes of the classes mentioned above.

5.2 Services

A description of services is:

SelectWare produces w:Ware

SelectWare consumes null

SelectWare requires null

SelectWare mustSet w.name; w.owner

Selling produces null

Selling consumes null

Selling requires w:Ware

Selling mustSet w.id; w.owner

Selling preCondition not isSet(w.id) and isSet(w.name)

Selling postCondition w.owner!=pre(w).owner

FruitSelling extends Selling

FruitSelling requires w:Fruits

FruitSelling mustSet w.capacity

FruitSelling postCondition w.capacity>0

JuiceSelling extends Selling

JuiceSelling requires w:Juice

JuiceSelling mustSet w.capacity

JuiceSelling postCondition w.capacity>0
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MakingJuice produces j:Juice

MakingJuice consumes f:Fruits

MakingJuice mustSet j.id; j.name; j.capacity

MakingJuice preCondition isSet(f.id) and isSet(f.name) and

f.capacity>0

MakingJuice postCondition isSet(j.id) and isSet(j.name) and

j.capacity>0

Below, the word “service” is used to denote a class of services or a metaservice.

— SelectWare is a “searching service”, typical for e-market, which, given a query,
tries to select from the offers of services (not only selling ones) these corre-
sponding to the thing(s) requested. The service creates one or many objects,
but does not set their ids, leaving this to services which precise the portion or
item. It sets, however, the attribute owner, initializing it with the place where
a ware of interest was found (usually a shop).

— Selling is a selling service, operating on an existing object of the class Ware,
which is not precisely pointed to in the seller’s offer (nonempty value of owner,
but null id) but is of a precisely specified kind (nonempty value of name). The
service declares setting the attribute id and changing the owner. The new
owner is derived from the query.

— FruitSelling is a child service of Selling. It narrows the type of the objects
processed to an instance of the class Fruits. Comparing with Selling, it
declares additionally setting the attribute capacity with the positive amount
of the ware sold. The value is derived from the query. JuiceSelling is similar
to FruitSelling, besides the fact that the type of the objects processed is
narrowed to an instance of the class Juice.

— MakingJuice is a service which makes juice from fruits: it removes an object
of the class Fruits from the world, placing there an object of the class Juice
instead. The portion of fruits must be “concrete” (with a nonempty value
of id; we have also to know what kind and how much fruits we have, so
a nonempty value of name and a positive value of capacity are required).
The juice produced is also “concrete”, i.e., of the list of nonempty attributes
analogous to that for the input.

5.3 Query

The query specified as follows:

InitWorld null

InitClause true

EffectWorld j:Juice

EffectClause j.id>0 and j.capacity=10 and j.owner="Me"
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must be understood as “create a world which contains a concrete (id>0) instance
of juice of a given volume and whose owner is the requester”. The results generated
by our abstract planner for the above set of data will be shown in Section 7.1.

6 Abstract Planning

The result of the abstract planning phase is an abstract graph.
The abstract graph is a directed multigraph. The nodes of the graph are worlds

in certain states, while its edges are labelled by services. Notice that such a labelling
carries an information about which part of an input world (node) is transformed by
a given service (which is specified by actual values of the parameters in consumes

and requires of the service), and which part of the output world (node) it affects
(the lists produces and requires of this service). We distinguish some nodes of
the graph: these which have no input edges represent alternative initial worlds,
while these with no output edges are alternative final worlds.

A formal definition of the abstract graph is as follows:

Definition 14. An abstract graph is a tuple GA = (V, Vp, Vk, E, L), where

— V is a subset of the set S of all the worlds;
— Vp ⊆ V is a set of initial nodes;
— Vk ⊆ V is a set of final nodes;
— E ⊆ V ×V is a transition relation such that e = (v, v′) ∈ E iff L(e) transforms

the world v into v′, where
— L : E −→ U is a function labelling the edges with services.

6.1 A Composition Algorithm

Below, we show a forward-search-mode algorithm for automatic composition of
abstract services. The input for the algorithm consists of:

— an (OWL) ontology containing the services and objects they operate on;
— a user query specifying an initial world and a final world;
— a natural number k which limits the depth of the search.

The value k bounds the maximal number of services which can be composed to
transform the initial world into the final world. The algorithm builds an abstract
graph which shows how the worlds are transformed by executing services: its nodes
correspond to the worlds, and its edges to the services executed. The graph built
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Require: a query ϕ = (ϕS , ϕE), a maximal search depth k.
Ensure: a graph G
a queue Q
put the world described by ϕS into Q, assign them the depth 0, mark them as initial
while Q is nonempty

get s from Q
if s processed then

continue;
end if
if s satisfies ϕE then

mark s as final, mark s as processed
continue;

end if
if depth of s greater than k then

mark s as processed
continue;

end if
for each service S defined in the system do

//check whether the world s can be processed by S:
if s does not contain certain objects from S.consumes, S.requires then

continue;
end if
if s does not satisfy S.preCondition then

continue;
end if
generate all the subsets of the objects in s satisfying S.preCondition and such

that the attributes listed in S.mustSet have the flag const not set
for all element sp do

create the world s′p resulting from transforming sp by S
if exists v ∈ G such that v ≡ s′p then

add the edge sp
S→ v to G

add v to Q
else

add to G the node s′p and the edge sp
S→ s′p

add s′p to Q
end if

end for
end for
mark s as processed

end while

Fig. 1. Computing an abstract graph of services
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by the algorithm presents all the possible scenarios for transforming the initial
world into the final world using at most k services.

For a better readability we present a basic version of the algorithm, without
optimisations (Fig. 1). For simplicity of the description, we distinguish in the query
a part referring to an initial world (ϕS) and a part referring to a final world (ϕE).

7 Implementation

The abstract planner (see Fig. 2) is a tool which performs the first phase of web
services composition, i.e., abstract planning (planning in types). Our tool can be
accessed via a graphical user interface, or from a Java API.

As it has been described before, a state of a world is given by a set of objects
of classes defined in an ontology, and of attributes set in an appropriate way. A
composition of services consists in searching for sequences of services which can
transform a world which (together with its state) is specified as an initial one, into
a world satisfying some conditions requested. In our implementation:

— ontologies are modelled using the OWL language and the Protege environment;

Fig. 2. A structure of the application
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— OWL ensures a convenient way to define a hierarchy of types which are ei-
ther objects of classes derived from the class Service (representing services),
or objects which do not inherit from the above class (modelling items to be
processed by services);

— conditions on the input and on the output world of each service are specified
in the AtLa8 language using attributes of services;

— the ontology contains both types of services and concrete instances of services.

An input to the composition system is a query, in which the user specifies an
initial world Wb and a final world Wf, using the QLa9 language.

The composition is a two-stage process. The first stage builds an abstract graph
which describes possible solutions using types of services (and not their concrete
instances). We distinguish two worlds (together with their states): a start world
(at which the procedure starts) and an end world (a termination condition which
means that the user request is satisfied). Although the algorithms operate in BFS
mode, they can also work as a forward search (in such a case the start state is
given by Wb, and the termination condition is given by Wf) or as a backward
search (the start state is then given by Wf, and the termination condition — by
Wb).

The program is implemented in Java, using the following components:

— the graph library jgraphT (representation of graphs and operations on them);
— the module jgraph (graphs visualisation);
— the parser ANTLR of the AtLa and QLa languages;
— Jena library (accessing OWL files generated by the Protege tool).

In order to provide a nice presentation of the results, both abstract and con-
crete graphs (i.e., graphs with concrete instances of services, not described in this
work) are optionally represented in BPEL. This enables using visualisation and
processing tools designed for graphs described in that language. As the abstract
graph models directly the elements represented in BPEL (service calls, concurrent
executions of services), transforming it to the BPEL format involves only simple
translations of its structures into XML descriptions of BPEL constructions.

The approach presented enables also an integration with the Entish project [1].
In the project mentioned, the composition of services is based on matching their
input and output data types. A service is understood as a function which creates
a set of objects (documents) of precisely specified types, starting from another set
of documents. A service can be executed if it is provided with the objects of the
appropriate types. The above objects can be obtained in the following ways:

8ATtribute LAnguage.
9Query LAnguage.
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— an object of the appropriate type “is in the user interface” (was either placed
there by the executions of other services, or introduced there by hand);

— such an object was created by a service executed just before the current one.

If some objects required to execute a service are missing, then a user has to
create them “by hand”.

The above composition model can be transformed to the one proposed in the
chapter in an easy way. The mechanisms of hierarchy of types, validation formulas
and modification lists are not used, as there is no such mechanism in Entish types
space. The services read from the Entish repository are added to our ontology,
augmented with “our” processing lists (the input types of a service are used to
build the list requires, the output types — the list produces, the list consumes
is not used). The system of types of objects not being services is simplified (Entish
inheritance is not taken into account). The problem of the missing documents
which are to be created by an interaction with the user can be solved by using
the services which produce these documents (of the empty lists consumes and
requires).

The transformation described above is implemented in the current version of
our tool.

7.1 Using the Abstract Planner

The current version of the application requires installing the Java Runtime Envi-
ronment (in a version at least 1.6). After running the planner, one must load a file
containing an ontology, or to import an Entish repository (menu File). One can
also use a built-in generator of examples (menu Examples). The ontology loaded is
shown in both a graphical and text form in the bookmark ClassHierarchy (Fig. 3).
The bookmark Services enables to see the details of the descriptions and the in-
ternal representations of services (Fig. 4).

The main part of the tool is the bookmark Composition presented in Figure 5.
The panel in the left-hand side enables specifying the parts of a query which
describe an initial and a final world, setting the options required, and then running
the composition process.

The result of composition (a graph) is displayed in the window on the right.
The to BPEL button enables exporting the graph to the BPEL format. The tool
generates one or more BPEL files describing the results, depending on the ontology
loaded, on the query and on the options chosen.

Figure 6 shows a part of the graphical interface of the tool with the results
for the example of Section 5. The left-hand side of the screen contains a query
describing the initial world (empty) and the final world. The right part presents a
visualisation of the abstract graph generated by the tool using a backward-search
algorithm. The nodes marked in blue (dark grey in Fig. 3, 5, and 6) correspond to
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Fig. 3. The main screen of the tool. A diagram on the right shows the ontology, i.e.,
hierarchy of classes read from an OWL file for the example in Section 5

Fig. 4. Detailed information about services for the example in Section 5
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Fig. 5. Specifying a query for the example in Section 5

Fig. 6. The result for the example of Section 5

the initial domain (these are empty worlds). The green node (grey in the figures)
represents the final world, satisfying user’s request. Each path from an initial world
to the final world represents a sequence of services whose execution results in an
effect which satisfies the user’s request. The sequences obtained are:

— SelectWare, then FruitSelling and then MakingJuice;
— SelectWare and then JuiceSelling;
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— SelectWare, then Selling and then MakingJuice;
— SelectWare and then Selling.

It should be noticed that the planner generates all the possible paths, not only
these involving the services specified in a “most detailed” way.

8 Final Remarks

The system presented in this chapter is at an early stage of development. Our aim
is to prepare an easy mechanism for automatic composition, which can be applied
to various domains. Our areas of interest are e-commerce and web support for
medical services.

Directions of our future research involve a complete specification of the gram-
mars for the validation formulas of concrete services, and the problem of building
proxies connecting the composition system with real-world web services, together
with mechanisms enabling service registration. It seems also necessary to extend
the languages of formulas to a complete first-order language (with quantification).
In particular, the modification lists should become elements of validation formu-
las, which would enable specifying optional modifications of a world. Moreover,
solving further, bigger examples modelling real-world buisness processes will allow
to evaluate the practical applicability of the approach. As operating on very com-
plex ontologies can result in a state explosion, we are working on narrowing the
searching sets by various methods, including symbolic processing and reasoning in
ontologies.

The current version of our approach does not cover several aspects of web
services such as management of them or ensuring security with federation mech-
anisms. We also do not use any ideas originated from research on a web services
decomposition. Our aim in the near future is to integrate these ideas with our
solutions.
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Abstract. This chapter describes an innovative execution environment
for SOA applications that consists in a set of infrastructure services sup-
porting the service life cycle. These services are essential for distributed
application services provisioning, discovery, monitoring, and management
and operate over virtualized execution resources deployed over physical
infrastructure. This chapter describes the concept of a service-oriented in-
frastructure (SOI) and explains its role in the context of SOA application
deployment and execution. The system architectural elements and their
fundamental functionalities which have to be implemented to support the
managed, predictive and adaptive behavior of SOI, are specified.

Keywords: service oriented infrastructure, virtualized execution infras-
tructure, virtualized infrastructure monitoring

1 Introduction

Modern execution environments for SOA (Service Oriented Architecture) applica-
tions represent a set of infrastructure services supporting different stages of service
lifecycle. These services are essential for application provisioning, discovery, mon-
itoring, and management. They operate over virtualized execution resources de-
ployed in a physical infrastructure. This leads to a system with three basic layers:
physical, virtualization, and infrastructure, which together constitute an execution
infrastructure for SOA applications.

Each of these layers can be structured with service orientation principles in
mind, resulting in a so-called service oriented infrastructure (SOI). In modern
SOI, each layer can be split into several sub-layers. The physical layer typically

http://www.soa.edu.pl
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includes communication, computational and data storage sublayers. The virtual-
ization layer covers operating systems, server virtualization and operating system
virtualization. Virtualization technologies can also be applied in the infrastructure
services layer where typically containers supporting application service execution
are instantiated. These containers depend on implementation technologies and pro-
vide a suitable virtualization of operating system processes, e.g. JVM (Java Virtual
Machine) with the OSGi (Open Services Gateway initiative) container. They also
support SOA middleware execution platforms such as ESB (Enterprise Service),
application servers or MOMs. On top of this infrastructure business services can
be installed.

From the provider’s point of view each level of this highly complex infrastruc-
ture should be provisioned, monitored and managed. Software tools supporting
this activity deal with very sophisticated mapping of higher-layer functionality
onto lower-layer resources and mechanisms. In its most basic form, this process
includes configuration selection and QoS (Quality of Service) tuning. A more ad-
vanced model involves transforming the managed platform into a predictive system
and then into an adaptive system. Finally the most mature level autonomic system
behavior can be considered.

Adaptive (or autonomic) behavior of the system requires specification of the
goal that should be achieved as a result of adaptation or autonomic process real-
ization. Such a goal is usually expressed as a collection of QoS or QoE (Quality of
Experience) values to be attained. The adaptation/autonomic process is typically
performed as a set of actions fired by management rules.

This chapter introduces the concept of SOI and explains its role in the context
of SOA application deployment and execution. The architectural elements of the
system are specified, along with their fundamental functionalities which need to
be implemented to support managed, predictive and adaptive SOI behavior.

The structure of this chapter is as follows. First, the SOI model is introduced
in Section 2. Subsequently, manageability levels are briefly elaborated upon. The
concept and architecture of adaptive systems is discussed in detail and the basic
building blocks of such a system are explained in Section 3. Section 4 presents the
virtualization layer with particular attention to operating system and server vir-
tualization. In Section 5 an adaptive system prototype using Solaris Containers is
presented. This system relies on JIMS (Java Infrastructure Management System)
to manage Solaris Containers and Projects in an adaptive way. Section 6 presents
a similar concept for Xen VMs. A prototype called VEI (Virtual Execution Infras-
tructure) is described. Both prototypes follow similar architectural principles but
offer complementary features. Finally the role of the metadata registry is discussed
in the context of SOI management. This registry contains “glue-like” information,
supporting integration of the SOI multilayer architecture into one system. Data
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stored in this repository describes all categories of resources, in addition to config-
uration and service types which are supported by SOI. Access to this information
is required to support dynamic composition and interoperability of SOI elements.
The chapter ends with conclusions.

2 Service Oriented Infrastructure

The Service Oriented Infrastructure is based upon the SOA concepts of service pro-
viders and service consumers as applied to the computing, networking and storage
infrastructure.

SOI describes IT infrastructures in terms of services. The architecture encom-
passes all phases of the SOI lifecycle: design, provisioning, operation, decommis-
sioning and management, of services. It is relevant to the discovery of SOA-enabled
applications and mapping business processes onto the underlying infrastructure
and IT assets. Infrastructure Services typically use and/or provide a virtualized
pool of shared resources (servers, network, storage and infrastructure software)
which are deployed and managed in a highly automated way. SOI provides a foun-
dation support for Service Oriented Application Architecture and other application
architectures [1].

When demand for computing resources changes — for instance an application
requires more CPU, RAM, network or I/O bandwidth — a SOA-style request is
delegated to the SOI management framework. The IT infrastructure is treated as
a set of services that can be called just like any other service. To achieve such
automation, infrastructure services are exposed by a monitoring and management
system that must be orchestrated by a coordinator, using business rules. Such rules
are mapped from higher-level business applications down to infrastructure services,
based on application requirements [2]. SOI mechanisms deliver core infrastructure
services to the SOA applications, maintaining consistent service levels. This ar-
chitecture can be used for the automatic allocation of resources in real time as
application workload increases. Service Oriented Infrastructure guidelines provide
support for the following essential elements of SOI solutions [3]:

— lifecycle support to manage the deployment of SOI components;

— virtualization of infrastructure resources to provide a service interface for SOI
users;

— service management to ensure that the SOI solution provides the required
service characteristics.
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2.1 SOI Reference Model

Figure 1 presents the SOI reference model [1], as defined by The Open Group1 that
merges infrastructure services with applications and consumers, thus capturing all
activities related to management and monitoring of IT infrastructures. The model
defines the conceptual building blocks that must be provided in order to use a
service (or other element) in a SOI, when such an architecture is implemented.

The proposed architecture consists of the following elements:

Infrastructure Management Framework — a collection of software tools that
enable the management of IT infrastructures in an adaptive way, driven by
bussines rules.

Infrastructure Services — a collection of services that expose interfaces for
the management of specific infrastructure resources. Those services are imple-
mented as combinations of virtualized and physical services.

Fig. 1. SOI Reference Model

1The Open Group (http://www.opengroup.org/) is a vendor- and technology-neutral consor-
tium whose vision of Boundaryless Information Flows enables access to integrated information
within and between enterprises based on open standards and global interoperability.

http://www.opengroup.org/
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Virtualized Services — a collection of tools that are part of the software pro-
vided by a specific virtualization solution.

Physical Services — represent hardware, storage and operating system resour-
ces. They can also be mapped to low-level services related to identity manage-
ment (role-based configuration) or Single Sign-On (SSO).

Successful implementation of SOI involves a fusion of technologies, business
models and infrastructure management techniques. Specifically, SOI accomplishes
the goal of providing greater IT resource flexibility, efficiency and value generation
by intelligently matching physical services to meet business demands on a pay-per-
use basis. Intelligent matching refers to the combination of technologies, business
processes, applications and services that solve a specific corporate IT problem.
Merging provisioning and virtualization techniques is an effective approach to
providing adaptive SOI, meeting the business requirements of SOA application
users.

The provisioning process makes hardware and software available on an as-
needed basis. It has the ability to allocate or reallocate a broad variety of com-
puting resources, including servers, middleware, applications, storage systems and
network interfaces, to the applications and systems that need them. Provisioning
[4] addresses the tasks needed to deploy and activate a service. Whether dealing
with a new operating system or an application upgrade, provisioning shifts, adds
and changes components in a structured, repeatable process. It is an optimized
form of change management and capacity planning.

Virtualization refers to resource management by manipulating devices, storage
address spaces and data objects. Virtualization makes such resources more usable
and effective through aggregation, subdivision and substitution. A good example
of virtualization is an operating system, virtualizing the resources of a single com-
puter and providing the foundation for higher-level virtualization. The same idea
can be applied to computational resources such as servers, computer networks,
storage space and desktop terminals.

The interfaces provided by the virtualized services for servers, storage, net-
work and desktops enable management but also introduce their own challenges:
additional complexity that calls for more advanced and flexible management ca-
pabilities. The provided tools must simplify administrative tasks and operate in
a heterogeneous environment comprised of physical servers that are virtualized
using different operating systems, all of which must be provisioned, updated and
managed. The key requirements are:

Provisioning — there is a need for a centralized control of installation pro-
cesses for physical and virtual nodes running specific operating systems. Such
processes are also performed using pre-defined VM (Virtual Machine)/OS-
Container appliances that contain operating system “images” with preinstalled
software. A remote installation mechanism is required for new application
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services or updates without the need to physically log into guest VM/OS-
Containers.

Discovery — each node, whether physical or virtual, must be automatically dis-
covered, identified and described, irrespective of its state. Such information
must be stored in a global repository that is accessible for provisioning tools,
to deploy application services which require specific computational resources
and OS platforms.

Management — in a complex heterogonous environment, an important aspect
is the ability to manage all systems remotely from a centralized location in
terms of physical or virtual nodes, active services, disk utilization and system
performance.

Monitoring — accurate information must be provided about performance metrics
related to computational resource utilization. These metrics must be available
for system adminstrators through an integrated console and presented in a
uniform way.

Provisioning SOA applications over virtualized resources is a sophisticated pro-
cess, due to the large number of logical elements that have to be managed as well
as the complexity of installing modern applications. The deployment process is
dependent on many parameters which must be customized for each computational
element in the system.

2.2 Overview of Virtualization Technologies

Hardware and software advances introduce concepts of virtualization, which pro-
vides mechanisms for advanced management of resources e.g. devices, storage ad-
dress spaces and OS instances. There are several different virtualization technolo-
gies (Fig. 2), each provides resources consumption granularity, some degrees of
isolation and flexibility. They support ability that allows multiple OS and applica-
tion instances to run on the same server, having the illusion that is running within
its own hardware. It makes hardware resources more usable and more effective by
aggregation and ability for partitioning them together.

When comparing domains to virtual machines, they are a hardware or firmware
function that provides stronger isolation comparing to virtual machines. Booth of
them enable server virtualization and subdivide a computer’s physical resource
(CPU, RAM, Network), but domains typically have lower overhead. Disadvan-
tage of domains is a fixed number of hosted OS instances. Virtual machines are
also managed by a hypervisor which itself is an operating system implemented in
software and do not have fixed limits on number of running OS instances. Disad-
vantage of domains is architectural limit because they are only capable of running
on Sun T1/T2 or IBM hardware platforms. Domains and virtual machines host
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Fig. 2. Virtualization technologies

OS instances that also can be virtualized through OS virtualization techniques
and founding so-called multilevel virtualization.

OS containers can be running in VMs, but have minimal overhead and isola-
tion is accomplished by restricting the scope of system calls to the container from
which they are invoked, thus there is no need for CPU-intensive emulation per-
formed in hypervisiors. Solaris [5] or OpenVZ [6] containers can be created in large
numbers, even on machine with a single CPU and provide more granular resource
consumption control. OS Containers are available for many platforms including
UltraSPARC, Intel or AMD architectures, but because they are running in single
OS kernel it is not possible to mix and match software that requires conflicting
OS versions. When multiple users or software application workloads are sharing
the same domain, VM or OS container, it is possible that one workload would
monopolize access to computational resources. To prevent such scenarios, facilities
implemented in modern system resource management tools for instance by Sun
SRM (Solaris Resource Manager) or IBM WLM (Workload Manager), are used.
Workloads that are more important can be prioritorized along with other, less
cirtical workloads, and ensure that bussines crtitical applications have access to
required resources.

2.3 SOI and S3 Reference Model

When analyzing the relationship between SOI and the S3 Reference Model for
SOA, the Operating systems layer, which includes all application assets running
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in a virtualized IT infrastructure, is the main point of interest. SOI tools should
enable effective provisioning of databases, transaction processing systems, middle-
ware (e.g. J2EE or .NET) and SOA services running in a virtualized infrastructure.
In fact, the SOI architecture tends to deliver services that can be described as a
Platform as a Service (PaaS) and Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS).

PaaS exposes services on top of specific software platforms used to build higher-
level services. In the context of the S3 model, such a platform would enable pro-
visioning of SOA services at every stage of software development, testing, and
regular maintenance. PaaS might produce a platform that contains properly con-
figured OS, databases and application servers with pre-deployed SOA applications.

IaaS enables monitoring of SLA, resource utilization and capacity, as well as
controlling CPU assignments, network and I/O resources through the use of ap-
propriate standardized services with uniform access interfaces. Servers, storage
systems, switches, routers, and other components are pooled and made available
to handle workloads that range from application components to high-performance
computing applications.

Such an approach to exposing software and computational resources (both
physical and virtual) would also enable dynamic provisioning, reflecting the ap-
plications workload. There is a need for tools to monitor conditions and make
adjustments automatically. Construction of such tools involves merging many soft-
ware technologies and analytical methods which together form an SOI that enables
greater IT automation. These tools would expose the functionality required by the
QoS layer to monitor, log, and signal non-compliance with nonfunctional require-
ments defined in the Governance and policies layer.

2.4 Adaptive and Autonomic SOI

Adaptive and autonomic management of computing resources is not a new problem
in computer science. For decades, system components and software elements have
been evolving to deal with the increased complexity of system control, resource
sharing and operational management [7].

Introducing autonomic computing architectures in the scope of SOI provision-
ing would reduce manual overhead related to administrative functions through the
use of predefined policies. Developing components responsible for self-management
of IT infrastructures adds the following characteristics [8]:

Self-configuring — dynamic on-the-fly configuration abilities mean that an IT
infrastructure can adapt immediately, and with minimal human intervention,
to the deployment of new components or changes in the IT environment.
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Self-healing — any improper operations caused by system or application failures
are detected automatically and corrective actions are initiated without disrupt-
ing application services. Corrective actions can alter the state of a product or
influence changes in other elements of the environment.

Self-optimizing — an IT environment is able to efficiently maximize resource
utilization to meet SLA with minimal human intervention. In the near term,
self-optimization primarily addresses the complexity of system performance
management. In the long run, self-optimizing components may learn from ex-
perience, then automatically and proactively tune themselves in the context
of an overall business objective.

Self-protecting — the goal is to provide the right information to the right users at
the right time through actions that grant access based on the users’ role and
pre-established policies. A self-protecting IT environment can detect hostile
or intrusive behavior as it occurs and take autonomic actions to make itself
less vulnerable to unauthorized access, viruses, denial-of-service attacks and
general failures.

The evolution of IT lifecycle management (Table 1) in the scope of autonomic
computing solutions can be divided into five levels, as explained in [9, 10]:

Basic Level — on this level IT professionals manage each system element. Ac-
tivities related to configuration, optimization, healing and protection of IT
infrastructure components are performed manually.

Managed Level — on this level system management technologies can be used
to collect information from different systems. They assist administrators in
collecting and analyzing information. In this scenario, IT professionals perform
most of the analysis. This is the starting point for automation of IT tasks.

Predictive Level — on this level individual components monitor themselves,
analyze changes, and offer advices. Therefore, dependency on administrators
is reduced and decision making is improved.

Adaptive Level — on this level IT components can individually or collectively
monitor operations and offer advice with minimal human involvement.

Autonomic Level — ot this level system operations are managed by business
policies established by the administrator. In fact, business policies drive overall
IT management, while the adaptive level, interaction’s between humans and
the system.

The architecture of Autonomic Computing Systems (ACS) proposed by IBM
is presented in Figure 3 [10]. The basic elements of ACS are Autonomic Ele-
ments (AEs), i.e. interacting software agents which ensure self-management. Each
AE consists of two types of building blocks: an Autonomic Manager (AM) and
Managed Elements (ME) which are system components (hardware or software
applications). Autonomic managers execute according to defined policies and are
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Table 1. Division of IT management maturity levels according to processes, tools,
skills and benchmarks [8]

Basic Managed Predictive Adaptive Autonomic

P
ro

ce
ss

Informal,
reactive,
manual

Documented,
improved over
time, leveraging
best practices,
manual IT
performance
reviews

Proactive,
shorter approval
cycle

Automation of
best practices in
resource
management
and transaction
management,
driven by
service-level
agreements

All IT service
management
and IT resource
management
automated
according to
best practices

T
oo

ls

Local,
platform
and
product-
specific

Consolidated
resource
management
consoles,
problem
management
system,
automated
software
installation,
intrusion
detection, load
balancing

Role-based
consoles with
analysis and rec-
ommendations;
product
configuration
advisors; realtime
view of current
and future IT
performance;
automation of
repetitive tasks;
common
knowledge base
for inventory and
dependency
management

Policy
management
tools drive
dynamic
changes, based
on
resource-specific
policies

Cost/financial
analysis tools,
business and IT
modeling tools,
tradeoff analysis;
automation of
e-business
management
roles

S
ki

lls

Platform-
specific,
geographi-
cally
dispersed
technology

Multiple
platform skills,
multiple
management
tool skills

Cross-platform
system
knowledge, IT
workload
management
skills, some
business process
knowledge

Service
objectives and
delivery per
resource,
analysis of
impact on
business
objectives

E-business cost
and benefit
analysis,
performance
modeling,
advanced use of
financial tools
for IT

B
en

ch
m

ar
ks

Time to fix
problems
and finish
tasks

System
availability,
time to close
issue tickets
and work
requests

Business system
availability,
service-level
agreement
fulfillment,
customer
satisfaction

Business system
response time,
service-level
agreement
fulfillment,
customer
satisfaction, IT
contribution to
business success

Business success,
competitiveness
of service-level
agreement
metrics, business
responsiveness
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Fig. 3. Autonomic Computing System architecture

responsible for management of specific MEs that must expose sensor and effec-
tor interfaces. Sensors are used by AM to acquire monitoring data and then to
compare it with specified goals. Corrective actions are performed on selected MEs
through the use of effectors.

3 SOI Representation

Service-oriented infrastructure is defined as a set of technology-agnostic, standard-
ized services delivered from a pool of resources controlled by a centralized manage-
ment system. Reuse of services is of particular importance for many enterprises. In
order to make services reusable, developers need to publish their descriptions. For
small deployments, a documentation-based description can satisfy service users,
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but in case of large deployments, the introduction of a service repository is neces-
sary.

From applications point of view, a service repository is a catalog of available
services containing descriptions of their capabilities. In a way, a service-oriented
infrastructure provides an execution environment for (service-oriented) applica-
tions. The runtime environment can be reused by multiple applications at the
same time. Moreover, the configuration of services provided to an application can
be dynamically changed, especially in terms of quality of service and non-functional
properties.

In order to provide maximum flexibility, the service-oriented infrastructure is
typically decomposed into three layers:

— the physical layer, which represents physical resources related to computation,
communication and data storage;

— the virtualization layer, which refers to hardware operating systems and mech-
anisms for server virtualization;

— the infrastructure services layer, which includes containers supporting appli-
cation services.

The goal of SOI provider is to maximize the usage of infrastructure services
while not jeopardizing the requirements specified in application contracts. There-
fore, from the provider perspective, support for provisioning and management of
resources are the key characteristics that a well-designed SOI repository should
provide. Of course, when regarding infrastructure management, the provider is
sure to rely both on the SOI repository and (maybe to an even greater extent) a
monitoring subsystem. However, the repository by keeping track of available re-
sources, could help with selecting appropriate options for application deployment.

Service repository is a part of a larger compound — the IT Repository, which
forms a base of information regarding all IT components, services and their rela-
tions. It could be described as a federated view of information bases for domains
such as:

— application management;
— configuration management;
— operational management;
— architecture repository.

The SOI repository described in this section is focused mainly on infrastructure
configuration management, although the application management (in its deploy-
ment-related aspects) and operational management (especially user management)
are also important sources of information to be stored in the repository (Fig. 4).

From the infrastructure point of view, deployment of an application is based
on satisfying a set of requirements regarding the infrastructure services. The set
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Fig. 4. The sources of information to be stored in the SOI repository

of requirements (both functional and non-functional) defines a runtime environ-
ment for a particular application. In the deployment process, the description of
the environment is mapped to the virtualized execution infrastructure, which in
turn is mapped to the physical resources. The introduction of two stages mapping
allows for more flexibility in describing the runtime environment. As mentioned
before, many dynamically deployed applications are expected to reuse the same
shared virtualized infrastructure. Therefore, an authentication, authorization and
accounting scheme should be implemented inside the infrastructure.

The infrastructure elements database is expected to be constructed based on
management tools as well as dynamic discovery mechanisms. Many middleware
technologies provide registries of services that could be used as basis of service
repository inputs. Created and updated in the technology-specific service discov-
ery process, the registries can hold a lot of information regarding interfaces of con-
sumable services, which is particularly useful for automated searches. As examples
of such registries, consider the OSGi Service Registry, Service Location Protocol
Directory Agent, etc. The challenge is to unify these descriptions to provide a basis
for technology-independent searches. A number of physical infrastructure discov-
ery technologies (e.g. Universal Plug and Play) also exist. Again, the challenge is to
unify these descriptions using common terminology and to aggregate the metadata
describing the functionalities, interfaces, configuration options and requirements
of particular elements.

A simplified model for SOI repository contents, which refer to application de-
ployment, is presented in Figure 5.
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Fig. 5. Application deployment-related contents of the SOI repository

The application requirements are represented as an execution environment to
be mapped to available resources. Because the application is going to be executed
in a virtualized environment, the contents of the environment descriptor do not
refer directly to physical resources, but rather to virtualized entities. Even in case
of services provided by specialized hardware, it seems reasonable to wrap their
functionalities in the form of services (sometimes called pure-play services) in order
— for example — to change the hardware element without having the application
notice the change.

The contents of the repository need to be supervised by a group of administra-
tors. Therefore, the repository contents need to be presented to the administrator
based either on the query/response or publish/subscribe patterns, although it is
expected that in order not to overwhelm the administrator with large amounts
of data, the publish/subscribe pattern will be used only with regard to the most
important events, such as the discovery of new infrastructure elements, additions
of users, installations of new software, etc. In response to the events reported by
either the repository itself or other sources, the administrator will need to modify
the infrastructure. In such case, the repository can be used for providing central-
ized control of the process of installing physical and virtual nodes. To accomplish
the task, the repository should hold not only the descriptions of active entities, but
of inactive (ready for instantiation/deployment) as well. Moreover, to support the
process, the repository should cooperate with other tools, designed for performing
specific operations on particular systems, with regard to e.g. dynamic allocation
of resources.
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4 Virtual Execution Environment

Architectures based on the SOI concept assume a mapping between a typical
IT infrastructure and a set of services [1]. These services are usually based on
the usage of shared virtualized resources (servers, communication infrastructure,
data storage and applications). To ensure flexible mechanisms for creation of SOA
environments that exploit the SOI architecture concept, suitable mechanisms for
regulating resource access should exist. These mechanisms are called Resource
Management Systems (RMS for short) and are particularly important in situations
where resources are shared.

The usage of virtualization techniques is a natural evolution of existing RMS
in distributed environments. Hence, the solution presented in this section can be
treated as the answer to the question whether the virtualization offered by the
available technologies is mature enough to develop virtual computers and virtual
communication infrastructures to effectively organize processing in distributed en-
vironments. A key point point to address is whether efficient management of on-
demand resources with virtualization techniques is possible using mechanisms such
as dynamic infrastructure instantiation and resource allocation according to the
requirements of applications or changing environmental conditions. Such mecha-
nisms should be able to fully utilize the available infrastructure and decrease the
operational costs through resource usage reduction, with no impact on the service
QoS level.

A Virtual Execution Environment model that takes this approach into account
has been proposed and analyzed in the context of SOA-related technologies. The
novelty of the proposed approach can be expressed in terms of several important
aspects [11]:

— VEI integrates virtualized computing and networking resources;
— VEI can be deployed on demand, according to application requirements, on

the available physical resources in a shared infrastructure;
— once deployed, VEI can be modified during runtime so the running application

can obtain or release access to physical resources during execution;
— VEI runtime management can be performed manually or by a policy engine,

executing policy rules defined by the system administrator;
— VEI deployment and runtime management should be neutral from the per-

spective of SOA middleware usage.

The hierarchical management approach (Fig. 6) avoids many problems related
to scalability and decreases the global complexity of management systems. In the
proposed system specific management hierarchy levels correspond to the process
of mapping an application onto virtualized resources, which is performed in two
stages. The first binding is realized between physical and virtual resources, while
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Fig. 6. Hierarchical resource management in VEI

the second involves allocation of virtual resources to an application. The advan-
tage of this two-stage mapping is the simplification of resource allocation, since
operating on virtual resources rather than on physical ones allows us to express
application requirements at a higher level of abstraction.

The main task of VEI components is to control a number of virtual environ-
ments operating upon a shared physical infrastructure [12]. Control is executed by
a rule engine, which processes rules that govern the usage and sharing of resources
specified by users, based on application requirements. The other goal is to achieve
a tradeoff between a guaranteed level of QoS for applications executing within
VEIs and maximizing the utilization of shared resources.

4.1 VEI Architecture

The architecture of the VEI system is constructed according to current trends
in building distributed systems. One of the most important assumptions is the
decomposition of the environment into smaller components, each of which exposes
the functionality of a single service.

The designed VEI resource management system architecture consists of five
layers (Fig. 7). These layers result from the established concepts of using virtual-
ization as a management technique. The layers are as follows:

— the physical resource layer — the heterogeneous resources constituting the
infrastructure that typical computing centers are equipped with. Examples in-
clude physical computers, such as mainframes or PCs, communication infras-
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tructures, specialized devices used in computing environments for application
processing (such as disk arrays), etc.;

— the virtualization layer — this layer creates an abstraction of physical resources
through proper mechanisms. In order for this to be possible, the resources
must be properly instrumented. Instrumentation relies on provision of dynamic
resource grouping functionality. Therefore, the virtualization layer components
are responsible for:

VM creation;
enabling dynamic modification of virtual machine configuration (changing
the mapping and level of physical resource usage). This is accomplished
by modifying the dynamic VM parameters;
virtual network creation;
enabling dynamic modification of virtual network parameters.

The presented virtualization layer is also responsible for provisioning an in-
frastructure, which enables distribution of the operating system over VM in-
stances. This infrastructure must ensure access to disk images provided by
users and containing, among others, the operating system software, comput-
ing libraries, and applications, along with their required input data;

— the exposition layer — components added to adjust and unify the virtualization
layer mechanisms to simplify the interfaces for basic VEI resource management
functions:

representing monitoring data and system configuration using facts;

Fig. 7. Layered architecture of VEI components
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provisioning of services implementing localization of resources (specifically,
VEI system components realizing resource management); registration and
retrieval of other components;
resource management policy realization through exposed effectors.

— the management layer — the main task of this layer is to process information
about the environment state and operating procedures related to resource
allocation for distributed applications. During runtime, information about the
state of system components is collected as facts. This information is then
processed by a rule engine in order to take appropriate actions;

— the presentation layer — this layer consists of components enabling the end
user to affect the state of other system elements. It is implemented as a graphi-
cal interface, in the form of VEI system console. Each console can be connected
with one or more component instances representing and managing VEIs. Pre-
sentation layer components can gain access to other VEI components through
lookup services located in the exposition layer.

The VEI components can be located at various points in the physical infrastruc-
ture as they communicate over the network. The presented layers do not impose
any restrictions on component allocation.

5 JMX-Based Infrastructure Management System for SOI

SOA applications that run on SOI must be managed by a monitoring and man-
agement environment that understands the health of the infrastructure supported
by IaaS and PaaS services located in the operating system layer.

JIMS (JMX-based Infrastructure Management System) was initially developed
as a grid infrastructure monitoring tool [13, 14], but its flexibility and extensibility
allows its adaptation to different environments and scenarios. JIMS can monitor
multiple machines in the network, but a JIMS agent must be installed on each
of them. One machine (gateway) collects information from all other nodes and
exposes it for clients. This node can effectively communicate with other nodes and
can be accessed by clients using various protocols and technologies (including Web
Services).

The JIMS communication model depicted in Figure 8 can be split into four
architectural layers:

Instrumentation Layer. It provides infrastructure and Java application mon-
itoring information using specially designed sensor and effectors modules in-
stalled in the JIMS Monitoring Agent (JIMS MA).
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Fig. 8. JIMS layered architecture

Interoperability Layer. It provides a common point of communication with com-
puting nodes (also called Worker Nodes or WNs) in clusters through dedicated
access nodes (Access Node — AN) on which the JIMS Gateway in installed.

Integration Layer. It enables discovery of all accessible clusters and provides
an overall view of the Grid. This layer consists of Global Discovery modules
installed in the JIMS Gateway agent running on an Access Node in a specific
cluster.

Client Application Layer. It consists of applications connected to the JIMS
system, which consume information produced by the system.

The main features of JIMS which make it an attractive platform for monitoring
and management are:

Extensibility — it is very easy to extend JIMS functionality thanks to the JMX
technology. All that is needed is to create proper MBeans (Managed MBeans)
and to load them (JIMS can dynamically download classes from network lo-
cations);

Auto-configuration — JIMS agents (installed on monitored computers) auto-
matically discover each other. Almost no configuration is required. Moreover,
installing new modules (MBeans) on nodes is easy: they only need to be made
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Fig. 9. JIMS management environment for SOI

available in a networked repository and then nodes can use them. This archi-
tecture makes module updates very easy, since they only have to be updated
in the repository, then nodes will download them automatically;

Platform independence — JIMS is written in Java, therefore it can be run on
any platform. JVM availability is the only requirement. Although some mon-
itoring modules parts are platform-dependent, they are still easy to develop
(only the system-dependent parts must be re-implemented);

Uniform monitoring and management interface — each resource moni-
tored by JIMS is represented as an MBean and can be accessed by any JMX-
compliant client, whether it is a graphical user interface or a Java application
with an embedded management logic.

JIMS also offers control functions for managing the underlying resources and
executing operations. These can be used as executors and effectors in an autonomic
element of the ACS architecture.

The management environment installed with the JIMS system can be divided
into six logical layers, shown in Figure 9.

The first two layers represent managed resources (hardware and software infras-
tructure, network, etc.) as well as access methods forming the interfaces for control
and monitoring. The second layer, i.e. the resource access layer, uses vendor-specific
resource interfaces and various methods for communicating with the operating
system and other managed components. The third layer, the resource abstraction
layer, is the de-facto JMX instrumentation layer, with JIMS agents installed on
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each managed element. This layer contains managed beans (MBeans) representing
underlying resources in a uniform way. It also provides a set of interfaces used
for monitoring and management. Because all these interfaces are coherent and
conform to the JMX specification regardless of the access methods in the second
layer, they constitute a common and open resource interface (API), which can be
used to build an Autonomic Element. In order to fulfill the AC requirements, the
abstraction layer underlies another dedicated layer, providing a set of additional
services in support of autonomous management. These functions include discov-
ery mechanisms for finding and organizing managed elements found in local [13]
and wide-area networks [15], system auto-configuration, management functions
for controlling the JIMS system itself as well as the functionality necessary for
loading and installing additional modules during runtime. The next layer, i.e. the
connectivity layer, provides remote interfaces for accessing resources using vari-
ous protocols and tools. Among those protocols the most important ones include
connectors for RMI and SOAP communication, where clients can connect using
the Dynamic Invocation Interface (DII) or dynamic proxies. The SOAP connec-
tor can also act as a secure and stateful Web Service for communication with
clients written in popular programming languages (Perl, C/C++). An important
feature of all these communication components is the common connector inter-
face, implemented by all protocol-specific connectors. This fact makes the JIMS
API coherent in all possible protocols and ready for future extensions. Protocol
adaptors can in turn be used as front-ends extending JIMS functionality for use
with certain types of standard management applications. Well-known adaptors for
JMX include SNMP and HTTP/HTML protocol adaptors. They can be used in
situations where specialized clients or JMX consoles are not suitable and cannot
be applied.

In order to be monitored by the JIMS system, each computational node (phys-
ical or virtual) must have a generic JIMS agent installed, as depicted in Figure 10.

Fig. 10. JIMS Agent components
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Three groups of MBean components can be distinguished: resource compo-
nents, core services components and communication components. The first group
has already been described and is responsible for translation of particular-vendor
specific interfaces into a common API. Service components are responsible for auto-
configuration, dynamic loading and self-organization. Another interesting feature
of the JIMS services layer is its self-organizing facility which relies on Discovery
Responders installed in each generic JIMS agent, set up to listen to a well-known
multicast address and responding to the JIMS gateway with the address of an RMI
connector, which is a mandatory element of each agent. When the generic JIMS
agent discovers that it is installed on an access node (a node exposed in the public
network for communication purposes, acting as a gateway between the public wide
area network and the monitored resources, hidden behind firewalls and deployed
in a private address space), it automatically loads the JMX Gateway module. The
Gateway module is responsible for organizing generic agents into a federation and
acts as a mediator between remote clients and these agents. The JIMS Gateway
running in the interoperability layer discovers generic agents. Gateway agents act
as a proxy, exposing the management functionality of the underlying agents in
the form of Web Services and provide access to the available resources using a
single unified interface. This interface makes extensive use of reflection (based on
the Java Reflection API), i.e. it does not define particular management methods
and attributes, but is generic for the purposes of accessing any type of inter-
face operations and attributes in existing and future managed objects (MBeans).
The self-organizing facility is also responsible for organizing federations in a wide
area network. The module that carries out the work of federation registration and
heartbeating is the Global Discovery Service (GDS), responsible for organizing the
JIMS system in the WAN. This aspect is elaborated in detail in [15, 16]. Autocon-
figuration elements (not shown in the figure) enable JIMS to learn the features of
the surrounding environment and load proper modules with sensors and effectors
using the dynamic loading JMX functionality (MLet service). The main idea be-
hind dynamic loading of components using the MLet service is based on reading
component descriptors and downloading the actual components (JAR files). The
types of loaded modules depend on the discovered features of the environment
where the agent is started.

By implementing a discovery service, JIMS provides a very simple yet pow-
erful mechanism for the auto-discovery of Java applications to be automatically
monitored and managed by JIMS. It relies on the instrumentation mechanism first
made available in the Java 1.5 release, which allows instrumentation of Java appli-
cations running within JVM with the Java agent option (module) enabled. Such
an agent must provide a class with a premain method, which is called before the
main method of the application class. Our implementation of this agent initial-
izes the JIMS discovery mechanism, enabling automatic discovery of applications
within a running JVM instance.
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6 Summary

The SOI concept results from applying service orientation principles to SOA ap-
plication execution infrastructures. The manageability of computational and com-
munication resources has significantly increased due to substantial progress in the
area of multilayer virtualization technologies offered by operating systems and
specialized middleware. Virtualization technologies, providing flexible sharing of
computer resources with QoS guarantees, are being developed to improve the uti-
lization of high-performance hardware. The monitoring and control mechanisms
offered by these technologies make it possible to expose computer resources as
services, managed via well-defined interfaces.

Exposing computer resources as services enables us to apply policy-driven con-
trol mechanisms to their adaptive management. Services can be exposed in a stan-
dard way using the JMX technology. This approach seamlessly integrates system
and application levels, as both can be programmed in Java.

It is necessary to point out that dynamic control of virtualized physical re-
sources exposed as services is the only effective way to ensure application service
QoS. Business-level requirements referring to QoS should be mapped onto control
decisions affecting the operation of the SOI.

For more complex applications deployed as clusters of cooperating services, ex-
posing each category of resources (e.g. CPU power, memory, network bandwidth,
etc.) separately might not be enough. Such scenarios require integrated, synchro-
nized control of several resource categories at the same time, leading to the concept
of a virtual grid or networked cloud computing.

There is no doubt that SOI is going to become the most fundamental S3 layer,
with substantial impact on the performance of SOA applications. Its increasing
role reflects the progress in the development of virtualization technologies.
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Abstract. The idea of dynamic, searchable conglomerates of Internet of
Things (IoT) devices to be accessed by SOA services has been proposed and
implemented. The main goal of this idea is to provide a single, consistent
solution for the following problems: (1) efficient searching for IoT devices
to be used “at the place”, (2) dynamic (re)configuration of device groups to
fulfill extended needs by providing complex functionality, (3) dynamic way
of programming device behavior, and (4) efficient support for IoT devices
with handicapped access and/or functionality. The solution is based, on the
one hand, on application of a dedicated ontology related to a classification
of IoT devices and their capabilities, and on the other hand, on the required
functionality of the system from the point of view of SOA services. The
ontology is to be interpreted at run-time, enabling the contextual choice of
optimal devices according to dynamically changing circumstances, place of
interaction, user/SOA service grants and restrictions, etc.

Keywords: ontologies, calm computing, Internet of Things (IoT), SOA

1 Introduction

Nowadays, we observe a boom of small computer devices helping people in their
everyday activities. Personal-Area networking (PANs), body networks (BANs),
calm-computing environments, or more generally Internet of Things (IoT) — there
are plenty of devices everywhere waiting to assist humans, able to cooperate to
observe different goals, and exchanging data with each other, as well as the environ-
ment. Such a diversity of IoT devices makes them hard to control, to synchronize
and cooperate, to organize some complex services and functionality, etc. Moreover,
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as humans carry some personal devices with them, these devices are ready to inter-
act with at-the-place counterparts in ad-hoc mode. This mode of usage provokes
several problems, mainly related with interfacing, functionality equivalence and
replacement, local and global searching and accessibility, mutual cooperation to
observe common goals, and many more.

In parallel to IoT development, a trend is observed to massively apply SOA ser-
vices [1] implementing business models, and cooperating with humans to achieve
common business goals [2]. Currently, such a cooperation tends towards the au-
tomation, i.e., replacement of traditional human-related activities by device func-
tionality, with respect to the above-mentioned trend of mass application of different
computer devices in different contexts and for diverse business purposes. As a re-
sult, the emergence of contextual usage of IoT devices controlled by SOA services
is observed.

So far SOA services were targeted on interaction with humans. Such services
were usually implemented for human-related purposes and business goals. While
some system functionality, so far reserved for humans, is now being shifted to
devices for automatic treatment, a need for new interfacing methods arose among
these devices and SOA core.

While discussing a possible implementation of the above idea of connecting IoT
devices and SOA services, one may enumerate several problems of different nature,
both business-related and technical. Business-related problems are to be solved
by SOA functionality. As such, this is not the main goal to be discussed in this
chapter. Several technical problems are already solved as well, such as efficient and
reliable radio communication, routing and addressability, even anonymity vs. secu-
rity and tracking. However, the following issues are still open: (1) the standardized
classification and representation of device groups (classes) enabling cooperation of
different devices with the required functionality, (2) unified representation of static
(“I am able to open doors”) and dynamic (“I am related with the doors you are
currently looking at”) device capabilities, (3) definition of searchable, contextual
catalogues of devices and device capabilities, dynamic run-time determination of
“the right device at the right place”, and (4) dynamic grouping of some devices
into bigger conglomerates with extended functionality (“I will open the doors once
you prove your access rights using any of your BAN devices”).

In this chapter a single technology is proposed to solve all these problems.
The idea is based on ontological representation of devices, their capabilities, and
of possible cooperation towards programmable device conglomerates. The ontol-
ogy [3] may be parsed at run-time, enabling a contextual choice of optimal de-
vices according to dynamically changing circumstances, place of interaction, user
grants and restrictions, etc. The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows.
First, preliminary assumptions are given about possible ways of representation
of functionality and state of IoT devices. Second, the design and usage of device
conglomerates is introduced and discussed, taking into account different ways of
programming targeted and observed device functionality, and proxying access to
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some communication-limited devices, such as simple switches and locks. Finally,
application areas of device conglomerates are enumerated, related with dynamic
searching for choosing and using particular devices in the mode “the right device
at the right place in the right moment”.

2 Representation of IoT Devices — Preliminary
Assumptions

The design and implementation of the idea of searchable, dynamic device conglom-
erates is based on several assumptions which are enumerated below.

First, the definition of a IoT device (Internet-of-Things device [4]), called some-
times a calm-computing device, has to be specified. An IoT device is a small, spe-
cialized electronic device capable to provide certain functionality and operating
at certain geo-location, waiting for a possibility of an interaction with a user or
his/her personal device. A way of interaction, i.e., device functionality and interfac-
ing, is based on: (1) a device group — a conglomerate of certain devices operating
at the same geo-location and cooperating to observe a common goal, (2) a dynamic
context (some independent parameters determined by the environment, external
requests, etc., and (3) some preferences and requirements about the interacting
entities, mainly humans. IoT devices may differ by functionality, specialization,
communication possibilities, data-processing and data-storing capabilities, as well
as interaction methods with humans, animals, and other devices.

It is assumed that usually IoT devices are not to be called (identified) by name.
Instead, an automatic searching procedure is provided for certain geo-localization
and required device functionality, with the dynamic allocation of given named
devices at run-time. The device cataloging, linking, and searching processes should
be independent on business logic implemented as SOA services. As a consequence,
SOA services may use the full potential of the devices at-the-place without a need
for detailed knowledge on device location, capabilities, communication methods,
etc.

As the possible set of IoT devices is huge, moreover, evolving over time, it
was assumed that the devices are grouped into generic device classes. The classes
are modeled as a graph, with a hierarchical structure enabling single- and multi-
inheritance. Each class is described by certain parameters (some parameters are
inherited from the super-classes in the class hierarchy, similarly to object-oriented
programming paradigm). The class instances, with strictly declared values of the
parameters, represent the given devices.

Both device classes and instances are represented as an ontology. To store and
manipulate the ontology, OWL standard is used, and Protégé environment is ap-
plied. An interaction of devices and their classes, on one hand, and SOA services,
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on the other hand, is based on a dynamic comparison of device capabilities (de-
termined on the base of device descriptions and current state of device instances),
and service requirements (invocation parameters). It is assumed that both device
capabilities and service requirements are represented by the ontology.

Usually, a coherent group of heterogeneous devices is contacted rather than
a single one. Thus, conglomerates of devices are provided. A conglomerate is a
graph of statically linked devices, with an internal structure, to be interpreted at
run-time. During the interpretation, late binding is applied to link device classes,
directly pointed by the conglomerate, with the given device instances. This binding
depends on (1) the invocation context, (2) the invocation parameters, such as
keywords and description, and (3) the service requirements (direct parameters).
Similarly to previous system elements, all the conglomerates are represented by
the ontology.

For each device class, a Java code may be provided to implement the detailed
behavior (contact) of any device belonging to this class. This code must be pre-
pared according to certain rules, e.g., must observe given Java interface and must
implement certain Java methods. A Java implementation of a device substantially
extends device capabilities, especially for those devices with no software represen-
tation (such as switches, sensors, and similar hardware devices), devices with no
geo-location, etc.

In the next sections of this chapter, proxying access and representing the state
of IoT devices (Section 3), as well as basic way of design (Section 4) and interpre-
tation (Section 5) of device conglomerates is described.

3 Proxying Access and Functionality of IoT Devices

The significant differences of devices produced to achieve different functionality
and operating in different environments cause a lack of standardization, followed
by the situation when a connection between a computer and an IoT device is
defined by the producer of the IoT device, with no respect to other solutions.

To bypass the lack-of-standardization problem mentioned above, we introduced
an interconnection layer among computer systems and IoT devices, as a proxy an
access to selected devices. Our approach aims in providing a proxy service for
each IoT device. Proxy functionality is twofold. First, a proxy standardizes on-line
access to the device, from the system point of view, hiding some technical details
related with a communication to/from a device. Second, the proxy possibly enables
caching device state, making it possible to provide some details about the device
without the need access this device (off-line access), and thus limiting some device
restrictions such as a trade-off between a need for energy savings and an amount
of information exchanged.
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In the following subsections, first, categories of calm-computing devices are
presented and discussed towards a standardized, generic access method. Second,
sample implementation of a test system is described.

3.1 Categories of IoT Devices

IoT devices may be classified according to several criteria, categories and types,
which are enumerated below.

First, these devices may be divided into the following categories, with respect
to the observed device functionality:

— Passive InfraRed motion sensors (PIR);
— Photo-Electric Beams;
— Ultrasonic sensors;
— Microwave sensors;
— Vibration sensors;
— Smoke, heat and carbon monoxide detectors;
— Weather stations;
— Identification devices — i.e. Radio Frequency IDentification (RFID) or Near

Field Communications (NFC), and
— Motion detection.

Second, with respect to communication type, IoT devices may be divided into
input and output devices. A mixed mode of communication is also possible, how-
ever, quite rarely applied — most of IoT devices are specialized towards either
output-only, or input-only communication.

Third, IoT devices may be of either analog or digital nature, depending on
the type of equipment used. If the device provides analogic input/output only,
a hardware converter must be used to convert the analogue signal to a digital
counterpart. We assume that such a converter is provided for each analogue device,
and possibly signal range is well defined in the terms of digital conversion.

Devices with digital input/output must be accompanied with some additional
information about the format of the data to be exchanged with the device. Due
to the nature of this formatting information, as well as the physical way of the
communication with a device, the following device types are distinguished:

— binary input/output — information exchanged is binary; it points out only
two states (“on” and “off”), to be represented in a computer system by logical
values “true” and “false”;

— three-way input/output — beside binary signal, a “pre-alert” signal is sent
to warn about a possible abnormal functioning of a device (sometimes this
subtype is also called a “parameterized” line);
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Table 1. Summary of classifications of IoT devices

Type of
Signal encryption Signal type

IoT device 2 3 n
data

analogue digitalframe
Passive InfraRed + – – – + –
Photo-Electric Beams + – – – + –
Ultrasonic sensors + + + – + –
Microwave sensors + – – – + –
Vibration sensors + – – – + –
Smoke detectors + + – – + –
Heat detectors + + – – + –
Weather stations – – + + – +
Identification devices + – – + – +
Motion detection + – – + – +

— continuous values — possibly input/output value is only limited by its domain,
such as the possible temperature range for a thermometer;

— digital data frame — some datagrams are defined to be exchanged with a
device in order to precisely describe the data. Datagram format and content
is usually producer-dependent.

A summary of all the above-mentioned classifications and IoT device types are
presented in Table 1.

To meet different requirements and expectations related to the use of IoT de-
vices, a proposed communication proxy must be generic enough to deal with all the
above mentioned classifications and device types. In the proposed implementation,
we decided to introduce software proxies, residential at given computer hosts, to
be programmed at-request according to the required device functionality and the
way of its use.

To define proxy functionality, Java [5] was chosen as a programming language.
Each proxy service is implemented using Apache Axis 2 framework [6], as an in-
dependent Web service. Web service communication is based on SOAP protocol
[7]. The main goal of a proxy it to: (1) hide details related with physical commu-
nication with a given IoT device, (2) track device addressability and connectivity,
and (3) cache the current device state and update this information according to a
certain caching strategy.

A proxy stands for a programmable broker between an IoT device and a
computer-based system core. As such, this broker requires a proposal/adaptation
of two communication methods: one for the physical communication of a proxy and
a corresponding IoT device, and one for the communication with the core system.
Below, a discussion is provided about the possible choices of some communication
standards for both communication types mentioned above, with respect to possible
device diversity.
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3.2 Physical Communication of a Proxy and Corresponding IoT
Device

Physical communication between a proxy service and a IoT device may be currently
realized by means of the following channels:

— traditional COM (serial) and LPT (parallel) interfaces;
— wireless connections (IrDA, Bluetooth, WiFi);
— serial-transmission cables, such as USB, FireWire, SCSI bus, etc.;
— Local Area Network (LAN) connections (Fig. 1).

Each proxy service provides a separate Web service equipped with a given
communication method, for a single device it is connected with (Fig. 2).

Fig. 1. A sample IoT device with LAN
connection

Fig. 2. Basic proxy architecture
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In our current implementation, the COM interface has been chosen as a basis
for proxy connections with real devices, such as manual switches and LEDs. For
the purposes of the testbed, the following devices were connected:

— two two-state LEDs as output devices;
— two two-state monostable manual switches as input devices;
— one manual switch as an additional input device.

Beside on-line access to IoT devices (reading device state for input devices, and
setting such state for output devices), the current proxy implementation stores and
provides at-request a history of past invocations. This feature is not used directly
by the ontology-based tested implementation; however, it was found quite useful
for early-testing purposes.

3.3 Communication Proxy — Core Computer System

As was mentioned at the beginning of this section, on-line access to an IoT device
via its proxy makes it possible to check/set its device state, and store/fetch its
invocation history. Such information is to be accessed by a computer system by
means of a proxy URL and a dedicated language implemented as a set of certain
text-based commands. The commands are to be sent via HTTP PUT method
to the proxy service identified by the URL proxy address, interpreted there, and
changed to the appropriate invocations of real devices. A result of an interaction
with a device is in turn sent as proxy HTTP response. For current testing pur-
poses, a fixed set of commands, their parameters and possible responses have been
defined, precisely the following four commands:

— ON — indicates that the device is turned on;
— OFF — indicates that the device is turned off;
— STATUS — returns the status of the device, the device may be turned ON or

OFF;
— HISTORY — returns the history of the queries addressed in the past to the

proxy.

To facilitate a definition of different proxies with similar functionality, a generic
Java interface was defined to describe the communication protocol between this
proxy and IoT device interconnected. This interface includes some methods used
to establish a connection, further send and receive data, and finally close this con-
nection. Each communication channel must implement this interface to separate
the communication standard with the core computer system, and the one related
to the physical communication with selected IoT device. Each time one plan to
develop a new proxy, either an existing communication interface implementation
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is chosen, or a designer is forced to develop certain Java code. Such an approach
makes it possible to semi-automatize the process of development of new proxies —
once a communication method, that was already used in the past, is chosen, there
is no need to write a new separate Java code — one has to select and register only
the code that is already available.

4 Design of Device Conglomerates

4.1 Overview of OSL

Device conglomerates are represented as ontology sub-trees. To facilitate the task
of design and further interpretation of a conglomerate, the specialized Ontology
Scripting Language OSL has been developed. This language, being a mixture of
ontology-related entries, arithmetical and logical expressions, and links with Java
code, is a unique, generic tool for the preparation and execution of any conglomer-
ate of arbitrary complexity, and late-binding for device instances (i.e., given device
implementation). It is worth to note that OSL descriptions are fully represented
within a single ontology, thus it is not needed to apply any other programming
language (except for Java code for device instances) during the process of design
and execution (interpretation) of the conglomerates.

OSL has been developed to provide a generic way of definition of a behavior
of complex sets of inter-connected devices. OSL conglomerates, however, are not
just complex objects, with both a static structure and an interpretation flow.
Instead, OSL conglomerates are characterized by a static composition, based on
static definitions of device classes, and a dynamic interpretation flow, with lazy
binding of device instances according to the current interpretation context.

The above mentioned device classes are divided into two basic groups: the
classes related with given generic devices (so called device classes), and some
pre-defined classes related with non-existing, artificial devices called virtual-device
classes. Both groups are not fixed, i.e., they may be extended at any time by system
designers. While the first group is used to contact and use real, existing devices of
any type, the latter group is devoted to help the organization of a conglomerate
by providing “composition” functionality similar to a composition of a program (a
script): conditional choice, loops, variables, etc.

Both groups of classes may have instances, also represented as ontology en-
tries. An instance of a device class is responsible for a contact with a given, single
device, while an instance of a virtual-device class is a representative of a part of
conglomerate composition (a counterpart of a program statement). The instances
operate with fixed values of parameters, based on the current context (conglom-
erate invocation parameters).
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The interpretation of a conglomerate starts with a dedicated virtual-device
class names Activity. Each activity may be composed of several Actions. A single
Action represents either a device class, or a virtual-device class. In the first case,
a dedicated Java code is executed statically linked with the class, however, pa-
rameterized with some values of context parameters. In the latter case, according
to the current context, several Actions may be involved linked with the currently
examined Action by actual values of context parameters.

In the next sections, several OSL issues are described, starting from naming
and value space, via arithmetical and logical expressions, to pre-defined virtual
devices representing typical code statements such as a choice, a loop, a variable
definition, a method call, etc.

4.2 OSL Naming Space

As described above, three basic kinds of entities are represented in OSL: values
and their types, optionally linked to parameters, in turn providing a context of
invocation, classes, and their instances.

OSL value stands for a single value of a given type. To represent values and
their types, the following dedicated ontology classes are provided.

A TYPE ontology class is used to represent the optional types of values. Cur-
rently, the following predefined types are included in the ontology:

— Type BOOLEAN (logical value TRUE or FALSE);
— Type NUMBER (numerical value of Java double domain);
— Type STRING (any string of characters, could be empty);
— Type UNTYPED (representing any other type that the ones presented above).

This list is not closed, in particular new types may be included such as
Type GPS (geo-location), Type DATE and Type Time. The final content of the
type list depends on the application area.

A VALUE is a pair of string-based representation of a given value, and sug-
gested value type (as described above). A value may be empty. In such case, for
some types (such as a number) the value is undefined (to be treated as non-
existing).

A NAME is a string-based, non-empty name. Names are always of type
Type STRING. Names may be composed of any characters.

A PARAMETER stands for a pair composed of a name and a typed value.
Parameters may be of a constant value (fixed parameters, such as PI=3.14... and
E=2.71....), and with a value evolving over time (variables).
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4.3 OSL Expressions

The OSL language enables the use of variables. Variables are to be searched by
name, with values (represented by the ontology class VALUE) interpreted accord-
ing to their types (ontology class TYPE). A variable value may be accessed inside
an expression. The full expression grammar is provided in Appendix A, in BNF
notation, being an input for Cup-of-Java YACC compiler [8].

Expressions are stored as variable values. An expression is interpreted, accord-
ing to the above-presented grammar rules, each time a variable value containing
this expression is to be accessed. For example, accessing a variable called “Addi-
tion” with its value equal to “2 + 2” results in a final expression value equal to
“4”.

To enable accessing current values of variables inside expressions, a variable
name should be accompanied with parentheses “{” and “}”. Current variable values
are always fetched just before an expression evaluation. For example, the following
variable set (XML-like syntax has been used for the clarity of the example):

<Variable name = ”TWO”, value = ”2” >

<Variable name = ”THREE”, value = ”3” >

<Variable name = ”EXPRESSION” value = “{TWO} + {THREE}” >

results in value “5” once variable “EXPRESSION” is accessed. Note that the cur-
rent values of variables composing the expression may change, providing different
results for different computations.

To create a new variable, and to update its value, dedicated virtual-classes
are used, these will be described in details later in this section. More examples of
variable usage will be given as well.

4.4 OSL Entry Point

OSL ontology tree is going to be browsed starting from certain class of virtual
devices called Activity. Similar to Main procedure in Java/C programming lan-
guage, named Activity stands for an entry point for a conglomerate. Each Activity
is composed of four elements:

— Activity name, being conglomerate identifier at the same time;
— Activity description, represented as a set of keywords;
— list of Activity formal parameters;
— an OSL Action (cf. next section) element starting an interpretation of the

conglomerate.
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As for current implementation, no dedicated possibilities of a conglomerate are
stated as invocation (Activity) parameters, such functionality will be provided for
the next version of OSL interpreter.

Activities may be invoked by:

— providing activity name (upper- and lower-case characters are not distin-
guished);

— providing a list of keywords, each of such keywords must be present in activity
description, either as a whole word, or a part of a word.

Once invoked, either as a result of providing activity name as one of the invoca-
tion parameters, or comparing the sets of keywords and detecting all the activities
fulfilling certain criteria, an Activity inspect the list of formal parameters. For each
parameter of a given name, and existence of its counterpart of the same name is
inspected in the invocation context. If found, a named variable is created, with
context value standing for current variable value. If not found, and a value is de-
clared for an activity formal parameter, this value is used to establish a variable,
in a similar was as in the previous case. However, if a value is neither provided in
the context of invocation, nor in the list of formal parameters, an error is signaled
and the Activity is not interpreted at all.

After successful completion of all invocation parameters, an OSL element is
determined declared as an Action of this Activity. An Action is a representative
of a device class, or a virtual-device class. Predefined Actions are described in the
next section. However, this list is not closed, as each designer is entitled to provide
his/her own Actions for both real and virtual devices.

4.5 OSL Actions

Overview. Each OSL Action is composed of a certain Java code, and this fact is
pointed out in the ontology by a link of each Action with certain name of a Java
class implementing the predefined OSLStatement interface. The detailed definition
of this interface is given in Appendix B. To facilitate the creation of different Ac-
tions, it is assumed that each class implementing OSLStatement interface is also
inherited from the class OSLStatementEmpty described below (empty-statement
implementation). This basic implementation class is equipped with several meth-
ods to access the ontology, manipulate variables, compute expression results, etc.

The predefined OSL Actions related to virtual devices are based on a typical
shell programming language, interpreting the following statements:

— Empty statement;
— Variable declaration and updating statement;
— Choice (counterpart of IF-THEN-ELSE) statement;
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— Loop (counterpart of DO-WHILE and REPEAT UNTIL loops);
— Sequence (counterpart of a compound statement);
— Method-call (counterpart of method/procedure call) statement to call another

Activity;
— Device statement, to implement an interaction with real devices.

The above presented sample virtual-device classes are described in details in
the next subsections. Note, however, that the detailed behavior of any virtual-
device class may be redefined at any time, once a Java code related with the class
is changed. Thus, the below description should be treated as a reference only.

To facilitate reading the description of predefined virtual-device classes, all
these descriptions are grouped into tables containing: a class name, related OSL
statements, required and optional parameters, and fixed values of the parameters,
if any (to be treated as constants or default values for variables).

Empty statement

Java class name:
OSLStatementEmpty

Statement purpose:
An empty statement (for doing nothing), being a base of implementation for
all the other classes
Note: if a class name is omitted in the ontology definition of an Action, the
empty statement is assumed by default. However, if the name of a non-existing
class is provided in the ontology for a given Action, an error is indicated while
interpreting this Action.

Required parameters:
—

Optional parameters:
—

Default values:
—

Assigning values to variables

Java class name:
OSLStatementVariable

Statement purpose:
Assigning or updating a value of a variable during the interpretation process
of the ontology Activity.
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Required parameters:
Ontology link actionVariable is composed of variable name: variable na-
me (any non-empty string of characters beginning with a letter), case is not
matched
Ontology link actionVariable is composed of variable expression: ex-
pression describing a variable value, composed according to the above-defined
expression grammar. If any error occurs during expression parsing, the non-
parsed result is assumed as an expression result. Empty value means removing
the variable from the list of current variables of an interpretation process.
An access to a non-defined or removed variable is not treated as an error —
instead, an empty variable value is assumed.

Optional parameters:
—

Default values:
—

Sequence statements

Java class name:
OSLSequenceSerialized

OSLSequenceParallel

Statement purpose:
Implementing a sequence of several Actions, either one-by-one (a serialized
sequence, counterpart of a compound statement) or in parallel

Required parameters:
Ontology link actionSequence is composed of activityN: a pointer to an
Action being interpreted as the next activity in the sequence; if empty, no
activity is performed. N stands for any digit, representing an order of the
sequence — up to ten Actions may be defined for a single sequence.

Optional parameters: Ontology link
actionSequence is composed of next action sequence:
a pointer to another sequence of up to ten Actions; if empty, no activity is
performed

Default values:
—

Conditional statements

Java class name:
OSLStatementConditional

Statement purpose:
Implementing a choice between two children Actions, according to current
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value of a condition to evaluate — counterpart of typical IF-THEN-ELSE
program statement

Required parameters:
Ontology link actionChoice is composed of condition: condition expres-
sion, to be evaluated towards a Boolean value; any non-empty string represents
the logical true, while an empty string — the logical false

Ontology link actionChoice is composed of IF statement: a pointer to an
Action being interpreted while the condition evaluates to logical true; if empty,
no activity is performed

Ontology link actionChoice is composed of ELSE statement: a pointer to
an Action being interpreted while the condition evaluates to logical false; if
empty, no activity is performed

Optional parameters:
—

Default values:
—

Loops

Java class name:
OSLStatementLoopWhileDo

OSLStatementLoopRepeatUntil

Statement purpose:
Implementing a loop in the interpretation process, with a looping condition
evaluated either below entering the loop (a counterpart of a WHILE-DO pro-
gram statement) or after completing the loop (REPEAT-UNTIL).

Required parameters:
Ontology link actionLoop is composed of condition: Condition expression,
to be evaluated towards a Boolean value; any non-empty string represents
logical true, while an empty string — logical false

Ontology link actionLoop is composed of activity: a pointer to an Action
being interpreted while the condition evaluates to logical true; if empty, no
activity is performed (the interpretation is looped, however, no Action is called)

Optional parameters:
—

Default values:
—
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4.6 Device-related Statements

Java class name:
OSLStatementFindDevice

Statement purpose:
Implementation of the procedure of determination of certain devices, based
on device name, keywords, description, etc. (cf. Section 3 devoted to define a
proxy for device access and accessing/caching device state).

Required parameters:
There is no required parameter for this Action, however, at least one of the
optional parameters must be provided in order to determine a device1. Once
no parameter is provided, no device is found, however, an error is not signaled
(just empty device list).
If several optional parameters are provided, all of them are treated as a filtering
mechanism — all the searching conditions are verified parameter by parameter
(the order of verification is not defined).

Optional parameters:
Ontology link actionDevice is composed of device name: direct searching
mode for a device — if any device of a given name is defined for the ontology,
this device is provided as a result of searching
Ontology link actionDevice is composed of keywords: description-based se-
arching mode for a device — all the devices with keyword sets containing
all keywords from the parameter value are identified (case is not matched,
keywords to compare may be partial words)
Ontology link actionDevice is composed of location: direct searching mo-
de for a device — all the devices near certain geo-location are identified. The
“near” function is defined for the expression evaluator

Default values:
For current implantation it is assumed that “near” means “at a distance of no
more than 3 meters”

4.7 Modularization of OSL

One of the fundamental concepts in the design of OSL is related with language
extensibility. New language elements — either implementing some generic opera-
tions or operations specific to a particular application domain — can be added to

1In the reality a device proxy is to be accessed rather than a real device (cf. Section 2), and
URL of this proxy is kept in the ontology only tohether with the details about proxy configure-
ation. However, to clarify the text, no distinction will be made between a device proxy an its
corresponding real device.
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the system, by providing certain ontology entries and Java-based implementation
classes. The above-presented sample implementation classes are just examples of
the system capacity and flexibility.

In particular, it is possible to define several cataloging, searching and determi-
nation methods for the calm-computing devices of a certain type and functionality.
It is also possible to define complex device conglomerates, similar to the way of
programming shell scripts for some operating systems and Web pages.

5 Interpretation of Device Conglomerates

A prototype implementation has been implemented to evaluate the behavior and
basic functionality of the proposed system. This implementation is based on four
main elements (Fig. 3):

— the ontology of device classes and instances, device conglomerates, service
requirements, and conglomerate possibilities;

— the conglomerate interpreter, based on dynamic searching for device instances
according to the current invocation context;

— a Java-code interpreter for the program code related to conglomerate classes,
as described in the previous section;

— Web services acting as inter-mediators between the system core and SOA ser-
vices.

The ontology was implemented with Protégé 3.4.1 [9] ontology editor and
viewer, using OWL [3] description standard (Fig. 4).

Fig. 3. Basic system architecture
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Fig. 4. Ontology of IoT devices for restricted device classes

For the test implementation bi-stable devices, accessible by RS232/485 and
USB interfaces, were chosen. Such devices, as magnetic switches, PIR sensors,
LED diodes, door-bold, etc. were tested. To extend some programming possibilities
related to such simple, non-programmable devices, a proxy enhancement has been
provided based on data representation in files and programmable proxies for certain
devices, operating as Web Services. With this enhancement, it was possible to
extend device descriptions by e.g., geo-location and keyword-based descriptions.

The ontology, as well as above-presented Java-related implementation classes,
together with the simulator and device proxies, were used to implement a basic
test environment (cf. Fig. 3). The basic system usage is the following. First, a SOA
request is determined, extended by an invocation context (e.g., a geo-location of a
person/device, access grants, etc.). The request is sent to a specialized Web Ser-
vice, being an entry point to the system. The service is responsible for determining
the invocation parameters, and further an Activity (or several Activities) fulfilling
the request — based on activity name, keywords, description, etc., to be extracted
from the invocation parameters and the context. For each determined Activity, its
conglomerate is fetched, and the required parameters are verified. The conglomer-
ate is interpreted, Action by Action, with necessary Java code implementing these
Actions (as described earlier). During the interpretation, the given IoT devices are
searched and contacted, based on the conglomerate structure and context parame-
ters (e.g., a geo-location). To this goal, a device proxy and/or simulator may be ap-
plied to extend the device possibilities. A response from a device/proxy/simulator
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is formatted and sent as request response. If more than one conglomerate/device
is contacted for a single request, all the responses are concatenated.

6 Conclusions and Future Work

The idea of dynamic, searchable conglomerates of IoT devices to be accessed by
SOA services has been proposed and implemented. These conglomerates are sup-
posed to be used in ad-hoc and evolving environments, such as the ones related
to body-networks, personal-area networking, and applications of private mobile
devices in a public environment (offices, supermarkets, etc.). Our ontology-based
approach made it possible to solve several problems observed in such application
areas, including but not restricted to:

— the representation of technical details, the classification of possibilities of (pos-
sibly all) IoT devices in a unique and consistent manner;

— the efficient searching for the optimal device according to the requirements
and restrictions of a context: a place, time, user, business model and SOA
environment, etc.;

— the dynamic grouping of device conglomerates in JIT (just-in-time) mode;
the conglomerates of several devices of different nature, communication and
functionality making it possible to introduce a new business quality by means
of programming of complex behavior according to contextual needs;

— the ad hoc and JIT programming of conglomerate (and device) behavior ac-
cording to evolving situation;

— enhanced access to some handicapped IoT devices, usually unconnectable di-
rectly to any computer system, such as manual switches, lamps, locks, and
other sensors and effectors traditionally operated manually, i.e., directly by
humans or at least by specialized hardware-based systems.

A sample implementation of the system has been implemented as a proof-
-of-concept covering an ontology-based representation of mono- and bi-stable in-
put/output devices, such as a LED lamp or a manual switch, enhanced by GPS
localization and contextual access, with several business scenarios operated on
different device conglomerates.

A future work is related to an evolution of the tested implementation towards
a semi-commercial system covering more complex cooperation of IoT devices to
fulfill sophisticated business needs of real users. It is expected that the following
new problems will be addressed:
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— the hardware connections and software representations of programmable IoT
devices, including RFID readers, NFC communicators, movement- and pre-
sence-detectors, physico-chemical sensors of different environment parameters,
etc. Particular proxy functionality, related to device possibilities, will be pro-
posed and implemented as Java code. There is a clear need to design a way of
ontology-based representation of such programmable-device capabilities;

— the class generalization for the above mentioned devices and their conglom-
erates, to be applied for certain application areas. An ontology should be ex-
tended towards more sophisticated methods of searching for and mutually
connecting the devices;

— the hierarchical ontology description of device (conglomerate) capabilities;
— the automatic generation of the code of software representation (a proxy) of

a device, for both real and virtual devices. It will be checked if the Java code
related to a particular proxy may be automatically built (partially or totally)
according to some device characteristics and access-method parameters, such
as URL location. Once such an automatic proxy preparation is possible, it will
be included as basic system-core functionality, with the necessary parameters
and the pieces of Java code represented at the ontology level as part of device-
type descriptions. Such an automatization will make it possible to use the
system in highly evolving and dynamic environments, also in ad-hoc mode,
and for incidental usage;

— the automatic cataloging, searching, and invoking of certain devices and their
conglomerates, according to service requirements.

Technical enhancements towards a semi-commercial system include also the
design of a specialized GUI interface for ontology management, as well as a subsys-
tem for the management of device proxies, with a dedicated textual/GUI interface,
connected with a dedicated interface for device observer/administrator.

Appendix A Expression Grammar in BNF-Like Notation

// JavaCup specification for a simple expression evaluator

package pl.pue.dit.OSLInterpreter;

import java_cup.runtime.*;

parser code

{: public java.util.ArrayList allResults=new java.util.ArrayList(50); :}

// Terminals (tokens returned by the scanner).

terminal SEMI, PLUS, MINUS, TIMES, DIVIDE, MOD, POW, GREATER, LESS, EQUAL,

GREATEREQUAL, LESSEQUAL, NOTEQUAL, NEAR, SEPARATOR, EMPTY;

terminal UMINUS, LPAREN, RPAREN;
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terminal FUNCTION_E, FUNCTION_PI, FUNCTION_GPS,

FUNCTION_ABS, FUNCTION_EXP,

FUNCTION_LOG, FUNCTION_SQRT;

terminal FUNCTION_ACOS, FUNCTION_ASIN, FUNCTION_ATAN, FUNCTION_COS,

FUNCTION_SIN, FUNCTION_TAN;

terminal FUNCTION_ACOSR, FUNCTION_ASINR, FUNCTION_ATANR, FUNCTION_COSR,

FUNCTION_SINR, FUNCTION_TANR;

terminal FUNCTION_TODEGREES, FUNCTION_TORADIANS;

terminal OSLParameter NUMBER;

terminal OSLParameter STRING;

// Non terminals

non terminal Object expr_list, expr_part;

non terminal OSLParameter expr;

// Precedence

precedence left EMPTY, SEPARATOR ;

precedence left GREATER, LESS, EQUAL, NOTEQUAL,

GREATEREQUAL, LESSEQUAL, NEAR ;

precedence left PLUS, MINUS;

precedence left TIMES, DIVIDE, MOD, POW;

precedence left FUNCTION_E, FUNCTION_PI, FUNCTION_GPS, FUNCTION_ABS,

FUNCTION_EXP, FUNCTION_LOG, FUNCTION_SQRT,

FUNCTION_ACOS, FUNCTION_ASIN,

FUNCTION_ATAN, FUNCTION_COS, FUNCTION_SIN, FUNCTION_TAN,

FUNCTION_ACOSR, FUNCTION_ASINR, FUNCTION_ATANR,

FUNCTION_COSR,

FUNCTION_SINR, FUNCTION_TANR;

precedence left FUNCTION_TODEGREES, FUNCTION_TORADIANS;

precedence left UMINUS, LPAREN;

// The grammar

expr_list ::= expr_list expr_part

|

expr_part ;

expr_part ::= expr:e

{: parser.allResults.add(e); :}

SEMI

;

expr ::= expr:e1 PLUS expr:e2

{: RESULT = new OSLParameter

(null, (new Double (e1.doubleValue() +

e2.doubleValue())).toString(), OSLParameter.NUMBER); :}

|

expr:e1 MINUS expr:e2

{: RESULT = new OSLParameter

(null, (new Double (e1.doubleValue() -

e2.doubleValue())).toString(),

OSLParameter.NUMBER); :}

|

expr:e1 TIMES expr:e2

{: RESULT = new OSLParameter
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(null, (new Double (e1.doubleValue() *

e2.doubleValue())).toString(),

OSLParameter.NUMBER); :}

|

expr:e1 DIVIDE expr:e2

{: RESULT = new OSLParameter

(null, (new Double (e1.doubleValue() /

e2.doubleValue())).toString(),

OSLParameter.NUMBER); :}

|

expr:e1 MOD expr:e2

{: RESULT = new OSLParameter

(null, (new Double (e1.doubleValue() %

e2.doubleValue())).toString(),

OSLParameter.NUMBER); :}

|

expr:e1 POW expr:e2

{: RESULT = new OSLParameter

(null,

(new Double (java.lang.Math.pow(e1.doubleValue(),

e2.doubleValue()))).toString(), OSLParameter.NUMBER);

:}

|

expr:e1 GREATER expr:e2

{: RESULT = (e1.compare(e2,

OSLParameter.FUNCTION_GREATER)); :}

|

expr:e1 LESS expr:e2

{: RESULT = (e1.compare(e2,

OSLParameter.FUNCTION_LESS)); :}

|

expr:e1 EQUAL expr:e2

{: RESULT = (e1.compare(e2,

OSLParameter.FUNCTION_EQUAL)); :}

|

expr:e1 NOTEQUAL expr:e2

{: RESULT = (e1.compare(e2,

OSLParameter.FUNCTION_NOTEQUAL)); :}

|

expr:e1 NEAR expr:e2

{: RESULT = (e1.compare(e2,

OSLParameter.FUNCTION_NEAR)); :}

|

expr:e1 GREATEREQUAL expr:e2

{: RESULT = (e1.compare(e2,

OSLParameter.FUNCTION_GREATEREQUAL)); :}

|

expr:e1 LESSEQUAL expr:e2

{: RESULT = (e1.compare(e2,

OSLParameter.FUNCTION_LESSEQUAL)); :}

|

NUMBER:n

{: RESULT = n; :}
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|

MINUS expr:e

{: RESULT = new OSLParameter

(null,

(new Double (0 - e.doubleValue())).toString(),

OSLParameter.NUMBER); :}

%prec UMINUS

|

FUNCTION_E

{: RESULT = new OSLParameter

(null,

(new Double (java.lang.Math.E)).toString(),

OSLParameter.NUMBER); :}

|

FUNCTION_PI

{: RESULT = new OSLParameter

(null, (new Double (java.lang.Math.PI)).toString(),

OSLParameter.NUMBER); :}

|

FUNCTION_ABS expr:e

{: RESULT = new OSLParameter

(null,

(new Double

(java.lang.Math.abs(e.doubleValue()))).toString(),

OSLParameter.NUMBER); :}

|

FUNCTION_GPS

LPAREN expr:e1

SEPARATOR expr:e2 SEPARATOR expr:e3 SEPARATOR expr:e4

RPAREN

{: RESULT = new OSLParameter

(new OSLGeoLocation

(e1.doubleValue(), e2.doubleValue(),

e3.doubleValue(), e4.toString())); :}

|

FUNCTION_GPS

LPAREN expr:e1 SEPARATOR expr:e2 SEPARATOR expr:e3 RPAREN

{: RESULT = new OSLParameter

(new OSLGeoLocation

(e1.doubleValue(), e2.doubleValue(),

e3.doubleValue())); :}

|

FUNCTION_GPS expr:e

{: RESULT = new OSLParameter(new

OSLGeoLocation(e.toString())); :}

|

FUNCTION_EXP expr:e

{: RESULT = new OSLParameter

(null,

(new Double

(java.lang.Math.exp(e.doubleValue()))).toString(),

OSLParameter.NUMBER); :}

|
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FUNCTION_LOG expr:e

{: RESULT = new OSLParameter

(null,

(new Double

(java.lang.Math.log(e.doubleValue()))).toString(),

OSLParameter.NUMBER); :}

|

FUNCTION_SQRT expr:e

{: RESULT = new OSLParameter

(null,

(new Double

(java.lang.Math.sqrt(e.doubleValue()))).toString(),

OSLParameter.NUMBER); :}

|

FUNCTION_ACOS expr:e

{: RESULT = new OSLParameter

(null,

(new Double

(java.lang.Math.toDegrees(java.lang.Math.acos(

e.doubleValue())))).toString(),

OSLParameter.NUMBER); :}

|

FUNCTION_ACOSR expr:e

{: RESULT = new OSLParameter

(null,

(new Double

(java.lang.Math.acos(e.doubleValue()))).toString(),

OSLParameter.NUMBER); :}

|

FUNCTION_ASIN expr:e

{: RESULT = new OSLParameter

(null,

(new Double

(java.lang.Math.toDegrees(java.lang.Math.asin(

e.doubleValue())))).toString(),

OSLParameter.NUMBER); :}

|

FUNCTION_ASINR expr:e

{: RESULT = new OSLParameter

(null,

(new Double

(java.lang.Math.asin(e.doubleValue()))).toString(),

OSLParameter.NUMBER); :}

|

FUNCTION_ATAN expr:e

{: RESULT = new OSLParameter

(null,

(new Double

(java.lang.Math.toDegrees(java.lang.Math.atan(

e.doubleValue())))).toString(),

OSLParameter.NUMBER); :}

|

FUNCTION_ATANR expr:e
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{: RESULT = new OSLParameter

(null,

(new Double

(java.lang.Math.atan(e.doubleValue()))).toString(),

OSLParameter.NUMBER); :}

|

FUNCTION_COS expr:e

{: RESULT = new OSLParameter

(null,

(new Double

(java.lang.Math.cos(java.lang.Math.toRadians(

e.doubleValue())))).toString(),

OSLParameter.NUMBER); :}

|

FUNCTION_COSR expr:e

{: RESULT = new OSLParameter

(null,

(new Double

(java.lang.Math.cos(e.doubleValue()))).toString(),

OSLParameter.NUMBER); :}

|

FUNCTION_SIN expr:e

{: RESULT = new OSLParameter

(null,

(new Double

(java.lang.Math.sin(java.lang.Math.toRadians(

e.doubleValue())))).toString(),

OSLParameter.NUMBER); :}

|

FUNCTION_SINR expr:e

{: RESULT = new OSLParameter

(null,

(new Double

(java.lang.Math.sin(e.doubleValue()))).toString(),

OSLParameter.NUMBER); :}

|

FUNCTION_TAN expr:e

{: RESULT = new OSLParameter

(null,

(new Double

(java.lang.Math.tan(java.lang.Math.toRadians(

e.doubleValue())))).toString(),

OSLParameter.NUMBER); :}

|

FUNCTION_TANR expr:e

{: RESULT = new OSLParameter

(null,

(new Double

(java.lang.Math.tan(e.doubleValue()))).toString(),

OSLParameter.NUMBER); :}

|

FUNCTION_TODEGREES expr:e

{: RESULT = new OSLParameter
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(null,

(new Double (java.lang.Math.toDegrees(

e.doubleValue()))).toString(),

OSLParameter.NUMBER); :}

|

FUNCTION_TORADIANS expr:e

{: RESULT = new OSLParameter

(null,

(new Double (java.lang.Math.toRadians(

e.doubleValue()))).toString(),

OSLParameter.NUMBER); :}

|

STRING:n

{: RESULT = n; :}

|

EMPTY:n

{: RESULT = new OSLParameter(""); :}

|

LPAREN expr:e RPAREN

{: RESULT = e; :}

;

Appendix B Class Interface for OSL Statement Definitions

/**

* Ontology Shell Language OSL - statement definitions

*/

package pl.pue.dit.OSLInterpreter;

import java.util.Map;

import pl.pue.dit.ontologyReader.OntologyParser;

import com.hp.hpl.jena.ontology.OntResource;

public interface OSLStatementInterface {

public static final String LOG_PREFIX=" ";

public static final String LOG_EMPTY="";

public static final String

LOG_NODE_NAME_ENTRY_POINT="LOG_ENTRY";

public static final String LOG_NODE_NAME_END_POINT="LOG_EXIT";

public static final String LOG_NEWLINE="\n";

public static final String RESULT_PREFIX=" ";

public static final String RESULT_EMPTY="";

public static final String

RESULT_NODE_NAME_ENTRY_POINT="RESULT_ENTRY";

public static final String

RESULT_NODE_NAME_END_POINT="RESULT_EXIT";

public static final String RESULT_NEWLINE="\n";
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public static final String RESULT_VARIABLE_NAME="_result";

public static final String

RESULT_PREFIX_VARIABLE_NAME="_resultPrefix";

public static final String

LASTRESULT_VARIABLE_NAME="_lastresult";

public static final String LOG_VARIABLE_NAME="_log";

public static final String

LOG_PREFIX_VARIABLE_NAME="_logPrefix";

public void execute(

Map<String, String> actualParameters,

OntResource currentClassInstance, OntologyParser defaultParser,

long maxMomentInTime) throws OSLException;

public void addToLog(

String newItem, boolean produceXMLStartingNode,

boolean produceXMLEndingNode, String nodeName,

boolean includePrefix, Map<String, String> actualParameters);

public String getLog(

Map<String, String> actualParameters);

public void addToResult(

String newItem, boolean produceXMLStartingNode,

boolean produceXMLEndingNode, String nodeName,

boolean includePrefix, Map<String, String> actualParameters);

public void setLastResult

(Map<String, String> actualParameters, String newItem);

public String getResult (Map<String, String> actualParameters);

public String getLastResult (Map<String, String> actualParameters);

public void increaseLogPrefix (Map<String, String> actualParameters);

public void decreaseLogPrefix (Map<String, String> actualParameters);

public void increaseResultPrefix (Map<String, String> actualParameters);

public void decreaseResultPrefix (Map<String, String> actualParameters);

}

Appendix C Abbreviations

GPS Global Positioning System
GUI Graphical User Interface
IoT Internet of Things
LED Light-Emitting Diode
NFC Near Field Communication
OWL Ontology Web Language
PDA Personal Digital Assistant
PDF Portable Document Format
PIR Passive Infra-Red
RFID Radio Frequency Identification
USB Universal Serial Bus
XML eXtensible Markup Language
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Abstract. In recent years the evolution of software architectures led to
the rising prominence of the Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) concept.
This architecture paradigm facilitates building flexible service systems. The
services can be deployed in distributed environments, executed on differ-
ent hardware and software platforms, reused and composed into complex
services. In this chapter an efficient computational and communication re-
sources allocation for complex service requests is proposed. The requests
are examined in accordance to the SOA request description model. The
functional and non-functional request requirements in conjunction with
the monitoring of execution and communication links performance data
are used to distribute requests and allocate services and resources.

Keywords: Service Oriented Architecture, service request distribution,
resource allocation

1 Introduction

The Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) paradigm facilitates building flexible
service systems that can be deployed in distributed environments, executed on
different hardware and software platforms, reused and composed into complex ser-
vices. The resulting flexibility of systems based on the SOA concept comes with
the cost of rising complexity. New computational architectures are built utilizing
the power of classical processors together with new developments. Classical pro-
cessors, used individually or grouped in clusters and grids, are cooperating with
novel architectures: general-purpose graphics processing units (GPGPU), filed-
programmable gate arrays (FPGA) or general-purpose multiprocessor hybrid ar-
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chitectures [6, 4]. Heterogeneous resources can be connected to form a distributed
system offering a cloud of services, cooperating or competing for the possibility to
fulfil user demands. Different network topologies and architectures, from simple
local installations to complicated global scale systems can be utilized to provide
the backbone for the transfer of necessary data.

The growth of the Internet network have caused that it is as an integrated part
of many current information systems. The communication resources of the systems
which rely on the Internet links are hard to analyze and control with respect to
quality parameters. The design of the distribution system proposed in this chapter
assumes utilization of just such communication resources. In order to guarantee
proper control of distribution of the client requests, the architecture of measure-
ment, modeling and estimation of values of communication links parameters is
introduced in the section 3.

An efficient system architecture has to be designed to ensure users satisfaction
and the system components efficient utilization. In this chapter a two-tier archi-
tecture for computational and communication resources is proposed. The system
is built as a federation of independent execution systems. The execution systems
hide their internal complexity by offering a common SOA interface to their internal
resources. The service requests distribution system analyses each of the execution
systems in the context of the incoming user request requirements. Utilizing the
measurements of the systems and communication links performance, the request
broker selects the execution system capable of performing the user task. The user
request is sent to the matchmaking module inside the execution system, which
selects the resources to be allocated to fulfil the request. Each of the execution
systems works in an autonomous manner, ensuring efficient local resources utiliza-
tion. This structure is designed to offer a SOA service abstraction on the highest
level with efficient resources utilization performed inside the execution systems.

The chapter is organized as follows. Section two describes the top-level service
request distribution system design. In the third section, we provide the description
of the request broker system designed to analyze incoming requests and select
an execution system appropriate for the task. In the next section the execution
monitoring system is described — working in each of the execution systems to
gather the data necessary to ensure an efficient resource utilization. The section
five describes the architecture of a matching module, implemented in each of the
execution locations to select the computational resources for the incoming request.
The final section concludes the paper and describes the future work plans.
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2 Service Request Distribution System

2.1 General Infrastructure of the System

The information systems designed with the SOA paradigm are working both in
local and wide area networks, particularly built with Internet and GRID resources.
For a client that requests a service there is no need to care about the localization
and execution meanings of the service he wants to use. However, the services are
well described in the system and their localizations are known. The set of available
services can dynamically change, however this process is not frequent, and usually
the set of the locations of a given service is constant for some period of time [9].

The paradigm of SOA says that a given service can be achieved by differ-
ent service providers. Because the parameters (especially effectiveness) of service
provider’s servers as well as communication links to them (communication costs)
can be different, the quality of service delivery (especially the time of delivery) can
be significantly different too [13]. Delivery of services according to client’s demands
as well as satisfying formulated system’s requirements is a key issue for current
network service systems. Taking into account the distribution of services and the
characteristic of the Internet network, the proper architecture of service delivery
may significantly increase the quality of services built with the SOA paradigm.

The general goal of the presented system is the management of request and
service execution by allocating the proper resources in order to fulfil formulated
demands for execution of services. The idea of the proposed service request distri-
bution system is to manage clients’ requests at two levels. Near the client at the
edge of the Internet, the service brokers Bn (Fig. 1) distribute the service requests
to the known execution systems of service providers spm. Knowing the demands
of a service execution, they distribute the corresponding requests to the proper
execution system. It is assumed that an execution system can be a complex het-
erogeneous computation center. At the service provider layer, an execution system
delivers the desirable information to brokers and guarantees the requested service
execution parameters for allocating the proper resources.

The three possible scenarios for the functioning of the system are the following:

— each broker works separately serving nearest clients, and each execution system
works separately having no information about the others;

— all brokers cooperate each other in order to globally serve all clients distributed
in the Internet network;

— all brokers and servers work as a complex, cooperative system managing re-
sources from a global point of view.
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Fig. 1. General infrastructure of service request distribution system

According to these scenarios different goals can be formulated and different
solutions can be obtained. In general, the goals can be divided into two areas:
the control of the service execution according to the demands from the client
point of view (e.g. guaranteeing the quality of the requested services specified by
the client), and the control of service execution according to demands from the
execution infrastructure point of view (e.g. guaranteeing load balancing demanded
by the system).

In this chapter, the case of the first scenario i.e. an architecture of the system
with a service request distribution by non-cooperative brokers to non-cooperative
execution systems, is considered.

The assumptions for proposed requests distribution system are the following:

— the client of the broker is a system delivering complex services cs(i) ∈ CS,
where CS is a set of possible complex services, i ∈ 〈1, ..., I〉, aggregated from
atomic services as(j), j ∈ 〈1, ..., J〉, available in execution systems distributed
in the Internet network (actually the broker is a part of the complex service
delivery system);

— the set SP = {sp1, sp2...spm, ...spM} of execution systems is known and it
constant for some considered period;

— the set of atomic services AS = {as(1), as(2), ...as(j), ...as(J)} is known, can
be requested by the client, and is available in the execution systems spm ∈ SP ;

— delivered services are considered as the same if they offer the same function-
ality;

— a given atomic service as(j) can be available in several different localizations
(execution systems) — a concrete atomic service at a given localization is
called an instance of atomic service;
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— the considered resources (from the broker point of view) that affect service
execution parameters, are the communication links and the execution systems.

The goal of the broker is to distribute the requests for atomic services, which
constitute the requested complex services (to allocate communication resources)
in order to fulfil the formulated demands for service execution. The goal of the
execution system is to manage the execution of requested atomic services in order
to fulfil the same demands.

2.2 Problem Formulation

A complex service cs is composed with more basic services, especially atomic ser-
vices as(k),k ∈ 〈1, ...,K〉, which cannot be partitioned thereafter. An execution of
a complex service is an execution of all its components (atomic services). Execution
dependences exist between atomic services and – some atomic services cannot be
executed before some others. Basically, a complex service can be described as a di-
rected graph of atomic services called its implementation graph GA 〈V,A〉, where
V = {as(1), as(2), ...as(k), ..., as(K)}, and A ⊂ V × V is a set of pairs defining
edges representing execution dependencies between atomic services (vertices), as
the example in Figure 2. In this example the execution of a complex service starts
with the atomic service as(1), followed by as(2) and as(3) executed independently.
The atomic service as(4) can be executed only after completion of as(2) and as(3).
The execution terminates with the service as(6). It is assumed that the graph of
a complex service is simple and acyclic.

Fig. 2. An Example of implementation graph of complex
service

Let CS = {cs(1), cs(2), ...cs(i), ..., cs(I)}, i ∈ 〈1, ..., I〉, be the set of possi-
ble complex services supplied by the complex service delivery system, and AS =

{as(1), as(2), ...as(j), ..., as(J)}, j ∈ 〈1, ..., J〉, be the set of atomic services from
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which complex services can be aggregated. The atomic services are available (lo-
calized) in the constant set SP = {sp1, sp2, ...spm, ..., spM}, m ∈ 〈1, ...,M〉 of ex-
ecution systems (service providers). The execution system spm delivers the set
AS(spm) = {as(m1), as(m2), ..., as(mp), ..., as(mP )} of atomic services: as(mp) ∈
AS, i.e. the set IS(spm) = {is(m1), is(m2), ..., is(mp), ..., is(mp)} of instances of
atomic services. IS is the set of all instances of atomic services IS(spm) ⊂ IS.

The instance of service is(mp) is characterized by the functional parame-
ters ϕ(is(mp)), which correspond to the specific atomic services implemented by
the instance (ϕ(is(mp)) = ϕ(as(mp))), and the set of non-functional parame-

ters ψ(is(mp)) =
[

ψ1mp , ψ
2
mp
, ..., ψfmp , ..., ψ

F
mp

]

, that may be different for two dif-

ferent instances of the same atomic service. Examples of non-functional param-
eters are: the financial cost, the level of security, the completion time of ser-
vice execution, etc. Finally, the given instance is(mp) is defined with the triple
〈spm, ϕ(is(mp)), ψ(is(mp))〉.

Let GAn〈ASn, ESn〉 be the implementation graph of a complex service re-
quested at the moment n. The set ASn is a subset of the set AS containing all
atomic services necessary to accomplish the complex service csn requested at the
moment n: ASn = {as(n1), as(n2), ..., as(nk), ..., as(nKn)} ⊂ AS, k ∈ 〈1, ...,Kn〉,
where Kn is the number of atomic services (number of vertices in the imple-
mentation graph). For each implementation graph, there is an equivalent graph
Gn〈ISn, ESn〉, with ISn = {ISn1, ISn2, ..., ISnk, ..., ISnKn} ⊂ IS. The set ISnk is
the set of all instances of atomic service as(nk), i.e. ISnk = {is(n, k, 1), is(n, k, 2),
..., is(n, k, l), ..., is(n, k, L)}, and it corresponds to the set SP (as(nk)) = {spm :
as(nk) ∈ AS(spm)}, i.e. the set of all execution systems that delivers instances of
atomic service as(nk). The graph Gn〈ISn, ESn〉 defines different execution graphs
for the implementation graph GAn〈ASn, ESn〉.

Fig. 3. A simple
example of

implementation
graph of complex

service

Suppose, the implementation graph of the complex service csn presented
in Figure 3, and ISn1 = {is(n, 1, 1), is(n, 1, 2)}, meaning that the atomic
service as(1) is delivered in two different locations (has two instances), and

ISn2 = {is(n, 2, 1), is(n, 2, 2), is(n, 2, 3)}, meaning that
atomic service as(2) is delivered in three different loca-
tions (has three instances). The complex service can be
executed in six different ways as shown in Figure 4 (index
n is omitted).

The choice of a specific execution path is a problem
that is involved when specifying demands on non-functio-
nal parameters of the services. Let ψ(cs(i)) be the non-
functional parameters of a complex service, and Xn be the
request for the complex service csn at the moment n. It is

assumed that the request Xn contains the implementation graph of the requested
complex service csn and the formulated demands on non-functional parameters of
the service csn: Xn = 〈GAn〈ASn, ESn〉, SLAnf,n〉, where SLAnf,n = ψ(csn).
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Fig. 4. Possible paths of execution
of an example complex service

The non-functional parameters of the complex service ψ(csn) correspond to the
non-functional parameters of the component atomic services Ψ(csn) = {ψ(as(nk)}
and to non-functional parameters of the instances of atomic services {ψ(is(nk)}.

Non-functional parameters of an atomic service instance can be static (for
assumed period of time — e.g. the level of security) or dynamic (variable in time
— e.g. completion time of execution). Knowing the parameters {ψ(is(nk)} it is
possible to perform different procedures for fulfiling ψ(csn).

Taking into account that considered information systems are distributed sys-
tems, two components have an impact on the non-functional parameters: com-
munication environment and execution systems. Thus, one of the main goal of a
service request distribution system is to determine the execution graphs of com-
plex services, that needs to take into account the localizations of the requested
atomic services, i.e. instances of atomic services. This goal is formulated as:

GAn〈ASn, ESn〉 → G∗n〈IS
∗
n, ESn〉

where: IS∗n
min
←−
k=1...Kn

h(ψ(is(nk))), what denotes the problem of finding the
appropriate instances of atomic services that should be requested in order to fulfil
the formulated demands on non-functional parameters. G∗n〈IS

∗
n, ESn〉 is the opti-

mal execution graph of complex service, and h(ψ(is(nk))) is a formulated criterion
for fulfiling SLAnf,n.

The proposed two-layered schema for the management of complex services
execution is presented in Figure 5. The task of communication resources allocation
is performed at the upper layer. It is done taking into consideration not only
communication parameters but also service execution parameters. At this level, the
execution graphG∗n〈IS

∗
n, ESn〉 of complex service is determined. Then, requests for

instance of atomic service xnk = (is(nk), ψ(is(nk)) (containing demands on non-
functional parameters) are sent to the lower layer. The goal of the lower layer is the
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Fig. 5. Two-layered of management of execution of complex services

proper execution of atomic service instances in order to guarantee the formulated
non-functional parameters of the requested service instance.

The upper layer is supplied with the execution systems status data SSn =

{SSn(sp1), SSn(sp2), ..., SSn(spm), ..., SSn(spM )} at the moment n, and the
actual non-functional parameters of executed atomic services instances Zn(csn) =
{Zn(is(n1)), Zn(is(n2)), ..., Zn(is(nk)), ..., Zn(is(nKn)).

The depicted architecture of our service request distribution system introduces
the following problems:

— the estimation/forecasting of the dynamic non-functional parameters of atomic
service instances;

— the determination of the execution graphs of complex services fulfiling SLAnf,n
or more global criteria;

— the estimation of a service execution time by the execution systems that im-
plement this service;

— determining the execution system that fulfils the non-functional requirements
from SLAnf,n with an efficient utilization of resources.

A typical, and one of most important, non-functional parameter is the comple-
tion time of a service execution. In this case, the execution graph must be built
on the basis of estimated or forecasted completion times. The lower layer receives
requests with a specified execution time that must be secured with a proper man-
agement of the computational resources of heterogeneous execution systems. Next
sub-chapters describe the proposed solutions to different aspects of this problem.
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3 The Request Broker Architecture

Our general model of service requests distribution system assumes that between
the client and the edge of the Internet there is a special node called the service
request broker which manages distribution of requests for atomic services. For a
given atomic service as(nk) there is a known set SP (as(nk)) = {spm : as(nk) ∈
AS(spm)} of M execution systems that delivers instances is(n, k,m) of atomic
service as(nk) (Fig. 6). The services are delivered through M communication links
sm. It is assumed that the distance between the client and the broker is negligible
— basically the broker is a part of the system that delivers complex services.

Fig. 6. Distribution model for atomic service
as(nk)

The service delivery time consists of two components: the data transfer time tT
between the client request and the server reply, and the service request execution
time tO (preparation of the reply data by the execution system processing the
request). In general, even for a given atomic service, these two values are not
constant. They depend on the dynamic change of communication link parameters
as well as the current state of execution system (e.g. its load).

The aim is to distribute a client request to such servers that the service de-
livery time is the best according to formulated criteria (e.g. the smallest delivery
time). It requires the estimation of the completion times of the atomic services,
which consists of the completion times of communication and service execution at
execution system. Hence, the broker has to support the following functionalities:

— the monitoring of client requests serving;
— the prediction of selected communication link parameters;
— the estimation of the transfer times and execution times of all instances of

atomic services, on the basis of adaptive models of communication links and
execution systems;
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— the decision making where to distribute requests according to time based cri-
teria.

In the Figure 7 we propose the general architecture of the broker that fulfils all
functionalities necessary to determine, for every request arriving at the moment
n, the destination server which should serve this request.

Fig. 7. General architecture of the SOA request broker

The decision un of the choice of one out of M execution systems (hereafter in-
dex k is omitted) is performed on the basis of the vector T̂T,n i.e. the vector of the
estimated transfer times t̂mT,n to each server m, and vector T̂O,n i.e. the vector of
estimated execution times t̂mO,n at each execution system m, m ∈ 〈1, ...,M〉. These
times are estimated with the aid of models of execution systems and communica-
tion links built for every atomic service as(i). The term ci denotes the identifier
of the service as(i). If the client of the broker is not a service system that specifies
the component atomic services in the request, some classification procedure ought
to be applied.

The key components of the broker are the estimation modules of communica-
tion links and execution systems. They estimate the corresponding times according
to fuzzy-neural models of links and execution systems similar to [2]. Modules are
built of M models of links or execution systems respectively, which work as con-
trollers.

The input of the communication link model (Fig. 8) is an identifier of the
atomic service ci that occurs at the moment n, the vector Vn of communication link
parameters and measured real transfer times t̂mT,n of prior requests (before the mo-
ment n). The vector Vn consists of two parameters: forecasted link latency t̂TCPC,n
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Fig. 8. Communication Link Estimation
Module

(namely TCP Connect Time) and forecasted link throughput. These two param-
eters are derived from the periodic measurements of latency and link throughput
t̂Th,n, and using time series analysis based prediction algorithms.

The execution system model is very similar. The input of the model is the
identifier of atomic service ci that occurs at the moment n, the execution system
state parameters vector SSn(spm) of the serverm, known at the moment n, and the
completion times of requests executions till the moment n. The vector SSn(spm)
may consists of different parameters characterizing the current state of the system.
We have taken into account two: the load of the server and its efficiency. The output
of each model block of the module is the estimated execution time of the request
at each execution system.

Each model (link and execution system) is built for each destination and for
each atomic service — namely for each instance of atomic service. It is designed
as a fuzzy-neural controller (Fig. 9) which consists of a 3-layered neural network
similar to [2, 10, 5]. We describe shortly the communication link model (the exe-
cution system model is analogous). The first layer of the network constitutes the
fuzzyfication block. For the link model, the inputs are the forecasted link latency
t̂TCPC,n at the moment n, and the forecasted link throughput t̂Th,n. The outputs of
the fuzzyfication block are the grades of membership of latency µtTCPC in defined
fuzzy sets for latency, and the grades of membership of throughput µtTh in defined
fuzzy sets for throughput. The logic block computes the grades of membership µR
with the rules that are in the format proposed in [2]:

IF tTh = ZTh,a AND tTCPC = ZTCPC,b THEN y = tT,c
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Fig. 9. Communication link model as a fuzzy-neural controller

where: Z — fuzzy sets for throughput (Th) and latency (TCPC), tT — estimated
transfer time (output y), a, b, c — indexes of appropriate fuzzy sets and output.

The rule is fired when µR = µtTCPC ∗µth > 0. The parameters of fuzzy sets, as
well as the output y are tuned during a learning process using the back propagation
method [7] on the basis of the measured actual times of request transfer time and
service execution time.

After the defuzzyfication (using weight method), the estimated transfer times
of the request are derived:

t̂mT,n =
∑

yn,c ∗ µRn.c

where: c — index of rule, C — number of rules (output fuzzy sets), yn,c — output
(the transfer time according to rule c), µRn.c — grade of membership of rule c.

4 Execution Performance Measurements

The service distribution system and the request broker described in the previous
sections for correct functioning require information about parameters important
for the fulfilment of the user requirements and the efficient utilization of resources.
A monitoring system called rsus [11] was designed to perform the necessary mea-
surements. The set of measured values can be extended to include additional pa-
rameters. At present, the two most important factors are analyzed — the execution
time and the resource utilization.

The data gathered by the rsus monitoring environment is utilized by the service
request distribution system. The wallclock time, representing the aggregated time
of a request execution, and the memory utilization measurements can be processed
directly by the request distribution system. The resource utilization efficiency is
interpreted locally, in each of the execution environments, to provide the infor-
mation necessary to ensure the appropriate resource utilization. For each of the
requests coming to the execution environment, the matching module selects which
resources (atomic service concrete realization) are to be used for processing. First
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the selection is made based on the non-functional properties of the incoming re-
quest. If the cardinality of the resulting set is larger than 1, the available concrete
realizations is selected based on the efficiency of previous executions. In the next
subsection the monitoring system architecture is described. The method designed
to perform efficiency execution evaluation is described in the following section,
together with the experimental results of the performed tests.

4.1 Monitoring System Architecture

The rsus monitoring system is a distributed environment dedicated to perform
the measurements of the execution parameters of sequential and parallel applica-
tions. The measurements are performed in a non-invasive, low-overhead, external
manner, not requiring any modifications to the service being measured. The moni-
toring system can work off-line, gathering the data after the application execution
is over, or in an on-line fashion, with the measurement data periodically sent to
the control application during the monitored application lifetime. An independent
rsus environment installation is present inside every execution system.

The rsus environment is designed to work with the linux operating system
- the most popular OS in the HPC applications. The modular design makes it
possible to port some or all of the rsus components to other operating systems or
environments. To keep the measurement overhead as low as possible, rsus utilizes
the data about the CPU time and memory consumption gathered by the operating
system (and accessible through the /proc directory hierarchy). The architecture
of the rsus system is depicted in the Figure 10.

Fig. 10. Rsus system architecture
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The rsus environment is composed of a set of applications. The rsus-mom
control application controls the rsus environment and gathers the measurement
results from the distributed measurement applications. The information acquired
is saved on the hard drive for further processing.

The rsus measurement application is present in every monitored execution en-
vironment. It is capable of starting a monitored application by itself, when the
appropriate command is issued by the rsus-mom application. It can also moni-
tor an already started application utilizing appropriate system calls and the data
accessible from the operating system. The rsusd application is employed to mon-
itor the system activity and start the rsus application when an application to be
monitored appears in the system.

The rsus environment can be integrated with various execution environments.
Currently a set of appropriate execution scripts was prepared for environments
compatible with the Portable Batch System (PBS).

4.2 Parallel Execution Efficiency Evaluation

The functioning of the resources allocation system presented in the chapter re-
quires the knowledge of the application execution efficiency. Traditionally in many
cases the execution relative efficiency evaluation is performed, comparing the ex-
ecution time of the sequential and parallel execution of the application. Being a
relative measure, the relative efficiency requires that the application is run on a
single processor to compare its runtime with the parallel execution. Oftentimes it
would be impractical or impossible to perform such additional executions of paral-
lel applications in the designed SOA system. A new measurement technique, called
Execution Time Decomposition (ETD) analysis [12], had to be designed to over-
come this problem. Basing on the decomposition of the execution time between
the time devoted to the computations and the overhead time, the ETD analysis
can be carried out, providing not only insight into the application execution but
also the possibility to perform fast and accurate performance estimations.

The time of a parallel algorithm execution can be defined as composed of
the computations time, communication time and the time processors spend idle
waiting for the others to finish their computations. In the case of MPI-based ap-
plications, two additional time periods can be introduced — the time before the
MPI Init function call is finished, and the time from the start of the call until the
application end.

For the sake of the following analysis the concept of a fundamental computation
time is defined as the execution time of the computational operations present in
the algorithm when it is executed on a single processor. This value describes the
time of operations always present in the parallel algorithm, no matter how many
processors are used.
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The communication time is defined as the time processors spend sending the
data to other processors or (if the synchronous transfer is used) waiting for other
parties to receive the data sent. The idle time is the time processors spend waiting
for the needed data to arrive.

Two different methods of efficiency measurement and approximation are used
and described below — the method based on an external measurement of the CPU
time, and the method based on the communication time data gathered from the
MPI profiling. Using both methods on every processor the wall-clock time is mea-
sured and the measurements are performed to estimate the amount of fundamental
time.

In the case of popular MPI profilers (e.g. mpiP), the wall-clock time is measured
with the exclusion of the initialization and finalization times, and the fundamental
time is approximated utilizing the difference between the wall-clock time and the
time spent on MPI-related operations. CPU-time based measurements utilize the
wall-clock time measurements and the fundamental time is approximated by the
CPU-time measured.

An MPI-based application performs a call to the MPI Init function before any
other MPI-related functions. At the end of the MPI-related section the application
calls the MPI Finalize function. Usually this call is also the last one in the appli-
cation but it is possible to perform an arbitrary number of non-MPI operations
after this call. In the case of the MPI profiler the measurements start after the
MPI Init call and terminates before the MPI Finalize call resulting in the inability
to measure the initialization and finalization times. The measurements erroneously
include in overhead time all the computational operations that may be present in
MPI functions and should be attributed to the fundamental time. On the other
hand additional computations induced by parallelization and performed outside
the MPI functions may be erroneously considered to be a part of the fundamental
time.

In the case of CPU-time based measurements the wall-clock time is measured
correctly. The fundamental time measurement erroneously includes additional op-
erations such as additional computations induced by parallelization, a part of
operations needed during communication and computational operations occurring
before MPI Init call and after MPI Finalize call.

The wall-clock time and fundamental time measurements as performed by ETD
methods are depicted in the Figure 11. The first two lines denote the actual time
values, while the next lines represent the values measured by MPI profilers and
CPU-time based measurement tools accordingly.

The formalization of the concepts discussed above can be performed as fol-
lows. Let τwall, τcomp and τcomm denote respectively the application wallclock,
computation and communication times. In the contemporary operating systems
the τwall and τcomp time values are continuously monitored (e.g. to perform task
scheduling).
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Fig. 11. Time measurements in the ETD methods

Let X(P )y denote the value of the measured parameter X for the execution
performed on P processors. Let X(P,k)y denote denote the value of the parameter
X measured on the processor with index k from the P utilized processors. The
efficiency analysis can be performed utilizing the wallclock and the communication
time measurements. It is frequently the case that the processors allocated to exe-
cute the request have to wait for all the other processors requested to be present to
start the computations. The value of this time, called the phantom time, has also
to be taken into consideration. This leads to the four basic methods of performing
the measurements.

Utilizing computation time as a base, the efficiency value η(P )τb can be defined:

η
(P )
τb =

P
∑

k=1

τ
(P,k)
comp

τ
(P )
wall

When the phantom times are not considered:

t
(P )
wall = arg maxkt

(P,k)
wall (1)

and thus:
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For the communication time based measurements, the fundamental time can
be computed as the difference between the wallclock time and the communication
time. For a single processor k this leads to the efficiency value formulation:

η(P,k)τc =
τ
(P,k)
wall − τ

(P,k)
comm

τ
(P,k)
wall

Utilizing the equation 1, the efficiency value of the execution on P processors
can be computed as:

η(P )τc =

arg maxkt
(P,k)
wall −

P
∑

k=1

τ
(P,k)
comm

P · arg maxkt
(P,k)
wall

(3)

When the phantom times are analysed it is necessary to perform the appro-
priate wallclock time corrections for each of the utilized processors, replacing the
t
(P,k)
wall value with the corrected τ (P,k)wall phant value.

For a single processor, the computation based efficiency value is given by:

ηΨ
(P,k)
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τ
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τ
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wall phant

The inclusion of phantom operations lets us assume that all the processors start
and finish the computations at the same time (with the phantom times filling the
“gaps”):

t
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P
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k=1
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(P,k)
wall

P

The computation based efficiency evaluation utilizing the phantom times can
thus be defined as:
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Analogously for the communication time based measurements, the efficiency of
execution on a single processor is described by:
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For the full execution on P processors, the communication time based efficiency
value is given by:
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The above four methods of the efficiency evaluations were utilized during the
experiments described below.

4.3 Experimental Results

The evaluation of the proposed ETD methods was performed by the comparison
of the values measured with a particular measurement method to the value of
the relative efficiency measured in a classical fashion. After the analysis of typical
production runs it was decided to perform the measurements for the programs
from the NAS Parallel Benchmark suite [1] together with a test implementations
of the Cannon parallel matrix multiplication algorithm. The measurements were
also performed for the Hydsol explicit solver for compressible flows developed at
the Stuttgart University [3].

The tests were executed on two clusters — the Calvus cluster located at the
Wrocław University of Technology and the Cacau cluster in the HLRS super-
computing center in Stuttgart. In the following discussion, the computation and
communication based method of determining the efficiency (equations 2 and 3) to-
gether with their counterparts using the phantom times (equations 4 and 5) were
analyzed.

Over eighty thousand of application executions were measured for more than
one hundred combinations of input data size and execution environment. On every
processor involved in computations the CPU time consumption was recorded with
10 times per second frequency, leading to the acquisition of more than twenty two
million individual probes. Due to the lack of space, in the following analysis only
the most important results will be discussed. The included illustrations present the
efficiency measurement in relation to the number of used processors. The chart line
efficiency represents the relative efficiency. The line efficiency-orig represents the
efficiency measuremed without the phantom times. The cpu, comm, cpu phant and
comm phant lines represent appropriate efficiency estimations. The omission of the
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Fig. 12. Efficiency measurements — Cannon algorithm

values for the communication based measurements indicates that for a particular
experiment the communication time could not be measured. The sub-chart in the
upper right corner presents the standard deviation of the results represented as
the percentage of the mean value.

During the tests performed for the Fast Ethernet environment on the Calvus
cluster all the tested methods behaved in a similar manner, offering an estimation
closely matching the actual efficiency. The typical example of the obtained results
can be seen on the upper two graphs of the Figure 12. The results obtained with
the cpu time measurements and the communication time measurements profiler
almost ideally match the shape of the efficiency curve.

The tests performed on the Cacau cluster brought different results for the
profiler-based estimation (lower two graphs on Fig. 12). Because of much larger
initialization time in this environment, the initialization and finalization times ig-
nored in this method have considerable impact on the final wall-clock time and the
efficiency. When the phantom times are utilized, the efficiency estimation becomes
accurate.
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Fig. 13. Efficiency measurements — Hydsol application

In the case of fast interconnects (e.g. Infiniband), another source of estima-
tion inexactness surfaces. The CPU time based estimation would assume that the
computational overhead is a part of the fundamental computations time. That
assumption leads to the serious overestimation of the application efficiency. In the
case of the Cacau cluster, the erroneous measurement of startup and finalization
time in the profiler based methods results in the similar efficiency overestimation
as in the case of the Ethternet interconnect. The utilization of communication
based methods eliminates this problem.

In the case of the NAS Parallel benchmarks and Hydsol application (Fig. 13
and 14), a similar behavior of estimation methods can be seen although a different
usage of communication routines leads to a different relation between the CPU time
based and communication time based measurement methods. In the last graph of
the Figure 14, an example of inability of the ETD-based methods to correctly
estimate execution anomalies [8] is depicted. In this case a situation is presented
when the measured application achieved a superlinear speedup — a behavior that
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Fig. 14. Efficiency measurements — NAS benchmarks

lies out of the scope of the current ETD model.
The experimental results confirm that the ETD method is a valuable tool for

the accurate measurements of the resource utilization efficiency. The ETD method
can be used when it is impractical or infeasible to employ the relative efficiency
measurements.

5 Matching Module

As it has been assumed at the highest level of abstraction, any SOA service can
be seen as a complex one that is composed with some atomic services. During its
decomposition into a set of determined atomic services, functional requirements
are mainly considered. Therefore when resources are allocated to requested services
only execution systems, which implement these atomic services and pre-serve the
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expected non-functional properties can be taken into account. It means that for
every version of an atomic service implemented at different locations only some
instances of these versions can be used as a response to the request. On the other
hand, registration means only that a chosen execution system can deliver an atomic
service with the specified functional and not functional requirements, and it is
not enough because, it can be a number of different service instances running on
different hardware platforms included in the execution system. It causes that as
a response to a request, a realization of an instance of atomic service has to be
chosen, and this is the main functionality of the Matching Module.

To do this in the most efficient way, methods of semantic description of services,
available resources, and requirements, was implemented. Ontology-based depen-
dence models of the infrastructure, services, and execution requirements, has been
designed. Algorithms were developed to transform execution and requirements
information into an execution flow knowledge. A recommendation and descrip-
tion method was proposed for selected SOA services utilization in SOA applica-
tions. Different aspects related to systems quality assurance, reliability, availability,
safety and security were taken into consideration during this analysis process.

5.1 Architecture of the Matching Module

The aim of the Matching Module is to find the most suitable execution system for
a SOA request. Each execution system consists of different hardware platforms,
including hybrid ones that offer different performance and different accuracy. More-
over different virtualizers can be used to simulate the needed hardware platforms
and/or operation systems. This means that to take an efficient decision, the de-
scription of the available hardware platforms, virtualizer, operating system (with
libraries) and the realizations of the instances of atomic services, should be used.
Basing on the above specified information, the Matching Module which architec-
ture is presented in Figure 15, a set of couples that consists of a selected realization
of the instances of atomic service and an allocated execution environment, is gen-
erated.

To generate the above defined couples the module first check what hardware
platforms are available. Then the possibility of using the proper virtualizers which
can be executed on that hardware platforms is checked. In a description of reg-
istered virtualizers, there are some rules which define its requirements (amount
of memory, type of processor, etc.) Such a pair constitutes a virtual hardware
(V H) platform. On any of such virtual hardware platform, it can be run an op-
erating system (called a virtual operating systems - V OS). In description of a
V OS, there are rules about the requirement on the virtual hardware needed for
running the V OS. A pair of V OS and V H constitutes a possible execution en-
vironment (EE). Then the connection between the service realizations with the
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desirable non-functional properties, and the adequate execution environments is
established. In the description of a service realization, there are rules which define
the non-functional properties depending on the properties of the virtual operating
system. At this moment a set of possible concrete realization (hardware, virtu-
alizer, virtual operating system, service realization) is created. Then depending
on the current EE load and the analysis of the previous execution of the service
realization, the module choose one of the concrete realization and propagate it to
the execution module with all information needed for its execution.

Because not all hardware has its virtualizer, there is also a dummy virtualizer.
This virtualizer vitrualizes nothing and is interpreted in a special way by the
execution module. This means that the rules for virtualization will change nothing,
but these virtualizers are also marked to inform the execution module to not run
a virtualizer. It can also mean that an operating system is still running on such
processor and it is only needed to execute a service realization. The system of
information about hardware, virtualizers, virtual systems and service realizations is
very flexible. Depending on registering the information of afore mentioned elements
the whole system can be viewed as a one instance of service or not. The information
can be registered in such a way that an executor can distinguish between different
types of hardware but without distinguishing computation units, or in an other

Fig. 15. Matching module architecture
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way, that service will be interchangeably assigned to exactly one unit of hardware.
It allows to use different policy of hardware, facilitating the execution of service
requests.

5.2 An Example of Using Matching Module

Suppose three workstations with processors of type PA (PA1, PA2, PA3), and two
with processors of type PB (PB1, PB2) in the system. To simplify considerations,
workstations will be later identified with their processor. There are also a number
of virtualizers: two formal that do not change their processor type, and one that
changes processor of type PA into type PB. Moreover there are two virtual operat-
ing systems, OS1 and OS2, which are equipped with different matrix operations li-
braries: OS1 operates on processor of type PA using a single-precision real numbers
representation, when OS2 operates on the same processor using double-precision
real numbers representation. For processors PB only one operating system OS3 is
available. Each of these operating systems require 1GB of RAM memory. In the
system a service UA1 is registered. This service can be executed using the operat-
ing system OS1 or OS2, however accuracy of computations depends on the used
matrix operations library. Another service UA2 is also registered, which operates
in the system OS3, and used only double-precision real number representation.
Of course, other services are also registered, but these two implementations are
functionally compatible with the service request.

Currently on the computer PA1, there are 0.7GB of free memory, at PA2 —
2GB, PA3 — 1.5 GB, PB1 — 3GB and at PB2 — 0.5GB, respectively. Firstly the
possible virtual hardware configurations are generated. After applying all virtual-
izers we can generate a 3 processor of type PA, and 5 CPU of type PB (2 real and
3 through virtualization PA to PB). Virtual processor PB built with the processor
PA1 is denoted as PB(PA1), etc. Then it is determined what operating systems
can be run. Since all operating systems require at least 1GB of memory, and there-
fore none can be run on processors PA1, PB2 and PB(PA1). On processors PA2
and PA3, it can be run any operating systems OS1 or OS2, while on the PB1,
PB(PA2) and PB (PA3), it can be run only the operating system OS3. Therefore,
7 possible runtime environments are possible.

Suppose that a request comes for the atomic service UA, with some non-
functional properties. One of these features is to calculate with double-precision
real numbers. After reviewing the services of registered projects, of course UA1
and UA2 are possible. It has to be checked which runtime environment provide
that specific requirement. Since UA1 can run in any of the systems with the OS1
or OS2, we can create 4 concrete realizations. By contrast, UA2 can run on the
remaining 3 runtime environments. However, two of the realization which use UA1
do not meet the requirement of calculations precision (the results are generated
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with single precision), so eventually we can create the following outputs for the
requested service AU:

— UA1, OS2, PA2
— UA1, OS2, PA3
— UA2, OS3, PB1
— UA2, OS3, PB(PA2)
— UA2, OS3, PB(PA3)

Then, based on data from previous runs, a decision for which specific imple-
mentation to choose can be done. Such a choice may be directed by other non-
functional characteristics such as the duration of action, the cost of the service
execution, etc.

6 Conclusions and Future Work

The architecture of a newly designed service requests distribution system has been
proposed. The aim of the system is the efficient allocation of execution and commu-
nication resources to SOA-based services. The resource allocation decision is taken
in two steps. In the first, communication resources are allocated using implemented
Request Broker and then the Matching Module using the historical data stored
in the system repository and information from the Execution Monitoring System,
takes a decision about the execution resources allocation. The virtualization used
by the system makes it possible to utilize a variety of hardware resources from the
Execution systems (SP ), dynamically selected to ensure the efficient SOA service
execution performed in accordance with the requirements. The project is under the
development and we have just completed the implementation of the prototype first
version. However, the current prototype is still missing some important features
common in such systems, the first performed tests confirmed the correct function-
ing of all designed modules. Currently the system is integrated and in the next
step, a set of performance tests will be conducted to an ensure efficient, with low
overhead operations, of the final system implementation. Later on the opportunity
of using the developed system as a cloud computing platform will be considered.
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Abstract. In this work, a method for the QoS-aware complex service com-
position in SOA-based systems is presented. The considered complex ser-
vice composition process consists of three stages: complex service structure,
scenario and plan composition. Complex service structure contains a set
of required functionalities and precedence relations between them, and is
derived directly from a service level agreement. Service scenario is derived
from service structure by choosing the optimal (in the sense of certain
quality criterion) order of execution of required functionalities. Finally, a
service plan emerges from a scenario by choosing the best versions of atomic
services for the delivery of required functionalities. For such distinguished
composition process methods for complex service scenario and execution
plan optimization are proposed. Optimization of a complex service scenario
is based on the analysis of possible parallel executions of required function-
alities. In order to deliver required level of the quality of service, well known
QoS assurance models (i.e.: best effort, integrated services and differenti-
ated services) are applied in the process of complex service execution plan
optimization.

Keywords: Service Oriented Architecture (SOA), Quality of Service
(QoS), complex services composition

1 Introduction

Systems based on the Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) paradigm offer services
(complex services) which are often delivered as a composition of atomic services [12,
13]. The main feature of such an attempt is that the required complex services may
be efficiently and flexibly composed of available atomic services providing certain,
well defined, required and personalized functionalities. Requested complex services
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are characterized by a set of parameters specifying both functional and nonfunc-
tional requirements; the former define the exact data processing procedures, while
the latter describe various aspects of required service quality. The set of parame-
ters describing requested complex service form SLA (Service Level Agreement) [1,
14].

Functionalities of the requested complex service are available as a sum of atomic
services functionalities. In order to deliver a complex service with requested func-
tional and non-functional properties appropriate atomic services must be chosen
in the process of complex service composition [10]. Required functionality, pre-
cisely defined in the SLA, determines a set of required atomic services as well as a
plan according to which atomic services are performed in the distributed environ-
ment. Properties of a requested complex service, which are mainly related to QoS
(Quality of Service) may be in most cases assured or obtained by proper resources
(processing and communication) and tasks (atomic services) allocation [4, 5, 7,
17].

Discussed complex services delivery approach is available only in a distributed
environment; possible parallel executions of distinguishable atomic services re-
quires the allocation of a proper amount of processing and communication re-
sources in a parallel manner. The distributed environment may be obtained both
by the allocation of separated or virtualized resources.

In order to obtain various required quality of service levels in distributed envi-
ronment well-known QoS strategies, i.e., best-effort, integrated services and differ-
entiated services concepts may be applied. Usefulness of the mentioned concepts
strongly depends on the formulation of the non-functional part of the entire SLA.
The application of the best-effort concept, based on common resources sharing,
leads to a solution where the same, high enough, average quality of service is
delivered to all performed services. The next two previously mentioned concepts
offer differentiated quality of service for requested services (also guarantees) and
are mainly based on resources reservation for individual requests (integrated ser-
vices concept) or for classes of requests (differentiated services concept) [4, 15].

In general, the task of complex service composition consists of finding, for given
ordered set of required functionalities (stated in the SLA), an order of atomic
services execution such that non-functional requirements are met. The task of
complex service composition can be decomposed into three subtasks, each of which
providing an input for subsequent subtask:

— Complex service structure composition — transformation of the SLA into a
set of required functionalities and the precedence relations between them. The
result of this task is a complex service structure represented as a directed graph
(not necessarily connected) of required functionalities.

— Complex service scenario composition — transformation of a complex service
structure graph into a single and consistent graph of required functionalities
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with precisely defined order of execution of all atomic functionalities. The de-
termination of the complex service scenario is composed of two stages. The
goal of the first is to propose for a given complex service structure graph a
set of consistent graphs, each representing certain order of execution of atomic
functionalities. The aim of the second stage is to select the best (for assumed
criteria) connected graph (scenario). Among others this task consists in making
the decision on whether to apply possible parallel executions to functionalities,
which are not bound by precedence relations in the complex service structure.
Since it is possible that a single functionality is delivered by more than one
atomic service (different versions of atomic service), the scenario graph repre-
sents in fact a family of execution graphs where member graphs differ in the
atomic service versions applied to deliver the required atomic functionality.

— Complex service execution plan composition — the choice of particular atomic
services in a complex service scenario graph such that non-functional require-
ments of complex service are met. This stage is composed of three sub-stages.
In the first one, the nodes (functionalities) of the corresponding optimal sce-
nario graph are replaced by subsets of atomic services providing respective
functionalities. In the second substage particular atomic services from atomic
services subsets are chosen. In the last substage particular versions of chosen
atomic services are picked.

The main advantage of SOA-based systems is that atomic services which de-
liver certain functionalities may be provided by different service providers, what
allows users to chose the required complex services from many, functionally and
non-functionally equivalent, available alternatives. In order to facilitate such ca-
pabilities service providers have to describe delivered services semantically in a
unified manner. In order to deliver to the user a complex service with a requested
functionality, semantic matching of service request with the available complex
services has to be performed. This very important step of complex service com-
position is performed as a part of the first stage of the complex service structure
composition task which was described above.

Since service requests, besides required functionality, include required non-
functional parameters, they must be taken into account during service composition
procedure. These parameters however concern, in general, the quality of required
service, which vary in time and depends mostly on current state of computer
communication system used as a backbone for complex service delivery. The aim
of this paper is to provide framework for QoS-aware complex service composition,
which allows to make decisions based on the network state of the SOA-based
system.

In order to deliver complex service with requested functionality and non-
functional properties various optimization tasks need to be solved on consecutive
stages of complex service composition task (i.e.: stages of complex service struc-
ture, scenario and execution plan composition).
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Fig. 1. Decomposition of the process of
complex service composition

In this chapter a model of complex service, which facilitates decomposition
of complex service composition task and allows to formulate and solve various
complex service optimization tasks, is proposed. Decomposition of the complex
service composition task is presented on Figure 1. This work is organized as follows.
In Section 2 model of complex service and complex service structure composition
task is presented. In section 3 the task of complex service scenario composition
is presented. Section 4 describes three approaches to the task of complex service
execution plan composition, which are based on well-known QoS strategies. Some
numerical examples of proposed solutions are presented in section 5. Section 6
summarizes presented work and gives directions for future research.

2 Complex Service Model

Let CS = {cs(1), . . . , cs(i), . . . , cs(I)} denote the set of all complex services
delivered in the considered system. It is assumed, that a functionality ϕ(cs(i)) of
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a complex service cs(i) is delivered by the execution of a certain number of atomic
services as(j) from the set AS = {as(1), . . . , as(j), . . . , as(J)} of atomic services
available in the system. The functionality ϕ(as(j)) of complex service as(j) is
an aggregation of the functionalities ϕ(as(j)) of the atomic services as(j), which
compose the complex service cs(i). Similarly non-functional properties ψ(cs(i)) of
complex service cs(i) are the aggregation of the non-functional properties ψ(as(j))
of the applied atomic services as(j).

The i-th (i = 1, 2, . . . , I) complex service cs(i) is a response to a call
for a service fully described by the appropriate service level agreement denoted
by SLAl = (SLAfl, SLAnfl), which contains information about the functional-
ity (SLAfl) required by the user, and the nonfunctional requirements (SLAnfl)
determining the required level of the quality of service. The functional part of
SLAfl = (Φl, Rl) is a subject of the structure composition process which delivers
the set of atomic functionalities Φ = {ϕl1, . . . , ϕlnl} present in the system. It
defines the allowed order of execution of the required functionalities with use of
the precedence relations ≺, given in matrix Rl.

The discussed precedence matrix, describing the set of precedence relations
may be — in the simplest case — described by a square binary order constraints
matrix Rl of size (nl + 2)× (nl + 2). The Rl matrix defines which functionalities
are bound with the relation of precedence.

Exemplary order constraints (precedence) matrix is presented below:

Rl =













0 1 0 1 0
0 0 1 1 0
0 0 0 1 1
0 1 1 0 1
0 0 0 0 0













(1)

The matrix Rl of dimension 5 × 5 corresponds to three atomic functionalities
with the addition of abstract starting and ending functionalities Φl = {ϕls, ϕl1,
ϕl2, ϕl3, ϕle}. The matrix should be understood as follows:

— column 1 — Functionality ϕls (abstract start functionality) cannot be preceded
by any other functionality;

— column 2 — functionality ϕl1 can be preceded by functionality ϕls or ϕl3;
— column 3 — functionality ϕl2 can be preceded by functionalities ϕl1 or ϕl3;
— column 4 — functionality ϕl3 can be preceded by functionalities ϕls, ϕl1 or

ϕl2;
— column 5 — functionality ϕle (abstract end functionality) can be preceded by

functionalities ϕl2 or ϕl3.
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The ordering constraints given with by matrix Rl can be transformed into
description using the precedence relation ≺ as follows:

ϕls ≺ {ϕl1, ϕl3};
ϕl1 ≺ {ϕl2, ϕl3};
ϕl2 ≺ {ϕl3, ϕle};
ϕl3 ≺ {ϕl1, ϕl2, ϕle};
ϕle ≺ ∅

(2)

In general, the binary 1 in i-th row and in j-th column (rlij = 1) means that
the functionality ϕj can be preceded by the functionality ϕli. The zero value in
i-th row and in j-th column (rlij = 0) means that the functionality ϕlj cannot be
preceded by the functionality ϕli. Abstract start and abstract end is guaranteed
by zeros in column j = 0 and row i = nl + 1.

rlij =

{

1 if ϕli ≺ ϕlj
0 otherwise

(3)

Moreover each row (except for row i = nl + 1) has to have at least one 1
value which guarantees the presence of exactly one end functionality. Additionally
guarantee of having exactly one start functionality is determined by having at
least one 1 in each column (except for j = 0 column). Above assumptions can be
summarized with the following formulas:

∀i ∈ {0, . . . , nl}
nl+1
∑

j=1

rlij ≥ 1 (4)

Fig. 2. Graph GBl representation for matrix
Rl (eq. 1). Each binary “1” value in the
matrix corresponds to an edge in the

structure graph GBl. Redundant edges make
the graph cyclic
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∀j ∈ {0, . . . , nl + 1}
nl
∑

i=0

rlij ≥ 1 (5)

Having the functionalities set Φl = {ϕl1, . . . , ϕlnl} and the order constraints
matrix Rl gives the ability to build a base graph denoted by GBl. GBl =
GB(SLAfl) = GB({Φl, Rl}) = GB(V Bl, EBl) is a graph defining the structure of
a complex service, where V Bl = {vbl1, vbl2, . . . , vblk, . . . , vbln} is the set of vertex
of a base graph (each vertex vblk corresponds to a proper functionality ϕlk) and
EBl is set of edges corresponding to the precedence relations defined by matrix
Rl.

The example graph for Rl matrix (eq. 1) and the functionalities set Φl = {ϕls,
ϕl1, ϕl2, ϕl3, ϕle}, is presented on Figure 2. Each binary value “1” represents an
edge between the functionalities in graph GBl.

3 Complex Service Scenario Composition

The structure of a complex service determines which atomic functionalities are
delivered within it and what are the order bounds. Such a service can be an entry
of the optimization process concerning the determination of the exact order of
functionalities delivery and parallel execution. The result of processing a complex
service structure is called a l-th complex service execution scenario.

A complex service execution scenario is a graph GC1 defined by the sce-
nario determination process. The scenario GC1 = GC(SLAfl) = GC({Φl, Rl}) =
GC(V Cl, ECl) is a graph containing the vertices set V Cl = V Bl = {vbl1, vbl2, . . . ,
vblk, . . . , vbln} the same as in service structure, and the edge set ECl = EBl \EAl
which is a subset of the structure edge set EBl:

ECl ⊆ EBl
ECl ∪ EAl = EBl

The problem of finding an optimal scenario can be formulated as follows:
Given:

— the l-th complex service request given with SLAl;
— the graph GBl with set of vertices V Bl and set of edges EBl;
— the order constraints matrix Rl;
— the other parameters vector al.

Find:
An adjacency matrix RGCl (as a representation of the graph GCl) from the set

of binary matrices of size (nl + 2)× (nl + 2) which minimizes the function f :
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R∗GCl = arg min
RGCl

f(RGCl ; al) (6)

with respect to constraints:

— the graph GCl represented by the matrix RGCl should be acyclic;
— the graph GCl represented by the matrix RGCl should have exactly one ab-

stract start and an abstract end functionality:

∀i ∈ {0, . . . , nl}
nl+1
∑

j=1

rCGijl ≥ 1

∀j ∈ {1, . . . , nl + 1}
nl
∑

i=0

rCGijl ≥ 1

— the matrix RGCl should comply with the order constraints matrix Rl: RGCl ⊗
Rl = RGCl .

The satisfaction of ordering constraints can be determined via the logical mul-
tiplication of each binary element of matrix. The operation ⊗ is defined as follows:

A⊗B = C

∀i ∈ {0, . . . , nl + 1} ∀j ∈ {0, . . . , nl + 1} : cij =

{

1 if aij = 1 and bij = 1
0 otherwise

The equality RGCl ⊗ Rl = RGC determines the satisfaction of the ordering
constraints. The function f(RGC; al) can be any function determining the quality
of service level e.g. execution time, cost, security level, reliability, etc. Depending on
the function relationship with quality (a function value growth can mean quality
level increase or decrease), the optimization task might has to be changed to
maximization or minimization.

The determination of the optimal scenario consists in removing a subset of
edges EAl from the EBl set in such a way, that each vertex in the result graph
belongs to some path connecting the start vertex and the end vertex in such a
way that the input and output degrees of vertices {ϕl1, ϕl2, . . . , ϕlnl} are at least
equal to 1. Moreover the input degree of start vertex and the output degree of
end vertex must be equal to 0. Additionally, the result graph GCl representing a
scenario must be acyclic.

The set of edges that are subject to be removed is uniquely defined by the
subtraction of the adjacency matrices R∗Al = Rl−R

∗
GCl

. The remaining binary “1”
values in the adjacency matrix R∗Al define the edges that are subject to be removed
from the graph GBl to obtain an optimal complex service execution scenario GC∗l .

For example with the matrix Rl (eq. 1), there are six possibilities of scenario
graphs GCl. All are presented in Figure 3.
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a) b)

c) d)

e) f)

Fig. 3. Six possible scenario graphs GCl obtained for the structure graph GBl
with the ordering constraints given in matrix Rl (eq. 1). Black edges are edges

from ECl, grey ones are from EAl

The scenario presented in Figure 3a was obtained after the substraction RGCln
= Rl −RGAln :

RGCln =













0 1 0 1 0
0 0 1 1 0
0 0 0 1 1
0 1 1 0 1
0 0 0 0 0













−













0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1 0
0 1 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0













=













0 1 0 1 0
0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 0













One can notice that the scenarios presented in figure 3 differ in the serial
and parallel execution cases. All functionalities from scenarios b), c) and d) are
executed serially (one-by-one), thus one can suspect that quality expressed e.g.
the execution time, may be worse than in scenarios a), e) and f) wich execute in
parallel. But if a parallel execution of functionalities shortens a complex service
execution time, it uses more system resources than a serial execution.

In the case of a serial scenario, we can estimate the time of execution of a
complex service using the following equation:
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t(GClserial) =

nl+2
∑

k=1

t(vblk) + t(ECl)

where t(ECl) is the overall time of transferring the requests between functionalities
in a complex service scenario.

If a transfer delay request between the i-th and the (i+ 1)-th functionality is
denoted by t(ecli,i+1), the calculation of the transfer times in a whole complex
service within a serial scenario is as follows:

ECl = {eclij : rCGijl = 1}

t(ECl) =
nl+1
∑

i=1

t(ecli,i+1).

In the extreme parallel scenario, above calculations are slightly different. The
time of execution of a complex service is calculated as follows:

t(GClparallel) = max
k∈{1,2,...,nl+2}

{t(vblk) + t(ecl1k) + t(eclkn+2)}

Two extreme scenarios — by mean of best and worst execution time — are
presented on Figure 4.

a)

b)

Fig. 4. Two extreme scenario graphs. Serial scenario: a — gives
the worst execution time, extreme parallel scenario, b — gives

the best execution time
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Situation where the maximum number of parallel functionalities delivery is
limited must be considered. A need for the introduction of such a limitation may
arise in the case where the utilization of a larger number of parallel functionalities
delivery can decrease the end-user quality e.g. increases the cost of the service to
such a level which violates user requirement.

In order to determine the parallelism in an execution scenario, it is needed to
introduce a measure to determine parallelism level. In the literature [16] the most
popular parallelism level is the ILP — Instruction Level Parallelism — which
measures the number of operations that can be done simultaneously divided by
the number of operations (eq. 7):

lpILP =
nlpar
nl

(7)

where lpILP is the ILP measure and nlpar is the number of operation that can be
executed in parallel manner.

For scenarios given by graphs, other parallelism measures can be used, e.g. a
measure that uses weight path length in a graph, where weights correspond to
time needed to deliver a proper functionality ϕlk. The proposed measure lpMP can
be defined as follows:

lpMP (GCl) =

(

1

np

np
∑

i=1

pl(i)

)−1

where np is the number of paths in the graph GCl and pl(i) is a weight of i-th
path length. Other parallelism measures can be found e.g. in [11].

In order to optimize end-user quality there is need to introduce constraints
concerning the parallelism level in an execution scenario graph GCl. When there
are no constraints in SLAnfl concerning QoS parameters like e.g. cost, the for-
merly formulated problem can be used without change; otherwise one should add
a constraint concerning the parallelism level of a scenario:

lp(GCl) = lp(RGCl) ≤ lpmax

where the lp function returns a parallelism level (with respect to the chosen mea-
sure) for a graph or for an adjacency matrix which is a representation of the graph.
This function should be designed in such a way that a higher value means the de-
livery of a larger number of functionalities simultaneously, when a smaller value
means that the scenario graph is mainly executed like the extreme serial scenario.
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4 Complex Service Execution Plan

The result of the scenario composition stage is an optimal scenario graph GC∗l =
(V Cl, EC

∗
l ), where V Cl ⊂ AS is a set of atomic services, which provide the func-

tionality requested in SLAfl, and EC∗l is a set of edges describing the optimal
order of atomic services execution. The main feature of systems based on the SOA
paradigm is that each atomic service may be available in many versions which dif-
fer in non-functional properties. Therefore, a scenario graph GC∗l must be treated
as a set of graphs, which differ in the versions of atomic services.

AS(ϕlk) = {aslk1, . . . , aslknlk} ⊂ AS denotes a set of versions of atomic
services, which provide functionality ϕlk, where nlk is the number of versions:

AS(ϕlk) = {aslkmlk ∈ AS : ϕ(aslkmlk ) = ϕlk,mlk = 1, . . . , nlk}.

As an example, consider graph GC∗l presented in Figure 3a, which consists
of three functionalities. Functionality ϕl1 is provided by three different versions
of atomic services, and functionalities ϕl2 and ϕl3 are provided by two versions.
The number ml of all possible complex service execution plans is equal to the
product of the numbers nlk of the atomic service versions providing the respective

Fig. 5. Different versions of atomic services providing the
respective functionalities resulting in twelve possible complex

service execution plans
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functionalities ϕlk; ml =
∏nl
k=1 nlk. The twelve possible execution plans of complex

service represented by graph GC∗l are presented on Figure 5.

5 Problem Formulation

The task of complex service execution plan composition consists in choosing for
each functionality ϕlk a version of atomic service, such that the non-functional
properties ϕ(cs(i)) of the composed complex service cs(i)meet the requirementsΨl
stated in the non-functional part of the service level agreement SLAnfl. Formally
this task can be formulated as follows:
Given:

— non-functional requirements for complex service Ψl;
— optimal complex service execution scenario GC∗l = (V Sl, ES

∗
l );

— complex service quality criterion Q.

Find:

A set of atomic services versions that such the following quality criterion is
minimized:

asl1ml1 , . . . , aslnlmlnj =

= arg min
asl1ml1∈AS(ϕl1),...,aslnlmlnl

Q
(

G({asl1ml1 , . . . , aslnlmlnj}, El)
) (8)

where the graph G({asl1ml1 , . . . , aslnlmlnl}, El) = G(Al, El) originates from the
graph GC∗l = (V Sl, ES

∗
l ) in such a way, that the nodes Al are particular atomic

services delivering the same functionalities than nodes V Sl, and El = ES∗l .

6 QoS Assurance Models

Depending on specific non-functional requirements and on the assumed model of
the quality of service assurance various complex service optimization tasks can be
formulated basing on the above general task of complex service execution plan com-
position. In the literature, there are three main concepts of QoS assurance i.e.: best
effort (BE), integrated services (IntServ) and differentiated services (DiffServ). In
the best effort approach no quality of service is guaranteed. Incoming request are
serviced according to their arrival order and for each of them the best possible
execution plan is chosen. In this model, only average values of QoS parameters
may be guaranteed with the use of proper admission control mechanism.
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In the IntServ model necessary resources are reserved for each incoming re-
quest, what allows to deliver strict guarantees on the values of quality of service
parameters. Besides resources reservation, this model requires the utilization of
other QoS mechanisms such as: admission control, request scheduling, etc.

In the DiffServ model, incoming requests are separated into classes and for each
class, required resources are reserved. Requests in different classes may be served
according to the best effort or the IntServ model. Application of the best effort
model to single DiffServ class, results in delivering guaranties on average values of
QoS parameters for requests in this class. On the other hand, the application of the
IntServ model to the single DiffServ class allows to provide strict QoS guarantees
for each single request belonging to this class.

In order to present the application of aforementioned models of QoS assurance
in the considered task of complex service execution plan optimization, let us as-
sume that the optimal complex service scenario requires that the functionalities
Φl are executed in serial order, and that the non-functional requirements Ψl of
the requested complex service, apply to complex service response time. Above as-
sumptions are made in order to clarify the presented approaches, and do not affect
the generality of further considerations.

The optimal complex service execution scenario considered in this example is
presented on Figure 6. This scenario requires nl atomic services to be executed in
serial order. Moreover, there are nlk available versions of atomic services for each
functionality ϕlk(k = 1, . . . , nl) what results in ml = n1 · n2 · . . . · nl possible
complex service execution plans. For simplicity, we denote the m-th complex ser-
vice execution plan as the sequence of indices of chosen versions of the consecutive
atomic services eplm = (ml1, . . . , mln1), where nl1 = 1, . . . , nl1; . . . ; mlnl = 1,
. . . , nlnl .

Fig. 6. Example scenario and plan of complex service execution with a serial
execution order of atomic services
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In the considered example, the non-functional property Ψ(aslkmlk) of the ato-
mic service aslkmlk is interpreted as an atomic service response time. Property
ψ(aslkmlk , asl(k+1)ml(k+1)) denotes a communication delay on link between the
atomic services aslkmlk and asl(k+1)ml(k+1) . The response time ψ(eplm) of complex
service executed according to the m-th execution plan eplm = (ml1, . . . , mlnl) is
equal to the sum of response times of the applied atomic services and communi-
cation delays between them:

ψ(eplm) =
∑

mlk∈eplm

⌊

ψ(aslkmlk) + ψ(aslkmlk , asl(k+1)ml(k+1))
⌋

(9)

The average response time dl experienced by the service requests in the whole
system can be calculated as the weighted average over the response times of each
execution plan eplm (m = 1, . . . , ml)):

dl =

ml
∑

m=1

pm · ψ(eplm) (10)

where pm is the probability, that certain service request will be served according
to the m-th execution path eplm.

7 Average Complex Service Response Time Minimization
(best effort)

In such a system, the task of minimization of the average complex service response
time (best effort model) can be formulated as a task of finding such a vector p =

[p1, . . . , pml ] of probabilities to chose a particular execution plan with minimized
average response time:

p∗ = argmin
p

ml
∑

m=1

pm · ψ(eplm) (11)

with respect to constraints on probabilities p:

ml
∑

m=1

pm = 1 and pm ≥ 0 for m = 1, . . . ,ml (12)

In general the average response time ψ(eplm) of each execution plan eplm de-
pends on request arrival intensity and probabilities p, which change over time.
Therefore the optimization task (11) has to be solved iteratively in consecutive
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time steps. The execution of complex services consists in assigning to incoming re-
quest such execution plans that the number of requests executed according to each
execution plan is proportional to calculated probabilities p∗. For a large number
ml of possible execution plans this approach may be inefficient due to the high
computational complexity of the optimization task (11). In such a case, one can
approximate optimal solution by the application of greedy approach, which for
each new service request chooses the execution plan eplm, with the lowest average
delay ψ(eplm∗):

m∗ = arg min
m=1,...,ml

ψ(eplm) (13)

8 Service Response Time Guarantees (IntServ)

S(tl) denotes the state of the system at the moment tl of arrival of the new
request SLAl. State S(tl) contains information concerning the moments of arrival,
the assigned execution plans, and the location of all service requests present in the
system at moment ti. Given the system state S(tl), it is possible to calculate exact
service response time ψ(eplm) for the request SLAl for each execution plan eplm
(m = 1, . . . , ml):

ψ(eplm) = d(S(tl), SLAl,m) (14)

where function d(S(tl), SLAl,m) (presented in [6]) represents an iterative algo-
rithm for the calculation of the response time of the service request SLAl delivered
according to the m-th execution plan.

In the the quality of service delivery task it is assumed that each incoming
request SLAl contains a set SLAnfl = Ψl of requirements concerning the values
of various parameters describing quality of service such as: response time, security,
cost, availability, etc. For the purpose of this example, it is assumed that the set
Ψl = {Ψl1} contains only one requirement concerning complex service response
time.

The aim of the task of guarantying service response time is to find such a
execution plan eplm for which the service response time requirements are satisfied:

m∗ = arg min
m=1,...,ml

ψ(eplm) = arg max
m=1,...,ml

d(S(tl), SLAl,m) (15)

with respect to:

ψ(eplm) ≤ ψl1
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It is possible that it does not exist such an execution plan for which the response
time requirements are met. In this case requirements can be renegotiated, for
example by suggesting a minimal possible service response time ψ∗l1:

ψ∗l1 = min
m=1,...,ml

ψ(eplm) (16)

When the required execution plan eplm∗ is found (by solving either task (15) or
(16) in order to be able to guarantee the requested service response time, resources
in execution plan eplm have to be reserved.

9 Average Service Response Time Guaranties (DiffServ)

Assume that each incoming service requests SLAl belongs to a certain class cl
(cl = 1, . . . , C). Each class c (c = 1, . . . , C) is characterized by the probability qc,
that the response time requirements of requests from this class are met:

P{ψ(eplm) ≤ ψl1} = qc1 (17)

where ψ(eplm) and ψl1 denote respectively the response time of the request SLAl
executed according to the execution plan eplm, and the response time requirement
of request SLAl.

The aim of the task delivering the average service response time guaranties is
to assign each incoming service request SLAl to such an execution plan eplm∗ for
which equation (17) holds. Since the probability P{ψ(eplm) ≤ ψl1} for each service
execution plan can be calculated by means of the cumulative distribution function
Flm(ψl1) [8], the task of delivering the average service response time guaranties
can be formulated as follows:

m∗ = arg min
m=1,...,ml

{Flm(ψl1)} (18)

with respect to:

Flm(ψl1) ≥ qcl

Similarly to the task of delivering strict guaranties, it is possible that none of
the execution plans allows to obtain the required probability for the response time
requirement. In such a case, the execution plan with the highest probability for
response time requirement enforcement may be suggested:

m∗ = arg max
m=1,...,ml

{Flm(ψl1)} (19)
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10 Numerical Example

To illustrate the presented tasks of optimal execution plan determination a simula-
tion study was carried out. Therefore a simulation environment has been designed
and developed to allow the execution of various experiments concerning quality of
service aspects in a system based on service oriented architecture paradigm [9].

The simulation environment has been configured for the needs of experiment in
the following way. Simulated system consisted of three serially ordered functional-
ities each having atomic services in three versions: AS(ϕl1) = {asl11, asl12, asl13},
AS(ϕl2) = {asl21, asl22, asl23} and AS(ϕl3) = {asl31, asl32, asl33}. Moreover, in
the simulation system, three classes of requests were considered; request belonging
to the first class were served according to the best effort model in which the av-
erage complex service response time is minimized; requests from the second class
were served according to IntServ model which allows to deliver strict guaranties
for complex service maximal response time; requests from the third class were
served according to the DiffServ model and has been divided into four subclasses,
each class having different average response time guarantee. Subclasses from the
DiffServ class have different average guarantee level set. Each request was required
to be served in ψ(eplm) = 0, 5 second although the first subclass with probability
0.8, the second with 0.7, the third with 0.6 and the fourth with a probability equal
to 0.5.

A stream of requests following a Poisson law was connected to the input system,
characterized with an average stream intensity λ0 = 50. The share of each request
class in the overall stream was as follows: best effort: 50%; IntServ: 10% and
DiffServ: 40%. Each subclass of DiffServ request had 10% share in overall stream
of requests. The ratio of the number of requests from different requests classes was
chosen to be similar to the ratio of traffic volume in real computer communication
networks.

The aim of the simulation was to evaluate the performance of the proposed
approaches to a deliver quality, meant in this experiment as the response time
guaranties delivered to the distinguished traffic classes for increasing the value of
request arrival intensity. The results of the performed simulation are presented on
Figures 7 and 8.

Figure 7 depicts the influence of an increasing request arrival rate on the aver-
age service response time for three main classes. Requests from both — best effort
and IntServ — classes are served according to a plan that minimizes the average
response time. There are two main differences between these classes: for IntServ,
the computational and communication resources are reserved to provide strict
guaranties. Moreover, the IntServ traffic is treated in prioritized way in compari-
son to the best effort traffic. Due to the lowest priority of the best effort class, all
computational resources of atomic services are assigned to the traffic with higher
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Fig. 7. Influence of increasing request arrival intensity λ on average service
response time for three main requests classes: best effort, IntServ, DiffServ

Fig. 8. Influence of the increasing request arrival intensity on the percentage
of requests from each subclass of DiffServ meeting its response time

requirements
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priority and the best effort traffic is provided with only of the resources that are
not consumed by other classes.

It is predictable that, for increasing the request arrival intensity, average ser-
vice response time should grow for all traffic classes. An interesting situation takes
place when intensity reaches λ = 1.25λ0. Average response time of requests from
the DiffServ class approaches its required response time at half a second delay,
and stops increasing. At the same time, the response time of the best effort class
slightly decreases and after a short moment begins to increase rapidly. This situ-
ation is caused by the fact, that when the DiffServ class reaches its requirement
it does not need as much resources as earlier. Excess resources were assigned to
the best effort class, what resulted in a decreased response time. When the re-
quest intensity increased, the DiffServ class needed more resources to provide the
required response time guaranties. Necessary, resources were taken from the best
effort class, what caused a rapid growth of the best effort average response time.

Each subclass of the DiffServ class have different requirements on the percent-
age of requests meeting response time requirements. The results of quantitative
analysis of the influence of increasing the request arrival intensity on the per-
centage of requests from each subclass of DiffServ, meeting then response time
requirements, is presented on Figure 8. One can notice, that as the request arrival
rate grows, the percentage of requests not violating the response time guaranties
approaches to the required values, which in the presented study were set to 0.8,
0.7, 0.6, and 0.5 for corresponding subclasses.

11 Related Work

The problem of QoS-aware complex service composition in the systems based on
service-oriented architecture is being addresses as one of the main research field
by both academy and industry [22]. Most of research analyzes the problem of
service candidate selection as an optimization problem assuming that the busi-
ness workflow is given [29]. In general it has been shown that the complex service
composition problem is NP-hard when considered as a global optimization task
[18, 19]. There are few factors which have an influence to the problem complexity.
The main is the exponential growth of the solutions space with increasing num-
ber of service candidates, but the multidimensional QoS requirements along with
the variety of connecting atomic services possibilities can also cause the problem
to be more complicated [26, 27, 28]. The problem’s complexity grows exponen-
tialy so only heuristic algorithms can be proposed to obtain a feasible solution in
runtime. The metaheuristics like simulated annealing, tabu search or genetic algo-
rithms seems to be a logical idea to use due to intractable nature of the problem.
Moreover a local optimization problem has been investigated in order to obtain a
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suboptimal solution [24, 25]. Most of researchers used the Integer or Linear pro-
gramming in order to determine optimal QoS-aware service composition, but the
proper problem formulation allows to use the multidimensional multichoice knap-
sack problem (MMKP) solutions in order to obtain desired composition satisfying
all of the QoS constraints. However the MMKP problem has been also shown to
be NP-hard [21]. [20] proposes a branch and bound algorithm (BBLP) to find the
optimal solution for MMKP. In [30] author proposed an approach to optimize both
service semantic functionality fit and the quality of service in single optimization
stage. The aggregated task was complex, that is why author used metaheuristics
to obtain only a suboptimal solution.

To cope with the complexity of the composition problem we propose to divide
the composition process into three stages as shown in the paper. First stage, where
the complex service structure is determined, allows to use semantic composition
methods in order to satisfy end-user’s functional requirements. In the second stage
complex service execution scenario is determined, which addresses both aspects of
composition process — functional and non-functional requirements satisfaction.
The last stage — determination of complex service execution plan — is purely
the quality of service optimization stage, which has been mostly investigated in
the literature. The presented division of the composition process allows to perform
pre-optimization tasks in order to reduce the possible solutions space. As shown
in [23] the scenario graph optimization allows to estimate the obtainable complex
service execution time before determining the execution plan which is the last
optimization stage in our approach.

Besides the pre-optimization advantages, the composition process decomposi-
tion allows to investigate various optimization tasks concerning purely function-
alities — with use of domain ontologies — in the first stage, and purely QoS-
awareness in the last stage. The middle stage — where the complex service exe-
cution scenario is determined — allows to find a tradeoff between functional and
non-functional requirements satisfaction. The presented three stage process can
be also understood as a two layers of optimization (functional and non-functional)
with the middle layer not considered in the literature before.

12 Final Remarks

In this work we presented the general method for QoS-aware complex service
composition which consists of three stages: complex service structure, execution
scenario and execution plan composition. On illustrative examples, we showed how
to enhance the quality of complex service by solving certain optimization task in
each stage of complex service composition. In particular we showed that complex
service scenario optimization, analysing of complex service parallelism degree, may
prove useful in the task of quality of service assurance.
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Moreover, we showed that it is possible to deliver a required level of quality of
service and differentiate it between distinguished request classes by the application
of commonly known quality of service assurance approaches in the process of com-
position of complex service execution plan. It is worth noting, that the presented
method uses only few mechanisms (resource reservation, request scheduling) from
classical QoS assurance models. The application of all QoS mechanisms (e.g.: traffic
shaping and conditioning, request classification, contract renegotiation, congestion
control, etc.) as well as knowledge engineering methods [5] (e.g.: prediction of client
behavior, adaptive scheduling, atomic services load prediction, etc.) to the man-
agement of systems resources may allow to significantly improve delivered quality
of service.

The main advantage of our proposed method for complex service composition is
that it is not necessary to go through all stages during service composition. In the
case, when a new service request arrives in the system, it is possible to make use of
partial solutions derived for similar requests which were served earlier. For example
a single execution scenario may be used for functionally similar requests. Quality
differentiation between these requests is achieved by the application of different
execution plans for each request. The determination of semantic similarity between
different complex service requests is one of the tasks for our future research.
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Abstract. In this work a method for the assessment and optimization of
security level of composed Web services, assuming layered security archi-
tecture and multiagent approach is presented. As the security evaluation
requires the precise definition of the set of evaluation criteria the key cri-
teria for each functional layer of SOA have been proposed. An information
fusion scheme, based on Subjective Logic formalism, was used to join infor-
mation coming from different layers and agents. The framework assumes
also that opinions about the credibility of the agents may be build and
used jointly with the security assessment.

Keywords: Service Oriented Architecture (SOA), security, complex ser-
vices, Subjective Logic

1 Introduction

Most organizations deliver their business processes using information technology
(IT) applications. Many different software tools are used to capture, transform
or report business data. Their role may be for example to structure, define and
transform data or to enable or simplify communication. Each such interaction
with an IT asset can be defined as a service. The set of delivered from the business
processes services provide the incremental building blocks around which business
flexibility revolves. In this context, Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) is the
application framework that enables organizations to build, deploy and integrate
these services independent of the technology systems on which they run [8]. In
SOA, applications and infrastructure can be managed as a set of reusable assets
and services. The main idea about this architecture was that businesses that use
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SOA can respond faster to market opportunities and get more value from their
existing technology assets [9].

The final success of the SOA concept can be obtained if many groups, both
internal and external to the organization, contribute to the execution of a business
process. Because in most cases the most valuable and also sensible part of each
organization is information, a business partner is much more willing to share in-
formation and data assets, if it knows that these assets will be protected and their
integrity maintained. Business partners will also be more likely to use a service or
process from another group if it has assurance of that assets integrity and security,
as well as reliability and performance. Therefore ensuring security is a one of the
most crucial elements while putting SOA approach into practice. Security issues
become crucial when complex processes are being composed of atomic services
which may have different security properties.

The composition of Web services allows building complex workflows and appli-
cations on the top of the SOA model. Besides the obvious software and message
compatibility issues a good service composition should be done with respect to the
Quality of Service (QoS) requirements. From the point of view of the client pre-
serving the non-functional requirements (availability, performance and security —
to name just the most important) is a key factor, which importance rapidly grows
in distributed environments where complex services are composed from atomic
components [8, 18, 19, 44].

QoS parameters may be defined as observable properties connected with non-
functional aspects of the Services. In order to fulfil the non-functional require-
ments Service Level Agreements (SLAs) are defined or negotiated between service
providers and their clients. The SLAs must be precise and unambiguous, they
should be also obeyed regardless the current system state and the complexity of
services being provided [17, 46].

The QoS characteristics may be expressed in many ways, there are also several
QoS specification languages including QML [21] and WSLA [22]. However, the
assessment of the actual QoS properties of services which may be composed of
atomic components, available in multiple versions which differ in their properties,
is rather complex task and there are several optimization problems involved [20,
24, 25]. In some cases sophisticated frameworks are used to deal with the QoS of
complex services [23].

In this work a formal model that supports reasoning about security properties
of complex services with respect to predefined SOA layers and inherently dis-
tributed architecture have been proposed. The chapter is structured as follows.
The second section presents the general motivation and works related to the prob-
lems of security level evaluation and service oriented architecture. The following
section introduces SOA security governance model and defines the layers of the
SOA security architecture. The following, fourth, section gives the description of
multiagent framework for security evaluation in SOA systems. Subjective Logic
— as a model for information fusion and reasoning about trust level of composed
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services and software agents is also presented. The fifth section defines the meth-
ods for building opinions about the security levels of consecutive SOA layers. The
sixth section discusses the properties of SOA security assessments in the form of
Subjective Logic’s opinions. The last section consists of the conclusion and the
direction of future research.

2 Motivation and Related Work

A mobile agent is a composition of computer software and data which is able to
move from one host to another autonomously and continue its execution on the
destination host. Mobile agent technology can reduce the bandwidth requirement
and tolerate the network faults. As the security evaluation process must be accu-
rate and efficient, these basic features relevant to agent and multiagent systems
are the main motivation for many researchers to apply multiagent approach to the
tasks related to system security. The second premise in this case is the correspon-
dence of the multiagent environment to SOA-based systems. Multiagent systems
are composed from the number of autonomous and mobile entities that are able to
act both cooperatively and separately. The fundamental concept for SOA-based
system is service – entity that could be evoked individually as well as in coopera-
tion with other services. And at last, both multiagent and SOA systems tend to
act in heterogenic and highly distributed environment [45].

As the number of SOA-based systems implementation grows, the concerns
about security also increases. From its inherited nature, the service oriented sys-
tems are distributed. Ensuring the fundamental security proprieties such as in-
tegrity, confidentiality, availability of the services in distributed, dynamic and
heterogeneous environment is critical challenge for all system administrators. In
consequence, apart from providing all the security capabilities expected from en-
terprise application platforms, service oriented security requires to address the
key challenge of providing widely distributed security domains and enabling in-
teroperability across all participants within the system. This includes especially
such features as trust-based interactions, credentials and tokens passing across the
systems, non-repudiation, authentication and authorization. There is still no fully
matured security infrastructure for service-oriented application environments [2,
10]. However, the present SOA infrastructure need to provide security, so most
frequently the security is provided by the base infrastructure on which services are
provided [4, 9]. The literature related to the security of SOA focuses on problems
with threat assessment, techniques and functions for authentication, encryption,
and verification of services [1, 2, 6]. Some other works focus on high level modeling
processes for engineering secure SOA [4, 9] with trust modeling [7], identity man-
agement and access control [12, 10]. Many studies focus on secure software design
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practices for SOA, with special interest in architectural or engineering methodolo-
gies as the means to create secure services [3, 5].

From the other hand, the rapid development of semantic technologies which as-
sume the use of domain ontologies and semantic similarity assessment methods for
service composition and orchestration can be observed. The example approaches
to the composition of semantically described services are presented in [26, 27, 28].
The key issue resulting from the use of semantics is the automation of many service
management’s tasks, and especially service composition [33]. Automation in dis-
tributed environments implies the use of agent technologies which are extensively
used for service discovery, selection and composition [[29, 30].

In most cases, building complex services converts into a constraint satisfaction
problem - there can be many candidates (atomic services) as building blocks of
a complex service (process) and it is necessary to select the optimal execution
plan. The required composition is expected to satisfy chosen QoS parameters [31].
Several approaches to the assessment of QoS parameters of composed services
have been proposed so far but there is no general approach to the estimation of
the security level of complex service [32, 34, 37]. The solution proposed in this
work fills this gap by proposing information fusion-based model of service security
level evaluation.

Moreover, to our best knowledge, the framework proposed in this paper is
the first that introduces a multiagent approach to the composed services security
level evaluation problem. The motivation for this is rather obvious estimation
of security-related service properties involves processing of information coming
from different layers and locations of a distributed system. The other important
and novel issues addressed in this work are the personalization of the security
level evaluation process, multilevel security evaluation, and support for information
fusion applied to service security assessment.

3 SOA Security Governance

The consequence of the SOA paradigm are problems related to information as-
surance in a distributed environment which is designed to provide interoperability
and availability. A service-oriented system assumes a scenario with multiple ser-
vice consumers interacting with multiple providers, all potentially without prior
human confirmation of the validity of either the consumer request or the provider
response. This concept is strictly related to another key idea for the future Internet
— the "Semantic Web". In this model it is no longer necessary for direct human
intervention or interpretation to seek or acquire "valid" information. Instead, it is
based on the automatic processing of well-defined resource description standards
and the high availability of such resources.
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The specific problems in a service-oriented environment related to the system
environment are as follows [35]:

— identity management; the identity need to be decoupled from the services;
all entities like users, services, and so may have their own identities; these
identities need to be properly identified so that appropriate security controls
can be applied;

— seamless connection to other organizations on a real-time;
— proper security controls management; in SOA, there is a need to ensure that,

for composite services, proper security controls are enacted for each atomic
service, and for service combinations;

— security management sovereignty; SOA needs to manage security across a range
of systems and services that are implemented in a diverse mix of new and old
technologies;

— protection of data in transit and at rest;
— compliance with a growing set of corporate, industry, and regulatory standards.

These important security issues arise in the context of the following SOA char-
acteristic features:

— high heterogeneity of resources (both software and hardware);
— distribution of resources;
— intensity and variety of communication;
— different level of resources and tasks granularity;
— resource sharing;
— competition for resources;
— the dynamics of resources;
— the business level requirements related to security.

There are several standards and mechanisms that have been elaborated to
provide and to maintain a high security level of SOA-based systems. The basic
solutions address the problems of confidentiality and integrity of data processed
by SOA-based system. Because of the network context of SOA and the multilevel
security risk related to the ISO/OSI network model layers, there are several so-
lutions that offer data protection mechanisms at the corresponding level of each
network layer.

The most commonly used and described are standards and protocols from
the application layer that are maintained by the OASIS consortium [12]. These
solutions have been worked out to support the development of web services and
thus SOA-based systems. The other type of protection methods, mechanisms and
protocols, like for example IPv6, are common for all network applications and can
be used in SOA-based systems as well in any other type of software.

As a SOA-based system can be defined by its five functional layers (Tab. 1)
the corresponding definition of SOA security requirements for a security evaluation
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Table 1. The security evaluation requirements for each of the SOA functional layers
(selection)

SOA Layer Evaluate/verify/test
Policy Policy consistency
and Business Processes Policy completeness

Trust management
Identity management

Service Identification
Authentication
Security management of the complex services

Service Description Description completeness
Availability
Protection from attacks

Service Communication Confidentiality
Protocol Authentication

Norms compliance
Transport Availability

Protection from attacks
Integrity

process should address the specific security problems within each layer. A subset
of security requirements for the SOA layers has been presented in Table 1. The
complete list can be found in [5].

4 Multiagent Framework for SOA Security Evaluation

There are several different problems considering the SOA security level evaluation
process. The most crucial, as it has been stated in the earlier sections are: the
complexity of the architecture, the multilevel relationships between the system
components and the heterogenity of the environment. Each security level eval-
uation method and tool must take into account all these factors and apply the
appropriate solutions for them to provide the accurate final results of the security
evaluation process.

4.1 Architecture of a Multiagent System for SOA Security Level
Evaluation

This section presents the main assumptions about a multiagent SOA-based system
security evaluation framework. The main idea about this framework is the appli-
cation of a multiagent approach. As systems implementing a Service Oriented
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Fig. 1. General architecture for service-based systems security level evaluation

Architecture are often geographically and logically dispersed, an appropriate tool
for monitoring and controlling all components is necessary [39]. The multiagent
approach offer all the relevant mechanisms and concepts and seems to be the best
solution in the described situation [40].

The idea of the SOA-based systems security level evaluation presented in this
chapter is built on the assumption that the security level of any complex service
is related to the following set of characteristics [36]:

— the profiles of services execution requests generated by system users and other
services and the way how these requests are handled;

— the system interface characteristics;
— the complexity of service composition;
— the utilization profile of the system and telecommunication resources.

According to this, the general architecture for security level evaluation we pro-
pose, has the following functional components (Fig. 1):

— services requests security analysis;
— complex services realization plan analysis;
— complex services execution analysis;
— requested and obtained security level comparison;
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Fig. 2. Detailed architecture of the multi-agent system for service-based system
security level evaluation

The aim of the component responsible for service requests security analysis is
to evaluate the requested user (or the service) security level taking into account
Business Processes Layer variables such as Service Level Agreement (SLA), secu-
rity policy, etc. The next component “Complex services realization plan analysis”
is responsible for atomic and complex services security level evaluation accord-
ing to the available service composition plan. The component “Complex services
execution analysis” evaluates the security level using the information about the
computational and communicational resources utilization. The last component is
responsible for the evaluation of the correspondence between the requested and
the obtained security level.

Described above components use information provided by the data acquisition
module and central repository. The data acquisition module supports the security
evaluation by delivering up to date information about service requests and service
realization profiles (e.g. which services have been requested and what resources
have been used to enable the service realization). The central repository brings
historical records describing user activity (users profiles), services activity (services
profiles) and system resources (resources profiles).

The process of security level evaluation managing all the mentioned compo-
nents is performed by a multi-agent system (Fig. 2).

This multiagent system architecture for SOA security evaluation introduces
the following agents classes (their functionalities has been explained in Table 2):

1. AMOL — Agents for MOnitoring Layer security levels — monitoring agents;
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2. ASL — Agents for Supervising the monitoring agents of the corresponding
Layer — superior agents;

3. AM — Agents for data fusion and Management — managing agents;
4. AC — Agents representing Clients — services consumers agents.

Monitoring agents AMOLs observe the security-related properties of the ser-
vices associated with a given layer and generate partial opinions about their secu-
rity level. Superior agents (ASLs) acquire partial opinions and use them to compute
opinions about the security of each level of the complex Web service under consid-
eration. The result is a set of opinions which is then processed by the monitoring
agent AM. Its role is to perform information fusion by joining the opinions origi-
nating from different levels and generate a global opinion about the security of a
service as a whole.

The most important functionality related to the SOA security level evaluation
architecture is the description of all the components, mechanisms and relations
that are necessary to precisely evaluate the security level of the particular SOA
system. As it was described in 3, the problem of security evaluation is complex
and there exist more than one solution that could be acceptable within a context
of a particular system and its environment. This part of the paper describes some
general ideas about SOA security level evaluation in relation to the requirements
listed in the Table 1 and multiagent architecture presented in the Figure 2.

Below two tasks and the corresponding algorithms for security level evaluation
using information related to functional SOA layer are defined.
Task 1. Security level evaluation for a separate SOA functional layer.
Given:

— N — ordinal number of SOA layer
— ack — k-th client of the SOA-based system
— p1, p2,..., pl — details or preferences related to ack request
— asl — agent superior layer
— amol n1, ,..., amol nm — set of specialized agents that perform security eval-

uation using appropriate tests, mechanisms, etc. related to the n-th SOA layer

Result:

— Ln — security level value for n-th layer

Algorithm 1

BEGIN
— ack prepare and send to am a request concerning the security level of the

n-th layer of the SOA system;
— am find all the monitoring agents related to n-th layer (amol n1,...,

amol nm), prepare and send the appropriate requests to them;
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Table 2. The characteristic of the agent classes

AMOL 1=
{amol 11,amol 11,..., amol 1n}

Set of autonomous agents which perform
the security level evaluation related to
the tasks defined in Table 1
For example for the first functional layer
of SOA — the transport layer amol 11

may be an agent that evaluates the
confidentiality of the transport layer,
amol 12 may be an agent that evaluates
data integrity at the transport layer level,
etc.

AMOL 2=
{amol 21 ,..., amol 2m}
AMOL 3=
{amol 31,..., amol 3l}
AMOL 4= {amol 41,..., amol 4o}
AMOL 5= {amol 51 ,..., amol 5p}

Sets of autonomous agents for
corresponding four SOA layers
(transport, ..., business processes) that
perform specific security evaluation tasks
related to each particular layer, as
described in Table 1

ASL={asl 1,..., asl 5} For each SOA functional layer there has
been defined one superior agent
The superior agents range of
responsibility is to coordinates all the
tasks related to the security evaluation
process for the particular SOA functional
level, to collects the results provided by
amol agents, to interpret the results
provided by amol agents and finally to
present the results of the security level to
managing agent and to client agents

AM={am} The managing agent is responsible for the
most top-level security evaluation; it
coordinate the activity of asl agents,
collect the results of the SOA layer
evaluation, combines all security level
related information and produces the
general SOA security level value, serves
the consumer agents requests

AC={ac1, ac2,..., acq} SOA services consumers agents collect
the information about security level of
provided by SOA systems services and
evaluates the security level of composite
services
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— Monitoring agents (amol n1,..., amol nm) perform the security evaluation
tasks using all tools, methods, algorithms, etc. available to them;

— asl collects the results obtained by all monitoring agents and using the
specific algorithm (data fusion, consensus operator, etc.) and taking into
account the list p1, p2,..., pl of ack preferences evaluates the final security
level value of the n-th layer of this SOA system;

— am returns Ln to the ack.

END

The role of the managing agent AM is to integrate the security assessments
coming from different layers and to provide a top-leves security estimate for given
service. This is done with the following algorithm:
Task 2. SOA security level evaluation.
Given:

— ack — k-th client of the SOA-based system;
— am — managing agent;
— p1, p2,..., pl — details or preferences related to ack request.

Result:

— Lsoa — SOA system security level.

Algorithm 2

BEGIN
— ack prepare and send to am a request concerning the security level of the

SOA system;
— Using Algorithm 1 managing agent am evaluates L1,..., Ln — security

levels for all SOA system’s layers;
— Managing agent am evaluate Lsoa the final security level value of the SOA

system using selected data fusion methods and taking into account the list
p1, p2,..., pl of ack preferences;

— am returns Lsoa to the ack.

END

Regardless of the approach for opinion fusion (a specific solution of this im-
portant problem will be proposed in the following sections), a final opinion about
the security level of the service under consideration can be evaluated. It takes into
account all the layers defined for the SOA architecture and reflects the measured
properties of the service.

However, in order to perform an information fusion process integrating in-
formation from different layers (which are differently grounded and typically has
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Fig. 3. The Opinion triangle [14]

even different physical interpretation) a formal method to underline the informa-
tion exchange between the above defined agents is required. Such a method, the
Subjective Logic, will be introduced in the following section.

4.2 Subjective Logic

Subjective Logic was proposed by Josang as a model for reasoning about trust in
secure information systems [15]. It is compatible with Dempster-Shafer’s theory
of evidence [14] and binary logic [16]. Subjective Logic includes standard logic
operators and additionally two special operators for combining beliefs – consensus
and recommendation. The definitions in this section introduce the fundamental
notions of Subjective Logic and come from [14] and [15].

When expressing belief about a statement (predicate) it is assumed that it is
either true or false, but one is not certain about it — one is only able to have
an opinion about it (because of imperfect knowledge). Let’s denote belief, disbelief

and uncertainty as b, d and u respectively.

Definition 1 (Subjective Logic’s opinion). A tuple w = 〈b,d, u〉 where 〈b,d, u〉 ∈
[0,1]3 and b + d + u =1 is called an opinion.

From Definition 1 we can graphically express an opinion as a point belonging
to opinion triangle (Fig 3. — point w marks opinion 〈0.8, 0.1, 0.1〉).

Opinions have always assigned membership (are expressed by certain agents)
and are not inherent qualities of objects but judgments about them. For any opin-
ions wp = 〈bp, dp, up〉 and wq = 〈bq, dq, uq〉 about predicates p and q the following
operators may be defined (proofs and in-depth discussion are to be found in [14]):
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Definition 2 (Conjunction)

wp∧q = 〈bpbq, dp + dq − dpdq, bpuq + upbq + upuq〉 (1)

Definition 3 (Disjunction)

wp∨q = 〈bp + bq − bpbq, dpdq, dpuq + updq + upuq〉 (2)

Definition 4 (Negation)

w¬p = 〈dp, bp, up〉 (3)

Now assume two agents, A and B, where A has an opinion about B. An opinion
about other agent is interpreted as an opinion about proposition “B’s opinion is
reliable”. We will denote an opinion expressed by agent B about a given predicate
p and agent’s A opinion about B as wBp and wAp respectively. Then the opinion of
agent A about p is given by the discounting operator (a.k.a reputation operator):

Definition 5 (Recommendation, denoted by ⊗)

w
AB
p = w

A
p ⊗ w

B
p = 〈b

A
Bb
B
p , b
A
Bd
B
p , d

A
B + u

A
B + b

A
Bu
B
p 〉 (4)

The joint opinion of two agents A and B about a given predicate is computed
by the consensus operator (wAB and wBp are opinions of A about B and B’s about
p):

Definition 6 (Consensus, denoted by ⊕)

w
AB
p = w

A
B ⊕ w

B
p =

〈

(bAp u
B
p + b

B
p u
A
p )/ k, (d

A
p u
B
p + d

B
p u
A
p )/ k, u

A
p u
B
p / k

〉

(5)

where k = uAp + u
B
p − u

A
p u
B
p

The consensus operator is commutative and associative thus allowing to com-
bine more opinions. Note that ⊕ is undefined for so-called dogmatic opinions (con-
taining bp=1 or dp=1), reflecting that there is no joint opinion, if one is absolutely
certain about a given fact. Opinions about binary events can be projected onto
a 1-dimensional probability space resulting in probability expectation E(wp) value
for a given opinion:

Definition 7 (Probability expectation)

E(w p = E(〈b, d, u〉) = b+
u

2
(6)

When ordering opinions the following rules (listed by priority) hold:

1. The opinion with the greatest probability expectation E is the greatest,
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Fig. 4. The use of recommendation and consensus operators

2. The opinion with the smallest uncertainty is the greatest,

Thus, for instance when three opinions are considered: w1= 〈0.4, 0.2, 0.4〉 ,
w2=〈0.5, 0, 0.5〉, w3=〈0.2, 0, 0.8〉 the proper order of them, according to equitation
6 is as follows: w2> w1> w3. What can be interpreted as the situation where w2

denotes ‘best opinion’ (formally, probability expectation E of opinion w2 is the
greatest) while w3 the ‘worst one’ (formally, probability expectation E of opinion
w3 is the smallest).

Figure 4 shows a possible joint application of recommendation and consensus
operators are shown.

If opinions (Fig. 4a) w1,2k ,l and w2,3l ,m are known (say w1,2k ,l=〈0.8, 0.1, 0.1〉 and

w
2,3
l ,m=〈0.7, 0.1, 0.2〉), any agent of ASL or AM type is able to compute — with

recommendation operator — the value of w1,3k ,m On the Fig.4b the application of

the consensus operator (5) is shown to build the opinion w1,4k ,m with the help of
joined opinions of agents A2 and A3.

4.3 Security Level Evaluation

At this point two different scenarios for generating a general opinion about the
security level can be proposed (the architecture of the system is presented on
Figure 5):

Strict security assessment. a Subjective’s Logic conjunction operator is used
to fuse opinions and and resulting service security assessment ωSS for the service
has form: ωSS = ωpbp ^ωsrv ^ωsrvd ^ωscp ^ωtrl. According to the definition of
conjunction operator, the belief component of the resulting opinion is close to the
lowest security level measured for service layers — it is a case where the layers of
the service architecture are treated as dependent from each other in the context
of security assessment.
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Fig. 5. The application of Subjective Logic opinions in the multiagent system for
SOA security level evaluation

General security assessment. Subjective’s Logic consensus operator is used to
fuse the opinions and the resulting service security assessment ωSS for the service
has form: ωSS = ωpbp ⊕ ωsrv ⊕ ωsrvd ⊕ ωscp ⊕ ωtrl. In the case of the consensus op-
erator conflicting opinions (with clearly different belief and disbelief components),
the final values are averaged,and so the final opinion reflects the average security
assessment of the service. In this case the layers of the service architecture are
independent.

The last part of the proposed architecture is a consumer agent AC. Its role is
to provide the possibility of tuning the framework and take into consideration the
feedback of users. In general, the AC uses the possibility provided by Subjective
Logic formalism which allows to express opinions not only about facts but also
about the subjects who formulate opinions. Then the recommendation operator
(⊗, Def. 5) is used to evaluate the opinion with the trust level granted to the subject
who expressed it. In the case of high value of the disbelief component of the opinion
about an agent, the uncertainty of the resulting opinion grows, reflecting the fact
that the subject is not trusted. In the context of the presented framework this
feature will be used to differentiate the opinions about the SOA layers and react
to the cases in which the users will perceive the opinions as contradictory with
their experience (i.e. services with high security assessments will cause security
accidents).

Another scenario (not addressed in this chapter) assumes the use of opinions
about the agents to express the knowledge about their effectiveness — if an agent
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has no access to complete information about the service under monitoring (for
example: due to network failure) this may be reflected in the opinion associated
with him.

4.4 Aggregation of Security Properties for Service Composition Plans

Service composition assume serial, AND-parallel or XOR-parallel execution plans
(Fig. 6). After having assessed the security of atomic services (including levels),
the security of a composed service may be considered. In general, it is assumed
that security of aserial execution plan, where a chain of services executed one-
by-one, is defined by the security of the “weakest point” in the chain (indicating
the possibility that any security breach may occur during execution of a complex
service). The same concerns an AND-parallel execution plan. In the case of XOR-
parallel plan, where one actually does not know which service will be executed,
the security level of both services must be taken into account.

The above considerations result in the following rules for generating an opinion
about execution plan’s security (given that opinions about security of any compo-
nent service are already computed according to the rules defined in the preceding
sections):

1. Serial execution plan: opinion is computed by applying Subjective Logic’s AND
operator (^, Def. 2) to all opinions in the plan.

2. AND-parallel execution plan: opinion is computed by applying Subjective
Logic’s AND operator (^, Def. 2) to all opinions in the plan.

3. XOR-parallel execution plan: opinion is computed by applying Subjective
Logic’s Consensus operator (⊗, Def. 6) to all opinions in the plan.

The resulting opinion gives us the security assessment (opinion) of given exe-
cution plan of the composed service.

Fig. 6. Sample execution plan complex service
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An illustrative example is given on Figure 6. For this simple execution plan
(and assuming that the managing agent AM has generated opinions ωas1, ..., ωas7

about the security of component atomic services as1, ..., as7), the final security
assessment will be an opinion: ω = ωas1^(ωas2^ωas3)^ωas4^((ωas5^ωas6)⊗ωas7).

It should be noted, that the information used for security assessment comes
from the sources which are fundamentally different by origin and technical nature
(which also concerns the layers defined in sec. 4). For that reason two general
strategies for generating opinions about composed services have been proposed:

1. General security evaluation — based on the general opinions generated by
managing agent AM in result of the information fusion process.

2. Layer dependant security evaluation — based on layer-specific opinions pro-
duced by layer’s superior agents ASL. In this case the abovementioned rules
for generating opinions about the security of execution plan apply separately
to opinions concerning each specific layer of any component service involved
in given execution plan.

This flexible strategy allows the generation of opinions with the required granu-
larity and more in-depth security analysis of a composed service. The next section
introduces a set of methods for generating opinions about all layers of SOA security
architecture.

5 Evaluation of Subjective Logic Opinions for SOA Layers

5.1 Subjective’s Logic Opinions — the Interpretation

This section describes how the security level of the particular SOA layer can be
expressed using Subjective Logic opinions and operators. The aim is to assign quan-
titative values to the measured security of the SOA architectural levels. Opinions
of Subjective Logic are tuples composed of three values (w = 〈b,d,u〉), for which
the following interpretation have been defined:

1. Belief component of the Subjective Logic’s opinion reflects the trust in the
security level of the service under consideration. Its value close to one literally
means that one perceives the service as safe.

2. Disbelief component reflects the opinion that a service is not safe and may
cause security breaches.

3. Uncertainty component is to express that the knowledge is partial or incom-
plete and the security assessment does not give a definite result.
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In order to have an easy interpretation to the Subjective Logic’s opinions about
the security of services, a quantitative value associated with the security level of
the service will be given by probability expectation (Def. 7). The services with
the resulting probability expectation close to one will be treated as safe, while the
value approaching zero will suggest that the service is unsecure.

5.2 Policy and Business Processes Layer

The Subjective Logic opinion about the Policy and Business Processes layer will
be calculated as the conjunction of following opinions:

ωpbp = ωpcon^ωpcom^ωtrm^ωidm

where: ωpcon — Subjective Logic opinion about policy consistency, ωpcom — Sub-
jective Logic opinion about policy completeness, ωtrm — Subjective Logic opinion
about trust management, ωidm — Subjective Logic opinion about identity man-
agement.

These opinions can be evaluated in the following way:

ωpcon =< bpcon, dpcon, upcon >

where: bpcon = verified ∗ satisfaction, upcon = 1− verified

verified =

{

0 iff the policy consistency has not been verified
1 iff the policy consistency has been verified

ωpcom =< bpcom, dpcom, upcom >

where: bpcom = verified ∗ satisfaction, upcom = 1− verified

verified =

{

0 iff the policy completness has not been verified
1 iff the policy completness has been verified

ωtrm =< btrm, dtrm, utrm >

where: btrm = exist ∗ satisfaction level, upcon = 1− exist

exist =







0 iff the trust management has not been applied at this
SOA layer

1 iff the trust management has been applied at this SOA layer
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satisfaction ∈< 0, 1 > — represents user satisfaction level regarding trust man-
agement method

ωidm =< bidm, didm, uidm >

where

bidm = exist ∗ (user.control +minimal.disclosure+ directed.identity
+decentralized+ bidirectional+ single.logout
+scalability)/7

All other variables used in bidm evaluation have values taken from the binary set
[0,1] where value 1 means that the identity management implements the particular
functionality (e.g. directed identity management, user control, etc.).

The evaluation of the Subjective Logic opinion for all subsequent SOA layers is
performed in similar way, with respect to the specific nature of security properties
of the given layer.

5.3 Service Layer

The Subjective Logic opinion about the Service layer is the conjunction of following
opinions:

ωsrv = ωauth^ωcmpx^ωid

where ωauth — Subjective Logic opinion about service authentication, ωcmpx —
Subjective Logic opinion about security of complex services composition, ωid —
Subjective Logic opinion about service identity.

These opinions can be evaluated in the following way:

ωauth =< bauth, dauth, uauth >

where bauth = (bio ∗ s1 + pass ∗ s2 + tok ∗ s3 + hidden ∗ s4) uauth = 0, bio, pass,
tok, hidden ∈ [0,1] — a particular variable which value equals 1 to indicate that
the authentication method that has been applied (biometric, password, token,
hidden) s1, ..., s4 weights characterizing the quality of the authentication method,
(s1 + s2 + s3 + s4) = 1

ωcmpx =< bcmpx, dcmpx, ucmpx >

where btrm = exist ∗ satisfaction level utrm = 1− exist

exist =

{

0 iff no specialized security mechanisms has not been applied
1 iff some specialized security mechanisms has not been applied
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satisfaction ∈< 0, 1 > — represents the user satisfaction level regarding se-
curity of complex services composition.

ωid =< bid, did, uid >

where: bid = exist ∗ (unique+ universal + friendly )/3 utrm = 1− exist

exist =

{

0 iff the identification has not been applied at this SOA layer
1 iff the identification has been applied at this SOA layer

All other variables used in bidm evaluation have values from the binary set [0,1]
where value 1 means that the identity management implements the particular
functionality (e.g. directed identity management, user control, etc. ).

5.4 Service Description Layer

The Subjective Logic opinion about the Service description layer is the conjunction
of the following opinions:

ωsrvd = ωsdcom^ωav^ωaprot

where ωsdcom — Subjective Logic opinion about service description completeness,
ωav — Subjective Logic opinion about availability of services description, ωaprot
— Subjective Logic opinion about system harndess.

ωsdcom =< bsdcom, dsdcom, usdcom

where bsdcon = verified usdcon = 1− verified

verified =







0 iff the service description completness has not been
verified

1 iff the service description completness has been verified

ωav =< bav, dav, uav >

where bav = served/requested uav = 1−active time/total time, served — variable
value denotes the number of request that have been served successfully, request
— variable value denotes the number of total request addressed to the service
description layer, active time — the period of time when service description has
been available, total time — the global period when the availability of service
description has been observed

ωaprot =< baprot, daprot, uaprot >
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where:

baprot =

n
∑

i=1

WPi +
m
∑

j=1

OPNj

(n+m)

uaprot = 1− (n+m)/total, WPi — binary variable value which denotes the result
of a particular penetration test, WPi= 1 iff the test was successful, 0 otherwise,
OPNj — binary variable value which denotes the result of a vulnerability search,
WPi= 1 iff the vulnerability has not been found, 0 otherwise, n — number of
performed penetration tests, m — number of vulnerabilities that has been tested,
total — the total number of all know penetration tests and vulnerabilities

5.5 Service Communication Protocol Layer

Subjective Logic opinion about Service Communication Protocol Layer is the con-
junction of following opinions:

ωscp = ωconf^ωauth = ^ωnorm

where ωconf — Subjective Logic opinion about communication protocol confiden-
tiality, ωauth — Subjective Logic opinion about communication protocol authen-
tication, ωnorm — Subjective Logic opinion about communication protocol norm
compliance

ωconf =< bconf , dconf , uconf >

where

bconf = exist ∗
(

min
(

1, symmetric ∗ keylength2048

)

+min
(

asymmetric ∗ keylength256

))

uconf = 1− exist

exist =

{

0 iff the data has not been enciphered at this SOA layer
1 iff the data has been enciphered at this SOA layer

keylenght — cryptographic key length, symmetric, asymmetric — according to the
applied cryptographic protocol, variable value is 0 or 1

ωauth =< bauth, dauth, uauth >
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All Subjective Logic opinion components of the authentication at this SOA
layer has been defined in the same way as it has been shown for the Service layer.

ωnorm =< bnorm, dnorm, unorm >

where bnorm = verified ∗ result, unorm = 1− verified,

verified =

{

0 iff the policy consistency has not been verified
1 iff the policy consistency has been verified

result ∈ 〈0,1〉 — variable which denotes compliance to norms

5.6 Transport Layer

The Subjective Logic opinion about the Transport Layer security is the conjunction
of the following opinions:

ωtrl = ωav^ωint^ωaprot

where ωar — Subjective Logic opinion about transport layer availability, ωin —
Subjective Logic opinion about transport layer integrity, ωar — Subjective Logic
opinion about transport layer protection from attacks

ωav =< bav, dav, uav >

All Subjective Logic opinion components of the availability at this SOA layer
has been defined in the same way for the Service Description layer.

ωaprot =< baprot, daprot, uaprot >

All Subjective Logic opinion components of the protection from the attacks at
this SOA layer has been defined in the same way as at Service Description layer.

ωint =< bint, dint, uint

where bint = exist ∗ strength, utrm = 1− exist

exist =







0 iff the trust management has not been applied at this
SOA layer

1 iff the trust management has been applied at this SOA layer

strength ∈< 0, 1 > — represents the confidence about the strength of the applied
integrity protection mechanisms.
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6 The Properties of the Security Assessments

This section presents the basic properties of security assessments in the form of
opinions combined by Subjective Logic’s operators. It shows how to obtain the
aggregated security level for a SOA-based system.

The first example demonstrates the situation when all superior agents (ASL)
returned the same opinions describing the security levels related to all distinguished
SOA layers (Table 3). In the presented approach it means that ωpbp =ωsrv =ωsrvd

=ωscp =ωtrl.

Table 3. Various values of opinions

wpbp wsrv wsrvd wscp wtrl wss

op1 <1,0,0> <1,0,0> <1,0,0> <1,0,0> <1,0,0> 1
op2 <0.9,0.1,0> <0.9,0.1,0> <0.9,0.1,0> <0.9,0.1,0> <0.9,0.1,0> 0,6561
op3 <0.8,0.2,0> <0.8,0.2,0> <0.8,0.2,0> <0.8,0.2,0> <0.8,0.2,0> 0,4096
op4 <0.7,0.3,0> <0.7,0.3,0> <0.7,0.3,0> <0.7,0.3,0> <0.7,0.3,0> 0,2401
op5 <0.6,0.4,0> <0.6,0.4,0> <0.6,0.4,0> <0.6,0.4,0> <0.6,0.4,0> 0,1296
op6 <0.5,0.5,0> <0.5,0.5,0> <0.5,0.5,0> <0.5,0.5,0> <0.5,0.5,0> 0,0625
op7 <0.4,0.6,0> <0.4,0.6,0> <0.4,0.6,0> <0.4,0.6,0> <0.4,0.6,0> 0,0256
op8 <0.3,0.7,0> <0.3,0.7,0> <0.3,0.7,0> <0.3,0.7,0> <0.3,0.7,0> 0,0081
op9 <0.2,0.8,0> <0.2,0.8,0> <0.2,0.8,0> <0.2,0.8,0> <0.2,0.8,0> 0,0016
op10 <0.1,0.9,0> <0.1,0.9,0> <0.1,0.9,0> <0.1,0.9,0> <0.1,0.9,0> 0,0001
op11 <0,1,0> <0,1,0> <0,1,0> <0,1,0> <0,1,0> 0

Figure 7 presents the graphical interpretation of the relation between ASL
opinions (illustrative values taken from Table 3) and aggregated security level
(aggregated security level has been denoted in the Table 3 as ωSS).

The value of aggregated security levels has been calculated using the Strict

security assessment method described in Section 4.3. It means that that SS =
ωpbp ^ωsrv ^ωsrvd ^ωscp ˝E ωtrl.

In situation where the uncertainty level equals zero, the agregated security
level decreases more quickly than the layers security. This means that the pro-
posed method of security level aggregation preserves the fundamental requirement
of security — the paradigm of the weakest link. The observed characteristic of
aggregated security also corresponds with the description at the beginning of this
section. The high dynamicity of this type of systems allows us to assume that as-
signing as the security level of the whole SOA-based system simply the minimum
value of the set of layers security levels is not sufficient.
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Fig. 7. Aggregated security level. Opinions about security of all SOA layers are
equal and the opinions values are from the set {belief ∈ [0,1], disbelief ∈ [0,1],

uncertainty = 0}

The two subsequent examples (Fig. 8 and Fig. 9) show us another important
property of the proposed method for security level aggregation. The obtained re-
sults characterize the different role of the uncertainty and disbelief in the process
of aggregated security level evaluation. These charts illustrate the difference be-
tween a situation where no evidence that the system is unsecure has been detected
— Figure 8, and where one does not know exactly if the security of the system is
guaranteed — Figure 9.

Figure 9 illustrates the situation where there is no possitive evidence of system
security. In this case the aggregated security level of SOA system is significantly
worse then it has been observed in the two earlier examples. This behavior also
corresponds with common sense understanding of security relations.

The next three figures ilustrates the impact of the security level of a particular
SOA layer for the aggregated value of SOA security level. The assumption is that
all but one SOA layers are secure. It means that the opinions about secure layers
are in the form of {belief = 1, disbelief = 0, uncertainty = 0}.

The first Figure 10 presents situation when one layer from SOA model has
opinions with belief component equal 0 and disbelief values from 1 till 0.

It can be noticed that the presence of only one unsecure layer (it means with
opinion with belief component equal 0 and disbelief component equal 1) makes the
whole system unsecure (aggregated opinion has the same value — belief component
equals 0 and disbelief component equal 1). In the figure below (11) another effect
related to an unsecure layer presence has been demonstrated. If the unsecure layer
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Fig. 8. Aggregated security level. Opinions about security of all SOA layers are
equal and the opinions values are from the set {belief ∈ [0,1], disbelief = 0,

uncertainty ∈ [0,1]}

Fig. 9. Aggregated security level. Opinions about security of all SOA layers are equal
and the opinions values are from the set {belief = 0, disbelief ∈ [0,1],

uncertainty ∈ [0,1]}
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Fig. 10. Impact of one unsecure layer for aggregated security level. All but one
layers are secure. The opinions about ‘unsecure SOA layer’ are from the set

{belief = 0, disbelief ∈ [0,1], uncertainty ∈ [0,1]}

Fig. 11. Impact of one unsecure layer for aggregated security level. All but one
layers are secure. The opinions about ‘unsecure SOA layer’ are from the set

{belief ∈ [0,1], disbelief ∈ [0,1], uncertainty = 0}
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Fig. 12. Impact of one unsecure layer for aggregated security level. All but one
layers are secure. The opinions about ‘unsecure SOA layer’ are from the set

{belief ∈ [0,1], disbelief = 0, uncertainty ∈ [0,1]}

has no uncertainty component (uncertainty = 0) then the aggregated security level
is this of this unsecure layer. In this case the lines describing the belief of the n-th
layer and the aggregated security level cover each other. This result obtained in
an absence of uncertainty corresponds with the weakest-link paradigm.

The last example (Fig. 12) presents the situation with limited trust to the
security provided by some particular layer but with no clear evidence that this
layer is unsecure (disbelief equals 0). The aggregated level of security is relatively
high in this situation.

The presented examples, illustrating the behavior of the aggregated security
level for SOA-based systems, show that the proposed method using Subjective
Logic formalism is sound. It integrates the main classical security paradigms as
e.g. the weakest-link property, but extends the expressiveness of security level by
the incorporation of the uncertainty factor.

The analysis also has shown that aggregated values of SOA system security
level corresponds with the common sense understanding of a complex systems
security.

7 Validation and Analysis

As it has been stated at the beginning of this paper, to the best knowledge of
the authors, the framework proposed in this paper is the first that introduces a
multiagent approach to the composed services security level evaluation problem.
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The other new and important outcome of the presented approach and related to
the SOA security level evaluation architecture is the description of all the com-
ponents, mechanisms and relations that are necessary to precisely evaluate the
security level of the particular SOA system. The well-defined software agents (sec.
4.1) acting within the service oriented system performing defined during the re-
search algorithms (sec. 4.1) allows to integrate the security assessments coming
from different layers and to provide a top-level security estimate for given service.
This is an unique approach, because the most of the existing standards and mech-
anisms have their focus on the selected technological level. The security agents are
able to generate two different types of opinions about a security level of the service
oriented systems. The defined procedures of evaluation Strict security assessment
and General security assessment allow the agents to produce security level infor-
mation which corresponds to the lowest security level measured (when the layers
of the service architecture are treated as dependent from each other in the context
of security assessment) or to the average security assessment of the service (when
the layers of the service architecture are independent) (sec. 4.3). As the managing
agents of the presented system calculate their opinions about security level using
Subjective Logic the proposition how the security level of the particular SOA layer
can be expressed using Subjective Logic opinions and operator has been presented
in section 5.1. Subjective Logic formalism has been applied to the presented mul-
tiagent framework as the widely used method for expressing opinions and trust
levels in computer security domain. The applicability of the proposed method of
security evaluation has been proved in section 6 where the basic properties of se-
curity assessments in the form of opinions combined by Subjective Logic operators
has been analyzed. One of the most important result of the analysis indicates that
in dynamic environments of the service oriented systems assumption that the se-
curity level of the whole SOA-based system is simply the minimum value of the set
of layers security levels is not sufficient. In this way the proposed approach proves
the applicability and defines a new method for for SOA-based system security level
evaluation.

8 Conclusions and Future Work

A novel framework using a multiagent system for composed SOA services secu-
rity evaluation has been proposed in this chapter. The multiagent architecture is
composed of the three types of agents: monitoring agents that tests the various
security parameters related to a particular SOA layer, superior agents that man-
age the activity of monitoring agents, managing agents that are responsible for all
superior agents and for the communication with service consumer agents. In result
the framework is flexible and allows observation of all security-related issues of the
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layered service architecture on different levels of abstraction. Two information pro-
cessing algorithms used by monitoring agents and superior agents have been also
proposed and discussed. The presented framework assumes also the evaluation of
the agents themselves which may be assigned opinions expressing their trust level.
Security assessment framework uses the Subjective Logic-based information fusion
approach which allows to generate opinions concerning the security of both atomic
and complex services – in general or within the context of an arbitrarily chosen
security layer.

The important part of the future work related to the problems described in this
chapter will be a series of experiments which will relate security issues with the
performance of the composed services. The result of these experiments should en-
hance the knowledge on how strong security mechanisms impact the performance
and what is the trade-off between the security the effectiveness of a service execu-
tion. In this context, the proposed framework, offering quantitative description of
security issues, could be used to propose effective strategies for the optimization
of service composition.

As a further research the comparison of the presented approach with the other
existing methods of SOA-based system security assessment has been planed [41,
42]. There exist some similar approaches [43] but — taking into account the clear
distinction between layers, the agent approach and an effective information fusion
method, the presented framework is more general and flexible
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Abstract. Modern IT infrastructures provide technological means for sup-
porting collaborations between various organizations through several vir-
tualization solutions. These can include simple communication software,
collaboration by means of shared data access or advanced teleconferenc-
ing. However due to the high level of heterogeneity of IT infrastructures
between various organizations the problem of setting up such distributed
collaborations, ensuring proper privacy and security as well as enforcing
that the collaboration adheres to a set of proper rules is a key issue. This
is where the concept of Virtual Organization comes in. In this chapter we
present the Framework for Intelligent Virtual Organization (FiVO), which
provides several features supporting the process of creating and managing
a Virtual Organization. These include the semi-automatic adaptation of a
legacy information source to a unified semantic description, collaborative
contract negotiation, automatic Virtual Organization deployment, seman-
tic based Virtual Organization monitoring, and contract enforcement.

Keywords: Virtual Organization, SOA, contract negotiation, SLA moni-
toring, semantic, security

1 Introduction

For several years, the problem of supporting collaboration between people and
resources belonging to separate physical organizations or communities has been a
goal approached in several ways. On the one hand, virtual organization as a busi-
ness concept emerged along with the globalization due to the necessity of managing
international distributed enterprises, either through branching or outsourcing. On
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the other hand, virtual organizations have been used in scientific communities,
especially those related to Grid technology, providing a framework for building
international collaborative scientific teams working on complex problems. In both
cases however, the common aspect of putting the VO concept into practice is the
enabling IT technology.

Nowadays, the practices of sharing both hardware and software resources be-
tween companies and institutions are often based on the idea of Virtual Organiza-
tions. A virtual Organization can be understood as a partnership of entities (e.g.
physical organizations), created in order to solve a particular task or to approach
an emerging market opportunity, which has a temporary nature and is ruled by a
properly defined agreement. In our approach the agreement is a formal contract,
defined in an ontological language, using the semantic description of organizations
resources, people, and knowledge that will be part of the new Virtual Organization
[1]. Another important concept related to the VO is that of Virtual Organization
Breeding Environment (VBE, sometimes referred to as VOBE). A VBE groups
organizations, which are willing to collaborate together with other organizations
and have proper pre-arrangements, which enable them to create and participate
in Virtual Organizations. These include resources, knowledge and people as well
as an appropriate IT infrastructure, which allows them to integrate their business
processes with other organizations during the VO creation and execution.

The problem is that most modern VO tools and frameworks provide rather non-
flexible means for defining, deploying, managing and controlling selected aspects
of the Virtual Organization, which means that through its lifetime several often in-
compatible tools must be used. In order to foster, however, the adoption of the VO
concept, it is necessary to provide the VO participants with unified and easy-to-use
tools which allow for dynamic creation and control over the VO. These include such
aspects as identification of the VO goal, searching for partners, negotiating the VO
agreement, deploying the VO within the IT infrastructure of the participants, con-
trolling the VO execution through proper monitoring, enabling the evolution of
the VO in response to changing environment and eventually dissolution of the VO.
A Virtual Organization comprises a set of individuals and resources of the partic-
ipating organizations interconnected for collaborative problem-solving, business,
research or any other purposes, where the cooperation of several parties needs to
be established and supported in terms of IT infrastructures.

Another problem stems from the fact that the concept of Virtual Organization
has been involving in parallel within two communities, i.e. Grid environments sup-
porting scientific research, as well as business oriented ones, mainly through the
Collaborative Networked Organizations Community (CNO). Although the essen-
tial problem was the same, the two tracks of research have stressed its different
aspects. The Grid community focused mostly on the practical issues related to
security in a VO and monitoring of the VO resources, while the CNO community
concentrated on the problem of identifying the goals and the business models for
the Virtual Organizations, and how to support the inception and management of
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Fig. 1. FiVO enabled organizations within a VBE

a VO through the concept of virtual Organization Breeding Environment (VBE).
Another main difference between the two approaches is that the Virtual Organiza-
tions on the Grid are based on a common infrastructure where users are integrated
into communities of practice, while in CNO scenarios, different organization pro-
vide their own service and infrastructure to collaborate on a common goal.

The current version of the FiVO framework supports several of the above VO
related issues, i.e. contract negotiation, VO deployment and monitoring of VO
execution with respect to the negotiated contract statements. Other issues includ-
ing partner identification and VBE management are discussed in Chapter 13. The
negotiation phase is a distributed collaborative process between the potential VO
participants, supported by a special GUI enabling the negotiators to edit the con-
tract statements both directly using ontological concepts as well as in a natural
language. VO deployment tools take the negotiated contract and translate it into
proper configuration entries in the IT infrastructure components of the organiza-
tions participating in the VO. FiVO supports the configuration of the security and
monitoring infrastructures. VO monitoring tools verify in real time whether the
negotiated contract, especially with respect to QoS statements, is being fulfilled by
VO participants. In the case where the contract is not respected, some predefined
action can be triggered to correct it, depending on the statements of the contract.
For instance the Virtual Organization can be stopped or additional service can be
executed.

The FiVO framework, along with all its components should be deployed in all
organizations participating in a particular Virtual Organization Breeding Envi-
ronment as presented in Figure 1.

The organizations first register with some Virtual Organization Breeding Envi-
ronment which gathers the organizations e.g. for sharing some common interests.
The VBE can be a simple catalogue of organizations or some more advanced infras-
tructure supporting the organization communication and cooperation, for instance
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based on the Enterprise Service Bus. The bottom line is that the organizations be-
longing to the VBE can discover each other, to choose partners for negotiating on
a new VO.

The FiVO (Framework for intelligent Virtual Organizations) [2] framework
that supports creation and management of Virtual Organizations, is presented in
this chapter along with a semantic monitoring tool called SemMon [3]. The initial
version of the FiVO framework has been previously applied to Grid based business
scenarios including banking and rich media sectors [4].

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 2 contains an overview
of existing related work and progress beyond concerning the topics addressed by
the FiVO framework. Section 3 provides a general overview of the FiVO vision.
Section 4 explains the issues related to contract negotiation in Virtual Organiza-
tions. Section 5 describes the components responsible for VO deployment based on
a negotiated contract. Section 6 presents the semantic monitoring approach using
the SemMon monitoring tool. Finally, Section 7 presents some plans for the future.

2 Progress Beyond the State of the Art

This section presents the progress beyond the state of the art in the areas related
to the FiVO framework, i.e. Virtual Organization management, NLP support for
contract negotiation, contract negotiation, security, and monitoring.

2.1 Virtual Organizations

The concept Virtual Organization is discussed in business and management litera-
ture for some years now [5]. However one of the first IT propositions of putting this
concept into practice came with the vision of the Grid [6] and the authors of the
Globus framework [7]. Although no single definition of VO exists, some general
characteristics common to all of these definitions have been identified, includ-
ing Dematerialization, Delocalization, Asynchronization, Integrative atomization,
Temporalization, NonInstitutionalization and Individualization [8].

Significant work has been done on VOs not only in the Grid community, but
also in the agent-oriented community. The latter has focused on algorithms for
dynamic environments so that the VO and its participants can achieve their ob-
jectives. Another issue is related to VO constituents. These can include both tan-
gible and intangible resources. The VO should be understood as a longer lasting
and more complex collaboration of enterprises [9]. In this respect, it is important
to remember that in order to have a chance to be established VOs need an en-
vironment usually called Virtual Breeding Environment (VBE) [10]. The authors
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of [11] have reviewed several existing methodologies and projects. The paper [12]
proposes a VO reference model, which was extrapolated from over 100 research
papers on the subject. Its authors introduced three types of VO topologies that
are the most common in practice: supply-chain, star and peer-to-peer, and claim
that all of the analyzed projects could be categorized to one of these models.

The analysis done in [13] presents requirements and propose an architecture
for a VBE management system for dynamic Virtual Organizations. The authors
of [14] describe requirements for the automation of contract management in a
VO. They identify three kinds of contracts in VO: business contract, ICT contract
and ASP (Application Service Provider) contract. Also [15] tries to formalize a
definition of contract based multi-agent Virtual Organization. Its authors define
four key properties of VOs: Autonomy, Heterogeneity, Dynamism and Structure.
Further, in [16] authors present a web-Pilarcos J2EE based agent framework for
managing contract based Virtual Organizations.

Our work leverages the existing solutions by providing a unified framework
supporting all the aspects of VO creation and execution. It provides a set of dis-
tributed components integrated through the Enterprise Service Bus technology for
VO contract negotiation, deployment, and control of execution.

2.2 Natural Language Processing based Contract Analysis

The most important part of a contract from the IT infrastructure perspective are
the Service Level Agreement (SLA) and the security assertions, as they enable VO
technical administrators to configure middleware components so that they meet
the negotiated contract requirements. However, the configuration process, often
tedious and error prone, could be performed by a software application instead of
human, which goal is targeted by FiVO. In order to represent a contract content,
FiVO proposes the use of OWL ontologies. Most contracts are, however, written in
a natural language. The most significant application that uses information extrac-
tion techniques for ontology learning is Text2Onto [17]. What makes it inapplicable
in this case is that it focuses on learning entirely new ontologies rather than creat-
ing individuals based on the already existing ontologies. Moreover, Text2Onto uses
the Probabilistic Ontology Model for knowledge representation purposes while the
contract statements representation requires very high level of certainty, correct-
ness, and exactness. Other two useful approaches are presented in [18] but neither
of them covers the ontology as an output requirement. The authors of [19] present
an approach to mapping natural language corpora to existing ontologies, and thus
inferring the meaning of the sentences. This raises a need for a system that would
process the contracts, analyze and translate them into the contract ontology. Some
research on the identification of success in natural language based negotiations has
been proposed in [20].
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The concept of negotiation process in natural language is already implemented
in some prototypes. For instance the Inspire [21] web-based negotiation system
allows participants to negotiate simple statements like prices or deadlines for ser-
vices. The natural text used during the negotiations is not, however, interpreted
automatically and the system is limited to statements based on numerical values. A
more advanced system is Negoisst [22], which uses the OWL language to annotate
the textual statements to provide some understanding of the statements created
by users in natural language. None of these solutions is however applicable to the
case when the negotiated contract must be used to automatically deploy a Virtual
Organization once the negotiations are complete, which can be only achieved when
the full meaning of contract statements provided by the negotiating parties can
be automatically translated to a formal model (ontology) and then processed by
the appropriate components during the VO deployment.

2.3 SLA Monitoring

As mentioned in the previous subsection, the rules of cooperation between compa-
nies participating in a Virtual Organization are described by a contract. Some of
them constitute the SLA requirements, which concern the particular companies.
The SLA requirements could be defined on different levels of abstraction. These
levels usually depend on the domain of a Virtual Organization. For instance the
contracts among the network providers include low-level SLA requirements like
mean network throughput, jitter, mean latency, etc., whilst the contracts among
institutions like hospitals include high-level SLA requirements like the number of
visits per month or the number of interventions carried out, etc. The subject of
SLA monitoring and enforcement have been discussed to a large extent in the lit-
erature [23, 24, 25]. However, since the whole Virtual Organization should provide
complex and sophisticated services for the end client, the fulfillment of these SLA
requirements constitutes an essential part of the process of VO creation and func-
tioning. This causes a need of continuous checking if each physical organization
fulfills the SLA statements written in the contract. This is the main reason, why
SLA monitoring constitutes a part of a VO management framework. The process
of designing and implementing this subsystem is a challenge, because it has to
cope with the following requirements:

— heterogeneous environment — the SLA Monitoring subsystem has to collabo-
rate with different low-level and medium-level monitoring systems;

— lightweight deployment process — a part of this subsystem has to be deployed
in each organization participating in a VO;

— distributed architecture — the subsystem has to join physically distributed
organizations and companies;
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— high scalability and robustness — this requirement is obvious since the sub-
system constitutes the essential part of the virtual organizations management
framework.

Our framework which provides several distinguishing features such as the use of
generic ontologies as well as domain specific ones, allows for a unified description of
various kinds of resources and requirements, the integration with legacy low level
monitoring systems, and providing VO specific high level messages to the higher
layers of the VO management framework.

2.4 Semantic Monitoring

One of the main issues in the monitoring of the fulfillment of an SLA contract by
the organizations forming a VO is a high level of abstraction used for the creation of
such contracts. Often, a contract contains a reference to the domain for which the
VO is formed. Therefore, the monitoring process of the contract should be bound
to a specific domain. Unfortunately, most of the existing monitoring systems are
focused only on one particular area, which prevents them from being suitable to
monitor a generic VO. There are also systems that try to be orthogonal to the
monitored area, but they operate at lower levels of abstraction than typical SLA
contracts, and cannot provide valuable information about contract fulfillment.

Therefore, a new approach is proposed which can be parameterized to mon-
itor different domains. On the other hand, the monitoring process will still be
performed on high level abstraction to avoid unnecessary data generation from
the end-user point of view. The proposed solution is a system of attribution of
measurement data, called SemMon2, configurable through a semantic description
of the area (in form of a domain specific ontology), which is the subject of inter-
est. It is not a monitoring system in the common meaning since it is oriented on
exploiting other monitoring systems to obtain measurement data, which can be
additionally transformed in order to obtain information at an appropriate level
of abstraction. For this reason, it can be called a high level monitoring system in
contrast to the systems of lower level, which can be any monitoring systems that
provide their own measurement data to external customers.

2.5 Security

What poses one of the greatest difficulties when a new virtual organization deploy-
ment is considered is the heterogeneity of the underlying systems, specifically the
heterogeneity of their authentication and authorization layers [26, 27, 28]. Several
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established authentication and authorization frameworks are common and, espe-
cially in scientific institutions, various in-house security solutions are in use. Even
when an established standard is used through a set of peers, serious inconsisten-
cies may arise caused by framework version mismatch, framework misuse or heavy
usage of homemade patches to the system. In order to enable various institutions
to share their services, that is to provide access to their resources for users, some
complex and precise steps are often to be taken. When working on enabling the
security systems to communicate, within the development of our framework, we
needed to address the following issues:

— the complexity of the task increases significantly with the growth of the number
of participants;

— each change in security configuration can cause a hypothetical threat for the
integrity of the organization’s security systems.

Since the majority of the tasks are complex and require high awareness and
analytical capabilities, we propose to automate the process of configuring authen-
tication/authorization systems of a virtual organization to a reasonable extent. In
our FiVO Deployment system we provide security administrators with a tool that
will assist them in configuring the security layer for a VO while not forcing them
to expose the finegrained details of the underlying security provider. Moreover, we
strive not to impose a single policy language and interpreter (contrary to the work
described in [29]), as this would be an extremely hard task in a heterogeneous
system.

3 Overview of FiVO Architecture

The FiVO framework overall architecture is presented in Figure 2.
The FiVO framework is supported by the GOM (Grid Organization Memory)

knowledge base [32] that stores all the necessary information about the organi-
zation and the VOs, which it belongs to in a unified semantic form. In order to
allow the organizations to transform the information about the resources and ca-
pabilities they possess, an X2R [33] plug-in has been adapted to GOM, which
allows the automation of the translation of information stored in LDAP, RDBMS
or XML databases to an ontological form. The information stored in GOM can
later be used during the negotiation process to present the relevant resources of
each organization to the negotiators, which can be then directly used to create
contract statements. Once the contract is negotiated, it is stored in GOM and can
later be used by VO Deployment components to automatically create the Virtual
Organization, i.e. to configure a needed middleware infrastructure within the orga-
nizations. The Negotiation Service ensures that the contract statements exchanged
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Fig. 2. The overall FiVO architecture

between partners are sent to the proper FiVO instances in other organizations, as
well as intermediates in the communication between FiVO components and the
GOM knowledge base.

4 Contract Negotiation for Virtual Organizations

4.1 Contract Ontology Design

A VO contract is defined in the Web Ontology Language (OWL), using the con-
cepts defined within the Contract Ontology. The Contract Ontology is defined as a
set of concepts representing possible contract statements. Each type of statements
allows for the representation of different contract elements. An overview of the
Contract Ontology and its dependencies are presented in Figure 3.

The core ontologies provided with FiVO framework are divided into 4 separate
ontologies:

— VO Ontology — contains the concepts related to the structure of the VO as
well as the roles and administrative issues of the VO;
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Fig. 3. Contract Ontology and its dependencies

— Security Ontology — allows to define the security policies and security re-
quirements for the services and resources within the VO;

— QoS Ontology — this ontology delivers the concepts allowing for the defini-
tion of the QoS requirements for services in the VO;

— Contract Ontology — this ontology provides the concepts, which allow for
an actual definition of the contract, i.e. the types of possible contract state-
ments, which later can be automatically processed to deploy the VO.

The main dependencies of this ontology are:

— CNO Ontology — an ontology developed within the framework of the ECO-
LEAD project [34], which provides concepts allowing to define a structure of
the VO, the resources belonging to particular organizations and their role in
the VO as well as the capabilities and the competencies of the organizations;

— OWL-S — is an ontology whose purpose is to allow for semantic description
of Web Services declared using the WSDL language;

— QoSOnt2 — this ontology provides a comprehensive set of concepts for defin-
ing the QoS requirements for the resources such as the maximum time of
response or average throughput.

Based on the concepts provided by these ontologies, as well as any domain
specific ontologies that are available within a particular VBE, the VO Contract
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can be defined by means of instantiating these concepts into ontology individuals,
as presented in the example below:

<!– Example of role definition statement –>

<VOOntology:Role rdf:about="#VOTours1RegisteredCustomer">

<ContractOntology:hasSuperRole

rdf:resource="#VOTours1Customer"/>

<ContractOntology:hasRoleID

rdf:resource="#VOTours1RegisteredCustomer"/>

</VOOntology:Role>

<!– Example of resource provision statement –>

<ContractOntology:ResourceProvision

rdf:about="#VOTours1ResourceProvisionStatement0003">

<ContractOntology:provider

rdf:resource="#ChataquaAirlines"/>

<ContractOntology:resource

rdf:resource="#ChataquaTicketBookingService"/>

<ContractOntology:consumer rdf:resource="#VOTours1"/>

</ContractOntology:ResourceProvision>

The current version of the Contract Ontology contains a set of concepts rep-
resenting the possible types of statements that can be understood by the FiVO
framework, as presented in Figure 4.

As can be seen from Figure 4, the contract can contain the statements relating
to the structure of the VO, its time span as well as SLA and security.

4.2 GOM

GOM (Grid Organizational Memory) is a distributed knowledge base component
of the FiVO framework, developed previously within the framework of the EU
IST K-Wf Grid project [35] and extended to support knowledge management for
Virtual Organizations.

GOM provides means for storing ontologies and ontology individuals in a scal-
able fashion, allowing to use multiple available storage and reasoning mechanisms.
Additionally, GOM provides several interfaces for querying and modifying the
managed ontologies, allowing the developers of components using GOM to use it
both as an information source as well as a registry, which can be updated when
needed. The communication protocols supported by GOM currently include RMI
and SOAP.
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Fig. 4. The possible types of statements in the Contract Ontology

In order to use GOM as a knowledge base for FiVO, GOM has been extended
by an X2R tool [33], which allows to automate the process of translating the
existing information that describes organization’s resources into the ontological
form. Currently, GOM and X2R support the translation of information stored in
relational databases, LDAP catalogues or XML repositories.

4.3 Contract Negotiation Process

The process of contract negotiation is presented in Figure 5.
During the negotiation phase two roles are distinguished for the partners par-

ticipating in the negotiations:

— VO Administrator — the lead partner who defines the VO goal, invites
partners, starts the negotiation process and concludes the negotiations by de-
ploying the new VO;

— VO Participant — a regular partner invited by the VO administrator who
can create and modify contract statements, as well as accept or reject state-
ments regarding their organization.
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Fig. 5. Contract negotiation process states

The negotiation process is initiated by the VO Administrator who defines the
overall VO goal. This definition has the form of an initial set of contract statements
(e.g. “Organization A will provide Service X ”). Then the administrator sends the
invitations to the organizations within the VOBE in which the new VO should be
created. When all partners accept the invitation, the VO Administrator starts the
proper negotiation process. During this phase each partner can create and modify
the statements present in the contract. Statements can be grouped into negotiation
tables, which allow subsets of participants to negotiate parts of contract which do
not need close attention from other participants. Next, each statement has to be
accepted or rejected by all partners negotiating a particular statement or group of
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statements. In the case where all statements in the contract are accepted, the ne-
gotiation state automatically switches to the accepted state. Only in this state the
VO Administrator can ask each partner to accept the contract as a whole. If any of
the partners has some additional issues, it is possible to create or modify any of the
existing statements thus bringing the negotiation state back to “ongoing”. During
the negotiation phase two exceptions are possible. Some of the partners can resign
the negotiation process or the VO Administrator can decide that the participants
are not able to fulfill the predefined VO goal. In both cases the VO Administrator
can either cancel the negotiation process or invite additional participants to the
negotiation process. In the case a partner resignes, all the statements relating to
his/her organization are invalidated, and when new partners join the negotiation
process these statements will have to be negotiated from scratch.

4.4 Contract Negotiation Framework

In order to allow FiVO users to negotiate contracts for Virtual Organizations, a
convenient front-end interface has been created. Its goal is to enable the negotiation
process in real-time and to make its results immediately visible to the negotiators
so that they have a consistent and up-to-date view of the current form of the
contract. This assumption raises such requirements for a user interface as usability,
extensibility, and portability (various platforms should be supported).

A technology, which has been selected to meet all those requirements, was
Eclipse Rich Client Platform (Eclipse RCP)[36] as it provides components intended
for rapid development of extensible applications that exploit the OSGi Framework
and SWT graphic library [37]. As a result, it became a basis for the implementation
of the FiVO graphical user interface.

The application consists of four perspectives:

— Knowledge Databases (Fig. 6);
— VBE Browser (Fig. 7);
— Organization Definition (Fig. 8);
— Negotiations (Fig. 9).

Each of them is intended for a different use case.
The Knowledge Databases perspective (Fig. 6) is aimed to connect the applica-

tion to servers that store the semantic knowledge, which describes an environment
where negotiations take place, as well as the services that distribute the negotiation
process between the organizations within the VBE.

The VBE Browser perspective (Fig. 7) presents several views that group the
semantic knowledge according to Virtual Organization Breeding Environments,
Organizations or Virtual Organizations. Moreover, it is possible to alter properties
and membership of the specific VBE. Each entity (e.g. organization’s resources)
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Fig. 6. Knowledge Database Perspective

Fig. 7. VBE Browser Perspective
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Fig. 8. Organization Definition Perspective

Fig. 9. Negotiation Perspective
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may be displayed enabling the user to easily design a contract statement or its
entire form.

The Organization Definition perspective (Fig. 8) is used by the user who wants
to describe resources of his or her organization so that the other negotiation par-
ticipants know what may act as a subject of contract statements. This perspective
should be used before the negotiation process and every time when the user’s
organization resources change.

The Negotiations perspective (Fig. 9) is the most important one and actually
the most interesting one. This part of the user interface is compatible with our
previous negotiation model [1]. In this model the negotiations are performed by
means of performing actions on contract statements such as creation, modification,
approval and rejection. The negotiations are divided into negotiation tables, which
allow for the distribution of the overall negotiation process into negotiations on
some subsets of the whole contract. The negotiation tables can also be accepted
or rejected as a whole. The perspective consists of several views:

— Negotiation Tables — the list of the negotiation tables concerning the Virtual
Organization whose contracts are currently being negotiated;

— Invitations — the list of invitations to negotiation tables that may be accepted
or refused by user;

— Proposals Basket — the list of the statements that have been altered or created
by a user in the current session but not yet published (a detailed description
is presented below);

— Negotiations Console — a text editor to compose statements using a natural
language (detailed description is presented below);

— Negotiation Table outlook — presents the events that occur during the nego-
tiation process as well as the current and proposed form of the contract (as a
text in a natural language or in OWL/XML).

Two of the above views need to be described more precisely. The first one is the
Proposals Basket. A user who takes part in the negotiation process may want to
change a contract statement, remove or create a new one. This can be done either
using a wizard that leads through several simple steps or expressing it with the
natural language. Irrespective of the method, the proposal (of a change, removal
or creation) is put in the basket. This means that it is not visible yet to other ne-
gotiators. In order to achieve this the basket has to be published. The second view
is the Negotiation Console. Basically it is a text editor enriched with several useful
helper tools that make it a powerful negotiation tool. In general, it enables the
user to compose a contract statement in natural language. It is possible to refer to
an already existing statement so that the user does not need to write it completely
but can edit only its parts (e.g. metric values in case of QoS statements). Since
the natural language sentence is translated into an ontological form before submit-
ting it to other participants, the system will support multi-language negotiations.
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Currently, only the English language is supported. More, a keyboard shortcut may
be used at any time in order to display a context-based list of suggestions (e.g. a
list of services that belong to the organization that the statement concerns). Each
entity that has been recognized as a semantic subject (an instance defined in the
ontology that describes some organization) is highlighted to improve readability
as well as to indicate correct spelling and successful recognition. Below the text
area, there is a status field, where the user is informed about the understanding
of the written text by the NLP module. Finally, an understood statement may be
added to the Proposals Basket and then published to other negotiators.

5 Automatic VO Deployment

5.1 Configuration of Security Infrastructure

When dealing with different security systems and protocols in different organiza-
tions, the main issue is to design an architecture, which is able to bring them all
together. The solution is to build a system that fulfills the following requirements:

— based on few core components which can be common for all organizations;
— loosely coupled with other system elements that can be changed dynamically;
— enabling adding support for new security features (not mentioned in a core

version).

As a result, an architecture based on the plug-in concept has been developed.
It is depicted in Figure 10.

The main flow looks as follows:

— as the input, a FiVO contract is provided. It contains, in particular, informa-
tion about organizations, their security systems, and the virtual organization
being deployed;

— the OWL Parser is a component that reads in a contract written in the OWL
language using the Jena library;

— the Builder creates a model which reasembles the situation described in the
contract;

— it is possible to add support for many security systems, since the architecture
is designed to allow contributors to attach plug-ins for the Analyzer module.
They should implement the provided interface to support the analysis of cus-
tom fragments of a contract file. All attached analyzer plug-ins are served by
Analyzer’s registry;

— based on a given VO model, the Configuration Generator decides what to do
to maintain the expected VO security configuration;
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Fig. 10. FiVO security deployment system (SECE) architecture

— as above, the Configuration Generator may be extended by a set of plug-ins
working as custom Configuration Generator fragments. They are served by the
Configuration registry.

The security part of the contract format is designed to fulfil all the require-
ments: to define authentication/authorization issues and information about the
existing and anticipated security systems. A simple diagram of these fragments of
ontologies is presented in Figure 11. It defines the required authentication/autho-
rization issues of most security systems.
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Fig. 11. SECE ontology schema

5.2 Monitoring the Contract Fulfillment

This phase of the virtual organization’s life cycle follows the contract negotiation
and preparing phase. As mentioned in Section 2.2, the contract contains two kinds
of statements:

— SLA requirements and configuration statements of the monitoring infrastruc-
ture;

— configuration statements of the security infrastructure.

The security statements processing is described in section 5.1. This section
explains how the monitoring infrastructure configuration statements are processed
and how the SLA statements are monitored.

In Section 2.3 we mentioned that the SLA requirements could be defined at
different levels of abstraction. Example SLA statements may look like the following:
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— “The Web Service which belongs to company A should have a mean response
time below 2 milliseconds.”

— “Company B should provide a minimum of six tons of bricks per month.”
— “Doctors from hospital C should participate in minimum 40 telemedical con-

sultations per month.”
— “Computing centre D should always provide 4 TB of free storage space.”
— “Hotel E should provide six free class A rooms per day.”
— “Company F has to process a maximum of 200 tons of concrete per month.”

As we can notice the above SLA requirements belong to various domains,
thus the ways of monitoring them differ. The SLA Monitoring subsystem has to
cope with this heterogeneous environment. Of course, companies can be globally
distributed what constitutes another challenge for the system design. Since the
SLA Monitoring subsystem is a crucial part of the whole virtual organizations
management framework, it has to work continuously, to be fault-tolerant, and,
finally, to be scalable.

In order to cope with the above features, the following architecture assumptions
were imposed:

— the system has to consist of loosely-coupled, independent services;
— the failure of one of these services should not affect the whole monitoring

process;
— the services should be able to work on different physical machines.

The above architecture requirements can be fulfilled only by a very careful
design and a very careful choice of the technologies used to implement the system.
When working on the system architecture, we extracted six different services. An
overview of the system architecture is presented in Figure 12.

At bottom, we see three different physical organizations. Each organization
has its own specific monitoring system. The SLA Monitoring subsystem has six
core components and, additionally, provides specific adapters which are dependent
on the low level monitoring systems. The first component — Ontology Analyzer
— translates the ontological form of the contract to the appropriate instances of
Java classes. These instances are used by other components in further processing.
The next components — Metrics Aggregation Service and Metrics Monitoring
Service — are responsible for the main process of SLA fulfillment monitoring.
Metrics Monitoring Service periodically sends requests about metric values, and
compares the received values with the expected ones. If they are too low or too
high, a proper notification is sent to the Reaction Service. The Metrics Aggregation
Service is an additional service which aggregates and caches the results received
from the medium-level monitoring system if this system does not do it itself. The
Reaction Service is responsible for invoking some preventive actions if some services
break the contract statements — these actions can be for example exposed as the
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Fig. 12. The SLA Monitoring subsystem architecture

appropriate web services. This component also sends notifications about violation
of the contract via different channels (e.g. RSS/Atom feed, instant messenger,
etc.).

The implementation of the system is based on two main technologies:

— ServiceMix — it is an implementation of the ESB (Enterprise Service Bus)
architecture. The main goal of this architecture is to integrate loosely-coupled
services by the overlay messaging system (for a more detailed overview of the
ESB architecture, please see [39]);

— Apache Camel — it is an implementation of the EIP (Enterprise Integration
Patterns) specification. The main goal of this architecture is to provide uni-
versal patterns for exchanging messages between distributed services.
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In the case of the SLA Monitoring subsystem, all services are implemented as
ESB endpoints, and they communicate by exchanging messages (what is supported
by the Apache Camel technology). This approach to the system architecture al-
lowed us to accomplish the assumed system features. More detailed information
about the SLA Monitoring system architecture can be found in [38].

6 Enhancing Virtual Organization Monitoring with
Semantics

As mentioned in Section 3, one of the most important issues of VO management
is the process of contract fulfillment monitoring. In Section 5.2 we described a
holistic approach to the VO contract fulfillment monitoring. However, we did not
discussed the problem of attribution of data coming from different organizations
(included in a VO) which can use different technologies to develop resources (e.g.
applications) that are exposed to other partners within the VO. In order to solve
the problem, a data attribution system, called SemMon2, was developed. The main
features of this tool distinguishing it from the existing monitoring systems include:

— the use of domain specific ontologies to describe a monitoring domain;
— the use of other low-level monitoring systems to collect partial measurement

data;
— generating high-level messages in the case where the conditions defined by the

user are fulfilled.

In the following subsections we describe the SemMon2‘s architecture, the structure
of domain specific ontologies, and the way the system works.

6.1 Architecture

SemMon2 was designed as a distributed system in order to achieve high scalability.
This is a very desirable feature, when enabling to connect to multiple external mon-
itoring systems. Distributing computations between multiple physical machines is
therefore an indispensable procedure in order to achieve optimal performance of
computation.

The architecture of the system with external elements, e.g. lower level moni-
toring systems, is presented in Figure 13. The main elements of the architecture
include:

— Kernel is the central point of the architecture. It is responsible for processing
data from low-level monitoring systems on the basis of information available in
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Fig. 13. Overview of the SemMon2 system architecture

domain specific ontologies. The main modules comprise: a module managing
the semantic descriptions of the domain, a measurement data processing mod-
ule, and a module that tracks the defined conditions and sends information
about condition fulfillment to listener objects.

— Adapters of the low-level monitoring systems provide a bridge between Sem-
Mon2 and systems that provide information about the state of the monitored
resources. Since SemMon2 is designed to co-operate with different monitor-
ing systems, it is necessary to transform information from the latter into a
common format. For this purpose, the well-known Adapter design pattern is
exploited, to establish a common format for the communication between all
stakeholders.

— External applications are event listeners of information from the kernel. For this
purpose, the Observer pattern was used. External objects, such as a Graphical
User Interface can subscribe to one or more types of messages defined. An
appropriate module from the kernel, is responsible for providing information
about events that occur during runtime to the listeners.

Each of the described parts of the system can run on a separate physical device.
Also, the core modules of the system kernel have been designed in a way that they
can be distributed on different devices if necessary.
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6.2 Ontologies

Semantic descriptions in the form of ontologies are the key element of the Sem-
Mon2 system configuration. Their content exemplify the domain, which will be
monitored. In order to clarify the meaning of the different concepts in the moni-
toring domain, the following division was adopted:

— Resource presenting objects from the domain of monitoring, such that a net-
work service, a hospital department or a doctor ophthalmologist.

— Capability that reflects the features of resources that can be monitored, for
example the amount of received requests, the number of patients treated the
last month or the duration of the examination of the eyes. It is important
that each feature was assigned to a resource, based on which it is possible to
establish the "context" of a monitoring process. However, a single feature can
be assigned to multiple resources simultaneously.

— Metrics are aimed to provide information on how to monitor a single charac-
teristic or several interrelated features of the resource. In this way, it is possible
to combine information about many different resources into a single metric,
such as using information about the duration of the visit and the amount of
work for each day to determine the number of patients admitted. It is also pos-
sible to create multiple metrics for measuring a single characteristic but with
a different statistical approach, such as arithmetic mean, weighted average,
maximum, or minimum value.

With this division and with the ability to connect multiple monitoring systems,
it is possible to adapt the SemMon2 for monitoring different domains. As support
for the user in building their own ontology, a extendable base ontology has been
developed. It contains definitions of base classes and relationships, which ensure
correct interpretation of a domain specific ontology that is passed to SemMon2.
From the ontology developer’s point of view, building a domain specific ontology
must meet the following requirements:

— each resource class that describes an object in a given area must extend the
Resource class from the ontology base;

— each class describing a resource monitorable feature must extend the Re-

sourceCapability class. For instance, when an instance of the Resource-

Capability class (X) is a representation of a feature of the resource instance
(Y) then a relation X hasResourceCapability Y must be satisfied;

— each metric class must extend the class AbstractMetric from the base ontol-
ogy. For instance, when we want to indicate that a metric instance (X) monitors
a feature instance (Y) then the relation X monitors Y must be satisfied.
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Fig. 14. Sample Resource ontology

A sample ontology which defines domain resources and meets these assump-
tions is presented in Figure 14. Currently, the ontology is loaded only once, at
the tool boot time. The loaded data constitute the model for monitoring which
remains constant throughout the system runtime. However, the ongoing work aims
to enable dynamic modifications of the model domain, without having to restart
the tool.

6.3 How SemMon2 Internal Mechanism Works

The SemMon2 kernel is the central point of the system architecture and is respon-
sible for communication between external components, transforming the collected
data, according to metric definitions, to more valuable information and tracking
user-defined conditions. Immediately after starting the kernel, no monitored appli-
cations are connected. Thus, no information is transmitted between the elements
of architecture needlessly. During boot time, an ontology is first loaded and a con-
nection to monitoring systems through the mechanism of adapters is established.
In order to start monitoring an application, this must be registered in the system
through the Register tool. Once properly registered, the kernel queries the adapters
to provide information about the instances of the resource classes defined in the
loaded domain specific ontology. At this point, the user can send a request to start
measurements. For each metric started, the kernel runs a new thread, which polls
required information from an adapter of a “physical” monitoring system in a cyclic
manner. The next step is the optional conversion of the information collected ac-
cording to the metric definition. After obtaining the final value of the metric, an
event is created which carries the value of the changed metric. When the kernel
detects a new event occurring it sends information about it to each listener ob-
ject, which has subscribed to this particular event type, according to the Observer
pattern.
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One of the event listeners is a metric value analyzer which checks each condi-
tion previously defined for compliance with the metric value. If there is a fulfilled
condition, the analyzer creates an event and sends it to the kernel, from where
it will be further distributed to the subscribed event listeners. The event-based
approach is used due to its good scalability (the data are sent only when there is
a demand for them), and to low effort needed for the application developers who
aim to receive these events.

7 Conclusions

In this chapter we presented our results about the development of a Virtual Orga-
nization management framework called FiVO. The framework supports currently
such aspects of VO management as contract negotiation, VO knowledge manage-
ment, automatic VO deployment, and semantic based monitoring.

The impact of the presented framework for supporting dynamic creation and
management of Virtual Organizations is in its versatility. First of all, this includes
a distributed contract negotiation, using directly both ontological concepts and
natural language support. Furthermore, automatic Virtual Organization configu-
ration and deployment, based on a formal agreement within the IT infrastructure
of the participating organizations is another strong point. Finally, the monitor-
ing of the execution of the Virtual Organization and the verification whether the
negotiated contract is respected by the parties, or not, must be underlined.

The performance evaluation of the SLA monitoring system was presented in
[40]. Future work will include further evaluation of the framework within the en-
visioned applications related to medical teleconsultations.
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Abstract. A Virtual Organization Breeding Environment (VOBE) is an
accepted concept in the research area of collaborative networks. So far,
existing VOBEs are based on an infrastructure providing only limited
support for efficient integration of VOBE members, and virtual organi-
zation partners on both technical and business levels. Thus, the Service-
Oriented Architecture (SOA) has been proposed in this chapter as an ap-
proach to implement VOBE. A VOBE implemented in this way is called a
Service-Oriented Virtual Organization Breeding Environment (SOVOBE).
A SOVOBE is systematically organized around the concept of services,
which are not limited to Web services, but which encompass also services
performed by humans (organizations). In this chapter a set of core ser-
vices is specified provided by SOVOBE to support SOVOBE members and
virtual organizations throughout their lifecycle. The core services include
Competence Management Service, Social Network Service, VO Collabora-
tion Service, VO Creation Service, and VO Monitoring Service.

Keywords: Virtual Organization, breeding environment, SOA

1 Introduction

A Virtual Organization (VO) is defined as an operational structure consisting of
different organizational entities and created for a specific business purpose, to ad-
dress a specific business opportunity. Based on the above concept of VO, the con-
cept of Virtual Organization Breeding Environment (VOBE, sometimes shortened
to VBE in the literature) has been proposed as “an association of organizations
and their related supporting institutions, adhering to a base long term cooperation
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agreement, and adoption of common operating principles and infrastructures, with
the main goal of increasing their preparedness towards collaboration in potential
Virtual Organizations (VO)” [1]. The main aims of VOBEs are: establishment of
mutual trust among organizations to facilitate their collaboration in VOs, reduc-
tion of cost and time to find suitable partners for a particular VO, assistance in VO
creation including reaching agreement between partners, and VO re-configuration
aiming at adaptation to new business challenges and opportunities. To encompass
general concepts of Virtual Enterprises, VOBEs, and VOs, the term Collaborative
Network Organization (CNO) has been coined [1].

While the concept of VOBE is currently widely accepted in the CNO research
community, there is still no final consensus about the architecture and implemen-
tation of VOBEs. So far existing VOBEs have been created in an ad hoc man-
ner and have an infrastructure allowing limited support for efficient integration of
VOBE members and VO partners on business and technical levels. An appropriate
IT infrastructure of a VOBE should provide at least the functionality associated
with: collaboration and negotiation, interoperability, discovery and distribution of
knowledge and resources, and integration of business processes. A discussion of IT
solutions to support collaboration among VOBE members is presented in [2].

In [2] the Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA) has been suggested as a valuable
approach to VOBEs implementation. SOA has been defined by the OASIS group
[3] as “a paradigm for organizing and utilizing distributed capabilities that may
be under the control of different ownership domains. [...] In SOA, services are the
mechanism by which needs and capabilities are brought together.” The OASIS
definition emphasizes some characteristics of SOA shared with CNOs: CNOs may
be seen as structures aiming at “organizing and utilizing distributed capabilities
under the control of different ownership domains” [3].

The above works provide general guidelines, recommendations and general
specification of services that should be provided by a VOBE. A systematic ap-
proach to breeding of virtual organizations in a SOA environment is still to be
proposed, as well as a detailed specification and implementation of core services
of VOBEs.

In this chapter the concept of Service-Oriented Virtual Organization Breeding
Environment (SOVOBE) is proposed. A SOVOBE is a VOBE organized system-
atically around the concept of a service. In SOVOBEs, services are not limited to
Web services, but they encompass services performed by humans. Core services
supporting VOs and SOVOBE members are proposed in this chapter.

This chapter is organized as follows. In Section 2, the concept of VOBE is de-
scribed being a foundation for further analysis. In Section 3, the Service-Oriented
Virtual Organization Breeding Environment (SOVOBE) is presented. In Section
4, core internal services related with SOVOBE members are detailed, i.e., organi-
zation competence services and social network services. Next, internal SOVOBE
services associated with the lifecycle of VOs, i.e., VO creation, collaboration and
monitoring, are presented. Finally, Section 5 concludes the chapter.
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2 Virtual Organization Breeding Environments

2.1 Rationale of VOBEs

VO partners possess complementary skills and competences, and cooperate by the
use of information and communication technology. While partners theoretically
can be identified and recruited from the open universe of available organizations
(path 2 in Fig. 1), such on approach meets a number of questions that need to be
answered [4]:

— how to quickly define the agreements on the roles and responsibilities of each
partner, to reflect sharing of tasks and the rights on the produced results?

— how to know about the mere existence of potential partners in the open uni-
verse and deal with incompatible sources of information?

— how to acquire basic profile information about organizations, when there is no
common template or standard format?

— how to quickly and reliably establish an interoperable collaboration infrastruc-
ture, given the heterogeneity of organizations at multi-levels, and the diversity

Fig. 1. Two approaches to virtual organizations
creation [5]
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of their interaction systems?

— how to build trust among organizations, which is the base for any collabora-
tion?

— how to quickly develop and agree on common principles of sharing and working
together?

These questions are difficult to be answered if the open universe of available or-
ganizations is assumed. As a consequence, in this case the process of VO creation
is time-consuming and complex, discouraging organizations from taking advan-
tage of a sudden business opportunity and from adapting to new business needs.

To overcome the above problems, the concept of Virtual Organization Breeding
Environment has been developed.

A Virtual Organization Breeding Environment (VOBE) (cf. Section 1) is forc-
ing its members to share common principles, standards and solutions, and thus
facilitates the process of VO creation (path 1 in Fig. 1).

2.2 Functionality of a VOBE

The following VOBE functions are supporting the establishment of VOs:

— providing access to information not available in the open universe, such as
information about the past performance of VOBE members, providing a stan-
dardized description of partner profiles, competences and services;

— supporting the potential partner search and selection;

— providing methods and tools for analysis and evaluation of present and future
cooperation performance;

— providing necessary information for trust building among selected members;

— providing software to support collaboration of partners within newly created

VOs.

A VOBE facilitates the VO creation by standardizing required information and

exchanged data, by creating an environment for the integration of partners, and
by providing a set of information not available in the open universe. As a conse-
quence, time and complexity of VO creation, as well as business risk associated
with the participation in a VO, are reduced, therefore increasing the number of
seized business opportunities.
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A VOBE provides also support for VO operations in the other phases of the
VO lifecycle [5]:

— in the operation phase: support for communication and exchange of documents,
infrastructure for integration of heterogeneous information systems, manage-
ment of common infrastructure, guidelines for standardized data formats, data
storage facilities, information about changing environment (context) of collab-
oration, reuse of artifacts elaborated by other VOs (in particular business
process models, best practices), information about new collaboration oppor-
tunities, etc;

— in the evolution phase: mechanisms supporting adaptation such as redefinition
of business processes and goals, new partner search, support for negotiation,
etc;

— in the dissolution phase: knowledge inheritance, i.e., the capturing and reusing
of former experience gained during the operation of VOs.

The link between a VOBE and a VO throughout the VOBE lifecycle is pre-
sented in Figure 2. Once a VOBE is created, its main goal is to support VOs, in
particular VO creation. VOBE evolves during its lifetime, modifying and adapting
its infrastructure, and policies to new needs of its members. Finally, a VOBE can
be a subject of metamorphosis leading to potentially new forms of organization.
As VOBEs usually possess large amount of information, and knowledge, as well as
infrastructure and social capital, it is unusual for VOBEs to dissolve.

Fig. 2. VOBE and VO life cycles
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3 Service-Oriented Virtual Organization Breeding
Environments

3.1 Rationale of SOVOBEs

While VOBEs are implemented in an ad hoc manner, Service-Oriented Virtual

Organization Breeding Environments (SOVOBEs) are organized systematically
around the concept of a service. As a consequence, concepts underlying SOA may
be applied at the coarser level to organizations within the context of SOVOBEs:

— service reuse — a given organization may provide the same service within
many VOs;

— service abstraction — the details of the implementation of services offered by
a given organization within a VO are usually hidden for other organizations,
because the implementation of the core business services is associated with the
know-how capital that gives the organization business advantage over compet-
itive organizations;

— service discoverability — services provided by organizations in a SOVOBE are
described so that both services and associated organizations may be identified
as potential VO partners for a given business opportunity;

— service composition — a complex service provided by a VO is the result of com-
position of services provided by VO partners and eventually by the SOVOBE.

3.2 SOVOBE Architecture Overview

A SOVOBE is a VOBE organized in a systematic way around the concept of a ser-
vice. Services may be Web services, potentially integrated by an Enterprise Service
Bus (ESB), as well as services performed by humans (organizations). Depending on
the type of service providers and consumers, the following classification of services
is proposed (cf. Fig. 3):

— business services — services provided by SOVOBE members for chosen VO
partners;

— internal services — services provided by the SOVOBE and consumed by its
members. This set of services includes services for partner and business service
selection, tools for social protocol modeling, social network modeling, perfor-
mance estimation, and competence modeling;
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Fig. 3. Services provided by a SOVOBE for its members and the outside world

— external services — services provided by organizations operating outside the
SOVOBE, but offered by the intermediation of SOVOBE to its members. Ex-
ternal services facilitate interactions between external organizations (e.g., pub-
lic administration units) with SOVOBE, its members and VOs;

— façade services — services provided by the SOVOBE to organizations outside
the SOVOBE. Façade services provide external organizations with access to
information about the SOVOBE and allow the submission of information to
the SOVOBE. This set of services includes services for providing information
about the SOVOBE and its members’ profiles, and service for announcing
business needs.

4 SOVOBE Core Internal Services

The number of internal services that a SOVOBE may offer to its members is
theoretically unlimited. In this section, a set of internal services common to all
SOVOBEs, i.e., core internal services, is proposed. SOVOBE core internal services
focus on management of either SOVOBE members, or VOs. Other internal services,
e.g. trust or security-related internal services, are not addressed in this paper,
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neither is the impotant issue of SOVOBE management, including the management
of the core internal services.

First, two core internal services focusing on the management of SOVOBE mem-
bers are presented: the competence management service provides means for struc-
tured description of SOVOBE members, while the social network service addresses
relations among SOVOBE members. Second, three core internal services focusing
on the management of VOs: the VO creation service, the VO collaboration service,
and the VO monitoring service are proposed.

4.1 Management Services of SOVOBE Members

Support for service selection is the main responsibility of a SOVOBE, which must
provide methods and techniques facilitating this activity. Aspects taken into ac-
count during business service selection process are divided into:

— service description;

— service provider characteristics;

— business process context, in particular social context.

In SOA, standards supporting Web service description such as WSDL [6],
OWL-S [7], and WSMO [8], have been developed to provide information neces-
sary to find a service and interact with it. These standards permit [6]:

— service discovery — a process for location of services that can provide a par-
ticular functionality, while adhering to some client-specified constraints;

— service invocation — an invocation of a service by a computer program or a
software agent, given only a declarative description of that service, as opposed
to when the agent has been pre-programmed to be able to call that particular
service;

— service composition and interoperation — a selection, composition, and in-
teroperation of services to perform some complex tasks, given a high-level
description of an objective.

In a business environment, where services are usually complex, the aim of
business service description remains the same, but aspects going beyond service
description have to be considered during service selection.

An important aspect of business service description is information about enti-
ties that may provide a required service. The characteristics of a candidate for a
collaboration partner include its competences, certificates confirming competences,
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capacities, former performance, realized projects, etc. In SOVOBEs, structured de-
scriptions of SOVOBE members take the form of a competence model. Function-
ality of competence management and verification is provided by the Competence

Management Service.
The second important aspect of business service description is the information

about existing relations among service providers and service consumers, supported
in SOVOBEs by the Social Network Service.

Competence Management Service. A service provider is an organization (in
particular: company, public administration unit, business unit, team, person) that
provides a given set of services.

Competency is defined as “the organization’s capability to perform (business)
processes, tasks, having the necessary resources (human, technological, physical)
available, and applying certain standards (practices), with the aim to offer certain
products and/or services” [9]. Competency-based VO creation is an approach to
VO partner search and selection based on information available in a SOVOBE in
a form of structured competence description (competence requirements).

To promote itself to acquire new VOs and to be included in VO partner search,
each SOVOBE member provides detailed and up-to-date information about the
activities it is able to perform and the services it can offer. The information typ-
ically includes “an accurate description of member capabilities, its free resources
capabilities, the production costs for each of its product, as well as conspicuous
proof of the validity of the provided information” [9]. In small SOVOBEs, the com-
petency description can perhaps be transmitted in an unstructured and oral way
to VO planners and the SOVOBE administrator. In medium and large SOVOBEs,
this approach is not effective because the amount of information to be maintained
is significant and complex. Moreover, it changes dynamically over time as a result
of adaptation to market needs. In such SOVOBEs, computer support for manage-
ment of competence descriptions is required. In [9] the following approaches and
standards for competence modeling are presented: core competence notion (the
first time proposed in 1990), core competence hierarchy (1998), HR-XML com-
petences schema (2001), core competencies in the manufacturing clusters (1999),
competence cells (2006), s-a-r-C model (2005). Most of these models have been
elaborated to be used in traditional human resources management. Finally, the
4-C model has been proposed in [9] which relies on four key concepts: competence,
capability, cost, and conspicuity.

Taking into account the characteristic of SOVOBEs drawbacks of the 4-C model
are:

— unclear distinction between the competence and capability concepts;
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— poor service-orientation — in the 4-C model a service is modeled as a product,
output of the activity or process represented by capability — there is one-to-
one relation between a capability and a service and, as already mentioned, it
is unclear how capability relates to a competence;

— limitation of the competence model to a competence description model — the
model misses a method for evaluation of quality and relevance of information
in competence description;

— missing concept of competence description change and versioning — compe-
tence description can change over time;

— missing clear distinction between competence and service description model;
— very limited model of a service description;
— missing context in the description of competence — competence details may

depend on circumstances, especially organization capabilities; including con-
text in a service description allow for more detailed specification, i.e., produc-
tion capabilities and use of resources, delivery time may depend on the season,
a price may depend on target market, etc.

Therefore, there is a need for a competence model tailored to the needs of
SOVOBE. Such a model should include:

— competence description model consisting of:

organization profile;
competence profile;
service business profile;

— competence verification method;
— competence management method.

Competence description model should encompass methods of verification of
competence description relevance. This aspect is, unfortunately, usually ignored.
A set of services for management of competences should be included in the model.
Such set of services defines possible actions SOVOBE members playing different
roles may take.

In SOVOBE, partner selection is strictly connected with service selection.
Moreover, a structured competency description creates a possibility of spotting
new potential collaboration — joint partners’ competences permit offering new
services for consumers.

Competence Description Model. In the SOVOBE member competence description,
it is reasonable to distinguish organization profile, organization competency profile
and a business-level service description. Services should be also described on the
technical level allowing their consumption, but this kind of description is out of
the scope of the competence description model.
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Description of organization profile should include a non-service specific infor-
mation such as: history of collaboration, past performance, formal certificates, rec-
ommendations, membership in associations, localization, financial capital, contact
information, steering managerial board, etc.

Competence description consists of concepts referring to organization activities
and processes an organization can perform, and their characteristic. Main concepts
that should be modeled in SOVOBE as a competence profile, but which are not
present or are understood differently in the 4-C model include:

— service — in the 4-C model, the term service refers to the output of a com-
petence, while in SOVOBEs, the term service should be understood as in the
SOA environment (cf. Section 1);

— context — is defined by a set of triplets: <object, predicate, subject>; context
describes conditions under which a capability may deliver defined outcomes,
with defined costs, use of resources, etc.;

— capacity — represents the amount of resources needed to perform a given
number of processes and activities associated with a capability; a capacity
depends on a context;

— capability — represents processes and activities of an organization whose many
aspects depend on context including cost, capacity, and possible output;

— competence — every organization registered in SOVOBE must poses at least
one competence; competence may be directly connected with services; a com-
petence includes a non-empty set of capabilities connected with capacities
depending on a context; in SOVOBE competences are in M-N relation with
services (there is a number of competences needed to provide a given service,
on the other hand a competence may be used in provision of many services);

— product — modeled as an output of a capability and may take a form of a
product or service; in VOBEs this term Product is not used, and Service is
a separate object being in M-N relation with Competence; also a concept of
Output is introduced and represents the result of the activities represented by
a competence;

— version — competence versioning allows for tracking of organization evolution
and adaptation to market needs and particular collaboration opportunities;

— visibility — some competences may be a result of negotiation and adherence
to a particular VO; this competence should not be visible for all SOVOBE
members but data on such competences should be present in SOVOBE as it
might be used for estimation of VO efficiency and other analysis; this issue
strongly refers to data access management in SOVOBE.

The business service profile includes business characteristics of a service, free
of any technical aspects, i.e., service reference to VO strategic goals, entities re-
sponsible for a service, strategy of service, formal requirements, etc. A number
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of approaches to service description including business aspects has been pro-
posed, including enterprise architecture modeling (TOGAF [10]), semantic-based
approaches (WSMO [8]) and others [11].

Competence Description Verification. Information contained in competence de-
scription must be reliable. Information provided by an organization must be con-
firmed or verified against other sources of information about this organization. A
competence description model allows for initial verification of data reliability with
the use of conspicuities. Conspicuity is a formal or informal document justifying,
confirming and explaining information provided in a competence description.

SOVOBE stores information about all organizations, history of collaboration,
efficiency of collaboration, former and existing problems, etc. which creates possi-
bilities for verification of information provided in competence descriptions. Sources
of information existing in SOVOBE that can be used for verification of competence
descriptions are presented in Table 1.

Table 1. Data sources for verification of competence descriptions

Category name Description
1 Continuous monitoring Data provided by monitoring current provision of services

of collaboration and progress of running collaboration processes
2 History of Data restored form the history of partners’ performance

collaboration and collaboration within SOVOBE
3 Description of Conspicuities held in descriptions of SOVOBE members

competences and competences
4 Social network Data provided from social networks

Competence Verification and Management. SOVOBE must provide a set of ser-
vices referring to competence management. This set should include: registration
service, create, read, update and delete operations referring to profiles comprising
competence description model, versioning services, search and compare services,
competence verification and evaluation services, and storage services. Services re-
ferring strictly to competence include negotiation services. Access to appropriate
services should depend on roles and defined restrictions.

Social Network Service. In SOA, interactions between service providers and
service consumers are always performed within a context, in particular a social
context defined by relations between them. A context is important as it has been
noted by OASIS in the SOA Reference Architecture [13]: “The actions undertaken
by participants, whether mediated by services or in some other way, are performed
in a context that defines the meaning of the actions themselves. That context is
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fundamentally a social context — a context that includes other participants. We
can formalize that context as a social structure: the embodiment of a particular
social context.”

In this section the role of social context in functioning of virtual organization
breeding environments and virtual organizations is described.

Support for VO Creation. Social aspects play an important role during VO cre-
ation. The VO creation process is based on competence requirements and so-
cial requirements [14]. While competence requirements determine the competences
needed for future VO partners’ cooperation (cf. Section 4.1), social requirements
concern relations among future VO partners.

In a business environment, information referring only to a particular organiza-
tion should be supplemented by information concerning relations among organi-
zations. This information may come from sources different from the organization
itself. This information concerns past performance, history, trust, recognition, etc.
It may strongly influence the selection process. For instance, a VO planner may
require candidates for VO partners to have a common successful cooperation his-
tory. Such requirement is strictly a social requirement, being in fact a requirement
of a certain type of relation between organizations.

Support for VO Agility. The social context is significant for VO agility [15]. A
VO is said to be agile if it can rapidly and cost effectively adapt the way it is
functioning to changes [15, 18]:

— due to events within a virtual organization, e.g., when a VO partner bankrupts;
— due to events in the environment a VO is functioning in, e.g., when a natural

disaster prevents some tasks to be realized.

The adaptation of a VO to new conditions can be simplified by using the
social context of VO partners. Adaptation to changes often requires new resources.
In a situation when performance of a VO partner suddenly decreases, a possible
solution is to search for another organization, which may substitute or complement
the current VO partner. The social context of VO partners may be a good place
to search at first.

Social Context Services. The following social services are proposed in this chapter
as SOVOBE core internal services:

— social context structure management services — services responsible for cre-
ating, reading, updating and deleting information about organizations within
SOVOBE and relations among them;

— social requirements definition services — services used to define social require-
ments during VO creation and evolution;
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— social requirements validation services — services used for validation of social
requirements during VO creation and evolution;

— social context properties calculation services — services providing properties
of social context; these properties can be used in monitoring of social context
within SOVOBE or within VOs.

Social context can be modeled as a social network. A social network (SN) is
a graph in which nodes represent social actors and edges reflect relations among
those actors [16, 17].

In SOVOBEs, social contexts are represented by social networks in which ac-
tors are SOVOBE members and relations are social relations among SOVOBE
members. Changes in a social context imply changes in the social network that
represents the context, and in the graph modeling the social network. This way of
social context modeling permits to apply well developed tools of graph manage-
ment to provide computer support for social context services.

Social Network Metrics. Social network analysis (SNA) methods, based on the
graph theory and matrix algebra, are mature and well described in the literature
[16, 17]. SNA methods focus mainly on relations and on the overall structure of a
social network. The most common social network metrics are [14, 16, 17]:

— size — the number of actors of the network;
— average path length — the average distance between all pairs of actors;
— density — the proportion of relations in a network relative to the total number

of possible relations;
— degree — the number of relations of an actor;
— closeness — the inverse of the sum of the shortest distances between each actor

and every other actor in the network;
— eccentricity — the maximum of the shortest paths to other actors in the net-

work; eccentricity indicates how far a given actor is from the furthest one in
the network;

— neighborhood size — the number of other actors to which a given actor is
adjacent, i.e., has a direct path;

— reciprocated ties density — the ratio of the number of relations that are bidi-
rectional to the neighborhood size.

Social requirements. Social requirements concern the nature, structure and char-
acteristics of the relations among organizations in a social network. Social require-
ments are usually expressed as a set of social network metrics with associated
expected values. An example of a simple social requirement concerning a future
VO is “the VO must have five partners and one VO leader”, while the associated
social network metrics are: the size of the social network and the neighboring size of
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one actor, associated respectively with expected values six and five. Social require-
ments are usually at a high, business level of abstraction, whereas social network
metrics are at much lower level of abstraction, focusing on the raw structure of a
social network.

To provide computer supported social context services in SOVOBEs, social
requirements have to be translated to social network metrics. The process of re-
quirements translation is a complex issue because of difficult expression of usually
soft social requirements. It may involve usage of complex techniques such as nat-
ural language processing. It needs more attention and investigation [14].

4.2 Management Services of Virtual Organizations

VO Collaboration Service. The concept of a social protocol, on which the VO
collaboration service relies, is proposed in this chapter as an attempt to link process
models to the social context within which the processes are instantiated.

Process models capture the structure of interactions among persons, organiza-
tions and software entities. The social context within which a given process model
may be instantiated is not part of the process model.

Process model. An important characteristic of social protocols is the potential
support for any type of process model. Therefore, social protocols may be based
on various types of process model, e.g., Finite State Machines (FSM), Petri Nets,
BPEL, and BPMN.

The main requirement imposed on process models is the possibility to extract
a service-oriented summary of a given process model, which consists of:

— a set of process roles — each process role defines a set of rights to consume
some services;

— a set of service providers — each service provider is associated with a set of
services descriptions;

— a set of associated service descriptions — each service description consists of
a set of attributes as pairs (name, value).

Social network schema. Additional requirements for elements of the service-orien-
ted summary may concern:

— necessary characteristics of process roles, service providers, or service descrip-
tions;

— necessary characteristics of relations among process roles, service providers,
and service description.
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Fig. 4. Social Protocols

In social protocols, the requirements for elements of the service-oriented sum-
mary are modeled as a social network schema. A social network schema (SNS)
consists of nodes and relations. Nodes capture the characteristics of elements of
the service-oriented summary, while relations capture characteristics of the rela-
tions between elements of the service-oriented summary.

Mapper and Implementer. A Mapper is the link between the service-oriented sum-
mary and the SNS. A Mapper associates process roles, service providers and service
description with nodes of the associated SNS. A Mapper is represented by dashed
lines in Figure 4.

While process roles capture the rights to perform some activities, the Mapper
captures obligations: elements of the service-oriented summary associated with
nodes of the SNS have to satisfy requirements defined in the SNS node and its
associated relations.

An Implementer associates nodes of the SNS with actors of the social network.
An Implementer is represented by dotted lines in Figure 4.

An Implementer instantiates a social protocol by assigning actors of the SO-
VOBE social network, i.e., real persons, organization or software entities, to social
roles.

VO Creation Service. Partner search and selection is a key part of VO creation.
A SOVOBE provides its members with a service supporting searching for partners
and services suitable for a particular cooperation process. The selection of partners
and services on the business level is a complex task that can hardly be automated.
It encompasses the following aspects:
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— determination of requirements by VO stakeholders;
— determination of particular requirements for VO partners and their business

services, processes, and services offered to the VO clients;
— identification of SOVOBE members able to play a particular role in a business

process or fulfill a particular task;
— negotiation and settlement of cooperation rules and conditions;
— analysis of possible VO variants in terms of conformance to requirements and

efficiency of cooperation.

The selection should include various viewpoints:

— subjective viewpoint of a VO planner;
— objective aspects contained in history of collaboration stored in SOVOBE;
— opinions of SOVOBE members represented in a social network;
— anticipated efficiency of collaboration estimated basing on both objective and

subjective sources of information;
— requirements imposed on a potential VO by SOVOBE.

Therefore, various services, providing such functionalities as SOVOBE mem-
bers comparison, VO variants comparison, and support for analysis and filtering
of organizations, should be a part of SOVOBE core services supporting partner
search and selection.

Requirements for VO Creation Service. The VO Creation (VOC) Service is pro-
posed in this chapter as a SOVOBE core internal service. The following are re-
quirements for the VOC service:

— conformance with virtual organization breeding methodology defined in [12];
— human control over the process — in context of complex business processes

such search and selection cannot be fully automated, so human control over
the process is vital;

— multi aspect and multi criteria process of search and selection:
inclusion of social aspects;
competence-based approach (cf. Section 4.1);
requirement-based approach — social and non-social requirements coming
from many sources (SOVOBE, VO planner, potential VO customers, etc.)
defined for various elements of virtual organization (process, partner, etc.);
definition of preferences referring to requirements and taken into account
in VO variant evaluation;
multi-variant analysis — evaluation of various partner and service compo-
sitions to maximize requirements satisfaction;
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Table 2. Outline of the partner search and selection procedure implemented in the
VOC service

Category name Description
1 Definition of Social requirement extraction from social

requirements and roles defined in social protocols
preferences Requirement definition for VO partners, services,

processes, subgroups of partners and services
Preference definition
Policy formulation

2 Partner selection Search for partners satisfying requirements
for social roles defined for each social role

3 VO variant Generation of possible VO variants and their
analysis validation against requirements and preferences

4 Partner selection Alignment of partners to process roles
for process roles Verification of requirements

5 VO inception Registration of the created VO
Update of SOVOBE repositories: competence model
repository and the social network

— collaborative partner search and selection;
— persistency — processes of VO creation must be monitored and recorded for

further reuse and analysis.

In Table 2, general steps of the procedure implemented in the VOC service
are presented. First, a set of functional and performance requirements identified.
These requirements may refer to various VO components: partners, services, pro-
cesses, subgroups of partners and services. Additionally social requirements are
extracted from social roles defined in social protocols (cf. Section 4.2). Final defini-
tion of requirements includes specification of a method step in which the particular
requirements will be used in (steps 2–4). Full definition of requirements constitute
VO specification. Next, potential partners fulfilling requirements of social roles are
chosen from SOVOBE members. As a consequence, a non-empty set of organiza-
tions is associated to each social role. In step 3, various VO variants are created
and evaluated on the basis of above sets. Finally, the best VO variant is chosen
and registered in SOVOBE. The whole process is accompanied with negotiations
among the VO planner and potential VO members.

In every step, human action is possible and may take a form of requirements
redefinition, preference modification, reconfiguration of tools, reordering and rep-
etition of a step.
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4.3 VO Monitoring Service

Definition of Performance Measurement. VO Performance Measurement
(PM) is defined as a “systematic approach to plan and conduct the collection and
monitoring of data for performance indicators. The Performance Measurement is
focused on the process of data collection. The input are defined Performance In-
dicators (PI) including targets. For these PIs appropriate methods and tools of
measuring have to be developed and planed. The collected data are then prepared
into indicators. As a result, performance measurement produces reports that could
be used for further analyses and interpretation to assess the performance and to
derive measures for improvement” [19].

At a higher level of abstraction, PIs are usually combined to define Key Per-
formance Indicators (KPIs). Key Performance Indicator (KPI) has been defined
as “a performance indicator which represents essential or critical components of
the overall performance. Not every performance indicator is vital for the overall
success of a company. To focus attention and resources the indicators with the
highest impact on performance are chosen as key performance indicators. [...] An
indicator is a variable which is feasible to assess the state of an object in scope.
Indicators could be as well quantitative as qualitative measures. They can not
only consist of a single measure but also be aggregated or calculated out of several
measures” [19].

VO PM is a difficult task, as it usually implies many KPIs based on data
from multiple sources. In a SOVOBE, data for performance indicators may be
supplied by most internal services, by business services, and by external services.
Supporting the heterogeneity of data sources for PM is a challenge that requires
a systematic classification of indicators, as proposed in [19], and providing means
for the description and selection of suitable indicators and sources of data essential
for their calculation.

Reference Model for PM. For SOVOBEs, a Reference Model for Performance
Management (RM4PM) has been proposed in [19]. The goal of RM4PM is two-
fold: on the one hand, the reference model defines a set of common terms that
can be used to describe key performance indicators (KPIs). On the other hand,
the reference model defines four taxonomies of KPIs, each taxonomy focusing on
a given aspect of PM:

— availability and type of data sources;
— subject of measurement (e.g., a process or a VO);
— scope (e.g., a VO or the SOVOBE);
— collaboration characteristics (e.g., responsiveness or flexibility).
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KPIs Calculation. In SOVOBE, KPIs calculation is based on a function that
may be defined in any programming language supported by the Java Scripting
technology [20], e.g., AWK, Java, Javascript, PHP, Python, Scheme, SmallTalk.
As a consequence, the learning curve is reduced as the probability that the user
willing to define a KPI already knows one of the supported programming languages
is rather high.

Various data sources may be associated with the parameters of the KPI func-
tion, e.g., a KPI may aggregate data coming from the competence management
service and the social network service.

Application of KPIs. Performance anticipation and monitoring are the two
applications of KPIs. The performance of VO variants may be anticipated due to
calculated KPIs. Then, VO variants may be ranked according to their anticipated
performance.

In the case of KPIs monitoring application, changes in data sources lead to
recalculation of the appropriate KPIs. Then the results of the recalculated KPIs
are compared with a threshold value associated with a given KPI. If the threshold
is reached, a special event is fired to associated services responsible for proper
reaction.

5 Conclusions

The concept of Service-Oriented Virtual Organization Breeding Environment (SO-
VOBE) presented in this chapter proves that the Service-Oriented Architecture
(SOA), which has its roots in the research area of information system integration,
may be applied at the coarser level of organizations. In particular, concepts such
as service reuse, service loose coupling, service abstraction, etc. may be referred
to virtual organizations.

The main advantage of building SOVOBE systematically around the concept of
a service is separation of SOVOBE core services functionality from their implemen-
tation, which facilitates changes of SOVOBE service implementations. Changes of
service implementations usually follow from SOVOBE member needs to adjust to
evolving business environment. Concluding, application of SOA to VOBE signifi-
cantly contributes to VOBE agility.

As a target of future works, detailed comparison studies are planned concern-
ing SOA concept application at the Web services and virtual organizations levels.
It has been noticed that while concepts used in the communities working indepen-
dently at both levels are often similar, the terms used to refer to these concepts
are usually different. Detailed analysis of similarities and dissimilarities of SOA
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implementations at both levels may help to reuse solutions developed by one com-
munity in the other community that focused on other aspects of the problem, and
vice versa.
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Abstract. Electronic economy requires public administration to apply in-
formation technology for servicing its clients — businesses and citizens. To
do that public administration must base its organization on an architec-
ture that enables collaboration and integration of heterogonous IT systems,
which are the norm when considering public agencies as a whole. The ap-
proach to public administration organization based on Service-Oriented
Architecture is presented in this chapter.
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1 Introduction

Nowadays, a rapid process of expanding the scope of electronic economy can be
observed worldwide. Electronic economy is based on making the use of informa-
tion technology to conduct business processes. At the operational level, electronic
economy involves two fundamental changes. First, replacing paper documents with
electronic ones. Second, replacing face-to-face meetings and interactions with elec-
tronic communications conducted through the net, especially the Internet. These
two changes are the foundation of four main characteristics of electronic econ-
omy: shortening transaction times, reducing costs, independence of geographical
distances separating business partners, and an opportunity of automatic reac-
tion to a signal initiating a business process which opens a possibility of mass-
personalization. Due to these characteristics, electronic economy gains the great
advantage over traditional economy based on paper documents and face-to-face
meetings and interactions. As a consequence, capital is invested more willingly in
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cities, regions and countries which support electronic economy and create condi-
tions for its operation and development.

The key role in these supporting activities is played by the public administra-
tion, both at the national and the local level. This role follows from the fact that
public administration is a necessary participant of many citizen’s and industry’s
business processes [1]. Effectiveness of public administration has a direct impact
on citizens’ quality of life and businesses’ effectiveness. It is quite important for
public administration to keep up with citizens and businesses on information tech-
nology usage. Public administration should not force citizens and businesses that
use information technology on a daily basis to use paper and face-to-face meetings
when contacting public administration offices and agencies. Due to social role of
public administration, the situation ought to be even opposite: public administra-
tion should provide the broad range of electronic services to encourage, stimulate,
educate, and break down sociological barriers of extensive usage of information
technology. If people learn how to use information technology by interacting with
public administration and see advantages of this usage, they begin to use this
technology also in their ever-day life and business and that will contribute to the
development of a given city, region and even the whole country.

Electronic services delivered by public administration must be able to collabo-
rate with the broad range of heterogonous public registries and back office systems,
both at the national and local levels. Therefore, for successful implementation of
these services, an architecture that enables integration of heterogeneous systems
must be applied. This requirement is fulfilled by Service-Oriented Architecture.

In this chapter, an approach to public administration organization based on
Service-Oriented Architecture is presented and discussed. Section 2 presents the
fundamentals of electronic public administration. Section 3 explains how Service-
Oriented Architecture can be used for public administration organization. The ref-
erence public administration organization architecture is proposed and explained;
also guidelines for public administration systems and administrative processes im-
plementations are presented. Section 4 concludes the chapter.

2 Electronic Public Administration

Traditional organization of public administration follows the following approach:
public administration is organized the way to be able to store, send and pro-
cess documents in a paper form. These document include applications, decisions,
rulings, certifications, forms, etc. Paper documents have several significant short-
comings: storage of paper documents is space consuming; delivery requires physical
realization which is slow and costly; but the most important drawback is that pa-
per documents must be processed by humans — processing of paper documents
cannot be shifted to computers and automated.
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The situation turns quite the opposite in the case of electronic documents,
which can be stored, transferred and processed by IT systems. One of the main
characteristics of electronic documents is geographical independence. Each elec-
tronic document stored in a computer database can be shared with any autho-
rized person having access to this database via network. Transfer of electronic
documents is significantly faster and less costly than paper ones, regardless of the
number of recipients.

Opposite to paper documents, it is not necessary to “have” electronic documents
physically to get access to information included in them. Computer networks make
it irrelevant if a server storing electronic documents is placed under public servant’s
desk or in a data center located hundreds kilometers away. The fundamental con-
sequence of document dematerialization is the separation of two main functions
performed by public servants in relation to documents: the archiving function and
the decision-making function. Public servants released from archiving function; i.e.,
released from cabinets, binders and folders can focus on decision-making function,
which is directly related to citizens and businesses. There are here such issues like
recognition of citizens and businesses problems, establishing and sustaining con-
tact with them to help them to solve their problems, creating politics, and making
decisions.

The very important characteristic of electronic documents is a possibility of
automated processing, i.e., classification, matching, comparing, sorting, searching
and analyzing. Automated processing enables to release public servants from the
next unproductive task: the routine, manual processing of paper documents within
administrative processes and hand over this task to IT systems. Implementing such
a change requires creating models of those processes for steering IT systems on
document’s content operations.

A process model is a sequence of activities which must be preformed to do
a given work and therefore achieve a certain goal. There are two main levels of
process modeling: a conceptual level and an execution level. The conceptual level
aims at representing processes from the managerial point of view. Models created
at this level should present activities which must be undertaken to reach a goal
specified in a managerial plan. In many cases, especially in a case of processes
composed of activities conducted by humans, modeling at the conceptual level is
sufficient. Models at this level are meant to be a kind of instruction how to do a
certain work. However, if the process or a part of it are intended to be automated
and performed by an IT system, the model of such process must be transformed
from the conceptual level to the execution level. Models at the execution level
present a sequence of technical operations which must be performed by IT systems
to conduct a process.

Currently, when building models of public administrative processes, it is taken
the same approach as in a case of modeling business processes performed in com-
mercial companies. This approach is based on creating models according to infor-
mation gained from operational practices. Meanwhile, the form of administrative
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processes results from legal rules and regulations which are the primary sources
defining the way public administration operates.

In a typical situation the course of a specific administrative process is influenced
by several legal acts, which can be divided into two main groups. The first group
consists of general acts; for example, administrative process code which regulates
general rules, common for all administrative processes regardless of the nature and
essence of a case the given process applies to. These general acts are superior ones
to acts of the second group. The acts of the second group have much more detailed
character and regulate processing rules of a specific class of cases. For example,
building code regulates details of granting building permissions. Additionally, if the
administrative process was modeled based on these two groups of legal acts only, it
would not include options which are correct from the legal point of view but which
are regulated by legal acts not directly related either to administrative processes
as a whole or the specific class of cases. For example, the civil code regulating the
issue of granting a power of attorney. Creating models of administrative processes
requires thus taking approach based on legal acts and not on operational practices.

To summarized, advantages of public administration organized around elec-
tronic documents results directly from characteristics of digital information. There-
fore successful implementation of this approach requires a proper technical archi-
tecture. Most of public agencies are already running IT systems. In the case of
electronic documents and electronically conducted administrative processes there
must be a common, efficient collaboration among different IT systems of public ad-
ministration. Unfortunately, the significant obstacle hindering the introduction of
the collaboration is the low level of interoperability between public administration
IT systems. The problem results mostly from heterogeneity of the systems, which
were developed by various software houses at different time over the period of last
forty years, so they are built in different, mutually incompatible technologies [2].
The interoperability of heterogeneous IT systems running in public administration
can be achieved by application of Service-Oriented Architecture and its principles
at both technical and managerial levels.

3 SOA-Based Approach to Public Administration
Organization

3.1 Service-Oriented Architecture Overview

Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA) is a paradigm of design and development of
solutions composed of services. These solutions embrace a whole organization and
support it to achieve its business goals [3].
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A service is a separate and autonomous business logic unit, which has a specific
functional context and offers a set of functional features associated with that con-
text. The functional features offered by a service are called service capabilities. A
service can therefore be considered as a container for capabilities within a specific
range. The capabilities of a service are independent of the technical implemen-
tation of the service. Principles and methods of access to a service and offered
capabilities are specified in the service contract. Services are independently de-
signed and implemented, and therefore can be repeatedly used in different service
compositions comprising different solutions.

A service composition is an ordered combination of invocations of specific ser-
vices with the aim of automating the execution of a task or a business process. The
composition must consist of at least two constituent services and an initiator of
the composition, which arranges and coordinates the invocations of the constituent
services. Otherwise, a point-point interaction between services merely occurs.

A service repository is a collection of services working within an organization.
The services are arranged and governed according to a policy established by the
organization. Typically, an organization operates one service repository. When an
organization operates more than one repository, the individual repositories are
called domain service repositories. The primary objective of the service repository
is to ensure that competences offered by services available in the organization
are complementary and disjunctive to each other, and it is possible to establish
seamless interoperability between the services. Interoperability, in turn, translates
into the possibility of building a variety of service compositions in response to
changing demands and new managerial requirements.

Service-Oriented Architecture Design Principles. The service-oriented ar-
chitecture is founded on eight main design principles [4]. Each of these principles
refers to different aspects of the design process and ensures that certain charac-
teristics of service orientation are equally present in each service. The common
application of all these principles causes a solution to conform to service-oriented
architecture paradigm. Such a solution can be classified as “service-oriented”.

Service-oriented architecture principles are as follows:

— Standardized Service Contract — contract of each service in a given service
repository must conform to established contract design standards. Systems of
public administration should provide interfaces compatible with open stan-
dards. All newly developed systems should have such interfaces, while legacy
systems should be equipped with special adapters, which makes it possible to
offer their functionality in a standardized form.

— Service Loose Coupling — service contracts enforce the requirement of clients
weak coupling, and the contracts themselves are not dependent on any external
entities. Loose coupling increases independence of requestors from services, so
changes to business logic of the services have no impact on the requestors.
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Public administration systems may require changes due to changes in law
and objectives of citizens and businesses. The requestors can be other public
administration systems as well as the systems of businesses and citizens.

— Service Abstraction — service contracts include only significant information
about a given service. The implementation details of business logic are hidden
within a service and are unavailable to requestors. The requestors have only
access to the service contract that allow them to easily understand the service
functionality.

— Service Reusability — services include independent application logic and there-
fore can be considered as reusable resources. In public administration, a num-
ber of services that perform basic tasks can be reused within various admin-
istrative processes. Public administration operates under common law, and
therefore the same processes can be carried out by a number of public admin-
istration agencies. Thus, different agencies may require similar functionality
from electronic systems, and as a result services may be reused by a number
of public administration agencies.

— Service Autonomy — services are autonomous and able to control runtime
environment. Due to service autonomy, each public administration agency can
control the business logic directly related to the competence of this agency.
While electronic systems may come under the administration of a specific
agency, the services offered by these systems can be available to other agencies
and can be used to create integrated services.

— Service Statelessness — services reduce their resource usage and restrict them-
selves to storing and processing state information only when truly necessary.
Services offered by public administration systems should not be involved in
processing the state information because the services can be intensively used
and reused in a large number of different compositions.

— Service Discoverability — services are described with metadata and can be
discovered and interpreted efficiently. The descriptions of the services offered
by public authorities must be stored in the registry of public services, which
allows discovering the services by other public administration agencies, as well
as citizens and businesses.

— Service Composability — services can be arranged into various compositions
regardless of the dimensions and the density of the given composition. Com-
posite services allow the automation of entire administrative processes, as well
as business processes and living processes of citizens.

Service orientation introduces a new way of thinking. In a traditional approach,
applications were created as monolithic systems supporting a specific business
need; in a service-oriented approach applications are created by connecting (or-
chestrating) services supporting basic (low-level) functionalities. Services can be
reused in a number of applications because supporting different business needs
often requires the same basic functionalities.
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Service orientation should not be considered as software architecture only. The
concept of a service can also be applied at the management level: it can be used
when designing an organizational structure. Service orientation should be taken
up as the fundamental principle for all other integration activities.

Service-Oriented Approach for Public Administration. The good suitabil-
ity of the service-oriented architecture for implementing public administration IT
systems follows from its immanent characteristics [5]:

— Service orientation and its special focus on the definition of interfaces make
integration a primary issue. During the design phase, service interface defini-
tions draw the same level of attention as databases and system logic. With
integration built-in by design, data and functionality can be seamlessly shared
between internal processes and external partners without the necessity to de-
ploy costly and complex integration solutions.

— SOA paradigm assumes heterogeneous environment. This makes it particularly
suited for public administration and for the collaboration of public adminis-
tration entities with private ones. The primary infrastructure component here
is an Enterprise Service Bus (ESB), which enables system integration in a di-
versified environment [6]. ESB enables the integration of a variety of legacy
systems and components appearing quite often in public administration IT
environments.

— Designing IT solutions in a form of shared and collaborating services which
map directly to atomic units of administrative processes. The result is an IT
architecture that directly reflects the organizational and management architec-
ture. This remains in strong contrast to the traditional approach to designing
IT systems where administrative rules and logic are implemented in a form of
programming code, which makes them inaccessible to external software devel-
opers without knowledge on these systems.

— Collaborative and iterative project approach. Development of service-oriented
solutions requires close collaboration between IT and other departments be-
cause of close relationships between services and units of administrative pro-
cesses. Also the development process is an iterative approach (through ser-
vices) rather than the monolithic one based on collecting requirements and
then involving into long-running implementation projects.

Public administration agencies are autonomous, but they are required to col-
laborate. Under such circumstances service orientation seems to be perfectly suited
for them. In a service-oriented architecture a particular agency can retain a high
level of autonomy in terms of its internal functionality but at the same time it
can deliver to the outside world a set of services, which can be used by other pub-
lic administration agencies and businesses to create integrated services spanning
across many entities, both public and private.
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A service-oriented architecture enables information sharing both inside and
outside the public administration; i.e., on the one hand among various public ad-
ministration agencies, offices and departments, and on the other hand with external
entities, i.e., businesses and citizens. The service-oriented architecture facilitates
dynamic composition and orchestration of services delivered by different providers
without spending public funds on huge, time-consuming, and risky projects of de-
velopment new centrally integrated software systems. In this way, service-oriented
architecture stimulates citizen centricity, improves time-to-market factor, and en-
courages development of electronic economy.

Enterprise Service Bus. An enterprise service bus (ESB) is defined as a middle-
ware based on the exchange of messages, called Message Oriented Middleware —
MOM, using open standards of web services, integrating applications, which are
service containers, and providing services to enable this integration [7]. The most
important architectural feature of ESB is a logical bus consisting of middleware
services that implement the logic of integration, which consists of features such as
message routing, data transformation, protocol conversion, security, management
and monitoring services [8]. Applications are connected to the bus using intelligent
adapters.

The intelligent adapters linking the applications with the ESB are responsible
for the transformation of messages from the format specific to a given application
to a common format used by the bus, and vice versa. The intelligent adapters
used in the ESB architecture, as opposed to the lightweight adapters used in the
hub-and-spoke architecture, offer an additional opportunity to implement part of
the integration logic, which allows dynamic coupling of the applications.

The main difference between the ESB architecture and the architecture with a
central hub is that the integration features are offered by the ESB services, which
are physically distributed across the bus. The ESB services can be independently
deployed in appropriate service containers. The service container model allows in-
dependent scalability of the various integration components and incorporating into
the bus as required. The solutions built in accordance with the ESB architecture
offer a much greater scalability and performance than the solutions with a central
hub. However, the systems based on an ESB bus are more difficult to configure
and to manage in comparison to the other solutions.

The standards-based integration is one of the foundations of the ESB archi-
tecture. The ESB bus is an open architecture, which may be extended by new
elements based on open standards and components that use proprietary standards
through the use of standardized interfaces.

There are a number of solutions on the market that offer the ESB function-
ality. These solutions are available either as open-source software (e.g., Apache
ServiceMix, Mule ESB, GlassFish ESB, JBoss ESB) or as commercial distribu-
tions (e.g., Oracle Service Bus, IBM WebSphere ESB, Microsoft BizTalk ESB,
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TIBCO ActiveMatrix Service Bus). The choice of a specific ESB product for a
given public administration agency depends on many aspects, such as: number
of systems to integrate, implementation technologies of legacy systems, size of
the agency, number and complexity of tasks and administrative processes realized
within the agency, and financial capabilities.

3.2 Service-Oriented Architecture for Public Administration

The characteristics and advantages of the SOA paradigm predestine it to be a
basis for the construction of an electronic public administration system. Building
such a system, however, entails the integration of multiple heterogeneous public
administration systems, which have been built using different technologies and
architectures. To build an integrated SOA-based public administration system,
the existing local and national public administration systems must be transformed
into services according to the SOA paradigm. Such a SOA-based electronic public
administration system could be seen as a coherent system that would provide
citizens and businesses with a single point of entry to carry out a whole variety of
administrative processes.

Service-oriented architecture for public administration is presented in Figure 1.
The national public registries are used to store and manage data related to

citizens and businesses at the national level. In industrialized countries almost
all public registries are maintained as IT systems. Examples of national public
registries are Citizen Repository or Vehicles and Drivers Registry. National public
registry systems are integrated using the National ESB. Therefore, these systems
can cooperate with each other and with the local public administration agency
systems.

A local public administration agency system consists of the following compo-
nents:

— Administrative Process Modeling Platform,
— Administrative Process Management Platform,
— Administrative Process Execution Engine,
— E-Government Portal,
— Public registries and Back office systems, and
— Local ESB.

Administrative Process Modeling Platform. The platform enables process
analysts to model administrative processes in accordance with the guidelines de-
scribed in Section 2. The administrative process models are stored in a process
repository being an integral part of the platform. The platform offers an intuitive
graphical user interface that makes it easy to use and understand for a process
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Fig. 1. Service-oriented architecture for public administration. The
service-oriented architecture for public administration is composed of National
Public Registries and a number of Local Public Administration Agency Systems

analyst who may not be an IT expert. Administrative processes are modeled at
the conceptual level, for example, using BPMN or other suitable notation [9]. Such
process models can be then converted into a format executable by an orchestration
engine. The two most popular executable languages for describing business pro-
cesses are BPEL and XPDL [10, 11]. The process models in an executable format
can be executed by the Administrative Process Execution Engine.

Administrative Process Management Platform. The platform is used by
public servants for managing the administrative processes, as well as to perform
tasks associated with their operational activity. Process management involves mon-
itoring the execution of administrative processes, initializing new processes, carry-
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ing out human activities within processes, and terminating processes. An example
of a human activity is making a decision on a case. In turn, the tasks related to
an operational activity include viewing and modifying the data stored in public
registries, if this data is not directly related to ongoing administrative processes.

Administrative Process Execution Engine. The process execution engine is
a service responsible for performing instances of administrative process models,
which are represented in an executable format. The executable models are gener-
ated based on the models at the conceptual level created by the Administrative
Process Modeling Platform. While performing an administrative process instance,
the service is involved in the orchestration of other services connected to the Lo-
cal ESB, according to the process definition. The state of the process instances is
stored in the execution engine.

E-Government Portal. The E-Government Portal allows citizens and businesses
to submit an application for initiating an administrative process, monitor the
process progress status and read the available data stored in public administration
systems. From the perspective of citizens and businesses, the E-Government Portal
is a website on the Internet where they can comprehensively and effectively carry
out whole administrative processes.

The E-Government Portal consists of the E-Government Portal Application
Server and the E-Government Portal Web Server. The E-Government Portal
adopts a three-layer architecture, which consists of a data layer, a business logic
layer and a presentation layer. The data layer consists of the data repositories of
both local and central public administration systems. The E-Government Por-
tal Application Server is included in the business logic layer, whereas the E-
Government Portal Web Server is contained in the presentation layer.

The E-Government Portal Application Server is responsible for processing the
business logic offered by electronic public administration to citizens and businesses.
The application server is connected to the local ESB bus through which it contacts
the internal systems of public administration. These systems include, in particular,
the Administrative Process Execution Engine, but also public registries and other
back office systems of the public administration. The E-Government Portal Web
Server is responsible for building a Web-based user interface for the citizens and
businesses which use the E-Government Portal.

One of the key issues that must be taken into consideration during the design
of an electronic public administration is security of the data stored in its internal
systems. Therefore, a local public administration agency system is separated from
the Internet by a demilitarized zone (DMZ) [12]. A demilitarized zone is a network
located at the border between the local public administration agency system and
the Internet. In the proposed architecture, the E-Government Portal Web Server
is located in such a demilitarized zone, because it is accessed by users through
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the Internet, and thus, is especially vulnerable to attacks. The E-Government
Portal Web Server does not contain any business logic essential to processing the
requests of citizens and businesses. The whole business logic is contained in the
E-Government Portal Application Server, which is an internal component of the
local public administration agency system and is separated from the Internet by
at least two firewalls, as presented in Fig. 1.

Public Registries and Back Office Systems. A public registry is a collection
of data on citizens and businesses aimed for accomplishing public tasks, gathered
by public administration agencies according to specific legal regulations. The scope
of data stored in the public registry, the type of available operations on it and the
access procedures are strictly regulated by appropriate legal acts. The example of
a public registry is the Civil Registry used to record information on citizens’ vital
events. Back office systems are responsible for the processing of data required to
perform the steps of administrative processes.

Local ESB. The features of the ESB predestine it to be used as the backbone of
local public administration agency systems. The internal systems comprising the
local public administration agency system are integrated by the Local ESB, which
enables the interoperability between the local systems, and between these systems
and the national public registries. In particular, the Administrative Process Exe-
cution Engine through the Local ESB can have access to the data stored in local
public registries, local back office systems, and the national public registries.

System Usage Scenario. The exemplary system usage scenario is as follows.
A citizen wants to do some business with a local administration agency; e.g., he
wants to request a renewal of his driver license. Using a browser of his choice,
the citizen logs in at the E-Government Portal Web Server. The citizen authenti-
cates himself with his certified digital signature. After successful login, the citizen
chooses “Driver License Renewal” from a list of on-line services offered by the local
administration agency. The citizen is presented with the detail description of the
driver license renewal process, especially with the cost and time frame. Citizen
clicks on the Start button to confirm his choice and start the renewal process. The
process is performed according the model created earlier by a process analyst on
the Administrative Process Modeling Platform. After creating, the model was up-
loaded on the Administrative Process Execution Engine. For each case, the Process
Execution Engine starts a new process instance. In the case being discussed, this
is a new instance of the driver license renewal process. The first activities in the
process model consist of collecting all data needed by a citizen to form an appli-
cation. That includes citizen’s personal data and data on his driver license which
he wants to renew. Including this data in an application is required by the law. In
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the traditional approach, it is the citizen duty to collect all necessary data and in-
clude it in a paper application. In electronic public administration, collecting and
including activities can be performed automatically by a software system. Citizen
personal data is stored in the Citizen Registry, and data on citizen driver licenses
is stored in the Vehicles and Drivers Registry; both registries are nationwide. Both
registries expose its functionality as services; the similar approach can be applied
for exposing functionality of other national registries. The services exposed by reg-
istries are registered in the National Enterprise Service Bus. Therefore, the Process
Execution Engine does not have to know any details about the location of those
services; it just sends a request to the Local ESB, which routes it to the National
ESB, which routes it to the appropriate service. The data returned by the ser-
vices of the Citizen Registry and Vehicles and Drivers Registry is forwarded by
the Process Execution Engine to the E-Government Portal Application Server to
fulfill the application for the driver license renewal. The citizen is presented with
the application completed with all necessary data. Everything what he must do is
to digitally sign the application. After signing, the application is stored in a repos-
itory of a Back office system. Next, the Process Execution Engine presents the
application to a public clerk who must make a decision; from a legal point of view
a driver license renewal is granted as an administrative decision. The application is
presented to the clerk through the Administrative Process Management Platform.
If there are no obstacles, the decision is positive and the clerk clicks the Accept
button. The Process Execution Engine sends a request to the E-Government Por-
tal Application Server to generate the decision document. The Process Execution
Engine takes the document and sends it to the Process Management Platform,
which presents it to the clerk. The clerk signs the document with his certified
digital signature. The Process Execution Engine gets the signed document and
sends one copy to a Back office system for storage, and the other copy to the E-
Government Portal Application Server where it can be reached by the citizen. The
Process Execution Engine sends a request to the appropriate service of the Certifi-
cation Documents Manufacturing House to manufacture a new driver license. The
request routes through the Local ESB to the National ESB and further through
the extranet to the service of Manufacturing House. The renewal process waits un-
til a new driver license is manufactured and sent back to the local administration
agency. It should take no longer than two weeks but unfortunately delays happen
quite often. When the agency receives the driver license, its employee marks this
fact in the Process Management Platform. The Process Execution Engine noti-
fies the E-Government Portal Application Server to send email to the citizen for
which the driver license is waiting to be collected. When the citizen picks up his
new driver license, the agency employee marks this fact in the Process Manage-
ment Platform. The Process Execution Engine stores information about collecting
the driver license in a Back office system and concludes the process.
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3.3 Guidelines for Public Administration System Implementation

To incorporate a public administration system into the service-oriented architec-
ture, the system must expose its functionality as a service interface through which
other systems may interact. However, most of legacy systems functioning in public
administration are devoid of such an interface. Those systems must be extended
by adapters enabling interoperability with other public administration systems.

In the SOA-based public administration the component systems must be de-
signed and implemented in accordance with specific functional and quality require-
ments. Furthermore, to ensure compliance with the SOA paradigm, the systems
should be compatible with a reference architecture proposed in this section.

Functional Requirements. Functional requirements include the specification of
the following issues: input, output, data format, communication interfaces, external
software and hardware, user tasks, and data used in each task. In the case of public
registries, all the service interfaces are determined by legal acts which implies that
input, output and data format are explicitly imposed. In the SOA-based approach,
communication interfaces accompany with SOA standards, i.e., WSDL, SOAP and
XML Schema. Software is built as a service provider, so an application server and
a database management server are used during its development.

Services contain functions which are human-oriented tasks. These tasks fulfill
the common functionality needed by citizens and businesses. The same applies to
the data used in communication with external systems.

Quality Requirements. Quality requirements for SOA-based systems are sim-
ilar to those for distributed systems [13]: high availability, reliability, stability of
interface, and security.

High availability and reliability requirements have both very similar and tightly
coupled features and system principles. First of all, communication issues are one
of the biggest concerns of SOA. The reference system must be prepared for commu-
nication delays and breakdown. Delays might drive execution processes to timeout,
breakdown, or to the indeterminate state. Execution should retry to communicate
with an external service, and not revert the entire process. It is important to have
the right coordination of the execution to restrict the concurrency to limited pool
of resources. A good SOA system should be error resistant, and fault tolerance.
Everyday use by a high numbers of users should be made easier by incorporating
management and monitoring tools. First, to give the possibility to reconfigure the
system at runtime, and second, to report what happens with the system at any
moment.

A different problem is a runtime data synchronization which might drive system
resources requirement to excessive levels. In many cases bypassing a message, with
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a current value to a different service using a pull or push strategy might be easier
to implement using less demanding systems.

More legal-depend than technical requirements might be features like load and
information distribution. Systems should be designed with information distributed
across services and sites from an early beginning. Thus new rules incorporating
SOA systems should avoid information redundancy, which is hard to maintain
across the sites. Different aspect of designing system is to prepare for a load dis-
tribution. System at some point might be assigned to a different business process
and new groups of users might try to use the system resources. Loose coupling,
separating the data and services from interfaces allows the system to be reused
under different conditions.

A service interface should be kept as stable as possible, because each inter-
face change drives the service consumers to an incompatibility which ends with
a communication breakdown. Therefore, at first systems should be designed very
carefully, concentrating on a both process and data stage.

Security should imply four different stages [14]: authentication — where system
checks for authenticity of a request; authorization — system performs the mapping
of services and operations to the requesting user; auditing — detection of the
possible actions on the SOA items; and assurance — system wide features to
support general security considerations (also bugs and mistakes).

Reference Architecture. The reference architecture of public administration
systems consists of a service provider and a service consumer. A provider offers
Web services, whereas a consumer uses them [15]. In a common scenario, an ap-
plication server publishes Web services using WSDL; Web services offer Create,
Read, Update, and Delete (CRUD) operations on backend database storage; Web
services are called by the client using SOAP and WSDL protocols.

A system designer should follow the same principles as in the object-oriented
programming:

— Abstraction — to avoid technology specific data and use more business specific
data structures,

— Encapsulation — to hide case specific data into meaningful complex data types
(described in an external XML Schema),

— Inheritance — to reuse data definitions from XML Schema,
— Polymorphism — to reuse interfaces described in WSDL documents for differ-

ent implementation purposes.

A service provider site is divided into three layers: a data storage layer, a
data access layer, and a business logic layer. Relational Database Management
System (RDBMS) should be chosen as the data storage layer. The database schema
contains common elements: data indicating a person in the system, data indicating
its mailing and electronic address, data specific to system purposes. The data
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access layer specifies all components used to access the RDBMS and serves all
the CRUD operations on data tables. The components should support an object-
relational mapping. The business logic layer includes access requests to the other
layers, conversion to business objects and implements the interface of Web services.

Equivalent to the service provider, the service consumer is also composed of
three layers: a user interface, a Web services management layer, and a Web services
communication layer. The user interface layer is responsible for showing data and
manipulating controls to the user, as well as error handling. The user interface layer
communicates with the Web services management layer, which is responsible for
managing the calls to the concrete Web services. The Web services communication
layer contains proxy classes for Web service calls.

3.4 Guidelines for Administrative Processes Implementation

Administrative processes associated with citizens and businesses are implemented
as invocations of services offered by various public administration systems. To
successfully execute those processes, the service invocations must be accordingly
coordinated. The most widely used method of coordination is orchestration, in
which there is a process acting as a coordinator [16]. A coordinator process controls
the services offered by other systems and coordinates the invocations of their
operations. The orchestration is centralized, since only the coordinator process
has the knowledge of the component services and the order of their invocations.

The lifecycle of an administrative process is as follows. First, a process ana-
lysts use dedicated tools to graphically design a conceptual model of the process.
The conceptual model is a diagram that can be appropriately annotated to allow
simulation and analysis but which lacks the technical details required for execu-
tion. Afterwards, in a design environment, process designers import the conceptual
model and convert it into an executable one by linking it with the components built
by developers. That executable model can be deployed from the design environ-
ment to an execution engine to automate and manage the administrative process.
The language for describing executable processes depends on the execution engine.

Executable Process Languages. In process execution engines based on the
well-established reference model of the Workflow Management Coalition (WfMC),
process models are encoded in XPDL. XPDL provides a file format that support
every aspect of the Business Process Modeling Notation (BPMN) notation includ-
ing graphical descriptions of the diagram, as well as executable properties used at
run time. With XPDL, a product can export a process definition with full fidelity,
and another product can import it and reproduce the same diagram that was sent.

Processes modeled along with the SOA-based approach are executed using
Business Process Execution Language from OASIS. BPEL is a de facto standard
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for implementing business processes on top of Web services technology. Numerous
platforms (such as Oracle BPEL Process Manager, IBM WebSphere Application
Server Enterprise, IBM WebSphere Studio Application Developer Integration Edi-
tion, and Microsoft BizTalk Server) support the execution of BPEL processes [17].

The key objective of BPEL is to standardize the format of process flow defi-
nitions so public administration agencies can work together seamlessly using Web
service technology. BPEL extends the Web services interaction model and enables
it to support transactions. The BPEL process model is layered on the top of the
service model defined by WSDL. It is the notion of peer-to-peer interaction be-
tween services described in WSDL.

To define how processes should be executed, BPEL has XML definitions or
commands that specify the order of operations, the looping of operations, and
synchronous/asynchronous requirements for operations. BPEL also has commands
to take care of fault conditions and commands to undo or reverse operations [18].
Basic BPEL XML elements are as follows: Partners — actors in a transaction,
Containers — transmitted messages, Operations — required Web services, Port
types — kinds of Web services connections required for operations.

BPEL is used for creating XML-based descriptions of processes based on the
interactions between the process and its partners. It is based on Web services
in the sense that each of the process involved is assumed to be implemented as a
Web service. Processes written in BPEL can orchestrate interactions between Web
services using XML documents in a standardized manner. These processes can be
executed on any platform or product that complies with the BPEL specification.

Despite having “execution language” in its name, BPEL has features of a design
language. In BPEL-based design environments, some diagram elements that cor-
respond with elementary BPEL activities. In the real world, BPEL is often used
as a design language by process designers technical enough to use it.

Executable Process Modeling Principles. There are ten basic principles that
should be followed during modeling executable processes [19]:

1. Web services as the base: model a process that communicates with external
entities through Web services (defined using WSDL) and that manifest itself
as a Web service (defined using WSDL). BPEL processes are inseparably con-
nected with Web Services, thus during creation of information system that
would use Web services to interface itself with other partners, especially if one
wants to build BPEL processes that use the system.

2. XML as the form: although there are many graphical editors (e.g., BPEL
Designer, ActiveVOS, JDeveloper) that support BPEL process creation; it is
worth remembering that process is defined using an XML-based language.
Graphical representation of process enables designers to detect bottlenecks
and loops by themselves by looking at the model. It is recommended to use
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graphical editors for they make designing processes easier and models “read-
able”. However, how the process is represented graphically has no meaning
in terms of execution, thus no particular design methodology for processes is
needed.

3. Common set of core concepts: a set of Web service orchestration concepts for
external (abstract) and internal (executable) views of a process must be de-
fined. WS-BPEL specification introduces a notion of compatibility between an
under-specified abstract process and a fully specified executable one. Basically,
this compatibility notion defines a set of syntactical rules that can be aug-
mented or restricted by profiles(the Abstract Process Profile for Observable
Behavior and the Abstract Process Profile for Templates). Besides common
concepts, it is recognized that both abstract and executable view require a few
specialized extensions such as conformance checking that link the two usage
patterns.

4. Control behavior: hierarchical and graph-like control regimes need to be intro-
duced. This concept stems from two BPEL predecessors: XLANG and WSFL.
Both of these languages were XML based languages of Web services’ compo-
sition. XLANG followed hierarchical structure while WSFL represented graph
structure. Each of the languages had its advantages and flaws over one another.
WSFL was strong on model presentation while XLANG did well with long-
running interaction of Web Services. While WSFL complements WSDL and
is transition-based, XLANG is an extension of WSDL and block structured-
based. In BPEL both hierarchical and graph-like control regimes are merged
together. As a result of this approach the fragmentation of the process mod-
eling space is reduced.

5. Data handling: since data manipulation functions in BPEL are just powerful
enough to perform only the simple tasks necessary in defining process models
including very simple message construction and data expressions associated
with control. Complex operations should be performed by the Web services
invoked by the process. In order to optimize BPEL process all the complicated
computations should be done “outside”; i.e., there should be a set of Web
services providing outcome that needs no further or very little processing by
the BPEL engine.

6. Properties and correlation: BPEL supports an identification mechanism for
process instances that allows the definition of instance identifiers at the appli-
cation message level. Instance identifiers should be partner defined and may
change over time. BPEL creators thought that creating artificial process in-
stance identifier is not a good idea. They have proposed a mechanism that
allow users to create self-defined identifiers which are kept in WSDL abstract
message properties. the best way to keep identifiers would be to embed them
into WSDL abstract messages.

7. Lifecycle: in BPEL no explicit distinction between stateless and stateful ser-
vices or processes is needed. Furthermore, BPEL mechanisms ensure implicit
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lifecycle management of a process, i.e. process instance is automatically cre-
ated when message is sent to appropriately annotated receiving operation of
service, and deleted when control reaches terminal activity.

8. Long-running transaction model: it is highly recommended to use mechanism
to support failure recovery should anything go wrong in BPEL process. Mech-
anisms such as scope and compensation help in doing so. Scopes are blocks of
code in BPEL that may have a compensation handler associated with them.
These scopes, and their associated compensation handlers, can be nested to
an arbitrary depth. When scope is successfully completed the compensation
handler and the current state of the process are saved for possible later invo-
cation. Should Invocation of a compensation handler can only be done from
within one of BPEL’s fault (exception) handlers, and when actually invoked,
the compensation handler is run on its associated saved state.

9. Modularization: discover subprocesses in the process and run them as Web ser-
vices. In that way processes may be easily decomposed and assembled. One of
the biggest advantages of BPEL processes is their reusability. It is a very good
practice to divide process into rational subprocesses. Having in mind above-
mentioned rule 1 (Web service as a base) running BPEL processes by another
process comes down just to invoking one Web service. With this mechanism
one can easily build more complex processes just by combining existing more
basic subprocesses.

10. Composition with other Web services functionality, One must also remember
that once process is modeled correctly it can be further reused by anyone.
That is why it is important that processes should be designed on Web services
standards (approved and proposed) as much as possible in a composable and
modular manner (with respect to the previous rule: Modularization).

4 Conclusions

Public administration organization based on Service-Oriented Architecture, pre-
sented in this chapter, ensures the unified access to heterogonous public registries
and back office systems. Due to SOA, public administration can provide electronic
services drawing information from any internal IT systems, both at the national
and local levels. Furthermore, these services can be used as building blocks to
create and offer integrated services handling comprehensive needs of citizens and
businesses. Integrated services may include partial services delivered not only by
the public administration, but also by entities originating from the private sector.

SOA-based public administration organization ensures civil servants to have
direct access to information stored in public registries and back office systems. As
the result, they can conduct administrative processes more efficiently. They do not
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have to ask either clients or other public agencies to provide them with necessary
information on paper; they can simply reach all necessary information themselves,
of course according to all legal regulations they are bound upon.

In the approach presented in this chapter it is also assumed that administra-
tive processes models are derived from legal rules and regulations. The models
originating from law as the primary source of public administration operations are
more accurate than models pursuant to operational practices.
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Abstract. The classic version of the SOA paradigm has its origins in soft-
ware engineering. From the point of view of e-business processes (that are
supposed to be also software applications), the concept of service need not
be related to RPC (as it is in SOA) where a service is passive and is waiting
for a client to be invoked. In other words, a service may be active and look-
ing by itself for clients’ tasks that can be accomplished. This corresponds
to the reverse auctions in business practice. On the other hand, a business
service has well founded structure where its operations (corresponding to
request-quote, order-contract, invoice-payment) are related to each other.
These relations cannot be expressed in WSDL. Hence, the concept of ser-
vice in SOA should be discussed. A discussion on a possible revision of the
SOA paradigm related to the above issues is presented in this chapter.

Keywords: business process, service arrangement, service composition,
ontology, task execution

1 Introduction

The classical version of the SOA paradigm, see [1] (Fig. 1), may be summarized as
follows. “SOA provides a standard programming model that allows self-contained,
modular software components residing on any network to be published, discovered,
and invoked by each other as services. There are essentially three components of
SOA: Service Provider, Service Requester (or Client), and Service Registry. The

http://www.ipipan.waw.pl
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Fig. 1. The classical version of the SOA paradigm

provider hosts the service and controls access to it, and is responsible for publishing
a description of its service to a service registry. The requester (client) is a software
component in search of a component to invoke in order to realize a request. The
service registry is a central repository that facilitates service discovery by the
requesters”.

The key point of the SOA paradigm is service integration, that is, “...other
applications (and other services) can discover and invoke the deployed service...”
In order to realize this vision, simple ubiquitous and automatic process model-
ing techniques are needed. The service integration is interpreted in several ways,
e.g., as service composition, service orchestration, service choreography, process
modeling, etc. These terms have been widely used to describe business interaction
protocols. Generally, business processes comprise collaborative services that can
provide much more complex functionalities, than the single services [2].

One of the classical definitions of a business process is following [3] (1993):
”It is a structured, measured set of activities designed to produce a specific

output for a particular customer or market. It implies a strong emphasis on how
work is done within an organization, in contrast to a product focus emphasis on
what. A process is thus a specific ordering of work activities across time and space,
with a beginning and an end, and clearly defined inputs and outputs: a structure
for action. ... Taking a process approach implies adopting the customers’ point of
view. Processes are the structure by which an organization does what is necessary
to produce value for its customers”.

More detailed definition of electronic business process may be the one that
can be found in IST CONTRACT Project [4]: “A business process specifies the
potential execution order of operations from a collection of Web Services, the data
shared between these Web Services, which partners are involved and how they
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are involved in the business process, joint exception handling for collections of
Web Services, and other issues involving how multiple services and organizations
participate. In other words it defines the composition of Web Services in order to
provide higher functionalities”.

The terms higher functionalities and customer’s point of view from the above
definitions may be interpreted as a client (customer) task the business process is
supposed to accomplish.

Although languages and technologies such as WSDL, BPEL4WS and OWL-S
seem to be adequate for modeling and execution of the electronic business pro-
cesses, automated process composition is still a challenge in IT.

The notion of e-business process (as the main point of the discussion) is strongly
related to the several crucial issues, such that the SOA paradigm, and the concept
of e-business service in SOA. The classic version of the SOA paradigm has its
origins in software engineering. Service is viewed as server application (in the client-
server model)waiting to be invoked by clients. From the point of view of e-business
process, a service may be also active and looking by itself for clients’ tasks that can
be accomplished. This corresponds to the reverse auctions in business practice.

A business service has well founded structure where its operations (correspond-
ing to request-quote, order-contract, invoice-payment) are related to each other.
These relations cannot be expressed explicitly in WSDL. Hence, the concept of
service in SOA should be discussed. Generally, from the e-business perspective the
following interrelated problems seem to be important: (1) Service architecture. (2)
Communication protocols in e-business processes.

According to the SOA paradigm, services and clients are engaged in several
activities, i.e., publication, discovery and service invocation. Usually, the invoca-
tion is preceded by a negotiation for a service level agreement (SLA) that is (by
its nature) “output” based, i.e. the result of the service, as required by the client,
is the subject of the agreement. The SLA negotiations require semantic interop-
erability, that is, understanding between client and service provider. Actually all
activities related to how a service is used by a client (also publication and dis-
covery) require understanding between the client and the service provider. These
activities must be realized in the form of communication protocols as it is usually
done in distributed systems. Since the system is supposed to be open and het-
erogeneous, the semantic interoperability cannot be hardcoded in the protocols.
It must be incorporated in the contents of the protocol messages. The contents
must be expressed in a generic declarative language. Client task as well as service
description, and the output (final result) description of service performance must
be expressed in this language. The important question is what this language is
about? In other words, what is the grounding, i.e., the real(nor abstract model-
theoretic) semantics of the language. In our approach the grounding is a class of
XML documents that services process (input documents and output documents).
Once the documents are processed, they have precisely defined impact in the real
world. Since this “impact” is hard (perhaps not possible) to describe formally, the
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proposed grounding is simple and sufficient to provide semantic interoperability.
OWL was chosen as the language for describing XSD schemata of the documents
processed by services. In our previous research projects the language was Entish,
our own invention. The rest of the paper (except the following Section devoted to
existing approaches to service composition) describes our approach in details.

To summarize the introduction, there are two interrelated problems addressed
by the chapter. The first one is a possible revision of the SOA paradigm whereas the
second one is how to realize SLA negotiations in business services. The proposed
solution assumes that once the XML-documents processed by the services are
described in OWL, the SLA negotiations as well as rest activities between service
and client can be automated.

The structure of the chapter is as follows. Section 2 is devoted to existing
approaches to service composition. In Section 3 our approach to e-businesses is
presented with OWL as the description language, as well as experimental software
tools for realizing these e-businesses. Section 4 presents our discussion on active
services and Task Oriented Architecture. Since the chapter presents the work in
progress, the conclusion is short and indicates only some future work.

2 Approaches to Service Composition

There are several classical frameworks and approaches to formal investigation of
the distributed systems, as well as service composition and business processes (e.g.
π-calculus and Petri Nets).

Formal approaches to service composition (see for example, [5, 6, 7, 8]) presup-
pose that a service is described in a formal language (modeled) by a precondition
and the effect of its execution. This allows the application of techniques from AI
planning and program synthesis to orchestrate the services into a composite ser-
vice. However, it puts the burden on the service provider to formally specify its
services and to annotate the WSDL specifications with this additional information.

There are also technical (as opposed to formal ones) approaches to service
integration and composition. Each of them focuses on different aspects of the ser-
vice arrangement and composition and proposes a different solution. An extensive
overview of these approaches is given in literature (see i.e. [9, 10]). The approaches
that are closely related to our proposal are briefly described below.

OWL-S (Web Ontology Language for Services) [11] and other Semantic Web
projects, for example, WSMO (Web Services Modeling Ontology) [12] aim to make
Web services computer-interpretable, i.e., described with sufficient information to
enable automated service discovery, invocation, composition and execution. They
also provide a process-level description of services, which is defined as a special
ontology. It allows describing more general business processes that consist of any
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services that can be discovered, bind and invoked. The OWL-S Ontology comprises
ServiceProfile, ServiceModel, and ServiceGrounding. ServiceProfile is like the yel-
low page entry for a service. It relates and builds upon the type of content in UDDI,
describing properties of a service necessary for automatic discovery, such as what
the services offers, and its inputs, outputs, and its side-effects (preconditions and
effects). ServiceModel describes the service’s process model, i.e., the control flow
and data-flow involved in using the service. It relates to BPEL and is designed to
enable automated composition and execution of services. ServiceGrounding con-
nects the process model description to communication-level protocols and message
descriptions.

The SWORD [13] is a set of tools for the composition of a class of web ser-
vices including information-providing services. In this project, services are defined
in terms of their inputs and outputs in a rule (as in rule-based expert systems).
These rules define which outputs can be obtained by the service given which in-
puts. When a developer wishes to create and deploy a new composite service, she
specifies the inputs and outputs of the composite service in the world model and
submits it to SWORD. After this submission SWORD determines using a rule
engine if the composite service can be realized using the existing services. If so,
SWORD generates a composition plan for the composite service. After receiving
the plan, the developer can then view it and if appropriate, request that a per-
sistent representation of the plan be generated. This representation contains the
sequence of services that need be invoked to obtain the composite service outputs
from its inputs. When an actual request for the composite service is received, the
service(s) specified in the plan are executed, starting with the known inputs, in or-
der to compute the desired outputs. SWORD is independent of other Web Service
Standards.

The SHOP2 planning system [14] is a Hierarchical Task Network (HTN) plan-
ner. Rather than having a set of goals to achieve (as in classical planning), it instead
has a partially ordered set of tasks to perform. To solve planning problems in some
domain, SHOP2 needs a domain-specific knowledge base of methods. Each of these
methods gives a way to decompose tasks recursively into subtasks until it reaches
primitive tasks that can be performed directly by planning operators. The precon-
ditions of SHOP2’s methods and operators can include logical inferences, complex
numeric computations, and calls to external programs. SHOP2 always builds plans
forward from the initial state: given several tasks to decompose, SHOP2 plans for
them in the same order that they will be executed.

There are also several academic projects, e.g., SELF-SERV [15], EFlow [16],
and our own enTish project (see [17, 18]). In the enTish project we have proposed
the declarative way to describe the client’s request, i.e., to specify formally What
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is to be realized?, and then to realize the request by discovering, arranging and
composing services according to one defined protocol.

3 Our Approach to Service Composition with OWL as the
Description Language

The key assumption of our approach is that a service may be described externally,
that is, by the local change in the environment, caused by a performance of ser-
vice. The very local change is usually described by precondition and postcondition
(effect) of the performance. The environment should be represented in a formal
way, and then described in a formal language. In the case of business processes, the
environment is represented by documents that are exchanged and processed by the
partners involved in the process. The language describes the documents. So that
the crucial notions are: environment of interaction between services and clients, its
representation denoted by (Service Environment Representation, SER for short),
and a language describing the representation. The language is grounded (has se-
mantics) in the environment representation (SER). The OWL syntax may be used
as the syntax of the description language. Although OWL has well defined model-
theoretic semantics (see http://www.w3.org/TR/owl-semantics/), the proposed
semantics for the description language (based on the OWL syntax) has another
semantics, this time concrete one, i.e., SER. For this very reason the description
language used in our approach is denoted by OWL+SER.

OWL+SER is complementary to WSDL where the input and output docu-
ments, to be processed by a service operation, are defined. Actually, these doc-
uments are also in SER. OWL+SER allows to specify service precondition and
effect as OWL formulas in the same way as it is done in OWL-S, however, in
the case of OWL+SER the precondition formula describes the input documents
of the WSDL operations of the service, whereas the effect formula describes the
corresponding output documents of the operations.

In fact, we follow the IOPE (Input Output Preconditions and Effects) approach
from OWL-S. However, contrary to OWL-S and its ServiceModel, the internal
service structure cannot be specified; it is treated as a black box.

OWL+SER is also used to define tasks to be accomplished by (composite)
services. Tasks are expressed in a declarative way as a pair of OWL formulas (initial
situation formula and intention formula) describing the client initial situation, and
a final situation intended by the client. This is similar to (precondition, effect) of
the service description in OWL-S. OWL+SER serves also to arrange necessary
conditions (to be fulfilled by the client) for service invocation in order to accomplish
the client’s task.

http://www.w3.org/TR/owl-semantics/
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3.1 Service Architecture

WSDL is regarded as the standard for describing web services. General structure
of service in WSDL 2.0 consists of the following elements:

— The data types used by the web service.
— The abstract interface as a set of abstract operations, each operation repre-

senting a simple interaction between the client and the service. Each operation
also specifies a message exchange pattern that indicates the sequence in which
the associated messages are to be transmitted between the parties. Usually,
there are input and output messages.

— The communication protocols used by the web service.

The usual non automatic use of a business service is decomposed onto the four
following phases:

1. The service requester sends a query to a service specifying roughly what she/he
wants from the service, and then gets back a quotation (a pro forma invoice)
from the service provider. The quotation specifies details of what (and how)
the service can be performed for the requester.

2. Having the quotation, the requester creates an order and sends it to the
provider. Usually, the provider replies with an appropriate contract.

3. If the service is performed according to the contract, the provider sends ex-
pertise or carriage letter to the requester, whereas the requester sends back a
delivery note (or acknowledgement of receipt) or a complaint.

4. Finally, the service provider sends invoice and the requester realizes the pay-
ment for the service performance.

Sometimes, after sending the order, the service provider sends back an invoice,
so that the payment must be done before service delivery.

In order to automate the use of a service, all those four phases above must
be automated. For any specific type of service this may be done by a dedicated
software application implemented, for example, in BPEL. Note that in each of the
phases above, there is a document flow, that is, query and quotation in the first
phase, order and contract in the second phase, carriage letter, delivery note, and
complaint in the third phase, and finally invoice and payment. These documents
can be created in XML. For each of the phases, the document flow can be de-
scribed in WSDL. Finally, the complete process of using a single service can be
implemented in BPEL. This can be done (hardcoded) separately for any service
type in a dedicated way. However, our goal is to do so generically, that is, to
construct tools that allow automation of service use for any service type.

Note that all the above phases are interrelated with each other, that is, a re-
quest (in the second phase) is created on the basis of the quote from the first phase,
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whereas the carriage letter, delivery note, complaint and payment are strictly re-
lated to the contract. Each of the phases must be implemented as a separate
WSDL operation. There are no means to explicitly express these interrelations in
WSDL. An implicit way to do so is to use the same types of elements in documents
from different phases. However, to automate the service use these interrelations
must be explicitly expressed in a formal language; in our approach the language is
OWL+SER. These interrelations, as OWL formulas, can be processed automati-
cally.

The first phase is of special interest for the automation in question. Actually
it concerns SLA (Service Level Agreement) negotiations. The agreement concerns
the service output, i.e. the result of the service required by the client. Hence, the
negotiations are about the contract, delivery, complaint, and payment. It is natural
to have a generic language for such negotiations independent of the type of service
to be used. The language should describe documents to be processed in the next
phases; it is clear that it must be OWL+SER. Then, the negotiation may proceed
as follows. Given its task, the client sends its intention formula (OWL formula)
to a service, describing roughly what is to be accomplished by the service. This
intention formula corresponds to the query in the first phase of business service.
Service sends back a commitment consisting of two OWL formulas: precondition
formula, and effect formula. This corresponds to the quote from the first phase. The
precondition allows creating, by the client, XML-document required as input by
the service. Actually, the precondition formula proposes several options (one to be
chosen by the client) of the task accomplishment, and describes the input document
(corresponding to the client choice) in details. The effect formula specifies the
service output in details with relation to the input. Actually, the effect formula
implies (logically) the client intention formula. It means that the intention formula
describes (roughly) the output document, whereas the effect formula describes the
output completely, usually, in several options. If one of the options is chosen by the
client, SLA is set and its terms are incorporated in the order and in the contract
(or invoice) in the next phases.

The conclusion from the above discussion is the following. The first phase
of service use (corresponding to SLA negotiation) can be done, in a universal
automatic way, using OWL-SER language. Based on this, the next phases of service
use can also be automated. So that the crucial points of the proposed approach
are as follows.

— Service interaction environment is represented by XSD schemata of the XML
documents processed in the order-contract phase of service use.

— The language (OWL+SER) describing the representation (i.e., XSD schemas)
is based on the syntax of OWL. The grounding (semantics) of the language is
constituted by the above XSD schemata.

— Query and quote (of the first phase of the service use) are expressed in this
language.
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So that automation of the use of a single service is relatively simple. If, however,
several single services must be composed to perform a complex task, then the
problem is how this composition can be done automatically and in a universal
way.

Once the first phase is realized according to our approach, the automatic service
composition is possible to some extent. The composition is done in the following
three steps.

— Step 1: Given an initial situation and a goal (that constitute together a re-
quest) expressed in OWL+SER, construct generic plans that may realize this
goal starting with the initial situation.

— Step 2: Choose one generic plan and discover appropriate services. Then,
arrange them into a workflow. The arrangement is done as query-quote phase
in OWL-SER, and corresponds to SLA negotiations.

— Step 3: Present the workflow to the client specifying the initial situation
more precisely. Once the initial situation is satisfied by the client, execute the
workflow, control the execution, and realize the distributed transaction, if the
execution is successful.

Note, that if a business process is more complex, the client interaction may be
necessary in the Step 3. In this case, depending of a client decision, a new task
must be realized, so that the Steps 1, 2, and 3 must be repeated.

To realize the Step 1, an automatic reasoning for plan construction is needed.
There is a considerable work done in this area, see for example PDDL (planning
domain definition language) [19] for Estimated-regression planning, and SHOP2
domain-independent planning system [14].

The Step 2 is realized by sending queries (called also intentions in our approach)
and getting back quotations (called also commitments in our approach). Step 3
may be realized by using a process modeling language, i.e., by BPEL.

In our approach we propose a universal protocol for realizing simple client’s
requests (that do not require client interactions) according to the Step 2 and
Step 3. Generally, the protocol specifies message exchange between services, agents
(realizing the requests on behalf of the clients) and service registry.

The protocol consists of two general phases: The first one is called query phase
(corresponding to SLA negotiations) whereas the second one is called execution
phase. The query phase consists of the following two steps:

1. The agent sends a query (intention) to the service specifying the desired output
(effect).

2. Then, the service answers with the quotation (commitment), i.e., specification
of the input (precondition) required producing the desired output.

The execution phase consists of the following three steps:
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1. The agent (dedicated for the task accomplishment) creates input data (an
order) according to the quotation and sends it to the service.

2. The service receives the order and produces output data (a contract) that is
sent back to the agent.

The previous versions of our approach (where Entish was used as the descrip-
tion language instead of OWL+SER) were verified by several prototype imple-
mentations. The first implementation (called enTish [20]) focused merely on com-
position of services that process data, i.e., services were ordinary software appli-
cations. The last completed implementation (called ELA-enT [21]) is dedicated to
realization of Electronic Market for simple services. The details of the description
language Entish can be found in [17] and on the project web site [20].

3.2 Architecture of the Proposed System

The ongoing implementation of our approach (based on OWL+SER) is designed
for automatic planning, arrangement, and execution of complex business processes.
The system consists of the four main elements: Dictionary, Services, Kernel, and
Task Manager.

The Dictionary stores definitions of types of services and documents that are
processed by the services. Each service type may have several documents type (as
its input) and several document types as its output. Each document type consists
of simple attributes and nested complex types. The nested types may be added
through aggregation or inheritance. The domains of attributes may be defined
as generic data types, enumerations or sets of ranges. The Dictionary provides a
GUI for browsing, defining and modifying types of services and documents. It can
also generate XSD schema for document types and WSDL descriptions of defined
service types, as well as their descriptions in OWL.

Services communicate with the system trough the Service Manager. It is a sys-
tem component responsible for receiving and sending messages in OWL language
(in the query phase), and SOAP envelopes (containing documents) in the execution
phase. Kernel (Fig. 2) consists of two autonomous components: Service Registry
and Query Agent. Communication between these elements as well as with other
system components is based on universal language (OWL) describing the service
environment representation. The communication protocols define the format of
messages, the order in which the messages are exchanged, and the actions that
should be taken after receiving each of the messages. Protocols handled by the
Kernel include the following functionalities: service registration, commitment re-
quests, and service discovery. In order to be visible (discovered) in the system, a
service must publish its interface to the Service Registry. The service interface de-
scribes functions or actions that the service can provide by specifying appropriate
precondition and postcondition (effect) in the OWL language. In the response to
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Fig. 2. Kernel

a registration request, the service receives the validity period of the entry made in
the Service Registry. If the service does not repeat its registration in the specified
time period, the corresponding entry is removed from the Registry.

Task Manager, in order to find and arrange a service that can realize the client’s
intention, queries appropriate services through the Kernel. It sends the intention
to a Query Agent, and receives a set of service commitments (quotes) in response.
Based on these commitments, the most suitable service is chosen, directly by the
client, or automatically, by the appropriately configured Task Manager.

After receiving a commitment request, the Query Agent discovers appropriate
services through the Service Registry. A service is considered as appropriate, if it
realizes the same function as described in the intention, and postcondition (effect)
of the service interface implies the intention. After discovering the services (with
their network addresses), the Quote Agent sends commitment request with the
client’s intention to each of them, and waits for their responses. A service replies
with its commitment if it is able to realize the intention. The commitment specifies
the precondition that must be satisfied for the service to produce desired output.
If there is no precondition that could allow realization of the intention, the service
replies to the Query Agent with the commitment refusal. After receiving responses
from all the discovered services or when the timeout passes, the Query Agent sends
the gathered commitments to the Task Manager.

The functionality of the Kernel (used in the query phase), i.e. service registra-
tion, service discovery, and handling commitment requests, in realized in the same
manner independently from the types of services and intentions.
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The Task Manager itself is composed from several modules that interact with
each other through precisely defined interfaces (Fig. 3). The goal of such design is
to increase automation of client’s intention realization, beginning from automatic
generation of an abstract plan, through the plan arrangement, to the execution of
the arranged plan.

Fig. 3. Architecture of Task Manager

The Graphical User Interface is responsible for interaction with the user, i.e.:

— specifying an intention;
— presenting the process steps, their state and possible actions;
— choosing and carrying out actions during each of the process steps, including:

browsing through existing documents;
choosing most suitable service;
creation and modification of documents.

The process steps are handled in the same way during the entire process of the
intention realization, which also includes the method of presenting them to the
client.
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During each of the steps, the client operates on documents. There are input
and output documents. A process step is arranged by choosing an appropriate
service that can execute given task. Input documents are to be sent to the service,
and output documents are the results of the service execution. Processing of the
documents as well as generating views for the documents (which are presented
to the client) are handled by the Document Manager. The Document Models,
used in the mentioned activities can be prepared by a programmer for each of the
document types, or can be automatically generated based on the information from
the Dictionary.

The state of each of the processes being currently realized is stored in a per-
sistent way (Persistent process state) in a database. The state consists of process
identifier, its status, and set of steps. Each step consists of step identifier, its sta-
tus, intention, chosen commitment, set of all commitments from the query phase,
input documents, and output documents. Universal access (independent from the
method of persistence) to the process state is achieved by defining the Process Ac-
cess Object interface that provides methods for accessing the information about
current state of a process and its steps as well as methods for updating the state.

The life cycle of the process of an intention realization includes:

1. Automatic generation of the abstract plan that leads to the realization of the
intention.

2. Initialization of the process steps. Each abstract service in the plan is repre-
sented by a single process step. The order of the steps corresponds to the order
of abstract services in the generated plan.

3. Query phase. Beginning from the last step, the client partially defines the
output documents (i.e. defines the intention for given step). The intention is
sent to a Query Agent, and the most suitable service is chosen for that step.
The commitment of chosen service may become the intention for the precedent
step.

4. Execution phase. After successful arrangement of all steps, the client com-
pletes the input documents for the first step. Then, the documents are sent
to appropriate service. The output documents received from the service may
automatically become input documents of the next step (if the types of docu-
ments are appropriate).

The Process Manger is responsible for changing the process state. The change
can be initiated by the client (by defining the intention, choosing a service, ac-
cepting an input document), or by receiving relevant messages from other system
components involved in the process of the realization of the client’s intention.
The Process Manager communicates with Planning Module in order to obtain an
abstract plan, the Kernel in query phase, and appropriate Service Managers in
execution phase.
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Fig. 4. Schema of communication stacks

The Planning Module can be an integral part of the Task Manager (as shown
in Fig. 3) or can be a separate system component. Its task is to automatically
generate an abstract plan leading to the creation of the documents described in
the client’s intention. The plan can be generated based on the information about
defined types of services and documents stored in the Dictionary.

The implementation of the prototype of the proposed system also includes (be-
side Kernel, Task Manager and Service Managers) tools allowing for easy operating
on documents and universal handling of massages exchanged between the system
components (Fig. 4). OWL messages are used in query phase as they describe par-
tially specified output documents (intentions) and the service conditions (quotes,
commitments) to realize the intention. Because of this, there is no need for defin-
ing additional WSDL operations and document schema for each of the services
types, and more importantly, the query phase may be carried out in a fully au-
tomatic manner. In the execution phase, the documents are exchanged using the
SOAP protocol. The message formats (OWL message, and SOAP envelope) are
translated to a common representation allowing for unification of the document
management, that is, reading, defining, and modifying.

4 Active Services and Task Oriented Architecture

Classical version of the SOA paradigm has its origins in software engineering. From
the point of view of e-business processes (that are supposed to be also software
applications), the concept of service need not be related to RPC (as it is in SOA)
where a service is passive and is waiting for a client to be invoked. In other words,
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Fig. 5. SOA and TOA together

a service may be active and looking by itself for clients’ tasks that can be accom-
plished. This corresponds to the reverse auctions in business practice. In the SOA
paradigm the services must be described (as it is done in WSDL and OWL) in
order to be published in a service registry, and discovered there by clients. Task
oriented architecture, as opposed to Service Oriented Architecture, requires tasks
to be expressed declaratively, so that the tasks can be published by the clients in
a special task registry, and discovered there by services. Unfortunately the use of
the term Task Oriented Architecture is a bit restricted by the US patent [22].

In the Figure 5, the classic version of the SOA paradigm (presented in the Fig.
1) is augmented with its TOA counterpart. That is, several components are added:
Task repository for task publication and discovery, as well as task agents and ser-
vice agents, representing clients and service providers (respectively) in business
processes. These agents together with their interactions, constitute a multiagent
system that is interesting to investigate by itself. One of the fundamental points
of our approach is the separation of the query-quote phase (corresponding to SLA
negotiations) and its generic realization in declarative language (as shown in the
Fig. 5) from the execution phase (invocation order-contract in WSDL). The execu-
tion phase is realized by direct interaction between client and service on the basis
of the service level agreement done in the query-quote phase. All the interactions
corresponding to task publication and discovery, service publication and discov-
ery, as well as SLA negotiation are delegated to task agents and service agents.
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It seems that this very separation makes the revised SOA paradigm more generic
and flexible.

4.1 A Revision of the SOA Paradigm

The main and starting point of the proposed SOA revision is that service, in the
SOA paradigm, should be considered as business service, so that it has well de-
fined structure corresponding to the following consecutive phases of service use:
query-quote, order-invoice, payment, and so on. These phases may correspond to
operations in WSDL. However the relations between the phases cannot be ex-
pressed in WSDL explicitly. Since a service may be active (as opposed to passive
service as it is in classic SOA), a declarative language is necessary to express client
tasks. Once we have such declarative language; it may also be used to describe
service interfaces in a declarative way. Although, the WSDL (by its name) is sup-
posed to describe Web services, actually it serves to define XSD schema of the
input and output documents processed by service operation.

Separation between WSDL and the description language is crucial in the pro-
posed revision. Although this was done in Semantic Web services in OWL-S, the
semantics of OWL is not directly related to the WSDL, that is, to the XSD schema
of the documents processed by services. In our approach, introduction of the no-
tion SER (Service Environment Representation) as the direct grounding (concrete
semantics) of the description language, allows to explicitly express the relations
between the phases of service use.

The Figure 6 summarizes the proposed approach and a revision of the SOA
paradigm. The basis is the representation of service interaction environment con-
sisting of XSD schemata of the documents processed by services and clients pre-
sented respectively in the right and the left side of the figure. In the next layer
there is OWL+SER (grounded in the layer below) as a declarative language for
expressing client tasks and service interfaces. In the third layer the separation be-
tween the execution phase (XML document flow by BPEL, SOAP, WSDL, and
UDDI), and SLA negotiation phase (as a multi agent system) is shown.

4.2 Prototype Implementation

Based on the proposed approach to building SOA systems a prototype version was
implemented. The prototype consists of the following components: Task Manager,
Service Registry, Quote Agent, Dictionary, and Service Servers corresponding to
the service types defined in the Dictionary.
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Fig. 6. The general architecture of our approach

To verify the prototype system a testing environment was created. This envi-
ronment is described by concepts (from Dictionary) and concerns a realization of
construction investment by an investor who wants to build a house.

The prototype system supports the realization of the complete business process
for the construction investment, as well as any of its parts, for example, the sub-
process of obtaining a license to build a house. If the execution of any service
(being a part of the business process) fails, it is immediately reported to the Task
Manager (and then to the investor). The investor (via the Task Manager) can
decide whether to continue the process or not. In the case of continuation, the
Task Manager replaces service that failed by another one.

Furthermore, the system allows to reuse any document obtained as a result of
a processes execution (not necessarily completed successfully) in a new processes.
This approach allows reducing services calls.

The functioning of the components of the prototype system (mainly the Task
Manager and Service Servers) has been verified by performing several business
scenarios and corresponding business processes related to construction investment.
The prototype system is available at website: http://www.itsoa.ipipan.eu/

http://www.itsoa.ipipan.eu/
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5 Preliminary Conclusions

We have described our ongoing project that aims at creating tools for automate
(as much as possible) modeling, planning, constructing, execution and control of
sophisticated business processes. The work is in progress, and is based on the
approach presented above. To verify our approach as well as the tools, two testing
environments are being built. The first one relates to crisis management, whereas
the second one for business processes is related to real estate development.

The idea presented in the chapter seems to be a novel approach to SLA nego-
tiations as well as to e-business processes. A potential application of the proposed
solution may improve automation of modeling, creation and executions business
processes for accomplishing clients’ tasks.

Acknowledgments. The work was done within the framework of the ITSOA
POIG01.03-01-00-008/08-00 project supported by the European Commission and
the Polish Government.

Appendix A List of acronyms

AI Artificial Intelligence
BPEL Business Process Execution Language
BPEL4WS Business Process Execution Language for Web Services
GUI Graphical user interface
HTN Hierarchical Task Network
IOPE input, output, pre-condition and effect
IT Information Technology
OWL-S Semantic Markup for Web Services
PDDL Planning Domain Definition Language
RPC Remote procedure call
SER Service Environment Representation
SLA Service Level Agreement
SOA Service-oriented architecture
SOAP Simple Object Access Protocol
TOA Task Oriented Architecture
WSDL Web Services Description Language
WSMO Web Service Modeling Ontology
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XML Extensible Markup Language
XSD XML Schema Definition
UDDI Universal Description Discovery and Integration
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Abstract. The problem of integrating heterogeneous back-end platforms
using the SOA paradigm has been widely addressed in a number of research
and development projects. However, in some application domains — such
as the construction industry for example — there is an additional require-
ment: integration of heterogeneous front-end platforms — from desktop
PCs to mobile PDAs. In this chapter, a new method of building adapt-
able user interfaces for SOA applications is described. In the adaptation
process, the displayed content is adjusted, the best way of presenting the
content is selected, and interaction methods are adapted to the capabilities
of a particular front-end device, as well as the preferences and privileges of
an end-user. Therefore, adaptable user interfaces proposed in this chapter
make any SOA service easily accessible on any device.

Keywords: SOA, user interface, adaptation, mobile devices

1 Introduction

One of the main advantages of using the Service Oriented Architecture (SOA)
paradigm [1] to develop software is the ability to seamlessly integrate diverse sys-
tems running on heterogeneous hardware and software platforms. This feature
is of special importance for the efficient deployment of systems associated with
complex business processes. An application domain, which is characterized by the
intrinsic complexity of the underlying business processes is the construction in-
dustry. Construction industry requires close cooperation of multiple participants
representing different domains, playing different roles, and having different areas
of interest. Moreover, these participants may come from both the private sector
and the public sector including the public administration. Therefore, in general,
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they have different ways of operation and are subject to various regulations and
constraints. In such a complex and heterogeneous environment, the application of
the SOA paradigm can be particularly beneficial. In many cases, it may enable the
creation of new types of applications that could not be built based on traditional
approaches or — at least — may significantly reduce the software development
costs.

The problem of integrating heterogeneous back-end platforms using the SOA
paradigm has been widely addressed in a number of research and development
projects [2]. However, in some application domains — such as the construction
industry for example — there is an additional requirement: integration of het-
erogeneous front-end platforms. In many cases, work with an application must
be performed in several different environments — on a desktop computer in an
administration office, on a notebook computer in the construction office, or on
a handheld computer in the construction field. These devices significantly differ
in their communication capabilities and processing power, as well as the offered
presentation and interaction methods [3].

Often, efficiency of work with an application can be significantly improved by
allowing users to adjust the application interface and to choose the content and
the functions, which they need most in given circumstances. In many cases, the
method of content presentation is important as well. Also, in general, users differ
in their privileges to access different types of content. All these elements should
be taken into account in the development of SOA applications.

In this chapter, we describe a new method of building adaptable user interfaces
for SOA applications, called ASIS — Adaptable SOA Interface System, and provide
examples on how this method can be used to build SOA applications for the
construction sector. A system, called PSS — PINB Support System, is described.
PSS is a set of tools and interfaces built to provide access to location/building/case
documentation for the local construction supervisory body [4].

By the use of the ASIS method it is possible to provide end-users with a conve-
nient and flexible way of accessing SOA services. The way of accessing the services
can be adjusted to the users’ requirements, the device capabilities, the character-
istics of the communication channel and the current context (place, time, previous
interactions). The adjustment is performed automatically, without explicit actions
of the users. At the same time, the method is generic and is not bound to any
specific set of services or underlying business logic.

This chapter is organized as follows. In Section 2, an overview of the overall
architecture of the ASIS interface adaptation framework is provided. In Section
3, the architecture of the ASIS Service Interface Generator is described. Section 4
contains the description of the SOIL language. In Section 5, examples of service
visualization templates are presented. Section 6 provides an overview of the man-
agement application used to manage the data processed by the ASIS system and
to control the ASIS Service Interface Generator components. Section 7 concludes
the chapter.
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2 ASIS Architecture

The overall architecture of the ASIS interface adaptation framework is presented
in Figure 1.

The ASIS framework consist of four main elements:

— the Data Aggregation Service,
— the Service Interface Generator,
— the Service Interface Templates, and
— the Multimedia Data Adaptation Subsystem.

The ASIS Data Aggregation Service (DAS) is used to collect all kinds of per-
sistent data processed within the framework. Examples include information about
locations and buildings, maps, photographs, audio or audiovisual recordings, infor-
mation about legal proceedings and documents, metadata describing these objects,
information about users and groups as well as information about front-end devices
and access channels. The data may originate from other available SOA services or
may be entered manually or imported by the use of the ASIS Content Management

Application (ACMA) attached to this module.
The ASIS Service Interface Generator (SIG) is used to dynamically create the

content of a user interface in response to a request coming from the front-end
device. This module is implemented as a servlet running on a web application

Fig. 1. The overall architecture of the ASIS framework
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container and uses all the other elements of the ASIS framework. The SIG au-
tomatically adjusts the way of interface presentation based on the request, the
available presentation templates, as well as the information about devices, access
channels and user accounts stored in the database. The SIG uses services provided
by all the other elements of the ASIS framework.

The ASIS Service Interface Templates enable SOA services to be presented
to the end-users in a user-friendly way. The templates are encoded in a newly
developed language called SOIL (Service Oriented Interface Language). SOIL is
based on XML [5]. It provides commands that can execute calls to SOA services
and control the process of interface generation. SOIL is independent of the content
description language used (e.g., HTML [6], XML, or PDF [7]).

The ASIS Multimedia Data Adaptation Subsystem (MDAS) provides services
adjusting the formats and properties of multimedia data (e.g., type, format, resolu-
tion, sampling, precision, compression) to make them suitable for presentation on
a particular front-end device. For example, to display a three-dimensional model
of an object on a device, which is not 3D capable, a particular view of the object
can be rendered to a 2D raster image. Formatted 2D text can be converted into
image to make the presentation independent of the text presentation capabilities
of the particular front-end device.

3 The Interface Generator

The overall architecture of the ASIS Service Interface Generator is presented in
Figure 2.

Fig. 2. The overall architecture of the ASIS Service Interface Generator
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The ASIS Service Interface Generator consists of two components: the SOIL

Processor and a collection of SOIL command implementations. The SOIL processor
is the main unit responsible for the generation of the user interface. The unit
contains the SOIL engine, which can interpret SOIL commands contained in the
interface templates (cf. Section 5 Service Visualization Templates). In response to
a request received from a client, the unit generates the final form of the interface
description based on the collection of available interface templates and calls to the
available SOA interface services. The interface generated is then being sent back
to the client.

The SOA interface services provide the SOIL processor with all information
needed in the process of generating the user interface. It includes information
about the templates to be used, their parameters, users and their preferences and
privileges, etc.

The interface templates consist of fragments of the interface description inter-
woven with SOIL commands. Implementations of the SOIL commands are pro-
vided as a collection of Java [8] classes independent of the main SOIL processor.
An XML file provides mapping between the language elements and their imple-
mentations in the Java classes.

The SOIL commands can execute SOA application services. These are the ser-
vices, which provide application’s business logic. Examples of application services
available for the PSS system include retrieval of locations at a given address, re-
trieval of administrative cases related to a location, and storing the list of selected
cases in a briefcase for later access from a different device.

4 The SOIL Language

This section contains a description of the SOIL language, which has been developed
to enable building user interfaces for SOA services and applications. First, an
overview of the language is provided, followed by the description of the language
syntax and examples of SOIL commands.

4.1 SOIL Overview

SOIL (Service-Oriented Interface Language) is a new interface programming lan-
guage, which has been designed to enable efficient creation of computer interfaces
for SOA services and applications. The SOIL language enables creation of interface
templates combining static elements and dynamically generated elements including
results of calls to SOA services.
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The SOIL language is based on XML. A SOIL template is an XML represen-
tation of an algorithm that generates the interface description. The template is a
program built of SOIL commands. The program can execute calls to SOA services,
retrieve or update data from/in a database, use values of template parameters, etc.
Examples of SOIL commands are: set to assign a value to a variable, for imple-
menting a numerical loop, if/then/else implementing conditional statements,
db query to retrieve data from a database, and service call to execute external
SOA services. The SOIL commands are encoded in XML and placed inside the
text of the interface description written in XHTML [9], XML or any other inter-
face description language. The target language can be either XML-based or not.
All XML elements that are not known to the SOIL processing unit (e.g., use a
different namespace) are ignored and included in the outcome as elements of the
interface description.

In SOIL, empty XML elements represent single-line commands such as <set/>
or <insert/>. Non-empty elements represent block-statements like loops, condi-
tions, service calls, database queries, iterations, etc. Examples of non-empty ele-
ments are <for> ... </for> and <service call> ... </service call>. The non-
empty elements can contain fragments of interface description and SOIL code.
The code located inside a repeating element is interpreted multiple times. Param-
eters for the command execution are provided in the form of values of element
attributes. In SOIL, all parameters are expressions and are evaluated prior to
command interpretation.

4.2 Modularization of SOIL

One of the fundamental concepts in the design of SOIL is extensibility. New lan-
guage elements can be easily added to the language — either implementing some
generic operations or operations specific to a particular application domain. The
new elements can take the form of new XML SOIL commands or new functions
for use in expressions provided as command parameters.

To ease the management of the SOIL implementation and documentation, the
language has been divided into modules. Specialized SOIL modules with function-
ality specific to a particular domain or application can be added to the implemen-
tation.

Currently, four SOIL modules are available:

— the Core Module (SOIL CM), which contains basic language elements inde-
pendent of a particular application,

— the Database Module (SOIL DB), which contains commands that enable re-
trieving and updating data in databases,

— the Service Module (SOIL SRV), which contains elements enabling executing
requests to SOA services implemented, for example, as web services,
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— the PSS Module (SOIL PSS), which contains elements specific to the PSS
application (cf. Section 5 Service Visualization Templates).

The SOIL Core Module provides the basic language functionality that can be
used in most applications. The basic functionality allows such general operations
as assigning values to variables, inserting calculated values of expressions to the
output interface description, conditional interpretation of fragments of the SOIL
code, loops, nesting SOIL templates, and accessing databases.

The SOIL Database Module contains generic commands enabling operations
on databases, including connecting to a database, retrieving data, and updating
data in databases.

The SOIL Service Module contains commands enabling the SOIL templates to
execute external calls to SOA services, thus retrieving data or updating data in
external modules.

The SOIL PSS Module contains elements, which are specific to the PSS ap-
plication. SOIL PSS commands perform more advanced tasks, such as retrieving
and analyzing complex data structures, accessing documents in the repository, and
processing metadata descriptions.

4.3 SOIL Core Module

Variables and Expressions. The SOIL language enables the use of variables.
Variables can be set inside SOIL programs by the use of SOIL commands (e.g.,
set, for, iteration, or db query), can be read from a configuration file, or can
be provided in a URL. Values of variables provided in the URL can be statically
specified by a hypertext reference or dynamically set on the client side (e.g., in an
HTML form filled by a user).

In SOIL, all values of element attributes are treated as expressions and are
evaluated prior to element interpretation. Expressions can contain:

— constant numerical, textual and Boolean values,
— variable references,
— operators, and
— functions.

Basic Operations. Basic operations of the Core Module include assigning val-
ues to variables, inserting calculated values of expressions in the outcome inter-
face descriptions, conditional processing of fragments of SOIL code, loops, nesting
templates, and connecting to databases. Examples of basic SOIL commands are
provided below:

<set name="..." value="..."/>
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<insert value="..." type="..."/>

<if condition="...">

<then>

...

</then>

<else>

...

</else>

</if>

<for name="..." from="..." to="..." step="...">

...

</for>

<iteration name="..." list="...,...,...">

...

</iteration>

<while condition="...">

...

</while>

<inline url="..."/>

<import url="..." in="..." out="..."/>

4.4 SOIL Database Module

Connecting to Databases. SOIL enables reading and updating data from/in
databases. Since connections to multiple databases are allowed from a single SOIL
template, the connections must be established explicitly. Before the interpreter
connects to a database, it must be provided with connection parameters. These
parameters include the network address of the server where the database is run-
ning, the port number, the database name, and the user name/password. In order
to allow connections to different types of data sources, the interpreter must also
be provided with the database driver name.

In SOIL, a connection to a database is established by the db connect element.
The required connection details are provided in two parameters: conn string and
conn driver. If the parameters are omitted, the necessary connection information
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is taken from two SOIL variables: conn string and conn driver. The syntax of
the db connect element is as follows:

<db_connect conn_string="..." conn_driver="...">

...

</db_connect>

All database access elements must be included within a db connect element.
More than one db connect element may appear in one SOIL template to enable
retrieving and updating data from/in more than one database.

Retrieving Data from Databases. Retrieving data from databases may be ac-
complished using a special db query element. To simplify the process of retrieving
data and constructing the output interface description, the db query element has
been designed to behave as a loop. The loop is being repeated for each row of data
retrieved from a database as a result of the query execution. The values retrieved
from the database are assigned to a set of loop control variables.

In the command parameters, a list of names of variables and an SQL [10] query
are specified. The number of names of variables should be equal to the number of
attributes retrieved from the database by the query. For each loop traversal, the
retrieved values are assigned to variables identified by the provided list of names.
The syntax of the db query element is the following:

<db_query names="...,...,..." sql="...">

...

</db_query>

The db query element has two mandatory attributes: names and sql. The
names attribute contains a coma-separated list of the names of the loop control
variables. The sql attribute represents the text of the SQL query to be executed.
Since the sql attribute is a SOIL expression, it may use SOIL variables, opera-
tors and functions. Each db query element must be located inside a db connect

element.

Updating Databases. A SOIL template can be used to update information in
a database. In the SOIL language, updating databases is accomplished by the use
of the db update element. The syntax of this element is the following:

<db_update sql="..."/>

The db update element has one mandatory attribute: sql that contains the
SQL command to be executed. The sql attribute is a SOIL expression that is
evaluated before the element is interpreted allowing the use of SOIL variables,
operators and functions in SQL commands. Each db update element must be
located inside a db connect element.
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4.5 SOIL Service Module

Executing a Service Call. SOIL enables direct execution of external services
from within a template. For this purpose, a special command <service call> is
used. The command contains the specification of the service URI and the name of
the result variable provided as attributes, and the service request body provided
as a child element of the command. The result of the service call is stored in a
SOIL variable in the XML format.

<service_call uri="..." result="...">

<soap:Body xmlns:x="...">

<x:...>

...

</x:...>

</soap:Body>

</service_call>

The service call command enables the inclusion of data dynamically ob-
tained from the execution of SOA services in an application interface. It also
enables updating data in other connected modules directly from the level of the
application interface.

4.6 SOIL PSS Module

The SOIL PSS Module contains language commands specific to the PSS applica-
tion. These elements are used to enable efficient retrieval and processing of various
kinds of data from the PSS repository through the available application services.
Data which can be retrieved includes folders, locations, cases, documents, media
objects and metadata. Some of the data elements can be also updated. Examples
of SOIL PSS commands are the following.

Retrieving Properties of Publication Folders. A publication folder is a hier-
archical collection of content objects (locations or cases) published in a number of
presentation domains (corresponding to different target devices) through a num-
ber of available interface templates. In SOIL PSS, properties of publication folders
can be retrieved by the use of the pfProps command. The pfProps element has
the following syntax:

<pfProps pfId="..." propName="..." varName="..."/>

where:

— pfId is the identifier of the publication folder,
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— propName is the name of the property of the folder to be retrieved (see Table
1),

— varName is the name of a SOIL variable where the result is stored.

Table 1. Properties of publication folders

PropName value Result stored in the variable Type of result
PF NAME The name of the publication folder. String
PF DESCRIPTION The description of the publication folder. String
PARENT PF ID The identifier of the parent folder. Integer
CHILD PF IDS The list of identifiers of child folders

(subfolders).
List

PARENT PF IDS The list of identifiers of all parent folders,
forming a complete path to the folder
identified by pfId. The list is ordered
from the parent folder id to the root
folder id.

List

PF PATH The full path to the publication folder. String
CHILD CO IDS The list of identifiers of content objects

assigned to the folder identified by pfId.
List

In Table 1, examples of propName attribute values are presented with the de-
scription of the result produced by the pfProps command.

Retrieving Properties of Content Objects. Content objects are the basic
units of information storage in the PSS repository. A content object can corre-
spond to a location or an administrative case associated with a location. Content
objects can form a hierarchy: cases are associated with locations and inherit their
properties; cases can also inherit other cases. Content objects contain media ob-
jects — documents, notes, photographs, recordings, etc.

To retrieve properties of a content object, the coProps command is used. The
coProps element has the following syntax:

<coProps coId="..." propName="..." varName="..."/>

where:

— coId is the identifier of the content object,
— propName is the name of the object property to be retrieved (see Table 2),
— varName is the name of a SOIL variable where the result is stored.

In Table 2, examples of propName attribute values are presented with the de-
scription of the result produced by the coProps command.
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Table 2. Properties of content objects

PropName value Result stored in the variable Type of result
CHILD MO IDS The list of identifiers of media objects

associated with the content object
identified by coId.

List

CO NAME The name of the content object. String
CO DESCRIPTION The description of the content object. String
CO TYPE The type of the content object. May have

two values: ‘location’ and ‘case’.
String

EXTENDS CO ID The identifier of the parent content object
in the inheritance hierarchy — if the
object identified by coId is of type ‘case’,
or NULL otherwise.

Integer

PARENT PF IDS The list of identifiers of the publication
folders to which the content object
identified by coId is assigned.

List

Retrieving Properties of Media Objects. To retrieve properties of media
objects the moProps command can be used. The moProps element has the following
syntax:

s<moProps moId="..." propName="..." varName="..."/>

where:

— moId is the identifier of the media object,
— propName is the name of the object property to be retrieved (see Table 3),
— varName is the name of a SOIL variable where the result is stored.

Table 3. Properties of media objects

PropName value Result stored in variable Type of result
MO NAME The name of the media object. String
MO MIMETYPE The MIME-type of the media object (if

any) or NULL value.
String

MO TYPE The type of the media object type of the
media object, e.g. ‘Word document’,
‘Text’, ‘Image’.

String

MO DATA The content of the media object, e.g., a
text value (if any) or NULL.

String

MO CREATION DATE The date of creation of the media object. String
PARENT CO IDS The list of identifiers of content objects to

which the media object identified by moId
is assigned.

List
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In Table 3, the list of valid propName attribute values is presented with the
description of the result produced by the moProps command.

Manipulating Object Metadata. Content objects are associated with meta-
data descriptions. These descriptions can be retrieved and manipulated by SOIL
commands. These commands can be either generic or specific to the application.
An example of a command specific to the PSS application is pssFlag. This com-
mand enables flagging objects selected by a user, e.g., to be displayed on a mobile
device. The syntax of the command is the following:

<pssFlag coId="..." userId="..." flagName="..." method="..."

varName="..."/>

where:

— coId is the identifier of the content object,
— userId is the identifier of a user,
— flagName is the name of the flag to be retrieved or changed,
— method is the name of the method to be executed on the flag (see Table 4),
— varName is the name of a SOIL variable where the result is stored.

Table 4. Names of methods for the pssFlag command

Value of the
Resultmethod attribute

CHECK Retrieve the value of the flag: TRUE or FALSE.
SET Set the flag to TRUE.
RESET Set the flag to FALSE.
GETCO Retrieve the list of content objects with the flag set to TRUE.

In Table 4, the list of valid method attribute values is presented with the de-
scription of the result produced by the pssFlag command.

Searching Object Metadata. Metadata associated with content objects can be
searched by the use of the pssSearch command. This command has the following
syntax:

<pssSearch pfId="..." scope="..." text="..." varName="..."/>

where:

— pfId is the identifier of the publication folder,
— scope describes the object attributes on which the search should be performed

(optional),
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— text is the text fragment to be searched,
— varName is the name of a SOIL variable where the result (list of content objects)

is stored.

If the scope attribute is not provided, the search is performed on all metadata
elements associated with the object.

5 Service Visualization Templates

A number of SOIL templates have been implemented for the PINB Support System
(PSS). Different templates have been designed to be used with different devices
supporting the adaptation of the interface. In the test PSS environment sample
templates have been prepared for a wide range of end-user devices: desktop PCs,
netbooks, Tablet PCs, various PDAs and smartphones like Toshiba TG01 [11],
Apple iPod Touch [12], HTC Touch Pro2 [13], and others.

5.1 Template for Desktop Interfaces

The main PSS interface is implemented for desktop computers. This interface
is used mainly as an application to browse and search locations and cases. The
desktop environment is characterized by rich graphics capabilities, high screen res-
olution, easy manipulation of screen content with mouse or other pointing devices,
easy scrolling, and multiple window capabilities.

A simple search interface is presented in Figure 3. The interface provides a
text-based search functionality for a PSS system user. After pressing the “Search”
button, a search is performed with given phrase in all locations/objects the user
has right to browse. The search is performed by the dedicated SOIL element
<pssSearch>. The template code containing the form and the tag is the following:

Fig. 3. Simple search interface
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[...]

<form action="{@pfPath}pfid={@pfid}&amp;domain=PINB"

method="post" name="form_1">

<if condition="{(@searchstr==NULL)}"><then>

<set name="searchstr" value=""/>

</then></if>

<br/>

Wyszukaj obiekty/sprawy:

<input name="searchstr" size="30" type="text"

value="{@searchstr}"/>

<input name="search" type="submit" value="Szukaj"/>

</form>

</div>

<div id="search_res">

<if condition="{(@searchstr!=“)}"><then>

<pssSearch pfId="{@pfid}" text="{(@searchstr)}"

varName="results"/>

[...]

The search result contains the list of locations and cases that contain the
specified phrase in the metadata. The SOIL template code used to present the
list is the following:

[...]

<set name="nos" value="{sizeOf(@results)}"/>

<if condition="{$nos gt 0}"><then>

Znalezionych obiektów/spraw:

<b><insert value="{#nos}"/></b>

<br/><br/>

</then><else>

Nie znaleziono obiektów/spraw z wyszukiwanym tekstem:

<i><insert value="{@searchstr}"/></i>

</else></if>

<for from="0" name="i" to="{$nos-1}"><evaluate>

<set name="currentObjId" value="{@results[$i]}"/>

<coProps coId="{#currentObjId}" propName="CO_TYPE"

varName="roar"/>

<set name="objPath"

value="{@pfPath}pfid={#pfid}&amp;co={#currentObjId}"/>
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Fig. 4. An interface presenting a location

<if condition="{@roar==‘location‘}"><then>

<a href="{@objPath}&amp;domain=PINB.OBIEKT">

<img Border="0" src="{@adamToPath}18207"/>

</a>&amp;nbsp;

<coProps coId="{$currentObjId}" propName="CO_NAME"<coProps coId="{$currentObjId}" propName="CO_NAME"<coProps coId="{$currentObjId}" propName="CO_NAME"<coProps coId="{$currentObjId}" propName="CO_NAME"<coProps coId="{$currentObjId}" propName="CO_NAME"<coProps coId="{$currentObjId}" propName="CO_NAME"<coProps coId="{$currentObjId}" propName="CO_NAME"<coProps coId="{$currentObjId}" propName="CO_NAME"<coProps coId="{$currentObjId}" propName="CO_NAME"<coProps coId="{$currentObjId}" propName="CO_NAME"<coProps coId="{$currentObjId}" propName="CO_NAME"<coProps coId="{$currentObjId}" propName="CO_NAME"<coProps coId="{$currentObjId}" propName="CO_NAME"<coProps coId="{$currentObjId}" propName="CO_NAME"<coProps coId="{$currentObjId}" propName="CO_NAME"<coProps coId="{$currentObjId}" propName="CO_NAME"<coProps coId="{$currentObjId}" propName="CO_NAME"<coProps coId="{$currentObjId}" propName="CO_NAME"<coProps coId="{$currentObjId}" propName="CO_NAME"<coProps coId="{$currentObjId}" propName="CO_NAME"<coProps coId="{$currentObjId}" propName="CO_NAME"<coProps coId="{$currentObjId}" propName="CO_NAME"<coProps coId="{$currentObjId}" propName="CO_NAME"<coProps coId="{$currentObjId}" propName="CO_NAME"<coProps coId="{$currentObjId}" propName="CO_NAME"<coProps coId="{$currentObjId}" propName="CO_NAME"<coProps coId="{$currentObjId}" propName="CO_NAME"<coProps coId="{$currentObjId}" propName="CO_NAME"<coProps coId="{$currentObjId}" propName="CO_NAME"<coProps coId="{$currentObjId}" propName="CO_NAME"<coProps coId="{$currentObjId}" propName="CO_NAME"<coProps coId="{$currentObjId}" propName="CO_NAME"<coProps coId="{$currentObjId}" propName="CO_NAME"<coProps coId="{$currentObjId}" propName="CO_NAME"<coProps coId="{$currentObjId}" propName="CO_NAME"<coProps coId="{$currentObjId}" propName="CO_NAME"<coProps coId="{$currentObjId}" propName="CO_NAME"<coProps coId="{$currentObjId}" propName="CO_NAME"<coProps coId="{$currentObjId}" propName="CO_NAME"<coProps coId="{$currentObjId}" propName="CO_NAME"<coProps coId="{$currentObjId}" propName="CO_NAME"<coProps coId="{$currentObjId}" propName="CO_NAME"<coProps coId="{$currentObjId}" propName="CO_NAME"<coProps coId="{$currentObjId}" propName="CO_NAME"<coProps coId="{$currentObjId}" propName="CO_NAME"<coProps coId="{$currentObjId}" propName="CO_NAME"<coProps coId="{$currentObjId}" propName="CO_NAME"<coProps coId="{$currentObjId}" propName="CO_NAME"<coProps coId="{$currentObjId}" propName="CO_NAME"<coProps coId="{$currentObjId}" propName="CO_NAME"<coProps coId="{$currentObjId}" propName="CO_NAME"<coProps coId="{$currentObjId}" propName="CO_NAME"<coProps coId="{$currentObjId}" propName="CO_NAME"<coProps coId="{$currentObjId}" propName="CO_NAME"<coProps coId="{$currentObjId}" propName="CO_NAME"<coProps coId="{$currentObjId}" propName="CO_NAME"<coProps coId="{$currentObjId}" propName="CO_NAME"<coProps coId="{$currentObjId}" propName="CO_NAME"<coProps coId="{$currentObjId}" propName="CO_NAME"<coProps coId="{$currentObjId}" propName="CO_NAME"<coProps coId="{$currentObjId}" propName="CO_NAME"<coProps coId="{$currentObjId}" propName="CO_NAME"<coProps coId="{$currentObjId}" propName="CO_NAME"<coProps coId="{$currentObjId}" propName="CO_NAME"<coProps coId="{$currentObjId}" propName="CO_NAME"<coProps coId="{$currentObjId}" propName="CO_NAME"<coProps coId="{$currentObjId}" propName="CO_NAME"<coProps coId="{$currentObjId}" propName="CO_NAME"<coProps coId="{$currentObjId}" propName="CO_NAME"<coProps coId="{$currentObjId}" propName="CO_NAME"<coProps coId="{$currentObjId}" propName="CO_NAME"<coProps coId="{$currentObjId}" propName="CO_NAME"<coProps coId="{$currentObjId}" propName="CO_NAME"<coProps coId="{$currentObjId}" propName="CO_NAME"<coProps coId="{$currentObjId}" propName="CO_NAME"<coProps coId="{$currentObjId}" propName="CO_NAME"<coProps coId="{$currentObjId}" propName="CO_NAME"<coProps coId="{$currentObjId}" propName="CO_NAME"<coProps coId="{$currentObjId}" propName="CO_NAME"<coProps coId="{$currentObjId}" propName="CO_NAME"<coProps coId="{$currentObjId}" propName="CO_NAME"<coProps coId="{$currentObjId}" propName="CO_NAME"<coProps coId="{$currentObjId}" propName="CO_NAME"<coProps coId="{$currentObjId}" propName="CO_NAME"<coProps coId="{$currentObjId}" propName="CO_NAME"<coProps coId="{$currentObjId}" propName="CO_NAME"<coProps coId="{$currentObjId}" propName="CO_NAME"<coProps coId="{$currentObjId}" propName="CO_NAME"<coProps coId="{$currentObjId}" propName="CO_NAME"<coProps coId="{$currentObjId}" propName="CO_NAME"<coProps coId="{$currentObjId}" propName="CO_NAME"<coProps coId="{$currentObjId}" propName="CO_NAME"<coProps coId="{$currentObjId}" propName="CO_NAME"<coProps coId="{$currentObjId}" propName="CO_NAME"<coProps coId="{$currentObjId}" propName="CO_NAME"<coProps coId="{$currentObjId}" propName="CO_NAME"<coProps coId="{$currentObjId}" propName="CO_NAME"<coProps coId="{$currentObjId}" propName="CO_NAME"<coProps coId="{$currentObjId}" propName="CO_NAME"<coProps coId="{$currentObjId}" propName="CO_NAME"<coProps coId="{$currentObjId}" propName="CO_NAME"<coProps coId="{$currentObjId}" propName="CO_NAME"<coProps coId="{$currentObjId}" propName="CO_NAME"<coProps coId="{$currentObjId}" propName="CO_NAME"<coProps coId="{$currentObjId}" propName="CO_NAME"<coProps coId="{$currentObjId}" propName="CO_NAME"<coProps coId="{$currentObjId}" propName="CO_NAME"<coProps coId="{$currentObjId}" propName="CO_NAME"<coProps coId="{$currentObjId}" propName="CO_NAME"<coProps coId="{$currentObjId}" propName="CO_NAME"<coProps coId="{$currentObjId}" propName="CO_NAME"<coProps coId="{$currentObjId}" propName="CO_NAME"<coProps coId="{$currentObjId}" propName="CO_NAME"<coProps coId="{$currentObjId}" propName="CO_NAME"<coProps coId="{$currentObjId}" propName="CO_NAME"<coProps coId="{$currentObjId}" propName="CO_NAME"<coProps coId="{$currentObjId}" propName="CO_NAME"<coProps coId="{$currentObjId}" propName="CO_NAME"<coProps coId="{$currentObjId}" propName="CO_NAME"<coProps coId="{$currentObjId}" propName="CO_NAME"<coProps coId="{$currentObjId}" propName="CO_NAME"<coProps coId="{$currentObjId}" propName="CO_NAME"<coProps coId="{$currentObjId}" propName="CO_NAME"<coProps coId="{$currentObjId}" propName="CO_NAME"<coProps coId="{$currentObjId}" propName="CO_NAME"<coProps coId="{$currentObjId}" propName="CO_NAME"<coProps coId="{$currentObjId}" propName="CO_NAME"<coProps coId="{$currentObjId}" propName="CO_NAME"<coProps coId="{$currentObjId}" propName="CO_NAME"<coProps coId="{$currentObjId}" propName="CO_NAME"<coProps coId="{$currentObjId}" propName="CO_NAME"<coProps coId="{$currentObjId}" propName="CO_NAME"<coProps coId="{$currentObjId}" propName="CO_NAME"<coProps coId="{$currentObjId}" propName="CO_NAME"<coProps coId="{$currentObjId}" propName="CO_NAME"<coProps coId="{$currentObjId}" propName="CO_NAME"<coProps coId="{$currentObjId}" propName="CO_NAME"<coProps coId="{$currentObjId}" propName="CO_NAME"<coProps coId="{$currentObjId}" propName="CO_NAME"<coProps coId="{$currentObjId}" propName="CO_NAME"<coProps coId="{$currentObjId}" propName="CO_NAME"<coProps coId="{$currentObjId}" propName="CO_NAME"<coProps coId="{$currentObjId}" propName="CO_NAME"<coProps coId="{$currentObjId}" propName="CO_NAME"<coProps coId="{$currentObjId}" propName="CO_NAME"<coProps coId="{$currentObjId}" propName="CO_NAME"<coProps coId="{$currentObjId}" propName="CO_NAME"<coProps coId="{$currentObjId}" propName="CO_NAME"<coProps coId="{$currentObjId}" propName="CO_NAME"<coProps coId="{$currentObjId}" propName="CO_NAME"<coProps coId="{$currentObjId}" propName="CO_NAME"<coProps coId="{$currentObjId}" propName="CO_NAME"<coProps coId="{$currentObjId}" propName="CO_NAME"<coProps coId="{$currentObjId}" propName="CO_NAME"<coProps coId="{$currentObjId}" propName="CO_NAME"<coProps coId="{$currentObjId}" propName="CO_NAME"<coProps coId="{$currentObjId}" propName="CO_NAME"<coProps coId="{$currentObjId}" propName="CO_NAME"<coProps coId="{$currentObjId}" propName="CO_NAME"<coProps coId="{$currentObjId}" propName="CO_NAME"<coProps coId="{$currentObjId}" propName="CO_NAME"<coProps coId="{$currentObjId}" propName="CO_NAME"<coProps coId="{$currentObjId}" propName="CO_NAME"<coProps coId="{$currentObjId}" propName="CO_NAME"<coProps coId="{$currentObjId}" propName="CO_NAME"<coProps coId="{$currentObjId}" propName="CO_NAME"<coProps coId="{$currentObjId}" propName="CO_NAME"<coProps coId="{$currentObjId}" propName="CO_NAME"<coProps coId="{$currentObjId}" propName="CO_NAME"<coProps coId="{$currentObjId}" propName="CO_NAME"<coProps coId="{$currentObjId}" propName="CO_NAME"<coProps coId="{$currentObjId}" propName="CO_NAME"<coProps coId="{$currentObjId}" propName="CO_NAME"<coProps coId="{$currentObjId}" propName="CO_NAME"<coProps coId="{$currentObjId}" propName="CO_NAME"<coProps coId="{$currentObjId}" propName="CO_NAME"<coProps coId="{$currentObjId}" propName="CO_NAME"<coProps coId="{$currentObjId}" propName="CO_NAME"<coProps coId="{$currentObjId}" propName="CO_NAME"<coProps coId="{$currentObjId}" propName="CO_NAME"<coProps coId="{$currentObjId}" propName="CO_NAME"

varName="objName"/>

<a href="{@objPath}&amp;domain=PINB.OBIEKT">

<insert value="{@objName}"/>

</a>
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</then><else>

[...]

A user may click on a link pointing to a case or a location. In case of a lo-
cation, the user is directed to the page presented in Figure 4. The page presents
information retrieved for a particular location (from top left to bottom right):

— Information about the address (police data);
— Owner data (retrieved from court registers);
— Hierarchy of cases;
— Photo of the location;
— Map retrieved from a geodesy office [14];
— Map retrieved from Google Maps [15].

The hierarchy of cases for a particular location is created by a dedicated SOIL
PSS tag getCOHierarchy. The code presenting all cases for a given location is
presented below:

[...]

<span class="styl2">Sprawy związane z obiektem</span>

<getCOHierarchy coId="{#co}" varNameObj=<getCOHierarchy coId="{#co}" varNameObj=<getCOHierarchy coId="{#co}" varNameObj=<getCOHierarchy coId="{#co}" varNameObj=<getCOHierarchy coId="{#co}" varNameObj=<getCOHierarchy coId="{#co}" varNameObj=<getCOHierarchy coId="{#co}" varNameObj=<getCOHierarchy coId="{#co}" varNameObj=<getCOHierarchy coId="{#co}" varNameObj=<getCOHierarchy coId="{#co}" varNameObj=<getCOHierarchy coId="{#co}" varNameObj=<getCOHierarchy coId="{#co}" varNameObj=<getCOHierarchy coId="{#co}" varNameObj=<getCOHierarchy coId="{#co}" varNameObj=<getCOHierarchy coId="{#co}" varNameObj=<getCOHierarchy coId="{#co}" varNameObj=<getCOHierarchy coId="{#co}" varNameObj=<getCOHierarchy coId="{#co}" varNameObj=<getCOHierarchy coId="{#co}" varNameObj=<getCOHierarchy coId="{#co}" varNameObj=<getCOHierarchy coId="{#co}" varNameObj=<getCOHierarchy coId="{#co}" varNameObj=<getCOHierarchy coId="{#co}" varNameObj=<getCOHierarchy coId="{#co}" varNameObj=<getCOHierarchy coId="{#co}" varNameObj=<getCOHierarchy coId="{#co}" varNameObj=<getCOHierarchy coId="{#co}" varNameObj=<getCOHierarchy coId="{#co}" varNameObj=<getCOHierarchy coId="{#co}" varNameObj=<getCOHierarchy coId="{#co}" varNameObj=<getCOHierarchy coId="{#co}" varNameObj=<getCOHierarchy coId="{#co}" varNameObj=<getCOHierarchy coId="{#co}" varNameObj=<getCOHierarchy coId="{#co}" varNameObj=<getCOHierarchy coId="{#co}" varNameObj=<getCOHierarchy coId="{#co}" varNameObj=<getCOHierarchy coId="{#co}" varNameObj=<getCOHierarchy coId="{#co}" varNameObj=<getCOHierarchy coId="{#co}" varNameObj=<getCOHierarchy coId="{#co}" varNameObj=<getCOHierarchy coId="{#co}" varNameObj=<getCOHierarchy coId="{#co}" varNameObj=<getCOHierarchy coId="{#co}" varNameObj=<getCOHierarchy coId="{#co}" varNameObj=<getCOHierarchy coId="{#co}" varNameObj=<getCOHierarchy coId="{#co}" varNameObj=<getCOHierarchy coId="{#co}" varNameObj=<getCOHierarchy coId="{#co}" varNameObj=<getCOHierarchy coId="{#co}" varNameObj=<getCOHierarchy coId="{#co}" varNameObj=<getCOHierarchy coId="{#co}" varNameObj=<getCOHierarchy coId="{#co}" varNameObj=<getCOHierarchy coId="{#co}" varNameObj=<getCOHierarchy coId="{#co}" varNameObj=<getCOHierarchy coId="{#co}" varNameObj=<getCOHierarchy coId="{#co}" varNameObj=<getCOHierarchy coId="{#co}" varNameObj=<getCOHierarchy coId="{#co}" varNameObj=<getCOHierarchy coId="{#co}" varNameObj=<getCOHierarchy coId="{#co}" varNameObj=<getCOHierarchy coId="{#co}" varNameObj=<getCOHierarchy coId="{#co}" varNameObj=<getCOHierarchy coId="{#co}" varNameObj=<getCOHierarchy coId="{#co}" varNameObj=<getCOHierarchy coId="{#co}" varNameObj=<getCOHierarchy coId="{#co}" varNameObj=<getCOHierarchy coId="{#co}" varNameObj=<getCOHierarchy coId="{#co}" varNameObj=<getCOHierarchy coId="{#co}" varNameObj=<getCOHierarchy coId="{#co}" varNameObj=<getCOHierarchy coId="{#co}" varNameObj=<getCOHierarchy coId="{#co}" varNameObj=<getCOHierarchy coId="{#co}" varNameObj=<getCOHierarchy coId="{#co}" varNameObj=<getCOHierarchy coId="{#co}" varNameObj=<getCOHierarchy coId="{#co}" varNameObj=<getCOHierarchy coId="{#co}" varNameObj=<getCOHierarchy coId="{#co}" varNameObj=<getCOHierarchy coId="{#co}" varNameObj=<getCOHierarchy coId="{#co}" varNameObj=<getCOHierarchy coId="{#co}" varNameObj=<getCOHierarchy coId="{#co}" varNameObj=<getCOHierarchy coId="{#co}" varNameObj=<getCOHierarchy coId="{#co}" varNameObj=<getCOHierarchy coId="{#co}" varNameObj=<getCOHierarchy coId="{#co}" varNameObj=<getCOHierarchy coId="{#co}" varNameObj=<getCOHierarchy coId="{#co}" varNameObj=<getCOHierarchy coId="{#co}" varNameObj=<getCOHierarchy coId="{#co}" varNameObj=<getCOHierarchy coId="{#co}" varNameObj=<getCOHierarchy coId="{#co}" varNameObj=<getCOHierarchy coId="{#co}" varNameObj=<getCOHierarchy coId="{#co}" varNameObj=<getCOHierarchy coId="{#co}" varNameObj=<getCOHierarchy coId="{#co}" varNameObj=<getCOHierarchy coId="{#co}" varNameObj=<getCOHierarchy coId="{#co}" varNameObj=<getCOHierarchy coId="{#co}" varNameObj=<getCOHierarchy coId="{#co}" varNameObj=<getCOHierarchy coId="{#co}" varNameObj=<getCOHierarchy coId="{#co}" varNameObj=<getCOHierarchy coId="{#co}" varNameObj=<getCOHierarchy coId="{#co}" varNameObj=<getCOHierarchy coId="{#co}" varNameObj=<getCOHierarchy coId="{#co}" varNameObj=<getCOHierarchy coId="{#co}" varNameObj=<getCOHierarchy coId="{#co}" varNameObj=<getCOHierarchy coId="{#co}" varNameObj=<getCOHierarchy coId="{#co}" varNameObj=<getCOHierarchy coId="{#co}" varNameObj=<getCOHierarchy coId="{#co}" varNameObj=<getCOHierarchy coId="{#co}" varNameObj=<getCOHierarchy coId="{#co}" varNameObj=<getCOHierarchy coId="{#co}" varNameObj=<getCOHierarchy coId="{#co}" varNameObj=<getCOHierarchy coId="{#co}" varNameObj=<getCOHierarchy coId="{#co}" varNameObj=<getCOHierarchy coId="{#co}" varNameObj=<getCOHierarchy coId="{#co}" varNameObj=<getCOHierarchy coId="{#co}" varNameObj=<getCOHierarchy coId="{#co}" varNameObj=<getCOHierarchy coId="{#co}" varNameObj=<getCOHierarchy coId="{#co}" varNameObj=<getCOHierarchy coId="{#co}" varNameObj=<getCOHierarchy coId="{#co}" varNameObj=<getCOHierarchy coId="{#co}" varNameObj=<getCOHierarchy coId="{#co}" varNameObj=<getCOHierarchy coId="{#co}" varNameObj=<getCOHierarchy coId="{#co}" varNameObj=<getCOHierarchy coId="{#co}" varNameObj=<getCOHierarchy coId="{#co}" varNameObj=<getCOHierarchy coId="{#co}" varNameObj=<getCOHierarchy coId="{#co}" varNameObj=<getCOHierarchy coId="{#co}" varNameObj=<getCOHierarchy coId="{#co}" varNameObj=<getCOHierarchy coId="{#co}" varNameObj=<getCOHierarchy coId="{#co}" varNameObj=<getCOHierarchy coId="{#co}" varNameObj=<getCOHierarchy coId="{#co}" varNameObj=<getCOHierarchy coId="{#co}" varNameObj=<getCOHierarchy coId="{#co}" varNameObj=<getCOHierarchy coId="{#co}" varNameObj=<getCOHierarchy coId="{#co}" varNameObj=<getCOHierarchy coId="{#co}" varNameObj=<getCOHierarchy coId="{#co}" varNameObj=<getCOHierarchy coId="{#co}" varNameObj=<getCOHierarchy coId="{#co}" varNameObj=<getCOHierarchy coId="{#co}" varNameObj=<getCOHierarchy coId="{#co}" varNameObj=<getCOHierarchy coId="{#co}" varNameObj=<getCOHierarchy coId="{#co}" varNameObj=<getCOHierarchy coId="{#co}" varNameObj=<getCOHierarchy coId="{#co}" varNameObj=<getCOHierarchy coId="{#co}" varNameObj=<getCOHierarchy coId="{#co}" varNameObj=<getCOHierarchy coId="{#co}" varNameObj=<getCOHierarchy coId="{#co}" varNameObj=<getCOHierarchy coId="{#co}" varNameObj=<getCOHierarchy coId="{#co}" varNameObj=<getCOHierarchy coId="{#co}" varNameObj=<getCOHierarchy coId="{#co}" varNameObj=<getCOHierarchy coId="{#co}" varNameObj=<getCOHierarchy coId="{#co}" varNameObj=<getCOHierarchy coId="{#co}" varNameObj=<getCOHierarchy coId="{#co}" varNameObj=<getCOHierarchy coId="{#co}" varNameObj=<getCOHierarchy coId="{#co}" varNameObj=<getCOHierarchy coId="{#co}" varNameObj=<getCOHierarchy coId="{#co}" varNameObj=<getCOHierarchy coId="{#co}" varNameObj=<getCOHierarchy coId="{#co}" varNameObj=<getCOHierarchy coId="{#co}" varNameObj=<getCOHierarchy coId="{#co}" varNameObj=<getCOHierarchy coId="{#co}" varNameObj=<getCOHierarchy coId="{#co}" varNameObj=<getCOHierarchy coId="{#co}" varNameObj=<getCOHierarchy coId="{#co}" varNameObj=<getCOHierarchy coId="{#co}" varNameObj=<getCOHierarchy coId="{#co}" varNameObj=<getCOHierarchy coId="{#co}" varNameObj= "objl"
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<set name="listsize" value="{sizeOf(@positionlist)}"/>

<coProps coId="{@objl[0]}" propName="CO_NAME"

varName="objName"/>

<evaluate>

Obiekt:

<a href="{@pfPath}pfid={#pfid}&amp;domain=PINB.O&amp;

co={@objl[0]}">

<img Border="0" src="{@adamToPath}18221"/>

<insert value="{@objName}"/>

</a><br/>

</evaluate>

<for from="1" name="i" to="{$listsize-1}">

<coProps coId="{@objl[$i]}" propName="CO_NAME"

varName="objName"/>

[...]

A user may enlarge an image displaying a location by clicking on it. In this case,
a separate window is opened showing the image. A user may navigate from the
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Fig. 5. A window presenting a case

location window (by clicking on hierarchy links) or from the search result window
to a page presenting a case (Fig. 5). The page consists of the following sections:

— Information about the address (police data) with briefcase;
— Owner data (retrieved from court registers);
— List of associated documents;
— Map retrieved from a geodesy office;
— Hierarchy of cases;
— Responsible people.

A briefcase is an element permitting a user to select a particular case to be
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displayed on the mobile interface. If the briefcase is red, it denotes that the case
will not be presented on mobile interfaces; blue briefcase denotes the opposite.
Clicking on the briefcase a user may switch between these two states. By enabling
the briefcase on selected cases, a user creates a list of cases that will be displayed
on his/her mobile device, i.e. that will be accessible outside of the office.

A SOIL tag responsible for managing the state of the briefcase is <pssFlag>.
It is used in the case template in the following way:

[...]
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[...]

The briefcase switching is performed in a separate template and the result is
included in the case window by the following code:

[...]

<evaluate>

<iframe frameborder="no" height="100px"

src="{@pfPath}pfid={#pfid}&amp;domain=PINB.TECH&amp;

co={#co}&amp;uid={#uid}" width="100px">

</iframe>

</evaluate>

[...]

The part of the SOIL template responsible for maintaining the state of the
briefcase is the following:

[...]

<if condition="{$set==1}"><then>

<pssFlag coId="{#co}" method="SET" flagName="BRIEFCASE"

userId="{#uid}" varName="v"/>

</then></if>

<if condition="{$set==0}"><then>

<pssFlag coId="{#co}" method="UNSET" flagName="BRIEFCASE"

userId="{#uid}" varName="v"/>

</then></if>

<pssFlag coId="{#co}" method="CHECK" flagName="BRIEFCASE"

userId="{#uid}" varName="v"/>

[...]
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Fig. 6. A window presenting a case with a briefcase on

In Figure 6 a case is presented with a briefcase switched on. Thus, this partic-
ular case will be displayed on a user’s mobile device.

A user may interact with the content by selecting a document from the list of
documents associated with the current page, navigating to other cases or clicking
on a map in order to enlarge it.

All interfaces may be customized by a user. The level of customization depends
on the designer of the template. A customization affects either interfaces for all
locations/objects in a particular presentation domain or a single interface only. An
example of a customization is the change of the background color in all interfaces
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Fig. 7. Change of a parameter in ASIS Content Management Application

within a given presentation domain (e.g. desktop). A dedicated property is defined
on the level of publication folders. The property denotes RGB color of the back-
ground. A user changes it using PSS instance of the ASIS Content Management
Application (see Fig. 7). The SOIL template tag used for retrieval of parameters
of publication folders is pfProps. The code below presents usage of the tag in the
template:

<pfProps pfId="{#pfid}" propName="BGCOLOR" varName="pfbg"/><pfProps pfId="{#pfid}" propName="BGCOLOR" varName="pfbg"/><pfProps pfId="{#pfid}" propName="BGCOLOR" varName="pfbg"/><pfProps pfId="{#pfid}" propName="BGCOLOR" varName="pfbg"/><pfProps pfId="{#pfid}" propName="BGCOLOR" varName="pfbg"/><pfProps pfId="{#pfid}" propName="BGCOLOR" varName="pfbg"/><pfProps pfId="{#pfid}" propName="BGCOLOR" varName="pfbg"/><pfProps pfId="{#pfid}" propName="BGCOLOR" varName="pfbg"/><pfProps pfId="{#pfid}" propName="BGCOLOR" varName="pfbg"/><pfProps pfId="{#pfid}" propName="BGCOLOR" varName="pfbg"/><pfProps pfId="{#pfid}" propName="BGCOLOR" varName="pfbg"/><pfProps pfId="{#pfid}" propName="BGCOLOR" varName="pfbg"/><pfProps pfId="{#pfid}" propName="BGCOLOR" varName="pfbg"/><pfProps pfId="{#pfid}" propName="BGCOLOR" varName="pfbg"/><pfProps pfId="{#pfid}" propName="BGCOLOR" varName="pfbg"/><pfProps pfId="{#pfid}" propName="BGCOLOR" varName="pfbg"/><pfProps pfId="{#pfid}" propName="BGCOLOR" varName="pfbg"/><pfProps pfId="{#pfid}" propName="BGCOLOR" varName="pfbg"/><pfProps pfId="{#pfid}" propName="BGCOLOR" varName="pfbg"/><pfProps pfId="{#pfid}" propName="BGCOLOR" varName="pfbg"/><pfProps pfId="{#pfid}" propName="BGCOLOR" varName="pfbg"/><pfProps pfId="{#pfid}" propName="BGCOLOR" varName="pfbg"/><pfProps pfId="{#pfid}" propName="BGCOLOR" varName="pfbg"/><pfProps pfId="{#pfid}" propName="BGCOLOR" varName="pfbg"/><pfProps pfId="{#pfid}" propName="BGCOLOR" varName="pfbg"/><pfProps pfId="{#pfid}" propName="BGCOLOR" varName="pfbg"/><pfProps pfId="{#pfid}" propName="BGCOLOR" varName="pfbg"/><pfProps pfId="{#pfid}" propName="BGCOLOR" varName="pfbg"/><pfProps pfId="{#pfid}" propName="BGCOLOR" varName="pfbg"/><pfProps pfId="{#pfid}" propName="BGCOLOR" varName="pfbg"/><pfProps pfId="{#pfid}" propName="BGCOLOR" varName="pfbg"/><pfProps pfId="{#pfid}" propName="BGCOLOR" varName="pfbg"/><pfProps pfId="{#pfid}" propName="BGCOLOR" varName="pfbg"/><pfProps pfId="{#pfid}" propName="BGCOLOR" varName="pfbg"/><pfProps pfId="{#pfid}" propName="BGCOLOR" varName="pfbg"/><pfProps pfId="{#pfid}" propName="BGCOLOR" varName="pfbg"/><pfProps pfId="{#pfid}" propName="BGCOLOR" varName="pfbg"/><pfProps pfId="{#pfid}" propName="BGCOLOR" varName="pfbg"/><pfProps pfId="{#pfid}" propName="BGCOLOR" varName="pfbg"/><pfProps pfId="{#pfid}" propName="BGCOLOR" varName="pfbg"/><pfProps pfId="{#pfid}" propName="BGCOLOR" varName="pfbg"/><pfProps pfId="{#pfid}" propName="BGCOLOR" varName="pfbg"/><pfProps pfId="{#pfid}" propName="BGCOLOR" varName="pfbg"/><pfProps pfId="{#pfid}" propName="BGCOLOR" varName="pfbg"/><pfProps pfId="{#pfid}" propName="BGCOLOR" varName="pfbg"/><pfProps pfId="{#pfid}" propName="BGCOLOR" varName="pfbg"/><pfProps pfId="{#pfid}" propName="BGCOLOR" varName="pfbg"/><pfProps pfId="{#pfid}" propName="BGCOLOR" varName="pfbg"/><pfProps pfId="{#pfid}" propName="BGCOLOR" varName="pfbg"/><pfProps pfId="{#pfid}" propName="BGCOLOR" varName="pfbg"/><pfProps pfId="{#pfid}" propName="BGCOLOR" varName="pfbg"/><pfProps pfId="{#pfid}" propName="BGCOLOR" varName="pfbg"/><pfProps pfId="{#pfid}" propName="BGCOLOR" varName="pfbg"/><pfProps pfId="{#pfid}" propName="BGCOLOR" varName="pfbg"/><pfProps pfId="{#pfid}" propName="BGCOLOR" varName="pfbg"/><pfProps pfId="{#pfid}" propName="BGCOLOR" varName="pfbg"/><pfProps pfId="{#pfid}" propName="BGCOLOR" varName="pfbg"/><pfProps pfId="{#pfid}" propName="BGCOLOR" varName="pfbg"/><pfProps pfId="{#pfid}" propName="BGCOLOR" varName="pfbg"/><pfProps pfId="{#pfid}" propName="BGCOLOR" varName="pfbg"/><pfProps pfId="{#pfid}" propName="BGCOLOR" varName="pfbg"/><pfProps pfId="{#pfid}" propName="BGCOLOR" varName="pfbg"/><pfProps pfId="{#pfid}" propName="BGCOLOR" varName="pfbg"/><pfProps pfId="{#pfid}" propName="BGCOLOR" varName="pfbg"/><pfProps pfId="{#pfid}" propName="BGCOLOR" varName="pfbg"/><pfProps pfId="{#pfid}" propName="BGCOLOR" varName="pfbg"/><pfProps pfId="{#pfid}" propName="BGCOLOR" varName="pfbg"/><pfProps pfId="{#pfid}" propName="BGCOLOR" varName="pfbg"/><pfProps pfId="{#pfid}" propName="BGCOLOR" varName="pfbg"/><pfProps pfId="{#pfid}" propName="BGCOLOR" varName="pfbg"/><pfProps pfId="{#pfid}" propName="BGCOLOR" varName="pfbg"/><pfProps pfId="{#pfid}" propName="BGCOLOR" varName="pfbg"/><pfProps pfId="{#pfid}" propName="BGCOLOR" varName="pfbg"/><pfProps pfId="{#pfid}" propName="BGCOLOR" varName="pfbg"/><pfProps pfId="{#pfid}" propName="BGCOLOR" varName="pfbg"/><pfProps pfId="{#pfid}" propName="BGCOLOR" varName="pfbg"/><pfProps pfId="{#pfid}" propName="BGCOLOR" varName="pfbg"/><pfProps pfId="{#pfid}" propName="BGCOLOR" varName="pfbg"/><pfProps pfId="{#pfid}" propName="BGCOLOR" varName="pfbg"/><pfProps pfId="{#pfid}" propName="BGCOLOR" varName="pfbg"/><pfProps pfId="{#pfid}" propName="BGCOLOR" varName="pfbg"/><pfProps pfId="{#pfid}" propName="BGCOLOR" varName="pfbg"/><pfProps pfId="{#pfid}" propName="BGCOLOR" varName="pfbg"/><pfProps pfId="{#pfid}" propName="BGCOLOR" varName="pfbg"/><pfProps pfId="{#pfid}" propName="BGCOLOR" varName="pfbg"/><pfProps pfId="{#pfid}" propName="BGCOLOR" varName="pfbg"/><pfProps pfId="{#pfid}" propName="BGCOLOR" varName="pfbg"/><pfProps pfId="{#pfid}" propName="BGCOLOR" varName="pfbg"/><pfProps pfId="{#pfid}" propName="BGCOLOR" varName="pfbg"/><pfProps pfId="{#pfid}" propName="BGCOLOR" varName="pfbg"/><pfProps pfId="{#pfid}" propName="BGCOLOR" varName="pfbg"/><pfProps pfId="{#pfid}" propName="BGCOLOR" varName="pfbg"/><pfProps pfId="{#pfid}" propName="BGCOLOR" varName="pfbg"/><pfProps pfId="{#pfid}" propName="BGCOLOR" varName="pfbg"/><pfProps pfId="{#pfid}" propName="BGCOLOR" varName="pfbg"/><pfProps pfId="{#pfid}" propName="BGCOLOR" varName="pfbg"/><pfProps pfId="{#pfid}" propName="BGCOLOR" varName="pfbg"/><pfProps pfId="{#pfid}" propName="BGCOLOR" varName="pfbg"/><pfProps pfId="{#pfid}" propName="BGCOLOR" varName="pfbg"/><pfProps pfId="{#pfid}" propName="BGCOLOR" varName="pfbg"/><pfProps pfId="{#pfid}" propName="BGCOLOR" varName="pfbg"/><pfProps pfId="{#pfid}" propName="BGCOLOR" varName="pfbg"/><pfProps pfId="{#pfid}" propName="BGCOLOR" varName="pfbg"/><pfProps pfId="{#pfid}" propName="BGCOLOR" varName="pfbg"/><pfProps pfId="{#pfid}" propName="BGCOLOR" varName="pfbg"/><pfProps pfId="{#pfid}" propName="BGCOLOR" varName="pfbg"/><pfProps pfId="{#pfid}" propName="BGCOLOR" varName="pfbg"/><pfProps pfId="{#pfid}" propName="BGCOLOR" varName="pfbg"/><pfProps pfId="{#pfid}" propName="BGCOLOR" varName="pfbg"/><pfProps pfId="{#pfid}" propName="BGCOLOR" varName="pfbg"/><pfProps pfId="{#pfid}" propName="BGCOLOR" varName="pfbg"/><pfProps pfId="{#pfid}" propName="BGCOLOR" varName="pfbg"/><pfProps pfId="{#pfid}" propName="BGCOLOR" varName="pfbg"/><pfProps pfId="{#pfid}" propName="BGCOLOR" varName="pfbg"/><pfProps pfId="{#pfid}" propName="BGCOLOR" varName="pfbg"/><pfProps pfId="{#pfid}" propName="BGCOLOR" varName="pfbg"/><pfProps pfId="{#pfid}" propName="BGCOLOR" varName="pfbg"/><pfProps pfId="{#pfid}" propName="BGCOLOR" varName="pfbg"/><pfProps pfId="{#pfid}" propName="BGCOLOR" varName="pfbg"/><pfProps pfId="{#pfid}" propName="BGCOLOR" varName="pfbg"/><pfProps pfId="{#pfid}" propName="BGCOLOR" varName="pfbg"/><pfProps pfId="{#pfid}" propName="BGCOLOR" varName="pfbg"/><pfProps pfId="{#pfid}" propName="BGCOLOR" varName="pfbg"/><pfProps pfId="{#pfid}" propName="BGCOLOR" varName="pfbg"/><pfProps pfId="{#pfid}" propName="BGCOLOR" varName="pfbg"/><pfProps pfId="{#pfid}" propName="BGCOLOR" varName="pfbg"/><pfProps pfId="{#pfid}" propName="BGCOLOR" varName="pfbg"/><pfProps pfId="{#pfid}" propName="BGCOLOR" varName="pfbg"/><pfProps pfId="{#pfid}" propName="BGCOLOR" varName="pfbg"/><pfProps pfId="{#pfid}" propName="BGCOLOR" varName="pfbg"/><pfProps pfId="{#pfid}" propName="BGCOLOR" varName="pfbg"/><pfProps pfId="{#pfid}" propName="BGCOLOR" varName="pfbg"/><pfProps pfId="{#pfid}" propName="BGCOLOR" varName="pfbg"/><pfProps pfId="{#pfid}" propName="BGCOLOR" varName="pfbg"/><pfProps pfId="{#pfid}" propName="BGCOLOR" varName="pfbg"/><pfProps pfId="{#pfid}" propName="BGCOLOR" varName="pfbg"/><pfProps pfId="{#pfid}" propName="BGCOLOR" varName="pfbg"/><pfProps pfId="{#pfid}" propName="BGCOLOR" varName="pfbg"/><pfProps pfId="{#pfid}" propName="BGCOLOR" varName="pfbg"/><pfProps pfId="{#pfid}" propName="BGCOLOR" varName="pfbg"/><pfProps pfId="{#pfid}" propName="BGCOLOR" varName="pfbg"/><pfProps pfId="{#pfid}" propName="BGCOLOR" varName="pfbg"/><pfProps pfId="{#pfid}" propName="BGCOLOR" varName="pfbg"/><pfProps pfId="{#pfid}" propName="BGCOLOR" varName="pfbg"/><pfProps pfId="{#pfid}" propName="BGCOLOR" varName="pfbg"/><pfProps pfId="{#pfid}" propName="BGCOLOR" varName="pfbg"/><pfProps pfId="{#pfid}" propName="BGCOLOR" varName="pfbg"/><pfProps pfId="{#pfid}" propName="BGCOLOR" varName="pfbg"/><pfProps pfId="{#pfid}" propName="BGCOLOR" varName="pfbg"/><pfProps pfId="{#pfid}" propName="BGCOLOR" varName="pfbg"/><pfProps pfId="{#pfid}" propName="BGCOLOR" varName="pfbg"/><pfProps pfId="{#pfid}" propName="BGCOLOR" varName="pfbg"/><pfProps pfId="{#pfid}" propName="BGCOLOR" varName="pfbg"/><pfProps pfId="{#pfid}" propName="BGCOLOR" varName="pfbg"/><pfProps pfId="{#pfid}" propName="BGCOLOR" varName="pfbg"/><pfProps pfId="{#pfid}" propName="BGCOLOR" varName="pfbg"/><pfProps pfId="{#pfid}" propName="BGCOLOR" varName="pfbg"/><pfProps pfId="{#pfid}" propName="BGCOLOR" varName="pfbg"/><pfProps pfId="{#pfid}" propName="BGCOLOR" varName="pfbg"/><pfProps pfId="{#pfid}" propName="BGCOLOR" varName="pfbg"/><pfProps pfId="{#pfid}" propName="BGCOLOR" varName="pfbg"/><pfProps pfId="{#pfid}" propName="BGCOLOR" varName="pfbg"/><pfProps pfId="{#pfid}" propName="BGCOLOR" varName="pfbg"/><pfProps pfId="{#pfid}" propName="BGCOLOR" varName="pfbg"/><pfProps pfId="{#pfid}" propName="BGCOLOR" varName="pfbg"/><pfProps pfId="{#pfid}" propName="BGCOLOR" varName="pfbg"/><pfProps pfId="{#pfid}" propName="BGCOLOR" varName="pfbg"/><pfProps pfId="{#pfid}" propName="BGCOLOR" varName="pfbg"/><pfProps pfId="{#pfid}" propName="BGCOLOR" varName="pfbg"/><pfProps pfId="{#pfid}" propName="BGCOLOR" varName="pfbg"/><pfProps pfId="{#pfid}" propName="BGCOLOR" varName="pfbg"/><pfProps pfId="{#pfid}" propName="BGCOLOR" varName="pfbg"/><pfProps pfId="{#pfid}" propName="BGCOLOR" varName="pfbg"/><pfProps pfId="{#pfid}" propName="BGCOLOR" varName="pfbg"/><pfProps pfId="{#pfid}" propName="BGCOLOR" varName="pfbg"/><pfProps pfId="{#pfid}" propName="BGCOLOR" varName="pfbg"/><pfProps pfId="{#pfid}" propName="BGCOLOR" varName="pfbg"/><pfProps pfId="{#pfid}" propName="BGCOLOR" varName="pfbg"/><pfProps pfId="{#pfid}" propName="BGCOLOR" varName="pfbg"/><pfProps pfId="{#pfid}" propName="BGCOLOR" varName="pfbg"/><pfProps pfId="{#pfid}" propName="BGCOLOR" varName="pfbg"/>

[...]

<style>

body { background-color: <insert value="{@pfbg}"/>; }

</style>

An example of color selection is presented in Figure 7, while in Figure 8 the
result of the customization is shown.
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Fig. 8. Case page after user customization

5.2 Templates for Mobile Interfaces

Mobile devices are characterized by a small display area, limited connectivity,
and low interaction possibilities. Therefore, special templates that allow a user
to interact with the content had to be prepared. In most cases, for each class of
devices a special template has to be prepared.

When accessing the PSS system from a mobile device, a user may see a list of
cases that have been previously selected by the use of the briefcase icon. The list
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a b

Fig. 9. Visualization interfaces on different
mobile devices displaying: a — list of cases (on

left), b — information about a case (right)

is displayed on a device in a simple way adapted to the current size of the display
(see Fig. 9a).

A fragment of SOIL template responsible for generating such a list is presented
below.

[...]

<pssFlag coId="" method="GETCO" flagName="BRIEFCASE"

userId="{#uid}" varName="colist"/>

<set name="listsize" value="{sizeOf(@colist)}"/>

<span class="hd1">Sprawy w aktówce:</span>

<ul>

<for from="0" name="i" to="{$listsize-1}">

<coProps coId="{@colist[$i]}" propName="CO_NAME"

varName="objName"/>

<evaluate>

<li>

<a href="{@pfPath}pfid={#pfid}&amp;

domain=PINB.INFO&amp;co={@colist[$i]}">

<Insert value="{@objName}"/>

</a></li>
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</evaluate>

</for>

</ul>

[...]

If a user wishes to see a case he/she can click on a link. Then the user is
presented with a case window, adapted to the current device. For instance, on a
device with a small display and limited interaction possibilities (no scrolling), the
entire content is divided into three tabs (see Fig. 9b) eliminating the need to scroll
long pages.

6 PSS ASIS Content Management Application

The PSS implementation of the ASIS Content Management Application is an
application specially designed and implemented to allow managing data processed
and stored within the PINB Support System. The same application is used also
to manage ASIS Service Interface Generator (SIG) objects and configuration.

The PSS ACMA application consists of four main independent but inter-related
managers:

— the Location and Case Manager,
— the Presentation Manager,
— the Template Manager, and
— the Template Object Manager.

The Location and Case Manager is targeted at PSS user and is used to man-
age all kinds of data related to locations and cases processed and stored by the
DAS. The other three managers are targeted at ASIS system administrator. The
Presentation Manager and Template Manager are used to prepare, store and man-
age ASIS presentations and presentation templates (SOIL). The Template Object
Manager is used to manage all kinds of multimedia data used in ASIS presenta-
tions but not related to locations or cases. These managers are described in details
in Sections 6.1, 6.2, 6.3 and 6.4.

There is also one technical tool: the Configuration Manager, which is an ad-
vanced tool used for creating and editing technical SIG configuration sets. It is
described in details in Section 6.5.
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6.1 Location and Case Manager

The Location and Case Manager enables administering the content objects and
media objects processed and stored by the DAS. There are two kinds of content
objects (CO): location and case. Each location or case can contain multiple media
objects (MO). COs are stored in a hierarchical structure of folders.

Content objects — locations represent real locations of buildings identified by
the PINB, while content objects — cases represent all cases run by the PINB for
given buildings (locations). Media objects are digital versions of information ele-
ments available for each location or case: documents and multimedia files. Exam-
ples of information elements processed by the PSS ACMA application are: inbound
document, outbound document, note, address info, owner info, maps, and photos.

A view of the Location and Case Manager is presented in Figure 10. The
Location and Case Manager window is divided into two main panels. The left panel
contains a tree presenting the structure of folders; folders can contain locations
and/or cases. The tree is organized as follows. The tree root can contain folders
only. Each folder can contain other folders, locations and cases. Each location or

Fig. 10. Location and Case Manager
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case can be associated with a number of media objects of different types. The
name of any tree element may be highlighted in red, which means that it is used
in some ASIS presentation. There is an icon next to the name of the object. It
represents the type of the object ( — location, — case) or the type of the
media object. Icons for media object types can be defined in a configuration file.

Every case is related to a location or another case. Such relations represent
a hierarchy between location and cases. Every case can contain its own media
objects and media objects inherited from its parent in the location/case hierarchy.
An inherited MO icon is grey.

Detailed information about each selected item in the tree is displayed in the
right panel. For folders these are the name and the description.

For locations and cases there are three tabs containing the following data. In
the ‘General’ tab there are: the name of the location or case, the creation date,
and the list of folders containing this location or case. In the ‘Metadata’ tab, there
is the Metadata Editor: a tree representing object metadata (it can be edited via
popup menus for adding and deleting tree elements and via a double click editor
for every tree node). In the ‘Case Hierarchy’, a visual presentation of the hierarchy
of cases for a given location is contained. A sample Case Hierarchy is presented in
Figure 11.

In the case of a media object, there are three tab panels: ‘General’, ‘Metadata’,
and ‘Parameters’. The first (‘General’) tab panel contains general information: the
name (editable), the creation date, the media object type and the media object
size in kilobytes. The ‘Metadata’ tab panel holds the metadata tree (similarly as
for locations and cases). The ‘Parameters’ tab panel provides access to technical
object parameters.

Fig. 11. Full view of a Case Hierarchy
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6.2 Presentation Manager

The Presentation Manager allows administering the presentation structures and
presentation template instances used by the SIG. The Presentation Manager is
shown in Figure 12.

Presentation structures are defined by a hierarchy of publication folders con-
taining content objects and template instances. Multiple template instances cor-
responding to different domains can be assigned to a single publication folder.

Each template can have parameters, which can be set in its instances. If values
for all template parameters are set, the result is a rigid presentation. Otherwise,
i.e. if not all parameters are provided, the end user will be able (in case of non-
required parameters) or will have to (in case of required parameters) to provide the
parameter values when the presentation is about to be shown. Optionally, some
parameter values are gathered from the invocation context, device capabilities or
user preferences.

The Presentation Manager is divided into two main panels. The left panel
contains a tree presenting the structure of folders, template instances and content

Fig. 12. Presentation Manager
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objects. The tree is organized as follows. Each publication folder can contain other
publication folders, template instances, content objects and content object folders.
Each template instance can have a number of embedded template instances. There
is an icon next to the name of each object. The icon represents the type of the
object ( — presentation, — publication folder, — instance of a template,

— inherited instance of a template).
Detailed information about each selected item in the tree is displayed in the

right panel. For publication folders, these are the name and the description. For
template instances — the name, the description, the template name and the in-
stance domain. In the case of a content object, the same information as in the
Location and Case Manager is presented.

For template instances, a tab panel named ‘Parameters’ is displayed containing
information about parameters, their names, types and values in a tabular form.
This is the place where values of template parameters can be set. The value can
be either a number or a string or a certain object (e.g. media object, template
object).

For publication folders, content objects and media objects, a tab named ‘Prop-
erties’ appears. It enables managing the visualization properties of publication
folders, content objects and media objects. Value of a property can be a number,
a string or a certain object.

There is a popup menu available for each item in the tree. It provides actions for
managing all components of a presentation: publication folders, template instances,
content objects, and media objects.

6.3 Template Manager

The Template Manager allows administering the SOIL presentation templates used
by the SIG. The Template Manager is divided into two main panels. The left
panel contains a tree that presents the structure of folders, templates and their
parameters. The tree is organized as follows. The root of the tree contains folders
and templates not assigned to any folder. Each folder can contain other folders
and templates. Each template can have a number of template parameters.

Detailed information about each selected item in the tree (such as the name,
the description, etc.) is displayed in the right panel. For templates, these are the
name, the description and a table with the presentation domains where the tem-
plate can be used. In the case of a template parameter — the name, label, data
type, data type description, and the default value can be accessed. Moreover, for
templates there is another tab (named ‘Parameters’) which contains information
about parameters, their names, types and values in tabular form. This is the place
where default values of parameters can be set. The default value can be either a
number, a string, or a certain object (e.g. media object, template object).
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There is a popup menu available for each item in the tree. It provides actions
for managing folders and templates.

6.4 Template Object Manager

The Template Object Manager enables administering template objects used by
the SIG. Template objects are all kinds of multimedia data that can be used in
presentations, but which are not semantically related to content objects. Examples
of template objects are images for page background, audio and textual descriptions.
All template objects are organized in a hierarchical structure of folders. Each
template object can be assigned to more than one folder.

The main window of the Template Object Manager consists of two panels.
The left panel contains a tree representing folders and template objects. The tree
is organized as follows. The root of the tree contains folders. Each folder can
contain other folders and template objects. There is an icon close to the name of
each template object. The icon represents the MIME type [16] of the object. Each
template object belongs to one of the template object types. Parameters associated
with the type are represented as child nodes in the tree.

There is a popup menu available for each item in the tree. It provides actions
for managing the folder hierarchy and template objects.

The right panel shows detailed information about the currently selected node
in the tree. For nodes representing folders, the name and the description are pre-
sented. In the case of template objects, the name, the description, the type and
the MIME type are presented together with the preview of the template object.
In the case of a parameter of the template object type, additionally the value of
the parameter is displayed.

6.5 Configuration Manager

The Configuration Manager is a tool for editing the configuration data used by the
ASIS Service Interface Generator. It allows creating, deleting and copying different
configurations (configuration categories). Within a configuration it is possible to
add a new configuration item and edit or delete existing items.

6.6 Technology Used

The PSS ACMA application is implemented in Java. It runs as a standalone ap-
plication. Data are stored in an Oracle10g [17] database. To access the data stored
in the database the PSS application uses web services provided by an application
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server. The application server is implemented in Java and runs on Tomcat [18]
with Axis [19] libraries. A user interacts with the PSS application by means of an
intuitive graphical user interface (GUI).

7 Conclusions

The ASIS solution for building adaptable user interfaces for SOA applications,
presented in this paper, provides a flexible way of accessing SOA services. Due
to the fact that the ASIS Service Interface Generator generates the final service
interface on-demand and takes into account the capabilities of a particular front-
end device, the preferences and privileges of end-users, and additional context
information like location, it is possible to provide a user with a final interface
in the most appropriate form for a given request, without explicit actions of the
user. The method of adjusting service interfaces is not bound to any specific set of
services or underlying business logic, permitting the ASIS system to be used as a
front-end interface generation middleware with virtually any system based on the
SOA paradigm. Examples provided in this paper are related to the construction
industry, however, the method is general and can also be successfully used in other
application domains.
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Abstract. In this paper, we have presented an idea of agent-based SOA
systems that use different solutions and mechanisms analysed in the multi-
agent domain for providing a flexible construction and an execution of
the business processes. We are especially focusing on the problem of com-
position and execution of the complex business processes containing web
services as their elements. These may be performed thanks to negotiations
inspired by multi-agent domains or thanks to a rule-based agent, which
selects the most appropriate business processes described in BPEL for ex-
ecution. We have chosen the management and coordination of activities
performed in the framework of the integrated rescue action to undertake a
verification of the algorithms proposed and pilot tools implemented.

1 Introduction

The concept of the computation model based on interreacting services (Service
Oriented Computation — SOC) and the architectonic models, dedicated to such
computations are the research and realiZation domains widely explored nowadays.
The grand expectations are linked with the SOA concept, especially in the domain
of integrating the existing approaches as well as elaborating models, which make it
possible to build complex applications, and having control of their complexity. This
control of complexity is thanks to basing the works on the construction scheme,
which contains service providers, service registers and service requestors (clients)
and using numerous programming patterns.
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It seems to us that the multi-agent approach might be profitable to support
the development of SOA systems, and in particular, to provide the choice-of-best
services function of the cooperation and leading the execution and monitoring of
complex business processes. The multi-agent approach concerns the development of
systems consisting of cooperating autonomous elements — agents. The application
of artificial intelligence methods, while developing multi-agent systems, makes it
possible to use the techniques of automatic planning, machine learning, working
on knowledge expressed using advanced methods (such as ontology languages) or
complex interaction protocols.

The aim of our work was to propose a concept of an SOA agent system and
create prototypes for testing fragments of functionalities and chosen tools. SOA
(Service Oriented Architecture) systems being the main subject of our interest
comprise of a great number of services deployed into many servers distributed
between many different locations. Within the framework of functioning of the
mentioned SOA systems, execution of complex services takes place. A complex
service process consists of ordering and realizing many inter-related (logically and
functionally, etc.) services.

To manage such sets of services, and provide the possibility to realize com-
plex scenarios of activities when using them, it is necessary to work out flexible
solutions, which enable a proper choice of services to collaborate. It is necessary
both to match services of proper functionalities (described by the sort of data
supplied as an input and obtained as an output) as well as to guarantee they per-
form actions required from the point of view of the scenario logic. For example,
if we search for a place in a hospital for a victim of an accident, e.g. an injured
person with a given class of damage, then s/he will be directed to the hospital
specializing in these sorts of injuries, which is able to supply necessary resources
and data (thus, the needed resources are available at an institution delivering a
given service; whereas if they are not available, it is necessary to look for a more
suitable institution, which offers appropriate resources of a particular type).

To create a system of such properties we intend to apply the following solutions:

— multi-agent approach, which should give a choice of services or business sce-
narios, that offer the most satisfactory solution of a given problem;

— perform conversations with services to select such a service, that best fulfils
our needs, negotiates conditions of its execution (i.e. carrying out the arrange-
ment process), as well as monitors the construction and running of business
processes, to enable reaction to changing situations;

— create a complex description of notions, useful for services operations, as well
as relations between them; we plan to use ontology language OWL [26, 27]
and ontology OWL-S [21] for this purpose.
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2 Comparison of SOA Systems and Multi-agent Systems

In ([23], p. 298) the basic limitations of SOA are indicated. They are related to
the lack of a grouping function — grouping services having functions in consent
with given needs, into appropriate layers. This is a result of introducing a concept
xSOA (extended SOA) [25, 24], based on distinguishing the three layers: basic
(offered by classic SOA, comprising of the architecture and description of services
and simple operations), composing (responsible for matching, coordination and the
description of transactions), management and monitoring. The currently created
solutions for a basic layer are based on such standards as SOAP, WSDL, UDDI,
WS-Notification and WS-MetaDataExchange. We plan to concentrate our work
on solutions for these two higher layers. The existing standards, which may be ap-
plied here (WS-Transaction, WS-Coordination, WS-DistributedManagement, WS-
Policy, WS-PolicyFramework) solve only some tasks, which the layers have to face.
It seems that research in the domain of multi-agent systems, and the worked out
solutions may be of a great help. Current solutions of SOA on the composition level
are limited to orchestration with the use of BPEL [30] and preliminary proposals
of choreography with the use of WS-CDL [7].

There are numerous definitions of agents and multi-agent systems, the wide
overview of them is given in [12]. Among others, our group also participated in
these works during a 15 years period and formulated some definitions and models
[22, 11, 31, 8]. One of the agent definitions is the definition given in the work [28],
which concerns the application of the multi-agent approach to Service Oriented
Computing: “An agent is an active computational entity that has a persistent
identity; can perceive, reason about and initiate activities in its environment; can
communicate with other agents, including humans”.

There are many similarities between agent architectures and SOA but agents
extend services considering several important elements [28]. In contrast to services,
agents are often self-aware, learn and build models concerning other agents and
their capabilities. As a consequence, agents may construct cooperating groups or
coalitions. It is a feature useful in SOA systems, where an important problem to
solve is finding services matching well with one another. Another feature of agents
is that they participate actively, initiating communication while the services are
passive and reacts only from being called.

In [20] three possible kinds of relations between agents and services were iden-
tified and analysed. In the first approach, the agents use existing, simple services.
The role of the agent may be, for example, the automatic composition of services.
In the second approach, the services are the agents with limited capabilities, how-
ever still having agent features such as autonomy, proactivity and persistence. The
third approach assumes that agents are built from web services, which are their
composing elements.
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In [14] the authors mention fundamental properties and characteristic features
of agent approach, which are closely related to Service Oriented Computation
(SOC) and Service Oriented Architecture (SOA):

— ontology (representation of a knowledge domain, supporting interoperability);
— models of processes (representation of actions and their realization);
— choreography (simplified business protocols, services may cooperate within

their frames);
— catalogues and facilities (intermediary agents);
— contracts of service levels and criteria describing the quality of service.

The authors postulate that the problems present in the SOC approach cannot
be solved without the application of concepts and methods worked out as a re-
sult of research on the multi-agent approach. Such a crucial meaning may have:
an approach guaranteeing persistence of software solutions, application structures
(Framework) supporting society management (such as TEAMS — Task Analysis
and Environment Modeling System) as well as ensuring realization of goals owing
to bonds of different strength.

3 Multi-server Complex SOA Systems

In the previous sections the SOA systems, multi–agent systems and the relations
between them were presented. This section focuses on a given type of the SOA
systems and gives a preliminary description of a problem domain, to which we are
going to apply SOA systems with presented features.

The kind of SOA systems which we would like to focus our attention on, are
large-scale systems with a substantial degree of distribution, where services are
available on many servers deployed in the Internet. The essential problem, which
may be faced when realizing such a multi-server system, is related to its execution
as well as the management and control of complex business processes. We propose
an execution of a decentralized multi-server system with the use of an appropriately
constructed platform. The platform has additional servers to monitor a decentral-
ized multi-server system. The servers will be named execution-monitoring servers.
The above-mentioned execution-monitoring servers enable successive switching on
the servers and verifying their correct actions according to their roles in the de-
centralised multi-server system. After fulfiling its role, the execution-monitoring
servers are successively withdrawn from the realized system. Finally, we consider
support of our system by one of ESB (Enterprise Service Bus) [6] realizations,
which might supply some of the communication-management functions. There are
still complex functions left, connected with the domain problems of the realized
application.
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As the domain of application for such a multi-server system we selected a man-
agement of integrated rescue action. Let’s consider the witness of the accident,
which informs the Crisis Management Centre (number 112) about it. The wit-
ness plays the role of the client and the Crisis Management Centre is the service
provider in this interaction. The Crisis Management Centre informs further service
providers about the accident: Dispatcher of Fire Brigade, Dispatcher of Medical
Emergency Services, Duty Officer at the Police. As the rescue action develops, it
deploys numerous subjects cooperating with one another in the client-server inter-
action scheme, however the clients initiating a given action or a subsequent state
of the rescue action process (for example, witness of the accident, and after the
Crises Management Centre) does not afterwards participate in future activities.
As a consequence, the current concept of the client-server application needs to be
extended into the form of a service client/service provider. The solution of this
problem may be obtained by applying Peer2Peer technology, however, such a so-
lution is not fully satisfying. The characteristic feature of the P2P solution is that
it consists of elements, which play roles of both the client and the server. The idea
of introducing some differences between client and service (in the played role and
its structure) is justified and clarifies the designing, realization and functioning of
systems composed from numerous clients and server. However, quite often one can
notice situations where clients send requests to the server to perform given services
and for this, the servers have to send on the next requests to other servers, that
are necessary for fulfiling the client request. So, in these cases, the servers also
play the roles of clients and work as a P2P application.

We have a similar situation in the case where a given client addresses a server
to perform a service whose results should be delivered to another client, so the
service is realized in the interest of another client. For the client, which initiates
the process, it is only important whether, the service was successfully performed
and not the result returned by it. Afterwards one can examine a situation where
the result of a request sent to the server by the client is that another client has
addressed another server to perform a service. In conclusion, the problem is to
determine what should be the result of a service for which the client addresses a
server.

One can consider the following results of realization of the services whose exe-
cution was requested from server S1 by client C1:

— the returned message, created only by the server — service provider S1 and
sent to the client C1;

— the message created by the server — service provider S1 and other servers
participating in the performing services for the client C1;

— the message created only by the server - service provider S1 and returned to
the other client C2, indicated by the client C1;

— executed action client-server between client C2 and server S2 (client C1 obtains
only the confirmation that the service was performer by server S1).
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The extension of the activities of the client-server interaction protocol presented
above may be realized using the functionalities provided by agents. For example,
one can consider a server, which provides the following service: after the request of
the client it creates an adequate agent and executes it in a suitable environment.
The choice of the kinds of agent and environment depends on the task to be
performed in the given system.

4 Approach to Create Multi-server Agent SOA Systems

In comparison to classic SOA systems, an agent SOA system, differs in:

— clear differentiation of two phases of the service choice, which are as follows:
a choice of services of compatible interfaces either by classic matching or
by the use of a semantic matcher and an automatic planner, maybe in
collaboration with patterns of business processes;
a querying of matching services so as to choose these, which assure the
expected quality of results from the point of view of an agent that initialises
and monitors a business process;

— presence of agents, whose role is querying services about abilities to satisfy
needs, or making decisions (on the basis of such techniques as a rule-oriented
system or machine-learning) on the choice of the most suitable business process
to be executed.

According to the applied approach, a process of service realization may be
divided into the following steps:

— Identification of a service. During this phase, a potential client finds services of
the anticipated profile. The result of this phase is information whether services
of a searched profile are located in the environment surrounding the mentioned
client, as well as obtaining information on how to find the needed service (e.g.
the address of the appropriate repository of services, etc.). Thus, the effect is a
selected group of services, which may be considered as potentially useful from
the point of view of the clients needs.

— Negotiation with the service. During this phase, services belonging to the se-
lected group of services are checked from the point of view of a definition of
how the mentioned services are suitable for needs of the considered client. The
result of the phase is one chosen service, the most appropriate for client’s needs.
The process of negotiation may be performing using multi-agent interaction
protocol like Contract Net [29] or one of different auction protocols.

— Service arrangement. During this phase, the ability to execute the certain ser-
vice, with the parameters (conditions) given by the client is negotiated with
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a service-provider. Usually the result of this stage is to inform the provider
about real conditions of the service execution, collecting the appropriate re-
sources by the provider and preparation of appropriate algorithms to execute
the certain variant of the service, and informing the client about it.

— Service execution contract. As a result of the phase, a client accepts (or not)
conditions of service execution by a service provider and concludes a contract
to execute a certain service. There are conditions of service execution fixed in
the contract, consequences of failure of service execution, as well as guarantee
conditions.

— Service realization. A service is realized by a system, or in the real world (then,
a computer system supervises service execution). A service provider obtains
in this case, the information about the beginning, the ending, a success or a
failure of service execution.

— Service billing. In this phase, both a client and a service provider negotiate
and fix conditions of the service, i.e. whether it is performed satisfactorily, or
whether there are shorcomings, potential correction of the obtained result, a
due payment or a negotiated reimbursement.

Key problems, which are a part of the subject of research, are the following:

— The automatic creation of a proper plan leading to aims defined by a client.
It may be carried out by applying methods of automatic planning [13], while
assuming that the set of services are actions that can be possibly executed and
that the requests received from the client represent the goals to be achieved.

— Selection of appropriate services, which may realize the plan. Choice of services
should take place on two levels: a compositional consent of services interfaces
and the usability for the performed domain scenario. For the former, we plan
to take into account the classic approach based on repositories (such as UDDI)
and the use of language for a service semantic description (such as OWL
and OWL-S). On the second level, it is necessary to converse with a given
service and get to know which resources it is able to make available and which
resources to reserve.

— Monitoring of an execution plan and remembering a status of an action. Busi-
ness processes of our interest have a complex nature; it is possible to distinguish
some autonomic fragments, which may be executed concurrently and indepen-
dently to some extent. Thus a task of automation of the process of composition
and decomposition of single business processes appears.
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5 Application of an Exploratory Start-platform

The developed platform has the following special features:

— Comprises of special agent servers, which provide an environment for agents.
— Constitute an infrastructure for the implementation of tools for arranging ser-

vices, as well as direct negotiation of service details on servers (all or chosen).
— Contains special monitoring servers, which enable running a network of coop-

erating servers.

Services. Services are installed on distributed servers owned by different or-
ganizations or providers with a some decisional autonomy. After the arrival of the
request, it becomes necessary to prepare and execute a business process, which
will communicate with distributed services necessary for successful execution of
the request.

Agent Environment. Cooperation of servers in complex actions (e.g. rescue
actions) is aimed at the realization of given actions on the basis of mutual commu-
nication. The action mentioned is performed by executing numerous appropriate
tasks in a client-server system. Roles of a client and a server are often changed
and a server playing a role of a service provider becomes a client and communi-
cates with another server — provider to realize a necessary service. A status of the
action having been realized is represented by states of appropriate collaborating
clients and servers. In particular, there is one or there are some selected servers
participating in the mentioned action, which remember the action state (more or
less in detail). We are going to analyze scenarios of executing complex actions,
when it is not possible (or it does not make sense) maintain availability of servers,
which take part in an action, during the whole time. It is not possible to distin-
guish a server or a group of servers, which remember the distributed state of the
business process during its complete execution. It seems that the application of
the concept of the autonomous agent to solve this problem might be justified. The
performed action (whole or in some fragments) is connected with agents acting
in an environment composed of a network of collaborating servers. Since a server
is not always adjusted to make an environment of agents, it is proposed to intro-
duce a group of special servers into the system, which are able to play the role of
environments for the agents.

Tools for Arrangement. Negotiation of services that enable a choice of an ap-
propriate one makes up the basic element of the SOA systems functioning. Usually,
a client searches through appropriate service repositories and analyses information
about available services. After making a choice of a proper service, it turns to an
appropriate service provider – a server, to realize a chosen service. Such a manner
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of arranging services is called indirect. However, a certain service may not always
be realized at that very moment. Moreover, additional arrangements to precise
conditions of service execution may be necessary. In such a case, a client may per-
form an exchange of information with a service provider, that defines whether a
given service may be executed at the very moment and what current conditions
of the service execution are. The mentioned exchange of information is called an
arrangement and requires the use of appropriate means. For this purpose, Entish
language [5, 4] was proposed which enables the above-mentioned arrangement of
services. In the multi-server system performing a complex action, tools for realiza-
tion of service arrangement process have been implemented.

Monitoring Servers. A complex action realized by a network of servers – a
multi-server system, requires cooperation of many servers at different phases of
performing the action. Triggering the multi-server system, which requires causing
simultaneous cooperation of appropriate servers is especially complex. To make it
easier, as well as to perform a proper maintenance of the system, the introduction
of special monitoring servers has been proposed. A task of monitoring servers,
performed or supported by agents, is supervision and monitoring (tracing) com-
munication in the framework of service realization. After having been used, some
of the monitoring servers (not useful any more) are withdrawn from the system.
Some of them are left and they enable maintenance and development of the system.

6 Description of the Integrated Rescue Action Scenario

The application domain of the developed agent SOA system [10] is a management
and a coordination of the integrated rescue action [9]. We assume that the action
may be performed in a consequence of large-scale accidents which cause different
losses: numerous wounded people with different injuries, damaged vehicles, persons
jammed in cars, blocked roads or contamination of the environment. In the rescue
actions performed in such conditions, different services have to participate: an
ambulance service, the police, a hospital and the activities of these services is the
task for the developed agent SOA system.

Below, one of the scenarios of carrying out the integrated rescue action is
presented. The case with several injuries was selected.

In the first stage of the operation (Fig. 1), the person reporting the accident
informs about the event, when calling 112 and asking for help. The dispatcher, who
receives the call, introduces data concerning the accident into the system with the
help of an interface. Here, the integrated rescue system starts functioning. After
the receipt of the call/request, the system creates the Agent responsible for the
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Fig. 1. A scenario of a rescue action for an accident with multiple
injuries. The first stage

incident, which is responsible for solving the problem and carrying out the rescue
action.

The agent responsible for the incident, after the analysis of data decides whe-
ther to send a police team, an ambulance and a fire brigade, which handles the
problem of the neutralization of the chemical substances, to the location of the
event.

The doctor from the ambulance, after arrival to the place of the event, per-
forms the examination of the injuries and for each injury, an Agent Responsible for
the Patient is created, which is responsible for future aid. For the severely injured,
agents will organize necessary places in the hospitals and will provide adequately
speedy transport. Light injuries will be delivered to hospitals for future examina-
tion using ambulances present in the place of the event or additional ambulances,
which will be sent if necessary. It is important that each patient is served by an
independent agent, whose goal it is to organize help/aid for them. In the event
of a high number of injuries, agents may be in competition. Each of them is led
by criteria associated with the state of injury, the price and others. For example,
the agent responsible for light injuries selects slower but less expensive transport
whereas the agent responsible for severe injuries does not take the price into con-
sideration and selects the fastest transport. The ambulance service itself may offer
different kinds of services for different prices. It gives a guarantee that the help
will be provided for the injuries with a correct order, the most serious injuries with
the highest priorities.

Another aspect of this scenario is the synchronization of actions (Fig. 2). A
reorganization of the traffic onto side roads by the police should last as long as the
last services leave the place of the accident.
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Fig. 2. A scenario of a rescue action for an accident with multiple
injuries — synchronization of activities

In the example of the organization of the detour, a synchronization of agent
activities is presented. Namely, the Agent responsible for the traffic does not finish
the traffic change until all necessary actions at the place of the accident are ended.
Despite the end of medical actions — all injuries are delivered to hospitals and all
agents responsible for serving the injuries are removed from the system, the agent
does not restore the normal organization of the traffic. It is aware that operations of
police and fire brigade are still in progress. Only when all these services have ended
their activities, the agent will restore the previous traffic organization and inform
the police cars about the end of operation. At the end, the agent notifies/reports
the end of rescue action and is removed from the system.

7 Developed Tools

Prototype systems and tools have been created in the frames of carried out works.
They offer, on the one hand, fragments of functionality necessary to create a final
system, and on the other, enable testing the most important, from our point of
view, elements of the system as well as checking existing, available complex tools
and approaches. In particular, our work comprises of the following:
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— a dynamic choice of business processes described by BPEL; for this, an agent
equipped with a rule-oriented inference machine was used;

— a demonstration of a protocol of arranging services applying Entish environ-
ment;

— an analysis of abilities of basic tools needed for manipulation on semantic
Web services, using an ontology/ontological description, and their composition,
thus creating a concept of a semantic repository, as well as an analysis and a
choice of external complex tools which might be used in a semantic layer being
realized, thus a matcher (to match services to queries/questions) and a planner
(for a dynamic composition of Web services and/or business processes);

— creation of a prototype version of the system for management of an integrated
rescue action. Its aim was, on the one hand, to offer an evaluation environment
for tools having been created, and on the other hand collecting the necessary
experience, required by the process of creating mature system versions.

There are descriptions of the above-mentioned solutions and tools presented
below in brief:

Library of Arranging Services. The library of services arrangement based on
a solution from IPI PAN-Siedlce has been worked out. This arrangement consists
of questioning services: whether they are able to deliver the required results, and
making a choice of such a service, which offers the best solution. Both agents and
services may take part in a conversation. Entish language is used for this purpose.

Log Server. The created tool is a server of logs: LogServer. Its task is to trace
messages, their sequence and contents and their visualisation in the form of dy-
namically drawn sequence diagrams. LogServer collects logs from all elements of
the system and stores them into a database. Then the logs are made available by
LogView which analyses them and builds sequence diagrams based on them.

Monitoring Server: MapServer. It is a tool, which enables storing the infor-
mation about the status of system elements. Visualization of a map together with
a network of roads, units with available and occupied resources, events and mov-
ing cars is done. The tool has been created for the purpose of examination of a
problem of an integrated rescue action. However, it has a wider application; it may
be useful for creating a wide class of systems related to optimizing the realization
of transport requests, modeling of city traffic, or the optimization of solutions of
other logistic problems (e.g. supply chains management).

Agent Server. The agent server is a tool being an agent environment, which
enables the creation of subsequent instances of different agents, realization of their
algorithms, check/ control, communication, etc. A pilot version of the environment
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has been implemented. The server of agents is a relatively simple and universal
tool. It consists of two servlets externally available:

— AgentServer — a client who orders an agent to perform a task communicates
with the servlet;

— ClientService — ServicesServer communicates with it when it sends back an
answer in a phase of an arrangement or an execution.

A Pilot Version of a System for management of an integrated rescue action has
been realized. The system uses and evaluates the above-mentioned tools: Library of
services arrangement, Agent server, Map Server, Server of logs. An environment
based on tools proposed in this phase of a project is a universal motor, which
enables both: modeling to test a concept, as well as realization of real systems.

The environment comprises of the five following elements: a client, an agent
server, services servers, a repository of services and monitoring servers.

A client orders agents server to perform a service, transferring a name of a
function (type of a service) and a document with parameters. A new instance of
an Agent is created in an agent server; it takes care of the execution of the order.
We can distinguish two phases in an action of an agent’s instance: an arrangement
phase and an execution phase. The aim of an arrangement phase is to find servers
offering the ordered service. The aim of an execution phase is to select one server,
which may execute the service, order its execution of the service and collect results.
In the phase of execution an agent analysis received answers. It compares prices
of execution and chooses a server, which offers the cheapest one. The choice of a
service in the subsequent phases may be done with the use of many criteria. Next
an agent sends an order to the selected server (confirmation of willingness), and
to others, which were not selected, but have not returned a rejection at the same
time, it sends a message about resignation from the service. The service server,
when receiving an order to perform a service, executes it using the preliminarily
reserved resources, and next it returns an answer to an agent. A service server,
which received information about resignation from the service, frees the earlier
reserved resources.

Rule-Based Agent-Manager of Business Processes. A tool offers the ability
to compose Web services with the help of a reactive agent, which manages a
choice of execution of web processes using a rule-oriented system based on the
Drools platform [1]. An environment for an agent is a web interface, web services
and BPEL processes seen also as web services.

Functions of the system comprise of:

— Collection of a query from a user, by a web interface. We assume different
possibilities of communication with the system, for example a user friendly
web interface made available to a dispatcher.
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— Web interface provides an agent with the preliminary data, which is the base
of facts, fundamental for a definition of the sequence of processes and web
services execution.

— Exchange of data between web services is performed on a level of a knowledge
base rules.

— Results of web services execution are added to the fact base and may later
become a basis to call other web services or may be transferred as an argument
for operation call.

— A Web service of an agent returns a log of executed operations consisting of
rules, which were active in a certain case as well as web services called by
certain rule.

The Semantic Infrastructure for Search and Composition of Web Ser-
vices

The designed semantic infrastructure is based on the following:

— Implementation of its own modules, which makes, as a whole, a semantic repos-
itory of services.

— Use of existing, examined solutions [19, 18], or application of solutions created
by other subgroups of an IPIPAN team [15]. In particular, it concerns a plan-
ner and a matcher, maybe also other tools guaranteeing conversion between
different formats. Such a choice has already been done and they are used in
other works.

— Creation of a set of a domain ontology in OWL, for an integrated rescue action
and a description of web services concerning a rescue action, in OWL-S. A
pilot version of such ontology, which makes a basis for further works has been
created.

The designed repository comprises the following key elements:

— A transport layer — a repository has to have ability to communicate remotely
in any indicated technology.

— A communication interface with an authorization system — it is a key element
of the whole repository, because it integrates all the elements available in the
repository, it triggers a transport layer, serves the user authorization, commu-
nicates with a matchmaker’s adapter and with an OWL/RDF repository.

— A matchmaker’s adapter — it was decided, that the repository for service
matching uses existing implementation of matchmakers, so it is necessary to
create an adapter which will separate the repository from a certain implemen-
tation of matching algorithms and owing to this it gives the opportunity to
change a matchmaker into another one in the future.

— A repository OWL/RDF — this function will be performed by the Sesame [2]
system, which integrates a reasoner in itself, and enables execution of requests
on the stored data files. It stores the data files related to services (OWL-S),
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possibly added ontology and its descendants from processing by the match-
maker adapter.

So far, we examined and tested two existing tools, which might be used as a part
of our system: the matcher and a planer. OWLS-MX [18, 17] is a hybrid semantic
matchmaker, which matches services for a given query (question) written in OWL-
S. Matchmaker uses Pellet [3] as a reasoner of a description logic (OWL-DL). The
aim of the application of the planer is to use it as a tool for the service composition.
We intend to apply different techniques of dynamic service composition, use of
automatic planners and treating a service as an action with a given input and
output is one of these techniques. We have concentrated on the OWLS-XPlan
[19, 16]. It is a program (distributed on an Open Source license) for generating
plans, thus a chain of calls of web services on the basis of the given information.
The program receives a description of a current state described in OWL notation,
and a description of an expected state, also defined in OWL. Additionally, it is
necessary to give a list with services descriptions, which may be used (services are
also described in OWL).

Ontologies. The created domain ontology currently concerns a sub-domain of a
rescue-emergency domain. We have based the creation of the ontology on our own
knowledge in the area of the domain including the general knowledge, and real
documents as a card of patient transfer and an order for emergency transport.
The created preliminary version of the ontology has 96 classes, 23 properties of
objects (possible relations), 9 properties of data types. Preliminary descriptions of
parts of services in WSDL and OWL-S have also been prepared.

8 Conclusions

The carried out work has concentrated on:

— working out elements of architecture of an agent SOA system;
— testing basic solutions which enable composing and arrangement of services;
— preparing a scenario of an integrated rescue action;
— realization of prototype systems reflecting the chosen scenarios of functioning

of the system to manage an integrated rescue action.

The hitherto performed works to check different techniques and tools, have
been carried out in various directions, only partially having their common parts.
We plan to integrate the examined solutions in the future. To make the process
of integration of different elements of the system easier, we plan to use one of the
ESB platforms, extended by the examined solutions.
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Further works will be carried out in the following way:

— extension and development of an agent architecture based on services (SOA-
A);

— enrichment of scenario descriptions for an integrated rescue action, taking into
account existing documents filling in currently by certain units, regulations
and rules currently being in force;

— development of pilot versions with wider functionalities and tending to their
integration;

— further examination of existing solutions and tools, as well as implementation
of complex tools needed in the next steps;

— work on semantic Web services, more detailed description of larger sets of
such services and the necessary domain ontology, as well as on the use and
integration with the rest of the system;

— analysis of the problem of cooperation between BPEL and OWL-S. There is
research work on the subject, however obtained results are preliminary ones
and have a limited character;

— carrying out experiment to use abilities offered by Web Services Choreography
Description Language (WS-CDL), which is the subject of works, and describes
a pattern of messages exchange between Web services taking part in a business
cooperation.
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